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PREFACE.

THE history of Greek mathematics is, for the most part, only
the history of such mathematics as are learnt daily in all
our public schools. And very singular it is that, though
England is the only European country which still retains
Euclid as its teacher of elementary geometry, and though
Cambridge, at least, has, for more than a century, required
from all candidates for any degree as much Greek and mathe-
matics together as should make this book intelligible and
interesting, yet no Englishman has been at the pains of
writing, or even of translating, such a treatise. If it was not
wanted, as it ought to have been, by our classical professors
and our mathematicians, it would have served at any rate to
quicken, with some human interest, the melancholy labours
of our schoolboys.

The work, as usual, has been left to Germany and even
to France, and it has been done there with more than usual
excellence. It demanded a combination of learning, scholarship
and common sense which we used, absurdly enough, to regard
as peculiarly English. If anyone still cherishes this patriotic
delusion, I would advise him to look at the works of Nessel-
mann, Bretschneider, Hankel, Hultsch, Heiberg and Cantor,
or, again, of Montucla, Delambre and Chasles, which are so
frequently cited in the following pages. To match them we
can show only an ill-arranged treatise of Dean Peacock, many
brilliant but scattered articles of Prof. De Morgan, and three
essays by Dr Allman. I have treated all these writers with
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freedom and have myself added matter which is not to be found
in any of them, but they strike me still with humiliation such
as a classical scholar feels when he edits a text which Bentley
has edited before him.

My own book represents part of a collection of notes
which I have for many years been making with a view to
a general history of the great city of Alexandria. The fact
that the history of Alexandrian mathematics begins with the
Elements of Euclid and closes with the Algebra of Diophantus,
both of which are founded on the discoveries of several pre-
ceding centuries, made it necessary that I should extend my
inquiries over the whole field of Greek mathematics. In
this way, the materials for an account of the Alexandrian
Mathematical School grew to exceed the reasonable limits
of a chapter, and I have thought it desirable to publish them
as a separate essay. I shall treat the Literary School with
the same fulness.

As a history of Alexandria ought to be interesting to
most people, I took especial pains that my treatment of the
Mathematical School, which was the oldest, the most con-
spicuous and the longest-lived of them all, should not be
excessively technical. I have tried to put my account of it
generally in such a form as should be useful and attractive to
readers of various tastes. As a matter of fact, mathematicians
will here find some account of every extant Greek mathe-
matical book and a great number of pretty proofs translated
from the ipsissima verba of the ancients. Greek scholars will
find nomenclature and all manner of arithmetical symbols
more fully treated than in any other work. A student of
history, who cares little for Greek or mathematics in par-
ticular, but who likes to watch how things grow, will be able
to extract from these pages a notion of the whole history
of mathematical science down to Newton's time, and will find
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some very curious questions raised which it is his especial
duty to answer. It was impossible to satisfy the requirements
of all readers, but each will perhaps be willing to concede
something to the claims of the others, and wherever a subject
is introduced but inadequately treated, I have at least given
references to sources of fuller information, if any such exist
to my knowledge.

As the whole book is an endeavour to compromise between
conflicting claims, I have allowed myself, with the same intent,
some inconsistency in two details. In the first place, I have not
drawn a strict line between pure and mixed mathematics, but have
given an account of the Phaenomena and Optics of Euclid and
the mechanical books of Aristotle and Archimedes, while I have
omitted any summary of Ptolemy's astronomical theories. The
former are books which are little known, which are short, which
came in my way and which are almost purely deductive. A com-
plete history of Greek astronomy is tolerably common, is long,
is founded for the most part on non-mathematical writers and
would consist largely of a history of astronomical observations.
In the second place, I have tried to write proper names
(following indeed Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman
Biography) in a way which should generally indicate the
Greek form and pronunciation without offending the ordinary
eye. I have always written c for K and final -us for -09. I
have generally not Latinized names ending in -cop, because it is
sometimes inconvenient and the Latin usage was inconsistent
with itself; for instance, it retained Conon but altered Platon.
I have left in their English form, the names of well-known
writers. Thus the reader will find Plato, Aristotle and Euclid
side by side with Heron, Nicoteles and Neocleides. If I must
offend somebody, I would soonest offend a pedant.

The complete MS. of this book left my hands last January
and the whole edition has been printed off, sheet by sheet,
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at various intervals, since that time. I have therefore been
unable to correct any errors or omissions which I observed too
late or to incorporate new matter which appeared after the
sheet to which it was relevant had gone to press. The chief
notices which I wish to insert are given in the Addenda
which immediately follow this preface.

My work, dreary as it has often been, has been enlivened
by one constant pleasure, the interest and unselfish assistance
of many friends. Two of them, in particular, deserve recogni-
tion very near the title-page. The first is Mr F. T. Swanwick,
late scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge, and now Mathemati-
cal Lecturer in the Owens College. He has, with incredible
care and patience, read through the whole book from page 66,
has made a hundred valuable suggestions and has saved me
a hundred times from myself. The other is Mr Joseph Jacobs,
late scholar of St John's College, Cambridge, whose wide
intellectual interests and unsurpassed knowledge of bibliography
have made the book far more useful and entertaining than
it otherwise would have been. I would say more of their
kindness to me but that I would not have them held respon-
sible for any slips which they may have overlooked in my work
but would not have made in their own.

JAMES GOW.

LINCOLN'S INN.

October, 1884.



ADDENDA.

P. 24. THE relevant passages of Nicolaus Smyrnaeus and Bede are
printed, with an interesting plate, by M. Froehner in an article
on certain Roman tesserae in Annuaire de la Soc. Numismatique,
Paris, 1884. Mr A. S. Murray gave me the article in pamphlet
form, newly paged.

P. 44. Prof. Robertson Smith informs me that gematria is certainly
from yecojaerpia, by a common Semitic transliteration.

P. 108 n. 3. In the, Journal of Philology, xm. No. 25. pp. 107—113,
Mr T. L. Heath, after proving by new evidence that the
algebraic s of Diophantus is not the final sigma, shows that
s° occurs in cursive MSS. as an abbreviation of dpifyios, used in its
ordinary sense, for which also dp. is sometimes found. Hence he
suggests that Diophantus' s is merely a contraction of dp. This
theory is pretty but I do not think it is true, for three reasons.
(1) The contraction must be supposed to be as old as the time
of Diophantus, for he describes the symbol as r& s instead of T&
or T(4 dp. Yet Diophantus can hardly (as Mr Heath admits)
have used cursive characters. (2) The abbreviation s5 for
dpiOfws in its ordinary sense is very rare indeed. I t is not
found in the MSS. of Nicomachus or Pappus, where it might
most readily be expected. I t may therefore be due only to a
scribe who had some reminiscence of Diophantus. (3).If s is
for dp., then, by analogy, the full symbol should be s' (like 8", K")
and not s°.

Pp. 110, 111. n. In the Gottingen Nachrichten, 1882. pp. 409—413,
Prof. P. De Lagarde suggests that the x of modern algebra is
simply the regular Spanish representative of the Arabic letter,
which is the initial of shai, the Arabic name of the unknown
quantity. This may be (but I believe is not) true of Luca
Pacioli, Tartaglia and other early Italian algebraists. The
accounts which I have seen of their works are inconsistent and
inconclusive. But their more important successors had no
prepossession whatever in favour of x. Wallis (in his Algebra,
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1685. p. 127.), says "Whereas it was usual with Harriot (as
before with Vieta and Oughtred) to put consonants B, G, D, &c,
for known quantities and vowels, A, E, I &c, for unknown,
Descartes chooseth to express his unknown quantities by the
latter letters of the alphabet (as z, y, x) and the known by the
former letters of it as a, b, c, &c." Thus Descartes probably
set the fashion, but he may have resumed an old tradition.

P. 129. There seems to be a reference to a Hebrew harpedonaptes
in Micah II. 5.

Pp. 182—185. Dr Allman, in Hermathena No. x., has another
paper on Greek Geometry from Thales to Euclid. This deals
very elaborately with Archytas and Eudoxus.

Pp. 189 arid 238. A statement that the parallelogram of forces was
known to Aristotle was struck out of p. 189 as incorrect, but
by accident, no substitute was inserted. The omission is rectified
on p. 238.

P. 204. There is a very remarkable article by Dr Klamroth "iiber
den Arabischen Euclid" in Zeilschr. Deutsch. Morgenldnd. Ge-
sellsch. 1881, pp. 270—-326. This gives a most careful account
of the Arabic texts of Euclid. It would appear that Euclid's
Elements was the first Greek book translated into Arabic.

P. 208. In the American Journal of Math. u. pp. 46—48,
Mr G. B. Halsted has a ' Note on the First English Euclid' from
which it appears, among other things, that Billingsley became
Sir Henry Billingsley, and was Lord Mayor of London in
1591.

Pp. 263 and 277 n. I have wrongly followed Thevenot and Fabricius
in the note on p. 277. The Philon mentioned by Vitruvius was
an Athenian architect and is clearly not the engineer Philon, part
of whose work is in the Veteres MatJieniatici. The latter Philon
seems to be identical with Philon of Byzantium, who is
mentioned on p. 263. If so, then Philon of Byzantium had
certainly heard Otesibius lecture and must be assigned to a date
about 150 B.C.

Philon's construction should have been given on p. 263.
He describes a circle about the rectangle ABDG. A ruler,
cutting AB produced in F, AC produced in G, and the circle in
H, D, is turned about the point B until FH equals DG. The
line FHDG is called "Philo's line" in modern geometry, but its
author did not know its singular property.
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At haec omnia ita traotari praecipimus ut non critioorum
more in laude et censura tempus teratur,; sed plane historioe res
ipsae narrentur, judicium parcius interponatur. De modo autem
hujusmodi historiae oonflciendae illud inprimis monemus, ut...
seriatim (ab ultima antiquitate facto principio) libri praeoipui
qui per ea temporis spatia consoripti sunt in consilium adhibe-
antur, ut ex eorum non perlectione (id enim infinitum quiddam
esset) sed degustatione et observatione argumenti, stili, methodi,
Genius illius temporis Literarius veluti incantatione quadam a
mortuis evocetur.

BACON, De Augm. n. iv.



PAET I. PROLEGOMENA TO ARITHMETIC.

CHAPTER I.

THE DECIMAL SCALE.

1, IN the book of Problemata, attributed to Aristotle, the
following question is asked (xv. 3): " Why do all men, both
barbarians and Hellenes, count up to 10 and not to some other
number?" It is suggested, among several answers of great
absurdity, that the true reason may be that all men have ten
fingers *: " using these, then, as symbols of their proper number
(viz. 10), they count everything else by this scale." The writer
then adds "Alone among men, a certain tribe of Thracians
count up to 4, because, like children, they cannot remember
a long sum neither have they any need for a great quantity of
anything."

It is natural to regret that an author who at so early a date
was capable of writing this passage, was not induced to ask
himself more questions and to collect more facts on the same
and similar subjects. Had he done so, he might have anti-
cipated, by some two thousand years, the modern method of
research into prehistoric times and might have attempted, with
every chance of success, a hundred problems which cannot now
be satisfactorily treated2. In the fourth century B. c. and for
long after, half the Aryan peoples were still barbarous and there
must still have survived, even among Greeks and Italians,
countless relics of primitive manners, forming a sure tradi-

1 Cf. Ovid, Fasti in. v. 121 sqq. lines as would be taken by a modern
8 It seems probable tliat Aristotle evolutionist. See Sir H. Maine, Early

himself was inclined to reconstruct Law and Custom, pp. 196, 197.
primitive history on much the same

G. G. M. 1
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tion of the past. Nearly all these materials, so abundant in
Aristotle's day, are irretrievably lost to us and the primeval
history of Aryan culture depends now chiefly on the evidence
supplied by comparative philology. It is so with the art of
calculation. We may assume evolution and, by careful com-
parison of the habits of the existing lower races, we may form
ah extra a theoretical history of arithmetic among our fore-
fathers; but almost the whole (so to say) internal evidence
is concealed in a few numeral words. To the etymology of
these a few pages may here be fitly devoted, not only because it
is habitual with our generation to commence every inquiry
from the beginning of things, but also because Greek arithmetic
offers no other prehistoric inquiry but this, because, in fact,
ordinary Greek calculation remained to the last so clumsy and
primitive, that if any progress in the art is to be ascribed to
the Greeks, it can be exhibited only by going back to the
beginning.

2. The words for 1000, and every higher power of 10,
are different in all the great branches of the Aryan family
of languages, and the cardinal numerals up to that limit are
manifestly derived, by mere addition or composition, from the
first ten. These last, therefore, are of by far the greatest
interest and importance and the present inquiry may be
confined to them. Before examining the individual words,
however, it will be well to consider the whole group. The
first three are adjectives, agreeing with only casual and partial
exceptions {e.g. Bvo) in gender and case with the substantives
which they qualify. The same might be said of the fourth, but
that in Latin quattuor is wholly indeclinable. The rest, from
five to ten, are generally uninflected and have or had originally
the form of a neuter singular1. In Sanskrit, indeed, these six
numerals are declined as adjectives but they do not take the
gender signs and in older writers are often employed without
any inflexions at all2. In old Slavonic they are extended by
a suffix (as in Semitic tongues) into abstract nouns of the

1 The final sibilant of 'six,' 'sex,' primeval. Schleieher, Vergl. Gram. §
etc. is part of the root, and the ap- 237. 6 and 8.
parently dual ending of octo is not 2 Whitney, Sanskrit Gram. § 486c.
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feminine singular and are so declined1 (cf. Gr. wefnrd? etc.),
but this usage is also obviously late and may be ignored in
a general discussion of the origin of the words. For the present
purpose, it may be stated broadly that the first three are
adjectives, the fourth is generally an adjective but sometimes
an uninflected noun, the remaining six are uninflected nouns
only. All of them, in all Aryan tongues, are constructed of
the same materials, which, moreover, seem familiar enough
in different connexions. The difficulty is how to adapt the
apparent meanings of the roots to a numerical signification.
Some metaphor probably underlies each word, but though
metaphor, as we shall see, is competent to make numerals, it is
not able to extend their application. Things are not eight or
ten by a metaphor. They are so as a pure matter of fact, and
we are thus debarred from inferring the original meanings of the
numerals from any subsequent usage of them by transference!
The propriety of each numeral to its signification must be
explained a priori or not at all. And this, apart from any
linguistic difficulties, constitutes the chief objection to the
etymologies hitherto proposed by Bopp, Lepsius, Pott and
others2. Sometimes they do not explain the choice of the
particular name, sometimes they involve patent anachronisms.
When for instance they say that pankan and saptan,' five' and
' seven/ mean ' following,' because they follow ' four' and ' six'

1 Bopp, Comp. Gram. § 313. Stade, and 3 : or else ha, qua — I.
Lehrb. der Hebr. Spr. p. 216. Five= 'that which comes after' (four).

2 Bopp, § 308 sqq. Pott, Die qui- Sk. pashch&t=after.
nare etc. Zdhlmethode, pp. 130 sqq. Six, Sk. shash is probably a compound
On p. 142 Pott, discussing Lepsius' de- of two and four.
rivations, points out that he ascribes Seven = ' that which follows' (six).
to 1 (besides its original eka) the forms Eight, Sk. ashtan = 1 + and + 3.
k, tsh, p and c in the composition of Nine=new—that which comes after 8
the other' numerals. The common and begins a new quartette.
derivations, taken chiefly from Bopp, Ten = two and eight.
are set out in Morris, Hist. Outlines Pott, in Etym. Forschungen, 2nd ed.,
of Eng. Accidence, p. 110 n. The 1859, I. p. 61 n., declares his opinion
following only need be cited: that the numerals are derived from
27wee='what goes beyond' (root tri, names of concrete objects, but suggests

tar, to go beyond). no particular etymologies.
Four (quattuor) = ' and three,' i.e. 1

1—2
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respectively, they suggest no reason why any other numeral
above 1 should not have been called by either or both of these
names: so when they say that navan, 'nine,' means 'new'
(z/e'o? etc.) because it begins a new quartette, they assume a
primeval quaternary notation and do not explain why ' five'
was not called navan: so again when they say that navan
means 'last' (vearo<; etc.) because it is the last of the units,
they evidently speak from the point of view of an arithmetician
who has learnt to use written symbols. What one really wants,
in this as in so many other problems of philology, is to get at
the point of view of the primitive language-maker and to see
from what sources he was likely to get his numerals. And
this can only be done by a careful examination of the habits
and languages of modern savages.

3. It is probably familiar enough to most readers that
many savage tribes are really unable to count, or at least have
no numerals, above 2 or 3 or 4, and express all higher numbers
by a word meaning ' heap' or ' plenty,' and that every nation,
which can count further than this, uses a quinary or decimal or
vigesimal notation or a combination of these1, which is generally
founded on, and expressly referred to, the number of the fingers
and toes. These facts, which are beyond dispute2, suggest two
initial questions, first, what is the real difficulty which a savage
finds in separating the units which go to make a multitude ? and

1 No' nation has a purely quinary or Zeitschr. respectively. Also Tylor,
vigesimal notation at all. The Mayaa Primitive Culture, i. ch. 7 : Lubbock,
of Yucatan, however, and the Aztecs Orig. of Civilisation, ch. 8, and Prehist.
have special words and signs for 20, Times (4th ed.), p. 588. Another col-
400 and 8000. Pott, Zahlmethode supr. lection of similar facts will be found
cit. pp. 93, 97, 98. Wilson, Prehistoric in Dean Peacock's article 'Arithmetic'
Man, II. p. 61. in the Ency. Metropolitans. It may be

2 See, for instance, Pott, Die quin. added here that the Maoris are said to
Zahlmethode, etc., with an appendix use an undenary scale (Pott, Zahlm.
on Finger-names, supra cit. : Pott, pp. 75 and 76) in which rests are taken
Die Sprachverschiedenheit in Europa at 11, 121, 1331, etc., but this is
etc., on the same subject, being a doubted. The Bolans or Buramans of
Festgabe zur xxv. Philologenversamm- W. Africa are also said to use a senary
lung: and an article by the same scale (Pott, Festgabe, p. 30). These
writer in Zeitschr. fur Volkerpsycho- cases, if correctly reported, seem to be
logie, Vol. xn. These will be cited the only complete exceptions to the
hereafter as Pott, Zahlm., Festgabe and rule stated in the text.
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secondly, why are the fingers—which, one would say a priori,
are as hard to count as any other collection of five or ten
things—always adopted as the means and basis of calculation ?
The answer seems to be, at least in part, as follows. A savage
knows large and familiar things by special distinguishing marks
and these special peculiarities prevent him from forming, in the
case of such things, the generalizations which are essential to
arithmetic. A black cow and a dun cow, a tall child and a short
one, a wood-chopper and a battle-axe, his own hat and his
neighbour's, are not, to him, essentially similar, but essentially
different from one another and from everything else, to be
spoken of by proper and not by generic names, not forming part
of a class and therefore not requiring to be counted. In respect
of these things, he does not count, he enumerates: as if a man,
when asked how many children he has, should say, not that he
has 3 or any other number, but that he has Tom and Susan
and Harry and so on, naming each individual1. With small or
unfamiliar things, on the other hand, with beans or fruits, for
instance, or strangers from another tribe, the savage, though he
is compelled to generalize, is not necessarily compelled to
count, for there are many ways of roughly indicating a quantity,
without knowing its component parts. Everybody has tried the
difficulty of counting quickly a number of spots irregularly
disposed, and what we are unable to do quickly, a savage may
well be unable to do at all. In order to count a heap correctly,
it is essential that the same thing be not counted twice, and

1 Compare Lubbock, Orig. of Civil. in order of seniority and which might
pp. 292—294, and the quotations from well serve for numerals, yet they can-
Galton and Liohtenstein, as to the not actually count above 2. So also,
special knowledge of individual animals according to Dr Eae (cit. Lubbock,
by which a savage, unable to count a Prehist. Times, p. 525), many Eskimos,
high number, keeps his herds together who are said by Parry (also loc. cit.)
and conducts his barter. Tylor (Prim. to have numerals up to 10 at least,
Cult. i. p. 303 and passim) gives cannot count their children correctly
abundant examples of proper names even when they have only four or five,
applied by savages to inanimate objects. But quaere, whether a man, who could
The same writer (i. p. 254) relates that not count his own children, would find
some Australians, as well as other the same difficulty in counting a num-
tribes, have a series of nine proper ber of strangers,
names which they give to their children
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this, to the unpractised calculator, can be secured only by
arranging the things in such a form that the counting may
follow a definite direction from a fixed beginning to a fixed end.
Given such an arrangement, it is further necessary that the
calculator should have words or other symbols to serve as a
memoria technica of each successive total, otherwise he will be
as ignorant at the end of the counting as he was at the
beginning. But a savage, who ex hypoihesi is making his first
essay in counting, can hardly be expected both to arrange his
units and to invent his symbols immediately. Time and
practice and some hard thinking are obviously necessary before
he can master both operations.

4. These difficulties, however, are soonest surmounted
with very small numbers, of which any arrangement is bound
to be more or less symmetrical and of which so definite an
image may be retained in the memory that names or symbols
are unnecessary for the mere operation of counting. But some
means of communicating a total, and, with a higher number,
some memoria technica of the arrangement adopted are still
wanting. For both these purposes, the fingers and toes are
especially well adapted. They are a moderate number of
similar things, easily generalized, symmetrically disposed and
arranged in four groups of small contents. They can be so
moved, shown, concealed or divided, that they will exhibit any
number under 21 : they are so familiar that the eye is
constantly practised in counting them, and they are so uni-
versally supplied to human beings that they can be used to
communicate arithmetical results.

But men did not arrive at this use of the fingers till they had
already made some little progress in calculation without them.
That this is the true history of the art of counting is evident
if we consider the following facts in order. First, there is
hardly any language in the world in which the first three or
four numerals bear, on the face of them, any reference to the
fingers. Secondly, there are many savage languages in which
these numerals are obviously taken (not from the fingers but)
from small symmetrical groups of common objects. Thus,
' two' is, among the Chinese, ny and ceul, which also mean
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' ears:' in Thibet paksha ' wing:' in Hottentot t'Koam ' hand:'
and so also among the1 Javanese, Samoyeds, Sioux and other
peoples. So again, with the Abipones, 'four' is geyenknate,
'ostrich-toes:' 'five' is neenhalbk, 'a hide spotted with five
colours :' with the Marquesans ' four' is pona, ' a bunch of four
fruits,' etc.1 Thirdly, there are also many savages who, having
only a very few low numerals, count to much higher numbers
dumbly by means of the fingers2.

5. But just as, in the examples quoted above, the name
of the pattern group (e.g. ears or hands) becomes the name of
the number which that group contains, so with finger-counting
the savage, advancing in intelligence, begins to name the
gesture with or without performing it, and this name becomes
the symbol of the number which the gesture is meant to
indicate. Hence all the world over, in nearly every language
under the sun where names for the higher units exist and show
a clear etymology, the word for ' five' means ' hand,' and the
other numbers, up to 10 or 20, as the case may be, are merely
descriptive of finger-and-toe-counting. In Greenland, on the
Orinoco, and in Australia alike, ' six' is ' one on the other hand,'
' ten' is ' two hands,' ' eleven' is ' two hands and a toe' and
'twenty' is 'one man8.' In some cases, we find even greater
definiteness. Among the Eskimos of Hudson's Bay the names
of the numerals ' eight,'' nine' and ' ten' mean respectively the
' middle,' ' fourth' and ' little finger,' and the same use of actual
finger-names is observed also among the Algonquin Indians of
North America, the Abipones and Guarani of the South,
the Zulus of Africa and the Malays of the Asiatic islands4.

6. Enough has now been said, or at least references
enough have been given, to show that wherever a quinary,
decimal or vigesimal notation is adopted in counting, there

1 For other examples, and especially low numbers (e.g. couple). See also
for a curious set of Indian poetic Farrar, Chaps, on Lang. pp. 198—201.
numerals, in which e.g. 'moon' stands 2 Tylor, Prim. Cult. i. p. 244.
for 1 and ' teeth ' for 32, see Tylor, 3 Tylor, Prim. Cult. i. pp. 247—
Prim. Cult. i. pp. 252, 253, 256, 259, 251.
and reff. Civilised peoples (ib. p. 257) 4 Pott, Zahlm. pp. 190 and 301,
sometimes employ a similar nomen- Zeitschr. pp. 182,183, Festg. pp. 47,48,
clature, though not often with very 83.
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is the strongest possible presumption that the notation is
founded on the number of the fingers and toes: and secondly,
that wherever these scales are used and the etymology of the
numerals is obscure, the most likely explanation will connect the
higher units with the gestures used in finger-and-toe-counting.

If we turn, then, to the languages of the Aryan peoples, we
shall find many signs that they acquired the art of calculation
slowly and by precisely the same modes as we see in practice
among modem savages. There is no word for 'counting'
common to all the Aryan tongues, but the special words
generally mean 'to arrange' or 'to group' (dpiB/ieiv1, numerare,
rechnen) and a similar notion must underlie the double uses of tell,
putare, Xeyeiv. Again, three numbers only are distinguished in
the inflexions of nouns and verbs, viz. the singular, dual and plural.
This, like the three strokes which mark plurality in Egyptian
hieroglyphics, seems to point to a time when 3 was the limit of
possible counting. It is noticeable also, in this regard, that
' three' always retained a notion of great multitude2: that
Sanskrit employs, for this numeral, two distinct roots, tri- and
tisar-3; and that, after 'three,' the first divergence appears
in the grammar of the Aryan numerals. The common use of a
duodecimal notation in measurements of length and capacity
and the sudden variation in the grammatical position of
' four' may be taken as evidence that ' four' was a separate
addition to the numerals and that 3 and 4 were for some
time used together as limits of the groups used in count-
ing4. The use of %elp and manus to signify 'a number,'

1 Cf. Odyssey x. 204. St%a apiBpuv (cf.n.2). In hieroglyphic numeral-signs,
must originally have meant'to arrange though the system is denary, units,
in two groups.' tens, etc. are grouped by threes and

2 Cf. Tpura8\ios, ter felix, && rpiav f o u r s a n d n o t b y fives, ( e . g . 7 i s w r i t t e n ,
i n E u r . O r . 4 3 4 . T h e s u g g e s t i o n w a s I I . • u l •, . ., , .
„ . TT , , • , , , m, I i. i. it. i n invariably, and similarly for 70,
W. von Humboldt's. That about the | | | | •" J '
dual and plural was Dr Wilson's. See 700, etc.). Observe also that Egyptian,
Tylor, Prim. Cult. i. p. 265. like Aryan, had a dual. The occasional

3 Cf. Irish tri, masc.: teoir, teoira, use of more than one group-limit in
fern.: Welsh tri, masc.: teir, fern. counting is common enough. Thus,

4 Hence also Pindar's rpls rerpaKi re, beside the examples given a little later
Horace's terque quaterque beati, etc. in the text, the Bas-Bretons use trio-



PAET I. PROLEGOMENA TO ARITHMETIC.

CHAPTER I.

THE DECIMAL SCALE.

1, IN the book of Problemata, attributed to Aristotle, the
following question is asked (xv. 3): " Why do all men, both
barbarians and Hellenes, count up to 10 and not to some other
number?" It is suggested, among several answers of great
absurdity, that the true reason may be that all men have ten
fingers *: " using these, then, as symbols of their proper number
(viz. 10), they count everything else by this scale." The writer
then adds "Alone among men, a certain tribe of Thracians
count up to 4, because, like children, they cannot remember
a long sum neither have they any need for a great quantity of
anything."

It is natural to regret that an author who at so early a date
was capable of writing this passage, was not induced to ask
himself more questions and to collect more facts on the same
and similar subjects. Had he done so, he might have anti-
cipated, by some two thousand years, the modern method of
research into prehistoric times and might have attempted, with
every chance of success, a hundred problems which cannot now
be satisfactorily treated2. In the fourth century B. c. and for
long after, half the Aryan peoples were still barbarous and there
must still have survived, even among Greeks and Italians,
countless relics of primitive manners, forming a sure tradi-

1 Cf. Ovid, Fasti in. v. 121 sqq. lines as would be taken by a modern
8 It seems probable tliat Aristotle evolutionist. See Sir H. Maine, Early

himself was inclined to reconstruct Law and Custom, pp. 196, 197.
primitive history on much the same

G. G. M. 1
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was immediately made. The higher unit-numerals would then
be the names of the gestures made in finger-counting or, as
among the Algonquins etc., the actual names of the fingers in
the order in which they were exhibited in counting.

8. The evidence that 3 or 4 was once the limit of Aryan
reckoning has been already adduced. If the fact is so, then the
numerals up to that limit probably bear no reference to the
fingers, but they are so ancient that it is useless now to
inquire into their origin. But the following numerals are
neither so ancient nor so curt in form. Their original names
appear to have been pankan or Icankan (5), ksvaks or ksvaksva
(6), saptan (7), aktan (8), navan (9) and dakan or dvakan (10).
Some allusion to finger-counting may well underlie these words.
Ever since A. von Humboldt first pointed out the resemblance
between the Sanskrit pank'an and the Persian penjeh, 'the
outspread hand/ some connexion between the two has always
been admitted. It is possible, indeed, that penjeh is derived
from pank'an and not vice versa, but if we return to the
primeval form, pankan, as Curtius points out1, is probably
connected with TTV%, pugnus and fist or kankan with the
Germanic hand. So also dvakan seems to be for dvakankan,
meaning ' twice five' or ' two hands V dakan points to 8e!ji6<;,
dexter3, Be-^o/Mai etc. or else to SIZKTVXO?, digitus, zehe, toe.
Thus whatever original forms we assume for these two numerals,
their roots appear again in some name or other for the hand
or fingers. It is intrinsically probable, therefore, that pankan
means ' hand' and that dakan means ' two hands' or ' right
hand.' It may be suggested, here, that the intervening numerals
are the names of the little, third, middle and fore-fingers of the
right hand. Thus the little finger was called by the Greeks

4, by the Latins auricularis. This name is apparently

1 Griech. Etym., Nos. 629 and 384. decent, etc. The two hands may pos-
2 The Gothic numerals from 70 to sibly have been called the ' one-er'

90 are compounded not with the and the 'ten-er.' The ordinary etymo-
ordinary -taihun, but with -tehund, logy takes dexter and sinister to mean
which has been thought (wrongly no the 'taker'and'leaver'respectively,
doubt) to mean 'two hands' simply. 4 The finger-names which follow are

3 Sinister, sem-el, singuli are curi- taken from the appendix to Pott's
ously analogous to dexter (dec-ister), Zahlmethode. Comp. also his article
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explained by the Germans who call this finger the 'ear-cleaner'
(e.g. Dutch pin, pink ('poker') oorvinger). Now ksvaks or
ksvaksva seems to be a reduplicated form, containing the same
root as geco, gaivw, fjvpia> etc., and meaning ' scraper.' The name
saptan seems to mean ' follower' (eir-ofiai etc.), and the third
finger might very well be so called because it follows and
moves with the second, in the manner familiar to all musicians1.
The name aktan seems to contain the common root AK and
to mean, therefore, ' projecting,' a good enough name for the
middle finger. Lastly, the first finger is known as aairaariKO';,
index, salutatorius, demonstratorius (='beckoner,' 'pointer') and
this meaning probably underlies navan, which will thus be
connected with the root of novus, j/eo?, 'new' etc. or that of
vevco, nuo,' nod' etc. or both. Whatever be thought of these
suggested etymologies, it must be admitted that there is no
evidence whatever that our forefathers counted the fingers of
the right hand in the order here assumed. They may have
adopted the reverse order, from thumb to little finger, as many
savages do and as in fact the Greeks and Romans did with that
later and more complicated system of finger-counting which we
find in use in the first century of our era and which will be
described hereafter in these pages. If this reverse order be

in Zeitschr. pp. 164—166. It is ' nameless:' in Greek also
curious that this writer should not iwifiaKos, which may mean 'rider' (
have attempted to make any use, by /3a-n;s). The first finger is also called
comparison, of the facts which he had 'licker' (Xixavis, Platt D. pott-licker).
so industriously collected. Similarly Mr J. 0. Halliwell (Nursery Rhymes
in his article on 'Gender' (Geschlecht) and Tales, p. 206) gives as English
in Ersch and Gruber's Encyclopaedia, finger-names toucher, longman, leche-
Vol. LXII., he gives the facts about man, littleman, and explains that the
gender in every language under the third finger is called lecheman because
sun, but draws no conclusion from people taste with it as doctors try
them. It is to be observed, however, physic. He cites also such names as
that both essays were written before Tom Thumbkln, Bess Bumpkin, etc.
the evolution-theory was distinctly with Norse parallels,
formulated. Some other finger-names 1 So in Odschi or Ashantee the
may be here added. The third finger middle finger is called ensatia MnnS,
is generally known either as the 'ring- 'king of the fingers,' and the third is
finger' (SIJKTUXIWT?/!, annularis, golding- ensatiasafo-hinnS,'field-marshal.' (Pott
er), or as 'leech-finger' (medicinalis, in Ersch and Gr. sup. eit.).
arzt.): in Sanskrit also, anaman or
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assumed, the numerals may still be explained in accordance
with other finger-names in. common usel, beside those which
have been cited. But after all, the main support of such
etymologies is their great a priori probability. The theory,
on which they are based, brings the history of Aryan counting
into accord with the history of counting everywhere else: it
explains the Aryan numerals in a way which is certainly correct
for nearly all other languages; it explains also the singular
discrepancy in the forms of those numerals and some peculiar
and very ancient limitations of Aryan counting. It is hardly to
be expected that such a theory should be strictly provable at
all points.

9. Scanty as is the evidence for the first steps of Aryan
calculation, there is none at all for those which follow. It will
be conceded, however, that so soon as the fingers were used as
regular symbols or a numeral nomenclature was adopted, further
progress could not have been difficult. Doubtless at first, as in
S. Africa at the present day2, the numbers from 10 to 100
required two, and those from 100 to 1000, three calculators.
But the assistance of coadjutors could be dispensed with, in
mere counting, so soon as the memory was trained to remember,
without embarrassment, the multiples of 10 or the habit was
adopted of making a mark or setting aside a symbol at the
completion of each group of 10 s. Addition scan be performed
with the fingers, but, in the case of high numbers, the process

1 On this plan, ksvaks is the mere compounds, neuter plurals in
thumb, saptan the forefinger, navan, form, up to 100. This last is supposed
the third finger. Of these navan, to have been named dakan-dakanta,
'nodder,' is as good a name for the of which the last two syllables only
third finger as saptan, for the same survive. But the later word was a
reason. Saptan may mean 'sucker,' neuter singular, uninflected (thus the
(6ir6s, sapio, saft, sap) pointing to £ of iKarbv is said to be a relic of &<).
the finger-names Xix<w<5s pott-licker, Multiples of 100 are again compounds
mentioned in the previous note. For and plurals, but in Latin and Greek,
this, compare the Zulu names for 7, curiously enough, they are plural ad-
which are kombile 'point,' or kota jectives, with inflexions of gender,
'lick.' (Pott, Festg. p. 48.) The words for 1000 are different in all

2 Schrumpf in Zeitschr. der Deutsch. the great branches of Aryan speech
3/orgenl. Gesellsch. xvi. 463. and are all of very obscure origin.

3 Multiples of 10 were expressed by
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involves a severe tax on the memory. This tax is the more
severe with subtraction, because here, to take even the most
favourable conditions, the numerals have to be remembered
backwards. It is probable therefore that both these operations
were very early performed by means of other symbols, such
as pebbles (-v/r^ot, calculi). The multiplication-table is merely
a summarised statement of additions and a division-table would
be merely a summarised statement of subtractions. Continual
practice, leading to well-remembered inductions, was alone
necessary to give considerable facility in the four rules of
arithmetic.

10. But division, when it came to be conducted with nicety,
introduced a new difficulty. The divisor was not always a
whole factor of the dividend and there was then a remainder.
What was to be done with this? The question, no doubt, first
arose with concrete units, in a case, for instance, where 23
apples were left to be divided among 24 men. Here obviously
each man will get a fraction of an apple but there are two ways
of ascertaining the fraction. One is to divide each apple into
24 equal parts, and to give to each man 23 such parts. The
other is to subdivide 23 into groups, say 12, 8 and 3, and so to
give each man first | , then -Jrd, then ^th of an apple. This
latter method of treating a remainder (by taking parts of it at a
time) is clearly, analogous, to the way in which the whole
dividend has previously been treated, and no doubt it re-
commended itself, on this account, to the calculators of anti-
quity. But it had also an especial advantage in this, that the
fractions which it produces are more readily represented with
primitive symbols. Given only the fingers or pebbles, it would
puzzle any man to represent directly that fraction of an apple
which we call ffths, but it would not be so difficult to indicate
i + i + i1- -A-11 advantage of the same kind would attend the
practice of dividing the unit always into the same fractions (say
12ths or lOths) and expressing every other fraction, as nearly as

1 It should be mentioned here, also, used at all, so that there would be a
that fractions with low denominators tendency to express the latter in terms
would naturally be familiar long before of the former,
those with high denominators were
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possible, in terms of these. As with the former plan the
numerator, so with the latter the denominator might be taken
for granted and so both the symbols of fractions and calculations
with them would be nearly the same as those for whole numbers.
And as a matter of fact, the ancient treatment of fractions
always did avoid the necessity of handling numerators and
denominators together. On the one hand, the astronomical
reckoning, introduced into Greece from Babylonia, used only
the sexagesimal fractions of the degree, and the Eomans used
for all purposes the duodecimal fractions of the as1; thus on
these systems the denominators were implied. On the other
hand, and much more commonly, every fraction was reduced to
a series of ' submultiples' or fractions with unity for numerator,
and thus the consideration of numerators was avoided. This
practice was retained in Greek arithmetic to the very last. The
Greeks had long since abandoned the old symbolism of.numbers
but they had adopted another, which, though less clumsy to
look at, was even more unmanageable in use. They could
state fractions as easily as whole numbers, but calculation
of any kind was still so difficult to them that they preferred to
get rid of numerators and to reduce denominators to a series of
numbers, some of which were so low that they could be handled
mechanically and the rest so high that they could often be dis-
carded without materially affecting .the result2.

1 Each of the Roman fractions had tors less than 9 (or compounded of
a special name. So we might use any units), and these had special
shilling for ^ th , ounce for TVth, inch names: the latter (e.g. -fg) had no
for ^ th , etc. of any unit whatever. names. Cantor, Vorl. iiber Gesch. der
The Aryans, however, do not seem to Math. i. p. 615.
have had a special name for any merely 2 Thus Eutocius, in the 6th century
numerical fraction, except a half. The after Christ, reduces if to | + ̂ , which
Arabs used to distinguish expressible is - ^ too small. Nesselmann, Alg.
from inexpressible fractions. The der Griechen, p. 113.
former are all such as have denomina-



CHAPTER II.

EGYPTIAN ARITHMETIC.

11. THE preceding pages contain probably all the meagre
facts from which it is still possible to discern how the Greeks
came by their arithmetical nomenclature, both for whole
numbers and for fractions. The subsequent progress of calcu-
lation, that is to say, the further use of the elementary
processes, depends on many conditions which cannot well be
satisfied without a neat and comprehensive visible symbolism.
This boon the Greeks never possessed. Yet even without it a
retentive memory and a clear logical faculty would suffice for the
discovery of many important rules, such for instance as that, in
a proportion, the product of the means is equal to the product
of the extremes. It is probable, therefore, that much of the
Greek arithmetical knowledge dates from a time far anterior to
the works in which we find historical evidence of it. It is
probable, again, that the Greeks derived from Egypt at an early
date as many useful hints on arithmetic as they certainly did on
geometry and other branches of learning. It becomes necessary,
therefore, to introduce in this place some account of Egyptian
arithmetic, both as showing at what date certain arithmetical
rules were known to mankind and as providing a fund of know-
ledge from which the Greeks may have drawn very largely
in prehistoric times. The facts to be now stated are in any case
of great importance, since they furnish the only compact mass of
evidence concerning the difficulties which beset ancient arith-
metic and the way in which they were surmounted.
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12. Quite recently a hieratic papyrus, included in the
Rhind collection of the British Museum, has been deciphered
and found to be a mathematical handbook, containing problems
in arithmetic and geometry1. The latter will be treated on a
later page. The book was written by one Ahmes, (Aahmesu =
moon-born), in the reign of Ra-a-us (Apepa or Apophis of the
Hyksos XVIth or XVIIth dynasty), some time before 1700 B.C.
but it was founded on and follows, not always correctly, an older
work. It is entitled "Directions for obtaining the knowledge of
all dark things," but it contains, in fact, hardly any general rules
of procedure but chiefly mere statements of results, intended
possibly to be explained by a teacher to his pupils. The
numbers with which it deals are mostly fractional and it
is therefore probable that Ahmes wrote for the dlite of the
mathematicians of his time.

He begins with a series of exercises in reducing fractions,
with 2 for numerator, to submultiples. ' Divide 2 by 5' or ' ex-
press 2 divided by 7 ' etc. is his mode of stating the proposition
and he gives immediately a table of answers, for all fractions

2
of the form ^ =• up to $$. He does not state, however, why

he confines himself to 2 as a numerator or how he obtains,
in each case, the series of submultiples which he selects. It is
possible that numerators higher than 2 were subdivided2, but
the second question is the more interesting and has been very
carefully discussed8. It is to be observed that such a fraction as
•gg, which Ahmes distributes in the form ^ ^g jj-% ^ may be
expressed also as ^ ffrg, and in various other ways, and

1 Eisenlohr, Ein mathematisch.es been Eaenmat or Amenemhat IH. The
Handbuch der alten Egypter, Leipzig, British Museum possesses also an older
1877. A short account of the papyrus leather-roll on a mathematical subject,
was given by Mr Birch in Lepsius' but this apparently is too stiff to be
Zeitschrift for 1868, p. 108. It was opened.
then supposed to have been copied, 2 E.g. ^j;=4i + -ZT—i + T!t+-£z> foe
not earlier than 1200 B.C., from an last two fractions being copied from
original of about 3400 B.C. The latter the table.
was written in the reign of a king 3 Cantor, Vorlesungen, i. pp. 24—
whose name is not legible in Ahmes' 28. Eisenlohr, pp. 30—34.
papyrus, but who is supposed to have
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similarly, with all the other fractions, Ahmes has adopted only
one of many alternatives. Later on in the book1 he gives a
rule for multiplying a fraction by f. "When you are asked
what is | of £, multiply it by 2 and by 6 : that is § of i t : and
similarly for every other fraction." Here it is meant that the
denominator must be multiplied by 2 and by 6, and Ahmes'

rule is. in effect, that | of - is ^- + r- , and this formula he6 a za Qa
employs in the table for all fractions of which the denominator
is divisible by 3 (e.g. f = £ ^ etc.). But the words ' similarly
for every other fraction' are of twofold application. They may
mean that § of any other fraction is to be found by the same
method, or that §, f- etc. of any fraction may be found by
multiplying denominators in a similar manner. The evidence
of the table, however, goes to show that Ahmes was ignorant of
the latter of these rules8. For instance, finding f expressed as
^ -j^, one would expect this formula to be used with all
the other fractions of which the denominator is divisible by 5,
but it is used, in fact, only for ^, •$%, -fa. Again, a few of
the examples in the table are, as we say, " proved" by being
treated backwards. Thus if \ is \ + ^g, then \ + -£% should be 2,
and this fact (expressed in the form 1 | \ + \ = 2) is what
Ahmes points out. It has been suggested therefore that the
mode by which the fractions of the table were distributed, was
by taking first of all the submultiple which, when multiplied by
the original denominator, should be as nearly as possible 2
(e.g. £ x 7 = I), and then adding the remainder. But this
process is clearly not employed with most of the distributions
(e.g. -fr is given as •& JT ^ instead of £ T ^ etc.). This
neglect of the most simple and obvious analogies is observable

1 Eisenlohr, p. 150. table, only five are treated on this
2 The subject is most carefully ex- plan. So again if p and q are odd

amined by Cantor. If p be a prime , ,, P + q • , , v.
numbers, then ^ - 2 is a whole number

number, then -̂—— is a whole number,
a - 2 1 1 nand = ——— + . Only

X D

2 2 two denominators, out of the forty-
prime denominators occurring in the nine, are treated on this principle.

G. G. M. 2
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throughout the table and we must conclude that it was compiled
empirically, probably by different persons and at different times,
certainly without any general theory.

13. Immediately after the table, Ahmes gives six calcula-
tions, unfortunately mutilated, showing how to divide 1, 3, 6, 7,
8 and 9 loaves respectively among 10 persons1, and then follow
17 examples of seqem calculation, that is, of raising fractions by
addition or multiplication to whole numbers or to other
fractions2. For this purpose a common denominator is chosen,
but not necessarily one which is divisible into a whole number
by all the other denominators. Thus, in the problem to increase
i i TV ¥^ TS t° 1; the common denominator taken is evidently
45, for the fractions are stated as 11J, 5J ,̂ 4J, 1J, 1. The
sum of these is (23£ \ ^) (^). Add to this ^ + ^ and the sum
is §. Add £ and the desired 1 is obtained. From other
examples here and elsewhere in the book it is plain that
Ahmes did not use direct division. If it was required to raise
a by multiplication to b, his plan was to multiply a until he
found a product which either was or was nearly b. Thus in
the example, numbered by Eisenlohr (32), where 1£ \ is to be
raised by multiplication to 2, he finds on trial that \\ \ x 1£ -^
produces ^ff. The difference, yf̂ , between this product and 2
is then separately treated3.

14. After this preliminary practice with fractions, Ahmes
proceeds to the solution of simple equations with one unknown*.
Eleven such are given, expressed, for instance, as follows,

(no. 24) ' Heap, its 7th, its whole, it makes 19' (i.e. ̂  + x = 19).

In this particular case, Ahmes goes on, in effect, to state
1 Eisenlohr, pp. 49—53. In these and adds the necessary products,

examples, the denominator is con- Cantor, Varies, i. pp. 31, 32, and 41.
stant, as, in the first table, the numer- 4 The unknown quantity is called
ator. hau or 'heap.' In these examples a

2 Eisenlohr, pp. 53—60. pair of legs walking, so to say, with or
8 It should be mentioned that Ahmes against the stream of the writing, are

does not multiply directly with a high used as mathematical symbols of addi-
number but proceeds by many easy tion and subtraction. Three horizontal
stages. In order to multiply by 13, arrows indicate 'difference' and a sign
for instance, he multiplies by 2, then ^ means 'equals.' Cantor, pp. 32, 33.
(doubling) by 4, then (doubling) by 8 Eisenlohr, pp. 22—26.
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See
-=- = 19: divides 19 by 8 and multiplies the quotient (2 | ^) by 7
and so finds the desired number 16J £, but he has also various
other methods of treating the two sides. For instance, in
no. 29, .where ultimately \\ x= 10, he first finds the value of
f£ as \\ -fo and then multiplies this by 10, so as to find
oo =1S^\ These equations are followed by the table of
Egyptian dry measures, and then are added two examples of
Tunnu- or difference-calculation, i.e. of divisions according to
different rates of profit. The examples are ' Divide 100 loaves
so that 50 go to 6 and 50 to 4 persons,' and ' divide 100 loaves
among 5 persons, so that the first 3 get 7 times as much as the
other 2. What is the difference (tunnu) ?' After this, the
writer passes to geometry, but he recurs at the end of the book
to these algebraical problems and gives about twenty more
examples of the same kind. Most of them are simple, but in at
least three Cantor sees evidence that Ahmes was acquainted
with the theory of arithmetical and geometrical series. The
solution which he gives of the second problem above quoted is
as follows: 'the difference is 5J : 23, 17J, 12, 6J, 1. Multiply
by If : 38£, 29^, 20, lOf £, If.' The series first given amounts
only to 60, and each of its terms must be multiplied by If, in
order to produce8 the requisite sum 100. The difference 5 |
must have been found from the equation

whence 11 (a — 4<b) = 2b and b = 5 | (a — 4&). Ahmes then assumes
(a — 4<b) = 1, and so by experiment finds its true value. Another
example (no. 64) is ' Ten measures of corn for 10 persons. The
difference between each person's share and the next's is ^th of
a measure.' The solution runs: ' I find the mean, 1 measure.
Take 1 from 10: remainder 9. Halve the difference, i.e. T^.
Take it 9 times, that gives you \ ^ . Add it to the mean.
Deduct ^th of a measure for each person so as to reach the end.'

1 Other examples in Cantor, pp. stance of a 'falscher ansatz,' a falsa
32—34. positio or 'tentative assumption,' on

a Upon this Cantor (Vorles. p. 36) which see below § 70. n.
remarks that it is the first known in-

2—2
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These consecutive sentences mean, in modern algebraical form,

' Find - . Find (n - 1). Find | . Find | x (n - 1 ) . Add - to

5 (n — 1),' i.e. these directions imply a knowledge of the formulae

for finding the sum or the first term of an arithmetical progres-
sion. The evidence, however, for Ahmes' knowledge of
geometrical series is confined to the fact that in one example
(no. 79) he states such a series and calls it a 'ladder' (Sutek).

15. One might naturally expect that a nation, which at
so early a date had acquired so much proficiency in arithmetic,
would in another thousand years make much further progress
or would at least discover and begin to remove the obstacles
which prevented such progress. But the Egyptian intellect,
like the Chinese, seems to have been rather shallow, and the
ancients themselves, who were indebted to Egypt for the
rudiments of many sciences, observed with surprise that no
greater advance was made in that country. In geometry, for
instance, it is certain that the later Egyptians added nothing
whatever to the learning of Ahmes' day, and though. as to
arithmetic there is little or no direct evidence, yet two facts
raise a presumption that Ahmes' book represents the highest
attainment of Egypt in that science. First, no improvement
was made in Egyptian arithmetical symbolism, and secondly,
the Greeks did not derive directly from Egypt any more
arithmetical learning than is given by Ahmes. This latter fact
renders it unnecessary to pursue further in this place an
inquiry into Egyptian arithmetic, but it is probable, never-
theless, as will be seen hereafter, that Egyptians, educated in
Greek learning, made some important additions to Greek
mathematical methods.

16. The theories suggested and the facts adduced in the
foregoing pages may be shortly summarised as follows. Primitive
peoples, when they have learnt to generalise, begin to learn to
count. They commence counting with groups of two or three
things only but soon arrive at counting five. When they reach
this limit, they at once begin to use the fingers, or the fingers
and toes, as the means and basis of calculation and are hence-
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forth committed to a quinary or denary or vigesimal scale.
The gestures used in finger-counting suggest names for five
and the higher units, and with such names and with the use of
the fingers it is possible to attain a fair dexterity in calculation
with whole numbers. It is not so easy, however, to find names
or symbols for fractions, but the difficulty here is very much
reduced if a constant numerator or a constant denominator be
adopted, and one or the other of these devices was, for more
than one reason, employed by all nations which ever got as far
as the arithmetic of fractions. It is evident, nevertheless, that
fractions were at first and remained a stumblingblock to
calculators: for the oldest extant collection of arithmetical
examples is chiefly devoted to them and the latest Greek
writer on arithmetic still uses the ancient devices for expressing
them. Such are the antecedents of Greek arithmetic, so far
as they can be discovered from the evidence of the Greek
language and of the usages of later Greek calculators. It
cannot be doubted, however, that Greece received directly a
good deal of arithmetical learning from Egypt, but this, at
its best, can hardly have dealt with more abstruse subjects than
the solution of simple equations with one unknown and some
portions of the theory of arithmetical and geometrical series.



PAET II. GREEK ARITHMETIC.

CHAPTER III.

GREEK CALCULATION. Logistica.

17. A distinction is drawn, and very naturally and pro-
perly drawn, by the later Greek mathematicians between dpid-
(irjTiicr) and XoyuTTiicr), by the former of which they designated
the ' science of numbers,' by the latter, the 'art of calculation1.'
An opposition between these terms occurs much earlier and is
frequently used by Plato, but though Xoyia-riKi] can hardly
mean anything but ' calculation,' it is not quite clear whether
dpifffiijriKi] then bore the sense which it had undoubtedly
acquired by the time of Geminus (say B.C. 50). That it did
so, however, is rendered pretty certain by many circumstances.
It is probable, in the first place, that the Pythagoreans would
have required some variety of terms to distinguish the exercises
of schoolboys from their own researches into the genera and
species of numbers8. In Aristotle3 a distinction, analogous
to that between the kinds of arithmetic, is drawn between
yecoBaiffia, the practical art of land-surveying, and the philo-
sophical ryecofieTpia. Euclid, who is said to have been a
Platonist and who lived not long after Plato, collected a large
volume of the theory of numbers, which he calls dpifffirjTiKi]
only and in which he uses exactly the same nomenclature and
symbolism as we find in those passages where Plato draws
a philosophical illustration from arithmetic4. It may therefore
be assumed that XoyicrTucr) and dpt,0firjTiKi] covered, respec-

1 See esp. Geminus cited by Proclus, the needs of merchants,' with which
Comm. Eucl. (ed. Friedlein), p. 38. comp. Plato, Rep. 525 c.

2 Thus Aristoxenus (apud Stob. Eel. 3 Metaph. n . 2, 26.
Phys. I. 19. c. 2 ad initium) says that 4 Cf. Euclid vn. with Plato, Theaet.
Pythagoras first raised a'/xffjUT/TiKi;'above 147, 148, or Hep. 546 o.
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tively, the same subjectmatter in Plato's time, as afterwards
and since he uses these terms casually, with no hint that they
were novel, we may infer that the distinction between them
dates from a very early time in the history of Greek science and
philosophy1.

But though the opposition of dpiOfirjTiicq and XoyioriKi] is
as clear as that of theory to practice or science to art, an
historical account of either would necessarily involve frequent
reference to the other. Just as many of the rules of modern
arithmetic are proved by algebra, so with the Greeks the rules
of proportion, the rules for finding a greatest common measure
and the like were discovered by and belonged to dpiOfirjTiKij,
while the discovery of prime, amicable, polygonal numbers etc.,
which are part of the subjectmatter of dpidfMjnieq, is obviously
due to induction from the operations of XOJIO-TIKIJ. I t is, however,
desirable and even necessary to keep the two apart, for the
record of Greek arithmetical theory is far fuller and more exact
than that of Greek practice and, besides, the symbolism of the
former was entirely distinct from that of the latter. The two
departments, therefore, XoyiariKr] and dpid/^rjTiKrj, will be kept
separate in the following pages, but it is to be premised that
probably Greek logistic, or calculation, extended to more difficult
operations than can be here exhibited and that probably Greek
arithmetic, or theory of numbers, owed much more to induction
than is permitted to appear by its first and chief professors.

1 The Platonic passages may be contemplated absolutely. The difficulty
here mentioned. In Oorg. 451 B C dp- of course is to perceive what Plato
and X07. are opposed, but both are meant by popular dp. and philosophical
described as rixv<u, dealing with 'odd' X07. It seems to be a satisfactory ex-
and 'even,' the special aim of X07. planation to suppose that Plato was
being to find out quantity, both ab- here thinking of those rules of Xoy.
solute and relative. In Euthyd. 290 which are proved deductively (popular
B c Xoy. is opposed to some philo- ap.) and those doctrines of &p. which
eophical use of numbers, not there are proved inductively (philosophical
named. But in Rep. 525 c D and \oy.). Thus the proportion 2 apples :
Phileb. 56D E, a distinction is drawn 1 obol :: 6 apples : 3 060k is a piece
between popular ap. and Xoy. together of popular aptd/irjTucij; the fact that
and the philosophical species of both, 'all the powers of 5 end in 5' (e.g. 25,
the basis of the distinction being that 125, 625, etc.), is a piece of philo-
the former use unequal and dissimilar sophical Xoyicrriicij.
units, while the latter use equal units,
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18. In a historical account of ordinary Greek calculation,
the first subject which demands attention is the customary
symbolism. This also is the subject which ought to be capable
of most satisfactory treatment, for here the record, if there is
any at all, can hardly be deceptive : and this again is the most
important subject, for a good symbolism is itself suggestive,
while a bad one stifles the ingenuity, and a nation's arithmetical
reputation may be made or marred by the written forms with
which it represents numbers.

At the time when the inquiry into the prehistoric develop-
ment of Greek logistic must perforce be abandoned, we have
found the Greeks in possession of a complete numerical nomen-
clature, with a decimal scale, and accustomed to use the fingers
or pebbles (tyr/foi,) as aids to calculation. These symbols were
no doubt at first used, and continued always to be used, in the
most primitive way, each finger or stone representing a single
unit1. But the progress of commerce and the increasing
adroitness of Greek merchants introduced far more complex
conventions into the use of fingers and pebbles, and though it
is probable that these improvements were really subsequent to
the invention of some sort of written symbols, yet the antiquity
of the instruments themselves and the narrow limitations of
their use render it desirable that they should be described first,
before proceeding to the history of written signs.

19. A mediaeval Greek, one Nicolaus Smyrnaeus (called
also Rhabda or Artabasda), in a work entitled eK<j>pacri'} rov
BaKTvXiKov fierpov, written probably in the 13th or 14th
century2, describes fully the finger-symbolism which was in use
in his time and probably for some fifteen hundred years before.
On this system, the operator held up his hands, so that the

1 Herod. VI. 63, 65. Arist. Problem. Boediger, who has been followed by
xv. many writers, supposed that Nicolaus

3 It is printed in Schneider's Eclog. Smyrnaeus was of the 7th or 8th
Phys. I. p. 477, also by N. Caussinus century, but Dr Gtinther (Vermischte
in his Eloquentia Sacra et Humana, Untersueh. zur Geseh. der Math. 1876)
Bk. ix. ch. 8, pp. 565—568 (Paris, 1636), has lately discovered him to be a con-
and elsewhere. See Boediger's article temporary of Manuel Moschopulus, a
in Jahresb. der Deutsch. Morgenldnd. much later writer.
Gesellscli. for 1845, pp. 111—129.
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fingers were erect, the palms facing outwards. The 3rd, 4th and
5th fingers (to use the German description) might be iicTei-
vofievoi or straight, avareWofievoi' bent ' or ' half-closed,' KKIVO-

fievoi or 'closed.' The subsequent gestures may be thus
described:

(a) On the left hand:

for 1, half-close the 5th finger only:
„ 2, „ the 4th and 5th fingers only:
„ 3, „ the 3rd, 4th and 5th fingers only:
„ 4, „ the 3rd and 4th fingers only:
„ 5, „ the 3rd .finger only:
„ 6, „ the 4th finger only :
„ 7, close the 5th finger only :
„ 8, „ the 4th and 5th fingers only:
„ 9, „ the 3rd, 4th and 5th fingers only.

(b) The same operations on the right hand gave the
thousands, from 1000 to 9000.

(c) On the left hand:

for 10, apply the tip of the forefinger to the bottom of the
thumb, so that the resulting figure resembles 8:

„ 20, the forefinger is straight and is separated by the
thumb from the remaining fingers, which are
slightly bent:

„ 30, join the tips of the forefinger and thumb :
„ 40, place the thumb behind (on the knuckle of) the

forefinger:
„ 50, place the thumb in front (on the ball) of the fore-

finger :
„ 60, place the thumb as for 50 and bend the forefinger

over it, so as to touch the ball of the thumb:
„ 70, rest the forefinger on the tip of the thumb:
„ 80, lay the thumb on the palm, bend the forefinger

close over the first joint of the thumb and
slightly bend the remaining fingers:

„ 90, close the forefinger only as completely as possible.
(d) The same operations on the right hand gave the

hundreds, from 100 to 900.
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Nicolaus himself does not give signs for numbers above
9000, but Martianus Capella, a writer of the 5th century, says
(De Nuptiis, Lib. vn. p. 244 of Grotius edn. 1599) 'nonnulli
Graeci etiam fivpia adjecisse videntur' by means, apparently, of
' quaedam brachiorum contorta saltatio' of which he does not
approve. The motions were probably the same as those de-
scribed by Bede in his tract 'De loquela per gestum digitorum1.'
Different positions of the left hand on the left breast and hip
gave the numbers from 10,000 to 90,000: the same motions
with the right hand gave the hundred thousands and the hands
folded together represented a million.

20. The finger-symbolism here described was in use, in
practically the same form, in Greece and Italy and throughout
the East certainly from the beginning of our era2, but there is
unfortunately no evidence as to where or when it was invented.
By far the oldest passage in which any reference to it may
be supposed to occur is Aristophanes, Vespae, 11. 656—664,
where Bdelycleon tells his father to do an easy sum, ov •xjrjĵ ot?
aX\' d-iro %efpo?. "The income of the state," says he, "is nearly
2000 talents: the yearly payment to the 6000 dicasts is only
150 talents." "Why," answers the old man, "we don't get a
tenth of the revenue." It is clear, from this reply, that the
'easy sum' in question amounted only to dividing 2000 by 10 or
multiplying 150 by 10, an operation which does not require the
more elaborate finger-signs. Failing this passage, there is

1 Opera, Basileae, col. 171—173. Geseh. des Eechenunterrichts (Jena,
The material part is given by Boediger. 1876), in New Jahrb. flir Phil. u. Pad.
The finger positions described by Bede 15thsupplbd. p. 511, and in manyother
differ slightly, in one or two cases, places. A large collection of references
from those of Nicolaus Smyrnaeus, is given by Prof. Mayor in his note to
and both again vary slightly from Juvenal, Sat. x. 248. More, esp. to
those used in the East, where the late Jewish and Arabic writers, in
units and tens were represented {not Steinschneider's Bibliogr. Hebr. Vol.
always, v. the Arabic poem in Bulletino xxi. pp. 39, 40.
Boncompagni, 1863, i. pp. 236, 237) on 2 The same or something like it is
the right hand and not on the left. still used by Persian merchants. See
The reader is referred to Eoediger's De Sacy in Jmirn. Asiatique, Vol. 2,
article above mentioned. Plates will and Tylor, Primitive Culture, I. p.
be found in Journal of Philology, Vol. 246, n.
ii. p. 247, in Stoy's pamphlet Zur
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another possible reference, equally doubtful, to this system
of finger-symbolism in Plautus, Miles Gloriosus, II. 3, but the
first clear references to it occur in Plutarch and authors of his
time1. Pliny, indeed, says that there was, in his time, a statue
of Janus, erected by Numa, of which the fingers indicated 365
or 355 (the reading is doubtful, cf. also Macrobius, Conv. Sat. 1.9),
the number of days in the year, but no importance can be
attached to such a statement. All that we can allege of the
system is that it is mentioned only in later classical literature,
that it then appears to be of universal diffusion and that
it was far more persistent in the East than in the West". If we
consider that such a system can have been of no use in calcu-
lation, save as a memoria technica for some number with which
the mind of the reckoner was not immediately engaged—if, in
other words, we consider that such a system was useful to
represent numbers but not to calculate with them, then it
becomes probable that it was invented in the first instance as a
secret means of communication between merchants3 or as a
numerical gesture-language between persons who were ignorant
of one another's tongues. Phoenician and Greek commerce
would make it widely known: the later diffusion of Latin and
Greek and the larger use of writing would ensure its gradual
extinction in the West, but it would still preserve its original
utility in the motley and ignorant crowds of the Eastern bazaars.

21. In reckoning with pebbles, no doubt at first each
pebble represented one of the objects to be counted, the advan-
tage of course being that space was saved and the memory
relieved by a good coup d'ceil, for it will be conceded that it is
easier to count 100 pebbles than 100 cows or to find 10 times

1 Plut. Apophth. 174 b. Pliny, Hist. stood it afterwards (see ibid. p. 313).
Nat. xxxiv. s. 33. For other reff. see 8 The Persian system mentioned by
Prof. Mayor's note on Juv. x. 249, De Saoy and Tylor (see note above) is
above referred to, or Dean Peacock's used only in secret, when for instance
article Arithmetic in Encycl. Metro- a dragoman wishes to have one price
politana. with the seller and the other with his

3 Erasmus, in his ed. of Jerome (m. master. See also the opening words
25 B c) published in 1516, confessed of Boediger's article. Another sugges-
his ignorance of the finger-symbolism tion as to the origin of this symbolism
referred to by the saint. He under- will be made below, § 25.
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10 in pebbles than in sacks or such other articles of commerce.
So soon as the heap contained one pebble for each object,
the calculator would begin afresh and by arranging the pebbles
in groups of 10, arrive at the total and the name of the total,
without having his attention embarrassed by petty circum-
stances1. This use of pebbles in mere counting, where each
represents a real object, would naturally precede their use
in calculations where some pebbles would represent imaginary
objects. A great number of pebbles could be dispensed with if
the operator, on completing a group of 10, laid aside a large
pebble or a white one and then began again with the pebbles of
the original group. He would soon find that there would be no
need for a variety of pebbles, if he always laid pebbles repre-
senting 10 in a separate place from those representing units.
In this way, he would arrive at a neat visible symbolism for a
high number, which would greatly facilitate operations in the
four rules of arithmetic. Such an advanced pebble-symbolism
the Egyptians and the Chinese had from a time 'whereof
the memory of man runneth not to the contrary.' It can
hardly be doubted that they invented it independently and
imparted it to the nations around. Wherever and whenever
invented or borrowed, the Greeks and Italians had it also and
used it by preference for all ordinary calculations down to the
15th century of our era. The evidence for its use, however, is
singularly late. Homer and Pindar do not allude to it, but it is
plain that it was in regular use by the 5th century B.C., though
the authorities even of that time do not state explicitly how the
calculation with pebbles was conducted2. It cannot be doubted,

1 In a London night-school I have would then, with the aid of pebbles,
often seen a boy, in order to multiply ascertain whether he had got the price
say 12 by 10, make 120 dots on his he bargained for. Thus the Mexicans
slate and then count these. What he acquired a set of numerals, used in
wanted was the name of the total and counting animals and things, which
he did not always get this right. With runs eentetl, ontetl, etc. or ' one-stone,'
primitive man, I imagine, the use of 'two-stone,' etc. Other similar examples
pebbles would not arise till numeral are cited in Tylor, Early Hist. p. 163.
names had partly superseded finger- a Diogenes Laertius (i. 59) ascribes
counting. If, for instance, a savage to Solon a saying that courtiers were
sold something for 50 cows, he would like the pebbles on a reckoning-board,
indicate his price by naming it, and for they sometimes stood for more,
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however, that the pebbles were arranged in lines, either hori-
zontal or perpendicular, and that the pebbles on the first line
represented units, those on the second tens, those on the third
hundreds and so on. How many lines there were and how
many pebbles might be placed on each there is no evidence to
show. It may be added that fractions in the form of 'sub-
multiples ' would not present any difficulty when the system of
local values for the pebbles was once introduced. If for instance
a line were appropriated to pebbles of the value of T^, it would
be as easy to discern that 12 pebbles on that line are equal in
value to 1 on the units line, as to perceive that 10 pebbles on
the unit line may be replaced by 1 on the tens line. But since
a great many lines devoted to fractions would have been incon-
venient, probably a few lines only were devoted to certain
selected fractions, and all other fractions were reduced as nearly
as possible to terms of these.

22. The surface on which such lines were drawn, or the
frame on which strings or wires were stretched, for the purpose
of pebble-reckoning, was called by the Greeks a/3a!j or dftdiciov.
This name seems to point to the common Semitic word abaq
meaning ' sand,' and it is said that a board strewn with sand,
on which lines might be drawn with a stick, was and still is a
common instrument for calculation in the East. It is the more
desirable also that some Oriental origin for the afia% should
be found because, in late Greek writers, we find a general
tradition that Pythagoras, who certainly studied out of
Greece, was the inventor or introducer of the instrument. It
cannot, however, be considered that the Semitic origin of
afiat; is rendered at all probable by such considerations. The

sometimes for less. This, if genuine ed as they wrote from right to left, the
(butof. Polyb. v. 26,13), is the first and Greeks from.left to right. It may be
also one of the most explicit references that the abacus with the Greeks was
to the pebble-symbolism. If this be not so old as writing, for the Greeks
doubted, then the earliest authentic did not originally write from left to
reference is probably a fragment of right, but either from right to left or
Epicharmus (ed. Ahrens, 94, 8): then fiovaTpofyrfiiv. They may have counted
Aeschylus (Agam. 570), then perhaps from right to left, but can hardly have
Herodotus (n. 36), who says that, in c o u n t e d f)ov<rTpo<j>ij86i>.
pebble-reckoning, the Egyptians count-
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word itself in the sense of 'reckoning-table' is not used for
certain in any writer before Polybius (d/3d/ciov in V. 26, 13)
who belongs only to the 2nd century B. c. It is, however, used
in the sense of plain 'board' in many different connexions1.
Assuming it to be true, also, that the Semites did generally use
a sanded board for their calculations2, it does not appear that this
was called abaq, and the step from Semitic abaq 'sand' to Greek
a/3ai; a 'board' remains practically as wide as before. Lastly,
the tradition which connects the a/3af with Pythagoras as well
as that which connects him with a Semitic people, is so late and
belongs to so imaginative authors3 that no reliance can be
placed upon it. Of course, a few lines drawn with a stick
in the dust and a handful of stones were as efficient an
instrument for calculation as was needed and must always have
been used by Greeks upon occasion. Such an impromptu
ledger would indeed frequently be preferable to a more
elaborate device, since it could be adapted to different fractions,
different monetary scales etc., while a permanent machine
would probably be restricted to one scale and a few selected
fractions. But whether such a scheme of lines drawn on the
ground could ever in Greek have been called a/3a^ there is
no evidence to show.

23. It must be admitted, also, that hardly anything is
known of the normal Greek a/3a£, using that word in the sense
of a reckoning-board with permanent lines drawn on it and
possibly permanent balls or pebbles attached to it. Three types

1 The word seems first to occur in 2,18, 48. Tusc. 5, 23, 64, and other
the sense of 'trencher' in Cratinus, quotations collected by Friedlein,
KXeo/S. 2 (cit. Poll. x. 105). Hesychius Zahlz. § 76, pp. 52, 3. See also
says it was a synonym for /liierpa Oantar, Vorl. pp. 109—111. It seems
'trough.' Pollux also cites Afiaxtov to me not unlikely that a(3a{ was a
from Lysias, without stating its mean- childish name for the hoard on which
ing. It is oddly accented. the alphabet was written and from

s The evidence adduced by Cantor, which the children read their firJTa
Math. Beitrdge, p. 141, is not satis- o\0a (3a, /3ijra eT pe, etc. (Athenaeus,
factory on this point, but the fact is x. 453). "AjSa£ would be the 'ABC
hardly worth disputing. A sanded board,' the termination being chosen
board was certainly used by Greek by analogy from irfoof.
geometers, but is nowhere attributed 3 Iamblichus, for instance, and the
to arithmeticians. Of. Cic. Nat. Deor. pseudo-Boethius, cited post.
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at least of such a machine are well known. One of these is the
Russian tschotw, in which each wire carries 10 balls1. Some
advance is shown in the Chinese suan-pan*, where the whole
field of the frame is divided by a transverse string: each wire
on that part of it which is below this string carries 5 balls:
and on the part which is above 2 balls, each of which is worth
5 of those below. On both these machines, apparently, it is
possible and usual to remove balls from one wire to another
as the case may require. But the third type is the Koman
abacus, which, at any rate in its highest development, was
closed, so that balls or buttons could not be removed from the
wire or groove in which they were originally placed. A few
specimens of this sort, constructed with grooves in which
buttons (claviculi) slide, are still preserved. One of them which
is figured in Daremberg's Bictionnaire des AntiquitSs {s.v. abacus)
and is in the Kircher Museum at Rome, may be roughly
represented thus:
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Leaving out of consideration, for a moment, the two grooves on
the extreme right, it will be seen that the remaining 7 contain
buttons representing units, tens, etc. up to millions. The lower

1 The balls are differently coloured,
some of the 10 being white and some
black. The instrument was intro-
duced into the schools of Eastern
France after the great Eussian cam-
paign. It is common enough in
Pestalozzian schools. See further
Cantor, Math. Beitr. pp. 129, 130.

2 Suan = reckon : p'huan = board.
Goschkewitsch, an authority quoted by
Hankel, Zur Gesch. der Math. p. 54,
says that "the practised Chinese
reckoner plays with the fingers of the
right hand on the suan pan as on a
musical instrument and grasps whole
numerical chords."
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grooves contain 4 buttons each, the higher 1 each, which
represents 5 of the same value as those in the lower corre-
sponding groove. The letters indicating the values of the
buttons are obscure above C, but are plain enough on another
specimen, which once belonged to one Welser, in whose works
published at Nuremberg in 1682 there was given a drawing of
his abacus (pp. 442 and 819) \ The sign 0 which distinguishes
the penultimate groove on the right, stands for uncia, and as
there are 12 unciae to the as, here the lower portion of the
groove has 5 buttons for 5 unciae, the upper 1 button for
6 unciae. The signs appended to the last groove on the right
are S for semuncia (^jth of an as): 3 for sicilicus (-^th of an- as):
and Zlox sextula (^nd of an as). It is not, however, very clear
why there should be 4 buttons in this groove or what was
the value of each and how, if of different values, they were
distinguished from each other. Welser's abacus, which in other
respects is exactly similar to this, had three separate grooves
for these fractions, the first containing 1 button for the
semuncia (-^th): the second 1 button for the sicilicus (-j^th):
the third 2 buttons, each representing a sextula (^nd). These
grooves therefore together (and no doubt the last groove of the
Kircher abacus) represent {fths of a n uncia*. Both abaci are
capable of representing all whole numbers from 1 to 9,999,999
and the duodecimal fractions of the as in common use. Since
such an abacus could seldom represent more than one number
at a time, it is probable that, in calculating with it, the larger
of the two numbers to be dealt with would be represented on
the table. The smaller would be mentally added or subtracted

1 Beproduced by Friedlein in .Zaf«c/w. 2 This statement, which is taken
fur Math. u. Physik. Vol. ix. 1864. from Friedlein, seems unlikely. On
Plate 5. See also p. 299. A desorip- the analogy of all the preceding grooves,
tion of this abacus is given also in we should expect the table to conclude
Friedlein's Zahlzeichen, p. 22, § 32. with fjths of the uncia, and not ffths.
A figure of it is given in Darem- It will do so if the last two buttons be
berg, Diet, des Ant. s.v. arithmetica. taken to represent, not sextulae, but
M. Euelle, the writer of the article, dimidiae sextulae, the ordinary sign of
says that 4 Roman abaci (which he which is easily to be confused with
names) are known, but it does not that of the sextula. See Friedlein,
appear that they are all now in exis- Zahlz. Plate to § 48.
tence.
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as the case may be, and the buttons would be successively
altered so as to represent the sum or remainder. Multiplica-
tion can only have been performed by repeated additions, and
division by repeated subtractions \

24. It will be seen that the types of abacus now known
are not very diverse from one another, and there is no cause to
be greatly distressed by our ignorance of what the Greek dfiai;
was. A certain table, however, which may be an aftai;, was
discovered in 1846 in the island of Salamis and this, which can
be partly explained by reference to the Roman instruments,
must serve to assure us that there cannot have been any great
superiority in the Greek a/3a£ at any time. This " Salaminian
table" may be figured thus8:
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1 Unless indeed the abacus is used
merely as a memoria technica. Thus
the Chinese, in dividing, first represent
the dividend, then, breaking it up as
the remainders successively are ob-
tained, place, on the wires from time to
time vacated, balls to represent the suc-
cessive ciphers of the quotient. The
actual division is done in the mind by

G. G. M.

use of the multiplication-table. Thus
Goschkewitsch (cited by Hankel uti
sup.) says many modes of division
have been proposed for the Eussian
tschotu, but they all involve the use of
a seoond board or of a board and
paper.

2 There is a drawing of it in Da-
remberg s.v. Abacus: also in Revue

3
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It is made of marble and is very large, being about 5 ft.
(1*5 metres) long by 2̂ - ft. ('75 metre) wide. The letters upon
the margin are easily explained. \- is the customary Attic sign
for a drachma. The letters which, in the table, stand on the left
of this sign are II for 5 (ririvTe), A for 10 (Sitca), P for 50, H for
100 (exaTov), [* for 500 and X for 1000 (%tW) in the ordinary
Attic style. To these are added, in one row, the signs p> for
5000 and T for rakavrov or 6000 drachmae. The signs which
stand to the right of |- in the table are the fractions of the
drachma, viz. | for ^th (obol), C for T^th ( | obol), J1 for ^jth
(rerapTtj/jLoplov of the obol) and X for âXwous (£th of the
obol, ^ t h of the drachma). The last three fractions, it will be
observed, when added together make fths of an obol, which is
the real unit of the table. On the principle of a Roman abacus,
this scale would be thus distributed:

But it will be seen that the lines of the Salaminian table do
not fall in with this arrangement. Here we have 11 lines, with 10
intervals, in one place: and 5 lines, with 4 intervals, in another.
If the table be really an a/Saf, the simplest explanation is that

ArcMoteg, 1846, p. 296, where a very
minute description of the stone is
given by M. Bangabe. Another Greek
dbax is also figured on the Darius-vase
at Naples. The numerals on it are
of the same kind as those on the
Salaminian table and it is held by the

reckoner so that the columns are
perpendicular to his body. But it is
too small and roughly drawn to furnish
important information.

1 Tera/rrrmoplov is Bockh's expla-
nation: M. Vincent proposed rpvn\-
fioplov.
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the 10 spaces at one part of the board contained stones repre-
senting values from a talent to an obol, in the order TFXF'HF1

A Phi: and the 5 spaces at the other part of the board contained:
stones representing values from an obol to a chalcus, in the
order |, C, T, X. The transverse line would serve to distinguish
two sums which were to be added together or subtracted one
from the other: or again, as in the Roman system, the numbers
compounded with p might have been placed above this line.
The crosses on the line are merely aids to the eye in keeping
the various rows distinct. Operations with fractions of the obol
would be separately conducted at the lower end of the table.
The table also being very large, perhaps two people would work
at it at once, or because it was heavy, it might be desirable to
use it from either side and therefore a table of customary values
would be repeated in various parts of the table. The received
explanation, however, of the use of the table is different from
this. The well-known archaeologist, M. Vincent1, considered
that the table served two purposes: that it was an a/Saf, and
also a scoring board for a game something like tric-trac or back-
gammon. When it was used as an a^d%, fractions of the
drachma were calculated at the end of the table on the 4 spaces
there reserved: sums from the drachma to the talent were
calculated on five of the other ten spaces, and the remaining
five were used for calculations from one talent to 10,000 talents.
It is an objection to this theory that a Greek merchant or tax-
gatherer can seldom have had occasion to calculate above a few
talents, since the whole revenue of Athens in her prime was not
2000 talents2. But the suggestion which M. Vincent adopts
from M. Kangabe"3, that the Salaminian table was also a scoring-
board for some kind of irerTeLa is extremely attractive. Pollux,
who vaguely describes two kinds of this game (ix. 97), says that
each player had 5 lines and 5 counters, and that the middle
line was 'sacred' (lepa ypafifir/). M. Rangabe' therefore sug-

1 Revue ArchSol. 1846, p. 401 sqq. he must have spent 10 talents in
2 See, however, Theophrastus, Char. charity.

VI. (ed. Jebb), where the boastful man 3 Ibid. p. 295 sqq.
reckons, on just such an abacus, that

3—2
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gested that the lines marked with a cross on the table are really
the Upal ypafifiao, and that two players sitting opposite to one
another, would play at some kind of. baekgamnion, each player
confining his counters to his own side of the transverse line.
The counters were moved according to throws with dice, as in
backgammon. Anyone, who is acquainted with the latter
game, will be able to suggest two or three very good forms of it
which might be played on this table and in which the lines
marked with a cross should be truly iepai, either because no
'blot' might be left there or because they should be an asylum
where no solitary wanderer could be ' taken up.' The 5 lines
at the opposite end of the table would serve for some less
elaborate verrela or for a third player or might, in some way,
have been used to determine the values of the throws.

25. It will be seen, from the preceding observations, that our
knowledge of the abacus of antiquity is derived entirely from
Roman sources, and that the mode in which it was used must
be inferred simply from the appearance of extant instruments
and the practice of modern nations. It would seem, however,
that the use of the abacus was combined with the more
advanced finger-symbolism above described. Thus the Emperor
Frederick the Second (Imp. A.D. 1210—1250) in a treatise on
the art of hawking1, says that the hands must, on various
occasions, be held in certain positions, such as abacistae use for
representing certain numbers in accordance with Bede's or
Nicolaus' instructions. Now since only one number could, as a
rule, be represented at a time on the abacus, a calculator who
was operating with two high numbers, would require a memoria
technica of both, and it would be very convenient to represent
one on the abacus, the other on the hands. It is indeed

1 Reliqua Libr. Frederici II. (ed. that after mastering the apices (i.e.
Schneider I. p. 102) quoted by Eoe- the numerical signs used with the
diger: "Eeplioet indicem ad extremi- abacus) the pupil must learn 'com-
tatem pollicia et erit modus secundum putum per figuram manuum secun-
quem abacistae tenent septuaginta cum dum magistrorum abbaci usum anti-
manu," with more directions of the quitus sapientissime inventam.' He
same kind. Thus also Leonardo of then gives the scheme after Bede.
Pisa (about A.D. 1200) in his Liber Vide Friedlein, Zahh.-p. 56.
Abbaci (ed. Bonoompagni p. 5)
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possible, considering the lateness of all allusions to this finger-
symbolism, that it was originally invented as a companion to the
abacus.

26. A few words only remain to be added on this branch
of Greek practical arithmetic. Western abacistae had intro-
duced, certainly by the 10th century, a considerable improve-
ment in the use of their instrument, which consisted in discarding
pebbles and substituting for them the Roman numeral signs or
the letters of the alphabet in order, so that thenceforth 525, for
instance, was represented by V. II. V. or EBE in the last three
columns of the abacus1. At the end of the first book of the
Geometria, attributed to Boethius (who died A.r>. 524) the
author states (Friedlein's ed. pp. 395—397) that Pythagoreans
used with the abacus certain nine signs which he calls apices of
which he gives the forms. (The names are added apparently
by a later hand.) The forms are obviously the parents of our
own so-called Arabic numerals (except 0, which is not mentioned
in Boethius)2, and some of the names are also pure or nearly
pure Arabic: the forms are also practically identical with the
Gobar-numerals used by the Arabs of N. Africa in the 9th
century, which again are admittedly of Indian origin. Upon
these facts an endless controversy has arisen among historians,
the questions in dispute being whether Pythagoras or any
Pythagoreans might not have procured these signs from India
and used them secretly for their quasi-theosophical arithmetic3:
whether the later Alexandrians might not have obtained the

1 Gerbert (ob. 1003) sometimes uses See Hankel, Zur Gesck. der Math, pp.
the Roman numerals, but generally 317—323.
the apices. Boethius or rather a pseudo- 8 It is doubtful whether the cipher
Boethius (Friedlein's ed. pp. 426—429) was at first used by the Western Arabs
of a much later date mentions the use among the. Gobar-signs. It was intfo-
of the alphabet (cf. Priedlein Zahlz. duced to Europeans first apparently in
pp. 54, 55, §§ 78—80). It will be ob- the book Liber Algorismi, a translation
served that with an abacus on which of the work of Mohammed ben Musa
numbers were represented by signs in Alkharisml, made in the 12th century,
appropriate columns, the four rules Gobar or gubdr means 'dust.'
of arithmetic could be performed pre- 3 This was Cantor's opinion, Math.
cisely as we perform them. Addition, Beitrage, p. 221 sqq.., but in Vorle-
subtraction and multiplication were sungen, p. 610 and elsewhere he follows
BO in fact. Division, however, was not. Woepcke (see next note).
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signs from India or elsewhere and given them to the Italians on
the one hand, the Arabs on the other1: and lastly whether the
passage in Boethius is not a forgery2. It is sufficient here to
repeat, what is admitted by all parties that there is no evidence
in any Greek author that these apices were known to the Greeks :
that there is also no evidence whatever that the Greeks ever
used any written numerical signs with the abacus: that the
MSS. of Boethius containipg the apices are certainly not older
than the 11th century: that no trace of such signs is to be
found elsewhere in any European writer before the end of the
10th century or thereabouts: that the Indian signs, from which
the apices are derived, seem to be not older than the 2nd or 3rd
century: that the Arabs themselves did not obtain the Indian
arithmetic and Indian numerals till the time of Alkharizmi
(cir. A. D. 800) and that Arabian mathematics did not begin to
pass from Spain to other European countries till about the
time of Gerbert (ob. A.D. 1003). The mere statement of these
facts is surely sufficient to assure any reader that the connexion
of the Greeks with the apices, if not absurd, is purely con-
jectural and need not be discussed at length in a short history
of Greek mathematics*. If it were admitted that the Greeks
knew of the apices at all, there would still be no reason what-
ever to think that they ever used them in calculation.

27. The apices, it must be remembered, were used only
with the abacus. No writer, even of the middle ages, ever in
the course of his text exhibits a number in these symbols. If
he purposes to illustrate the method of division, he states his
example with Eoman numerals, then draws an abacus and

1 Woepcke (Journal Asiatique, 1863, later and on the same side is Weissen-
i. p. 54 sqq.) suggests that the later born, in Zeitschr. Math. Phys. xxiv.
Alexandrians got these signs from (1879), Hist. Lit. Abth. Supplement-
India: Theod. Henri Martin (Annali heft, published also in Teubner's Ab-
di matem. Rome 1863, p. 350 sqq.) handlungen zur Gesch. der Math. Part
suggests that they got them partly n. 1879. This latter writer rejects the
from Egyptian, partly from Semitic whole Geometria, not merely the arith-
souroes. metical passages at the end of Bk. i.

2 This is Friedlein's opinion, main- and Bk. II.
tained in many articles. The most 3 Another brief discussion of the
convenient reference ia to Zahlz. pp. apices question is given by Hankel,
15—19, 23—26, 51—54, 66, 67. Still pp. 323—328.
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inserts in it the necessary numbers with apices. Hence, closely
as apices upon an abacus resemble, and serve all the purposes of
our modern numerals, there is still a great gulf between the
two. The cipher is yet to be invented before the abacus can be
discarded. It follows again, from the same fact, that whatever
be thought of the Greek acquaintance with apices, there can be
no doubt at all that these were never entitled to be described
as ordinary Greek characters for the numerals. They were not,
and could not have been, used in inscriptions or other writings.
It remains to consider, in this place, what characters were used
in such documents.

28. It has been suggested above that probably, when the
use of the fingers in counting was first discovered, it required,
as in S. Africa at the present day, two 'men to count the higher
tens, three to count the higher hundreds and so on. A single
man, in counting say 40 or 60, would be apt to forget how
many times he had counted his fingers through and would take
an assistant to record them. But he would soon find that he
could count high numbers by himself, if he kept some visible
record, to which he could afterwards return, of each group of 10.
Suppose, for instance, that each time he had counted through
both hands, he pressed them on the ground, so as to leave an
imprint of his fingers. He would thus have a written record, in
groups of 10 perpendicular strokes1. Any other marks would,
of course, serve his purpose, but it is a curious fact that in all

1 In order clearly to represent the repeat this process till he had exhaust-
arithmetical resources of primitive ed the pebbles. The imprints of his
man, I may as well state here what fingers would then show nineteen hands
I conceive to be a very early method and one finger over, or 9 men + 1 hand
of counting. Suppose a man, who +1 finger. This he would call 'ring
has names for his fingers and knows finger-men and right-thumb' or by
that all human beings have the same some such name. The pebbles, the
number of fingers, desires to count fingers and the written marks are used
by himself 96 cows or other large concurrently, but in time as his nomen-
unmanageable objects. I suppose he clature became settled and his memory
would first take a pebble for each cow improved, he would omit first one,
and seat himself before the heap of then two of the three symbols, and
pebbles. He would then take a pebble would finally dispense with them all
for each finger up to 10, then press and trust to his nomenclature alone,
his fingers on the ground : and would
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the most ancient specimens of any sort of writing, the units at
least are represented, not by dots or crosses or any other marks,
but by perpendicular strokes only. This want of variety
suggests that such strokes represent the fingers. The invention
of separate symbols for 10 and 100 would follow at a far later
time. The oldest known writings of the Egyptians and
Phoenicians have such signs, but have no intermediate signs
(e.g. for 50 or 500). They repeat the unit-strokes up to 9: they
repeat the signs for 10 and 100 up to 9 times1. The ancient
Greeks, according to Iamblichus2, did the same. It is probable
enough that such was the case, since an arithmetical written
symbolism may well suggest itself long before any other kind of
writing; but on the other hand, as some kind of writing is
necessary to explain to us the purport of arithmetical symbols,
and as the oldest Greek writings are of very late date and of the
most advanced art, we can hardly expect to find evidence in
support of Iamblichus' statement. .

29. It goes without saying that, in a very large proportion
of Greek inscriptions, the names of such numbers as occur are
written in full. The oldest known compendious numerical
symbols are those which used to be called Herodianic signs.
The attention of modern students was first called to them by
one Herodianus, a Byzantine grammarian of the 3rd century,
who, in a passage printed by Stephanus in the Appendix
Olossariorum to his Thesaurus, declared that he had frequently
seen these signs in Solonic laws and other ancient documents,
coins and inscriptions. While Greek epigraphy was an unknown
science, this statement excited little interest, but it has since
been abundantly confirmed by the enormous mass of inscriptions
which the industry of scholars has, of late years, collected. In
this sort of numerals, a stroke I repeated not more than four
times, is the unit-sign par excellence and the other symbols are

1 See Pihan, Exposi des Signes de (See Franz, Epigr. Graeca, p. 347.
Numeration, etc. pp. 25—41, 162— Bockh, C. I. G. no. 2919, Vol. u . p ,
168. 584.) Such forgeries were, of course,

2 In Nicom. Arithm. ed. Tennulius, not unusual when a city wished to
p. 80. An inscription from Tralles has produce a documentary title to some
e-reos 1111111 but Bockh suspects this to ancient privilege.
be a forgery of late imperial times.
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merely initial letters of numeral names. P (Trevre) stands for
5: A (Sixa) for 10: H (eicaTov) for 100: X (XtW) for 1000 :
M (jivploi) for 10,000, and there are further compendia P, P etc.
for 50, 500 etc. as may be seen on the Salaminian table figured
above. From the frequency with which these signs occur in
Athenian inscriptions, they are now generally called Attic. As
a matter of fact, no others are used in any known Attic in-
scription of any date B.C.1 But they are by no means exclu-
sively Attic. They were used for instance in Boeotia, at first in
the forms of the local alphabet (thus M, fi, \, I~HE, HE, PI, >, I)
and afterwards, down to a late date, in the Attic forms2. It is
probable, in fact, that these numerals were once universally
used in Greece but at present there is not enough evidence on
this point. They were at any rate known and used outside
Attica long after the alphabet came to be used for numerical
purposes, A great number of papyrus-rolls preserved at Hercu-
laneum, state on the title-page, after the name of the author,
the number of books in his work, given in alphabetic numerals,
and the number of lines in Attic numerals: e.g. 'Eiriicovpov irepl
(pvaecos IE (dpi6.) XXXHH. We might in the same way use
Roman numerals for the one division, Arabic for the other.
One author, who is presented with such a title page in these
rolls, is a certain rhetorician called Philodemus, of Cicero's time.
The papyri therefore cannot be older than 40 or 50 B.C. and
may be much later3.

1 In other words, no others occur in mental evidence, therefore, as to the
Vols. i. and n. of the Corpus Inscr. early numeral signs, is very scanty.
A tticarum. The Herodianic signs are found, beside

2 See Franz, Epigr. Graeca, App. n. Boeotia, in Arcadia with local pecu-
ch. 1, p. 348, Bockh, C. I. G. Vol. i. liarities (Le Bas and Foucart, Inss. de
no. 1569 (p. 740 sqq.) and no. 1570 Peloponn. no. 341e): in Erythrae near
(p. 750 sqq.) The latter inscription Halicarnassus about 250 B.C. (Eayet
Bockh dates about 70 or 100 B. O. A in Bevue ArcMol. 1877, Vol. 33, p. 107
large majority of Greek Inss. (inclu- sqq.): and in Rhodes about B. C. 180
ding all the oldest) do not contain (Brit. Mus. Inss.), cf. Curtius in Bur-
numerals at all. Inss. from places sian's Jahresb. for 1878.
outside Attioa are very seldom older 3 See Ritschl, Die Alexandrinischen
than the 2nd century B. C. and are Bibliotheken, pp. 99, 100, 123 note.
mostly of imperial times. The monu-
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30. But at some time which cannot now be certainly
determined, the Greeks adopted the practice of using the letters
of the alphabet in order as their numeral symbols, and this
style ultimately superseded the Attic in Attica itself and be-
came universal among Greek speaking peoples. The alphabet,
however, as used for numbers, was not the same as that used
for literary purposes, but contained some additions. The
following table will show clearly enough what the numerical
alphabet was:

a',/3',y',S',e' = l , 2 ,3 , 4,5.
*r = 6.

^ ' , 0 ' , *' = 7,8,9,10.
(ia',i/3' t0'=11, 12 19.)

K, V, /*', v, f, o', TT' = 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80.
(jca, K/3', Xa, X/3' etc. = 21, 22, 31, 32 etc.)

* Q = 90.
p, (T',T, v, <£', x, f , «' = 100, 200, 300 800.

* ">) = 900.
{put, p«/3'etc. = 111, 122 etc.)

,a, fi, ty, /S, ,e etc. = 1000, 2000, 3000 etc.
P v

Mv or M, M,.M etc. = 10,000, 20,000, 30,000 etc.
It will be seen that an alphabet of 27 letters' (including 3

strange letters, the so-called eirto-tjfia s", Q, and ~>\) represents
all the numbers from 1 to 999 and that numbers under this
limit are marked with an acute accent, placed immediately
behind the last letter. At 1000, the alphabet recommences,
but a stroke is now placed before the letter and usually, but
not always, somewhat below it. For 10,000 Mi>, or M, the
initial of fivptoi was generally used, and the coefficient of the
myriad, to use an algebraical expression, was usually written
over (but sometimes before or behind)2 this M. Sometimes

1 The 24 letters, exclusive of the M- MSS. again the myriads are sometimes
a-qina, are those of the Ionic alphabet, represented by a, ft, f etc. hundreds of
introduced formally at Athens in 403 thousands {/tupid/cis /wptoi) by A, fi, y
B. o. It was in use in Asia as early as etc. Vide, for authorities, Hultsch,
470 B.C. Metrologicorum Scriptorum Belliquiae,

2 If the coefficient was written first, Vol. I. pp. 172, 173. Bitschl, Die
M was often omitted and a dot sub- Alex. Bibl. p. 120. Nicomachus (ed.
stituted (e.g. p.fiTfL$ = 29,342). In Hoche) Introd. p. x. Friedlein Zaklz.
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also {e.g. in MSS. of Geminus) /, ,/e, , \ etc. are used for 10,000
20,000, 30,000 etc. in the ordinary sequence of the alphabet.

Thus the number 29,342, would be written fA.firpP' or ,K0.T/i/3'.
But in a high number, since the digits were always arranged in
the same order, from the highest multiple of 10 on the left to
the units on the right, the strokes or accents which distinguish
thousands and units were often omitted and a stroke drawn
over the whole number. The left-hand letter would then have
a local value (e.g. 0T/40 = 9 3 4 9 ) \ The symbolism for fractions
will be mentioned later.

31. It has been commonly assumed, since the use of the
alphabet for numerals was undoubtedly a Semitic practice and
since the Greek alphabet was undoubtedly derived from Semitic
sources, that therefore the Greeks derived from the Semites the
numerical use of the alphabet with the alphabet itself2. And
this theory derives further colour from the fact that the Greek
numerical alphabet contains three Semitic letters which were,
within historical times, discarded from the literary alphabet.
Yet this evidence is in all probability wholly illusory. The
Greek alphabet was derived from the Phoenicians but the
Phoenicians never used the alphabet for numerical purposes at
all3. The Jews and Arabs did, but the earliest documentary-
evidence for the practice, even among them, is not older than
141—137 B. c. when dates, given in alphabetic numerals, appear
on shekels of Simon Maccabaeus4. The Greek evidence goes a
good deal further back than this.
pp. 9—11, §§ 12—17. Nesselmann, Madden, Coins of the Jews, p. 67.
Algebra der Oriechen, pp. 74—79. Also Dr Euting's letter quoted by

1 Cf. for instance C. I. A. Vol. in. Hankel, Zur Gesch. der Math. p. 34.
nos. 60 and 77. It was Hankel who first proclaimed

2 See for instance Nesselmann, Alg. the relevancy of these facts to the
der Griechen, pp. 74—79. Cantor, history of the Greek numerals. But
Math. Beitrdge, pp. 115—118. Vorles. Ewald and Nordheimer had, long be-
pp. 101—107. Friedlein, Zdhlz. p. 9, fore, stated that the Hebrew numerals
§ 12, etc. were used "after the Greek fashion"

3 The ordinary forms of Phoenician and that they do not appear till a late
numerals are upright strokes for units: time. Hankel abides by the common
a horizontal stroke for 10: fy for 20, opinion that the Greek numerical
and l<l for 100. alphabet dates from the 5th century

4 See Schroder Phb'nikische Sprache. B.C.
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Against these facts it may be urged (1) that the Jewish
practice of Gematria, adopted by the later Kabbalists, is said
by them to be very early, and is perhaps as old as the 7th
century B. c. This was a curious system of Biblical interpre-
tation, whereby two words were treated as interchangeable, if
their letters, considered as numerals amount, when added
together, to the same sum \ And again (2) both the Hebrew
and the Greek literary alphabets are too short for a good
arithmetical symbolism and both are supplemented up to the
same limit (the 27th letter in each standing for 900). But as
to (1), it must be observed that the supposed antiquity of
gematria depends solely on a merely conjectural and improbable
comment on Zechariah xii. 102. There is in fact no clear
instance of gematria before Philo or Christian writers strongly
under Philonic influence (e. g. Eev. xiii. 18 ; Ep. Barn. c. 9)3.
The practice belongs to Hellenistic Jews; its name is Greek
and it is closely connected with Alexandria, where, we shall see,
alphabetic numerals are first found. And as to (2), it seems
more likely that the Jews took the idea of alphabetic numerals
from the Greeks than vice versa. The Greeks could, by hook
or by crook, furnish the necessary 27 alphabetic symbols. The
Jews could not. Their alphabet is only 22 letters, and the
numbers, 500 to 900, must be represented by the digraphs
pft ID etc. compounded of 100-400, 200-400, etc.4 There is in

1 See Cantor, Varies, i. pp. 87, 3 Cf. Siegfried's Philo, p. 330.
104—5, quoting Lenormant, La Magie 4 The later Hebrew alphabet has
chez Us Chaldeens p . 24. Also Dr fivefinal forms ~\, D> J. f\, Y (cf. Greek
Ginsburg's monograph, Kabbalah p. a and s), which are sometimes used to
49 and the same writer's article Kab- represent the numbers 500—900. But
balah in Ency. Brit. 9th ed. Vol. XIII. this cannot be an ancient practice.
The Gematria is employed in Eev. xiii. The square Hebrew characters, which
18, where 666, the number of the beast, alone have finals, did not come into
is the sum of the Hebrew letters in use till the 1st or 2nd century B. O. ,
Nerun Kesar. So in Gen. xviii. 2 and these five finals were not definitely
'Lol three men' is by gematria found fixed for many centuries afterwards,
equivalent to ' These are Michael, Vide the Table of alphabets in Madden
Gabriel and Raphael.' Gematria is 'Coins of the Jews' or Dr Euting's,
by metathesis from ypafn/Mrela. appended to TSickeB.'a Outlines of Hebrew

s Hitzig, Die xu. kleinen Propheten, Gram. 1877.
p. 378 sqq. cited by Cantor Vorl. p. 87.
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fact no evidence against, and a good deal for, the supposition
that the Jews derived alphabetic numerals from the Greeks.
The contrary belief is perhaps only a relic of the old superstition
which counted it profane to question the priority of the Hebrews
in all arts.

32. But the date at which the Greeks adopted the alpha-
betic numerals is not easily to be determined. The alphabet
was indeed, at an early date, used quasi numerically but not in
the manner now under discussion. The tickets of the ten panels
of Athenian jurymen {heliastae) were marked with the letters of
the alphabet from a to K, r being omitted1. So also the books
of Homer, as divided by Zenodotus (flor. c. B. c. 280) were
numbered by the 24 letters of the ordinary Ionic alphabet,
r and P being omitted: and the works of Aristotle were also
at some ancient time divided into books, numbered on the same
principle2. It seems unlikely that the regular numerical alpha-
bet (with r, P, ^) was in common use at the time when these
divisions were made. Secondly, in the numerical alphabet r is
undoubtedly the digamma and this and P occur at their proper
(i.e. original) places in the alphabet. But the evidence at
present forthcoming shows that there never was, in any Greek
country, a literary alphabet which contained both r and P along
with both tjr and a. One or other of the first had dropped out
before one or other of the second had been introduced3: The
last numeral ~*i, whether it represents the Phoenician shin41 or
tsade", occurs in either case out of its place and is clearly
resumed into the alphabet for numerical purposes only. These
facts surely raise a presumption that the numerical alphabet
was settled not casually and by local custom, but deliberately

1 Schol. to Aristophanes Pint. 277. s See the charts appended to Kirch-
Hicks, Greek Hist. Inss. no. 119, p. hofi Zur Gesch. des Griech. Alphabets
202. Franz, Epigr. Or. p. 349. 3rd ed. and pp. 157—160 of the text.

2 This appears from Alexander Aph- Such transcripts as that in Hicks Gr.
rodisiensis, who (in Metaph. 9, 81, b. Inss. no. 63, p. 117 sqq. are mis-
25) quotes from f' run NIKO,U. a series leading. The original of this (see
of definitions which belong to the Mhein. Museum, 1871 p. 39 sqq.) con-
sixth book. The Aristotelian books so tains neither r\ nor w.
numbered are the Ethics, Politics and 4 The Greek crav. Herod. I. 139.
Topics. Franz, Epigr. Graeca, p. 19.
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and by some man of learning1. Further, since no antiquarian
could of his own motion persuade a people to revive, and to
revive in their right places, letters which they had long since
discarded, it is probable that this particular antiquarian was
supported by some paramount political authority. It is plain
also that this authority did not reside at Athens or near
thereto, for the Athenians and Boeotians continued to use the
Herodianic signs for two or three centuries at least after the
alphabetic numerals appear elsewhere. It may be conceded,
indeed, that public inscriptions would be the last place in which
the new numerals would appear, but it is incredible that the old
signs should have been retained by mere custom so long if the
new had meanwhile been in common use. Lastly, it must be
mentioned that the alphabetic numerals were a fatal mistake and
hopelessly confined such nascent arithmetical faculty as the
Greeks may have possessed. The Herodianic signs were clumsy
but they did not conceal those analogies which ought to be
obvious to the tiro in arithmetic. An Athenian boy who had
been taught that III multiplied by III amounted to Pill I would
very soon have learnt that AAA multiplied by AAA would
amount to PHHHH and he might have guessed that, if PI
added to P amounts to Al, then PA added to P would amount

to HA. And these are really the severest difficulties which can
occur with Herodianic signs. But, with alphabetic signs,
7' X 7' = & is no clue to \ ' x V<= ~?) or r + e = ia to f' + v = pt,'.
Such signs as these are no assistance to calculation and involve
in themselves, a most annoying tax on the memory. Their
advantage lies in their brevity alone, and it is to be suspected

1 It should be mentioned here that on any inscription earlier than the
we know of no fluctuation in the value 13th or 14th century. Similar acci-
of the Greek letters. P for instance dents may have affected the record in
might occasionally have its Semitic many other particulars, but we must
value 100, instead of 90, or 2 might of course use the record as we find it.
occasionally (9 or S" being omitted) As it stands, it points to Alexandria
represent 100, instead of P. But as the place where the numerical alpha-
there is no known case in which any bet was invented and there never was
such doubt arises. It is, no doubt, any reason to doubt this,
only an accident that ^ does not occur,
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that they were invented first for some purpose to which brevity
was essential or desirable.

33. It curiously confirms all the inferences which have here
been made, to find that the earliest evidence of these alphabetic
numerals is found on coins of Ptolemy II. (Philadelphus)
assigned to 266 B. c. The lateness of this date accounts for
the later persistence of Herodianic signs. Alexandria, if any-
where, was the place where an antiquarian might have formed
the numerical alphabet, and a king have published it, with
effect. Coins are precisely the documents on which it is
desirable to state numbers as concisely as possible1. Other
evidence begins also soon after the date of these coins and
in the same place. The oldest Graeco-Egyptian papyrus, which
is ascribed to 257 B. c.2, contains the numerals K& ( = 29), and
after this alphabetic numerals are common enough on Ptolemaic
coins and papyri3. They do not occur, however, on stone-
inscriptions, as might be expected, till somewhat later. The
earliest instance is probably one of uncertain place (though
certainly from the Levant) ascribed to about 180 B. C.4 or
another of Halicarnassus5 of about the same date. A
Khodian inscription of the same time still uses the He-
rodianic signs6 but soon afterwards, say from 150 B.C. the
alphabetic numerals are used invariably on all Asiatic-Greek
monuments7.

The cumulative evidence is surely very strong that the

1 It will be remembered that the 6 In British Museum, not yet pub-
earliest Jewish evidence is found on lished.
coins. 7 In the Asiatic inscription no. 6819,

3 Now at Leyden, no. 379. See above cited, and many more, the
Eobiou, quoting Lepsius, in Acad. des numbers are arranged in their alpha-
Tnscr. Suj. div. 1878, Vol. 9. betic order, e.g. IJK, f/r. The coins of

3 The K on some coins of Ptolemy Ptolemy Philadelphus above-cited were
I. (Soter) and the double signs AA, struck at Tyre. These two facts may
BB etc. on those of Arsinoe Phila- perhaps suggest some Semitic influence
delphi are of doubtful signification. in the use of alphabetic numerals, but

4 C. I. G. Vol. iv. pt. xxxix. no. I cannot attach any weight to them.
6819. No. 6804 was clearly not written The practice of writing numerals in
at the dates which it mentions. their alphabetic order survivedin Mace-

' C. I. G. Vol. II. no. 2655. Franz, donia and N. Greece till the 2nd cent.
Epigr. Gr. p. 349. See C. I. G. n. nos. 1965, 1970, 1971.
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alphabetic numerals were first employed in Alexandria early
in the 3rd century B. c. It remains to be added that two of the
foremost Greek mathematicians were during this century very
much interested in the further abbreviation of Greek numerals.
Archimedes (B C. 287—212) and Apollonius of Perga (flor.
temp. Ptol. Euergetes B.C. 247—222) both suggested new
modes of stating extremely high numbers, the former in his
i/ra/i/itTT;?, the latter probably in his COKVTOKIOV. These will
be described later on but are mentioned here to show that
probably arithmetical symbolism was one of the Alexandrian
subjects of inquiry at precisely the time when the new symbol-
ism first appears on Alexandrian records.

34. But it is time to return to the alphabetic numerals as used
in calculation. Fractions (Xe7rra) do not appear on inscriptions
but are represented in MSS. in various ways. The most common
methods are either to write the denominator over the numerator
or to write the numerator with one accent and the denominator

Ka —Ka.'

twice with two accents each time (e.g. i% or tf or i% Ka" Ka").
Submultiples, or fractions of which the numerator is unity, are
"the most common. With these, the numerator is omitted, and
"the denominator is written above the line or is written once
with two accents, (e. g. ^ or X/3" = ^ ) \ Some special signs are
found, viz. signs similar to L, C and 8 for J and w" for | .
Brugsch gives, on the authority of Greek papyri2,, the signs | for
addition, ^? for subtraction, and /—> for a total. Another com-
mon compendium is the form X for ekctTTCov and its inflexions3.

1 For some more minute details see were alone permissible in Greek arith-
Nesselmann, Alg. der Gr. pp. 112—115. metio. See Cantor Vorl. pp. 107, 174,
Hultsch, Metrol. Scriptt. I. pp. 172— 405. Hankel, p. 62, and Hultsoh, Ice.
175. Friedlein Zahlz. pp. 13—14. cit.

It is to be remembered that though 2 Numerorum Demoticorwin Doctrina,
fractions with high numerators occur 1849, p. 31. See plate i. appended
in Greek writers, yet they represented to Friedlein Zahlz. and reff. there
only the ratio between the numerator given.
and denominator. In calculation, they 3 In Heron's Dioptra (ed. Vincent
were reduced, as among the Egyptians, p. 173) and the scholia to the Vati-
to a series with unity for numerator can Pappus (ed. Hultsch, Vol. in. p.
and these two conceptions of a fraction, 128). Nesselmann, Alg. Gr. p. 305 and
as a ratio and as a portion of the unit, n. 17.
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It remains to be mentioned only that the Greeks had no cipher.
The o which Delambre found in the Almagest is a contraction
of ovSev, and occurs only in the measurements of angles,
which happen to contain no degrees or no minutes \ It stands
therefore always alone and is not used as a digit of a high
number. The stroke which Ottfried Miiller found on an Athenian
inscription, and which Bockh thought to be a cipher, is clearly
explained by Cantor2 as the iota, the alphabetical symbol
for 10.

35. Of calculation with these alphabetic numerals very
little mention is made in any Greek literature. It would seem
from the technical names for additio'n and subtraction (viz.
crvvTiOevcu and dcpaipelv, vwe^aipeiv) and from some passages
of classical authors that these operations were generally per-
formed on the afia%3. Multiplication, also, was, if possible,
performed by addition*, but it cannot be doubted that an
expert reckoner would master a multiplication-table and have
the alphabetic signs at his finger-ends. For such a person, for
a mathematician, that is, who was competent to read Archimedes,
Eutocius, a commentator of the 6th century after Christ, performs
a great number of multiplications with alphabetical numerals5.
The date of the writer and the work to which they are appended
alike show that these are masterpieces of Greek arithmetic.
A specimen or two, with modern signs added for mpre convenient
explanation, may be here inserted :

1 Astronorfiie Ancienne, I. p. 547, 3 Cf. Theophrastus Char. (ed. Jebb)
II. pp. 14 and 15. Theqn in l}is com- iv. n. 10 and xm. n. 2.
mentary says nothing of thia o which 4 Lucian, 'Ep/wn/wt, 48. Friedlein,
indeed may be only the introduction ZaMz. p. 75.
of late transcribers who knew the 6 Torelli's ed. of Archimedes (Oxford,
Arabic signs (v. Nesselmann, Alg. Gr. 1792), Circuli Dimensio, p. 208 sqq.
p. 13S, and note 25. Frjedlein, ZaMz. The forms as they stand in MSS. are
p- 82). given p. 216. See alsp Nesselmann,

2 See Math. Beitr. p. 121 sqq. and Alg. Gr. pp. 116—118. Hankel, p.
plate 28. Hultsch, Scriptt. Metrpl. 56. Friedlein, Zahlz. p. 76, where
Graeci, Praef., pp. v. vi., Friesdlein, many misprints in Nesselmann are
Zahls, p. 74. corrected.

G. G. M.
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7%e 265
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40000,
12000,
1000,
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3600,
300,

1000
300
25
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The mode of proceeding is apparent on the face of this example.
Each digit of the multiplier, beginning with the highest, is
applied successively to each digit of the multiplicand beginning
with the highest. Examples of multiplication, where fractions
are involved, are also given by Eutocius. One of them is as
followsl:

T^LB' 3013 | I

'm * * 8013 * *
M /

V

M

yfrv

V

pX

xe
5 Fi
78'

6

aL

: B'
V

&-
xS'
v'
is-'

9000000,
30000,
9000,
1500,
750,

390002,
130,
39,
6*.
Q1

1500,

5,
ii, i
i
i.

750.

2i.

TV

9082689

M J3
Multiplications are given also by Heron of Alexandria (flor. B.C.
100) and are conducted in precisely the same way as those of
Eutocius3. In other words, for 700 years after the introduction

1 In this specimen, the letter L re- id' rat XeTrrd TpiaKoa-rdrpiTa icy- iSv 6
presents the Greek sign for \. See iro\vir\a<na.(r/j.os yiverai OUTWS' iS' t5'
above, p. 48. /><?S"'- iced iS" rd KJ 'Ky" \y" TK§! \y" \y"

2 It -will lie observed here tnat K.T.X. In modern figures, the problem
Eutocius treats 13 as a single digit. is 14§| x 14f|.
He knewthe multiplication table for 13. It is worked out as follows:

3 Geometria, ed. Hultsch, 36and 83, 14x14 = 196 : 1 4 x l | = \ V : J | x l 4 =
pp. 81 and 110. They are printed VVandffx f | ( = V/ -A)=if+ A-A-
also by Friedlein, Zahlz. pp. 76, 77. The sum (o/toO) is
The second of them begins: ôca'Ses 216 +
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of the alphabetic numerals, no improvement was made in the
style of Greek calculation. And if such were the performances
of professional calculators, it may be conceived that those of the
unlearned were yet more clumsy. Thus Hank el * quotes from
a work written as late as 944 A.D., some multiplications in which
the writer finds by addition that 5 times 400 is 2000 and that
5 times 9 are 45 ! It can hardly be doubted that some Greek
compiled a multiplication table and that children at school were
practised in the use of it, as Roman children were, but no trace
of such a table survives nor is any clear mention of it made
in any Greek writer.

36. No example of simple division nor any rules for
division are found in Greek arithmetical literature. The
operation must have been performed by subtracting the
divisor or some easily ascertained multiple of the divisor from
the dividend and repeating this process with the successive
remainders. The several quotients were then added together2.
But the Greeks had no name for a quotient and did not conceive
the result of a division as we do. To a Greek 5 was not the
quotient of Qf-. The operation did not discover the fact that
5 times 7 is 35 but that a seventh part of 35 contains 5, and so
generally in Greek a division sum is not stated in the form
"Divide a by b," but in the form "Find the 6th part of a."
This is the sort of nomenclature which would na'turally be
expected among a people. who were constantly compelled to
resort to the afiaf; with its concrete symbols.

But though there is no instance of a simple division, there
is more than one of what, in our schools, is called ' compound'
division, where the dividend and the divisor both consist of a

1 p. 55, citing Be argumentis lunae, 2 The process with whole numbers
wrongly attributed to Bede. (Patro- may be inferred from that with frac-
logia, ed. Migne, Vol. 90, p. 702.) On tions. Heron (Geometria, ed. Hultsch,
p. 56 Hankel gives a division from the 12. 4, p. 56) divides 25 by 13, finds a
same book. To divide 6152 by 15, quotient 1 + i + j + rr + rs a n^ a ^ s

multiples of 15 are first tried in order these terms together to 1J$. Obviously
up to 6000. The remainder is 152. the intermediate stages were ^ | = | |
Then 15, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150. Re- =h + U = h + H etc. See Friedlein,
mainder 2. The answer is 400 + 10 Zdhlz. p. 79.
and 2 over.

4—2
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whole number with fractions. These occur in Theon's com-
mentary on Ptolemy's peydXTj a-vvra^K (the Almagest). Here
for astronomical purposes it is frequently necessary to conduct
operations with degrees and the sexagesimal fractions, minutes,
seconds etc. (^irpwra e^Kocna, Bevrepa e^rj/coa-Tci, etc.)1. The
rules for such operations are easy to perceive, if it be re-
membered that degrees are the units, minutes ^yths and seconds
•j^^ths of the unit. Hence Theon rightly premises that where
a dividend consists of degrees, minutes, seconds, etc., division by
degrees produces a quotient of the same denomination as the
dividend : division by minutes produces a quotient of the next
higher denomination to the dividend: division by seconds a
quotient of two denominations higher than the dividend etc.
And in multiplication, of course, the denominations are similarly
lowered. There is no occasion here to give a specimen of
Theon's multiplication, for it follows precisely the same lines as
that of Eutocius, exhibited above, p. 50. But it is desirable to
show his method of division, since no other specimen of the
process is procurable. He divides a<f>ie K" ie" (i.e. 1515° 20'15")
by A-7 ij3" t" (i.e. 25° 12' 10") in the following manner2:

1 The Latin for these was partes 336, 351. Hankel, p. 65. Friedlein,
minutae, partes minutae secundae. The Zalilz. pp. 81—82. Nesselmann, Alg.
sexagesimal system is beyond question der Griech. pp. 139—147. Theon's
of Babylonian origin. In Greek ma- Commentary (ed. Halma) pp. 110—119.
thematieal literature, the circle is 185—6. A summary of Hypsicles' book
divided into 360 parts {rfi^fmra or is given by Delambre, Astron. Anc. I.
/junpat) first in the 'kva.ipopi.Kfc of Hyp- See also post §§ 55, 140.
sides (cir. B.O. 180). The division of 2 Theon does not himself give a
the diameter into 120 parts with sexa- scheme of a division, as he does of a
gesimal fractions appears first in Pto- multiplication. He merely describes
lemy (cir. A.D. 140), but was probably the process. The scheme in the text
introduced by Hipparchus (cir. B.o. 130). with modern figures is from Delambre,
This trigonometrical reckoning was Astron. Anc. n . p. 25. A translation
never used save by astronomers. See of Theon's words is given by Nessel-
Cantor, Vorles. pp. 70, 76, 274, 311, mann, p. 142.
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25° 12' 10"J1515° 20' 15" (60° 7' 33"
25" x 60° = 1500°

Eemr. 15° = 900'

920' (bringing down 20' from dividend.)
12' x 60° = 720'

Remr. 200'
10" x 60° = 10'

Remr. 190'
25° x 7' = 175'

Remr. 15' = 900"

915" (bringing down 15".)
12'x 7'=- 84"

Remr. 831"
10" x 7' = 1" 10'"

Remr. 829" 50'"
25° x 33" = 825"

Remr. " 4" 50'" = 290"'
12' x 33" = 396'"

The quotient therefore 60" 7' 33" is a little too high, but he e
Theon leaves it. The length and timidity of the operation
sufficiently show with what difficulty it was performed1.

37. There is another operation, the Extraction of a square
root, which—though indeed no specimen of it with ordinary
numbers occurs in any Greek writer,—was so frequently per-
formed, and at such an early date, by Greek arithmeticians
that some mention of it must be made in this place. Archi-
medes in his Circuit Dimensio2 gives a great number of
approximate square-roots. He states, for instance, that J ĵj1- is

1 There is extant a meagre tract on etc. Halle, 1879. See also the preface,
Multiplication and Division with Sexa- pp. XII. xvi. of Hultsch's in. Vol. of
gesimal Fractions, attributed either to Pappus.
Pappus or to Diophantus. It was edited 2 Prop. in. pp. 206—208 (ed. Torelli).
by C. Henry, Opusculum de Multiplic. The whole work is given post § 126.
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greater than ^3 whicli is greater than fff: so also

,7349,450 > 591| and 71,373,94311 > 1172£ and

N/5,472,132TV> 2339|\

He does not, however, give any clue to the mode by which he
obtained these approximations. Nor does his commentator
Eutocius, but the latter states that the rule for finding an
approximate square-root (OTTW? Bel avv€jyv<; rrjv Buvafj,ivt)v
ifkevpav evpetv) was given by Heron in his Metrica, by
Pappus, Theon and several other commentators on Ptolemy.
Only one of the works, to which Eutocius here alludes, is now
extant. Theon, in his commentary on the Almagest, gives the
rule, and an explanation of the rule, and some examples, of
extracting a square-root with sexagesimal fractions. It is clear
that Archimedes did not use Theon's method, and no other is

1 The approximations might still be
improved. 591f, 1172f, and 2339J are
nearer to, and also smaller than, the
roots of the numbers in question. Other
roots which Archimedes gives, are too
large. Nesselmarm, Alg. Gr. p. 108—
110. From the fact that Archimedes
gives both too small and too large ap-
proximations, it has been supposed
that he used continued fractions, but
(apart from the difficulty of suggesting
a Greek symbolism for these) it is ob-
jected to this theory that Archimedes'
approximations are not so close as
those which continued fractions would
produce. Many other modes, by which
he might have found his values for Js,
have been suggested. The simplest
(De Lagny's) is as follows. Archime-
des selected fractions such that the
square of the numerator is nearly 3
times the square of the denominator.
He would in this way find two series:
h h If, U, Uh W all > -v/3: and
h a, a, m, in, an au < J3.
Both these series are constructed on the

same principle, each numerator being
twice the preceding numerator + thrice
the preceding denominator, and each
denominator being twice the preceding
denominator + the preceding numera-
tor. This is closely similar to the pro-
cedure of Diophantus. Archimedes,
however, takes the 6th term of the
first series and only the 4th of the
second. It is therefore essential to this,
as to every other explanation of the
same kind, that Archimedes be supposed
to have been less careful with one ap-
proximation than with the other. (For
more theories and criticisms thereon
see Heiberg, Quaestiones Archimedeae,
1879, pp. 60—66.) As it is unlikely
that Archimedes, if he had a scientific
method, would have failed to use it
rigorously, some writers (e.g. Nessel-
mann, loc. cit. and Friedlein, p. 81) are
of opinion tHat he found his approjy-
mations only by repeated trial: others
however (e.g. Cantor, Vorl. pp. 272—4,
and Heiberg sup. cit.) believe that he
had a method which we cannot dis-
cover.
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forthcoming in any Greek writer. I t would seem also, from
Theon's language, that his method was by no means old or
familiar, and we must conclude, therefore, in default of evidence,
that the earlier Greeks found square-roots by experiment only.
The process would certainly take a long time, but we have no
reason to suppose that the Greeks were unwilling to spend a
long time on a simple arithmetical problem. They may, of
course (without going so far as Theon's method), have derived
many useful hints from geometry: e. g. the square-root of a
number is twice that of one quarter of the number: or 4 times
that of Y1^ or 9 times that of -£j, etc., and in this way, they may
easily have reduced the number to be experimented on down to
some reasonable limit. It is useless, however, to expend
conjecture on a subject on which there is not a particle of
evidence.

38. Theon's method of extracting a square-root may be best
explained by a paraphrase of his own words. " I ought to
mention " he says " how we extract the approximate root of a
quadratic which has only an irrational root. We learn the
process from Euclid II. 4, where it is stated: ' If a straight line
be divided at any point, the square of the whole line is equal to
the squares of both the segments together with twice the
rectangle contained by the segments.' So, with a number
like 144, which has a rational a I g
root, as the line a/3, we take a 7
lesser square, say 100, of which the root is 10, as ay. We
multiply 10 by 2, because there are two rectangles, and divide
44 by 20. The remainder 4 is the square of /3y, which must be
2. Let us now try the number 4500, of which the root is
67° 4' 55". Take a square afiyS, containing 4500 degrees
{fiolpai). The nearest square number is 4489, of which the
side (root) is 67°. Take a?? = 67°, and aefyj the square of arj.
The remaining gnomon /3£8 contains 11°, or 660'. Now divide
660' by 2OLT), i.e. 134. The quotient is 4'. Take ed, yic = 4',
and complete the rectangles 6£, £«. Both these rectangles
contain 536' (268' each). There remain 124', = 7440". From
this we must subtract the square f\, containing 16". The
remaining gnomon /8\8 contains 7424". Divide this by 2a«
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(= 134° 8'). The quotient is 55". The remainder is 46" 40'",
which is the square Xj, of which the side is nearly enough 55"."

4'

55"

67"

4489

268'

3688" 40'"

4'

268'

16"

55"

40
'"

36
88

"

X

/S y

So in general Theon concludes " when we seek a square-root, we
take first the root of the nearest square-number. We then
double this and divide with it the remainder reduced to minutes
and subtract the square of the quotient, then we reduce the
remainder to seconds and divide by twice the degrees and
minutes (of the whole quotient). We thus obtain nearly the
root of the quadratic1." In this procedure, with its continual
references to a geometrical figure, we have a conspicuous
instance of the fact, stated at the beginning of thi3 chapter, that
Greek Xoyio-Tucr/ must often have sought its rules in the
discoveries of the scientific dptd/j,r]TiK^. No doubt it was so in
many other cases. It is hardly to be believed that while
philosophers were aware of the modes of finding a Greatest
Common Measure and a Least Common Multiple and well
versed in the treatment of series and proportions-, the common
people should have been unable to adapt these results of
api0fj.r)Tc/crj to the needs of their own daily calculation. The
meagre records of Greek logistic, however, contain no mention

1 Theon gives another example, also as the result. The procedure is ex-
with a figure. In this case he finds the actly the same as in the preceding
square root of 2° 28' and finds 1° 34' 15" example.
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of any of these subjects. The theoretical treatment of them is
alone known and this belongs to dpiOfiririKr] the subject of the
next chapter.

39. Before closing this account of XoyiariKi], it remains to
add a few facts, isolated here either because they did not have,
or do not seem to have had, any real influence on the methods
of Greek calculation or because the original report of them is so
meagre or doubtful or disconnected that it would have caused
unnecessary disturbance to have mentioned them before.

It has been statedj already (sup. p. 48), that in the 3rd
century B.C. the abbreviation of the Greek arithmetical symbolism
attracted the attention of (inter alios) Archimedes and Apol-
lonius. This remark, however, though it has been often made
with less reserve, seems to some writers to convey a suggestio
falsi, inasmuch as abbreviation of the symbolism was not the
ostensible object of the works in which Archimedes and
Apollonius proposed their improvements in arithmetical nomen-
clature. It is, therefore, desirable that some fuller account of
these works should be given than could be conveniently
inserted elsewhere.

In a pamphlet entitled if'ayci/uTj??1 (in Latin trans.
arenarius 'the sand-reckoner') addressed to Gelon, king of
Syracuse, Archimedes begins by saying that some people think
the sand cannot be counted, while others maintain that, if it
can, still no arithmetical expression can be found for the
number. " Now I will endeavour " he goes on " to show you,
by geometrical proofs which you can follow, that the numbers
which have been named by us (? me) and are included in my
letter2 addressed to Zeuxippus, are sufficient to exceed not only
the number of a sand-heap as large as the whole earth but of
one which is as large as the universe. You understand, of

1 Torelli's Archimedes, pp. 319 sqq. rary of Plato and at least 100 years
It is printed also, in Heiberg's Quaes- earlier than Archimedes.
tiones Archimedeae. It is probable that 2 It appears from c. i. sec. 7 that this
Archytas of Tarentum, whom Horace letter was entitled apxod. It is clear
(Od. i. 28. 1) calls 'numero carentis that it was concerned only with the*
arenae mensorera,' had been busied nomenclature which Archimedes is now
with the same problem as that of the about to introduce again (cf. also c. iii.

Archytas was a contempo- sec. 1) and not with any special problem.
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course, that most astronomers mean by 'the universe' the
sphere of which the centre is the centre of the earth and the
radius is a line drawn from the centre of the earth to the centre
of the sun." (But Archimedes himself would be willing to sup-
pose the universe a sphere as large as that of the fixed stars,
according to Aristarchus of Samos1.) Assume the perimeter of
the earth to be 3,000,000 stadia2, and in all the following cases
take extreme measurements. The diameter of the earth is larger
than that of the moon, and that of the sun is larger than that of
the earth. The diameter of the sun is 30 times8 that of the
moon and is larger than the side of a chiliagon inscribed in a great
circle of the sphere of the universe4. (This is proved geometri-
cally.) It follows from these measurements that the diameter
of the universe is less than 10,000 times that of the earth5 and
is less than 10,000,000,000 stadia6.

Now suppose that 10,000 grains of sand not < 1 poppy-seed,
and the breadth of a poppy-seed not < ^ t h of a finger-breadth.
Further, using the ordinary nomenclature, we have numbers up
to a myriad myriads (100,000,000). Let these be called the
first order (-n-pooroi, dpiOfiol) and let a myriad myriads be the

1 It is at this point that Archimedes 3 Eudoxus, he saye, made it 9 times,
mentions the theory of Aristarchus of Pheidias the son of Acupater 12 times
Samos (advanced in his iirodia-eis) that and Aristarchus between 18 and 20
the earth goes round the sun and that times larger than that of the moon,
the orbit of the earth is comparatively 4 Aristarchus, he says, made it y^tti
a mere spot at the centre of the sphere of the zodiacal circle, but his instru-
of the fixed stars. Archimedes does not ments cannot have been .able to make
Beem to have understood this language so nice a measurement. Archimedes
and certainly did not adopt this theory, goes on to describe his own apparatus,
See Heiberg's note, op. cit. p. 202. A by which he found that the diameter of
treatise of Aristarchus De distantia ,, . , , 90° , 90° ,.
, _. . „ _ ... , the sun is between —r and ,-j-r (i.e.
lunae et sohs is extant. See Wallis 200 164
Works Vol. in. and Delambre Astron. 27'0" and 32'56"). See Delambre Astr.
Anc. i. ch. v. and ix. Anc. i. c. ix.

2 'Though some,'adds Archimedes, 6 Following the rule that the dia-
'take it at only 200,000 stadia. I will meter of a circle is less than \ of the
take it at 10 times the approved size.' perimeter of any inscribed regular poly-
He refers to Eratosthenes, who calcu- gon, above a hexagon,
lated the circumference to be 252,000 6 Following the rule that the circum-
stadia. Delambre i. ch. 7. A stadium, ference of a circle is more than 3 times
was nearly 200 yards. its diameter.
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unit of the second order (Sevrepoi dpi&fiol) and let us reckon
units, tens, etc. of the second order up to a myriad myriads:
and let a myriad myriads of the second order be the unit of
the third order {rpiroi dpiOfiot,) and so on ad lib. If numbers
be arranged in a geometrical series of which 1 is the first term
and 10 is the radix, the first eight terms of such a series
(10°—107) will belong to the first order: the next eight to the
second order and so on. Thus, the terms from 1 to 10 millions
may be called the first octad: 108 to 1015 may be called the
second octad and so on1. Using these numbers, and following
the rule that spheres are to one another in the triplicate ratio of
their diameters, Archimedes ultimately finds that the number
of grains of sand which the sphere of the universe would hold is
less than a thousand myriads or ten millions of the 8th octad.
This number would be expressed in our notation by 1063 or 1
with 63 ciphers annexed.

40. Now though this work is ostensibly devoted to a
fanciful subject and though it is full of references to recondite
discoveries in astronomy, geometry and dpidfii)Tiicii, yet it is
plain that it contains matter which might have had, and
perhaps was intended to have, an important bearing on the

1 At this point Archimedes incidental- the text a further nomenclature which
ly adds that it will be convenient (x/»i<"- Archimedes suggests. There may be n
/JLOV) to observe the following fact. In octads of the first period, of which the
any geometrical series beginning with last number will be lO8""1. This num-
1, if any two terms be multiplied, the ber, 108"-1, will then begin the first
product will be a term as far from the octad of the second period and so on.
greater of the two multiplied as the See Heiberg op. cit. p. 59. Nesselmann
lesser was from unity, and as far from pp. 122—125.
unity as the sum of the distance of both It may be mentioned here also that
the multiplied terms, less 1. E.g. in the Greeks always began a geometrical
the geometrical series a, b, c, d, <?,/, g, series from 1, though they could give
h, i, k, I, where a is unity, dxh = l, and no reason for the practice. They did
I is as many terms (less 1) from a as d not know that 1=»°. Theon Smyr-
and h together. It will be seen that naeus (ed. Hiller, p. 24) says explicitly
Archimedes is referring to the fact that " 1 is not a number, but is the
which we express by saying that beginning of number," and this was the
o«xo"=«"** . He does not again common Greek notion, though incon-
refer to this fact, and does not other- sistent with their practice. See Cantor
wise, as some say, anticipate the method Vorles. pp. 134, 368. Aristotle Metaph.
of logarithms. I have omitted from xm. 8, etc.
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Greek symbolism, which belongs to ~Xo<yi<rTi/a]. This matter
also had previously been published, without any practical appli-
cation, in the lost 'Ap%al, addressed to Zeuxippus. It deals
indeed, as we know it, entirely with nomenclature and not a
word is said of symbolism. But it is pretty clear (see especially
the last note) that Archimedes' procedure was to write down
the powers of 10 in order from 1 as far as necessary, then to
divide the series into groups of 8 terms each and, when it was
necessary to multiply two terms together, merely to add the
numbers of their places in the series and so find at a glance
their product and the name of the product. It can hardly be
doubted that in writing down the powers of 10, in order to
bring them within a manageable space, he employed a symbol-
ism \ He would have required a symbolism of only 10 signs.
Thus if a, /8, y, 8, e, §"> V, 0> *> ^ were his symbols for numbers
from 1 to 10, then

his first octad might be, a, X", X*3—X9,
„ second „ „ Xa'—Xr,
„ third „ „ Xa"—Xs".

On this principle, such a number as 1,957,362 would be written
Xf/cXeeXs97X?7X'3£Xa/3. This symbolism, of course, is more cumbrous
than ours but it is far shorter than the Herodianic and far more
convenient than the common Greek alphabetic signs. If adopted,
it would have immensely simplified procedure in the four
rules of arithmetic;—would have brought it in fact nearly to
the perfection of the Indian method. Yet, whatever symbolism
Archimedes himself used (if any), it is quite certain either that
he did not publish it or that it never obtained any vogue.
No allusion to it occurs in the ^afiiilrr]^ or in any other
Greek mathematical work. But a good many reasons may be
suggested why a new symbolism would, in Archimedes' time,
have been singularly inopportune. The alphabetic numerals

1 To take only the second oetad, the suggested in the text is not intrin-
last term of this is 1015 or a thousand sically improbable. Compare the Mo,
million millions. This, in Greek, is M/3, etc. of Apollonius to be presently
X'X'aKis fivplai fivptdles /ivpidSwv. The mentioned, and compare the proposi-
force of language, even Greek, will tion quoted from Iambliehus below
not go much further. The symbolism § 63,
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had in all probability been lately introduced at Alexandria.
The professors of dpid/xijTiKi] did not require a new symbolism,
since geometrical figures were sufficient for the problems which
they dealt with. Thirdly, the efficacy of Archimedes' symbols
would at first appear principally in calculations with very high
numbers and there was then hardly anybody, save Archimedes
himself, who was interested in calculations with such numbers.

41. That it is not at all far-fetched to suppose that
Archimedes had in mind, when he invented, his new nomen-
clature, the improvement of customary methods of calculation,
will be apparent if we consider the similar work of Apollonius.

At the end of his commentary on the Girculi Dimensia,
Eutocius says that he had done his best to explain the
numbers used by Archimedes, but that Apollonius, using other
numbers, had in his 'SIKVTOKPOV

 1 obtained a closer approxima-
ClTfMlTYlTPI'f'TlPf1

tion to the arithmetical value of the ratio —v. .
diameter

He then mentions some other persons who had maliciously
criticised Archimedes and adds ' They use multiplications
and divisions of myriads, which it is not easy to follow
unless one has been through a course of Magnus' Arith-
metic2' ; and concludes by recommending Ptolemy's method
with sexagesimal fractions. The passage is so vaguely worded
that it is impossible to feel sure whether the 'HKVTOKIOV, or
' Aid to Delivery,' of Apollonius has any connexion whatever
with the multiplications of myriads mentioned afterwards. The
book itself is lost and its name does not occur elsewhere. At
any rate, Apollonius did invent a system of multiplication
connected with a nomenclature in which myriads played a
large part. Some account of both is to be gathered from the
fragmentary 2nd Book of Pappus, but unfortunately the first
half of the book is lost and with it the name of Apollonius' work
and much precise information have doubtless disappeared.

1 The first ed. had 'HKVTO^OOV. The Zalilz. p. 78, thinks it was a 'ready-
emendation was originally Halley's reckoner' or multiplication-table only.
(pref. to his ed. of Apollonius) and was 2 This work is not elsewhere mention-
subsequently found to be correct by ed. It is tantalising to think what it
reference to two Paris MSS. Friedlein, may have contained.
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Apollonius, taking, like Archimedes, a geometrical pro-
gression of the powers of 10 from 1 to 10", divided them into
groups of 4 terms, tetrads and not octads. The first tetrad
(1—1000) he called fiovaSei: the 2nd (10,000—ten millions)
fj.vpia.8es aTrXal: the 3rd. fivpidSes BnrXat etc. The first
number of each tetrad is the unit of that tetrad, and the
higher tetrads are (at least in Pappus) distinguished by the
signs Ma, M/3, My etc. Thus the number 5,601,052,800,000
or, according to the Greek division, 5,6010,5280,0000 is written
by Pappus My. e ical M/3. ,rt ical Ma. f

The fragment of Pappus contains examples, selected by that
writer, illustrative of Props. XIV.—XXV. in the original work
of Apollonius. The examples are of the following kind:

Prop. XIV. Let there be given several numbers, each less
than 100 but divisible by 10. It is required to find their
product without multiplying them. Let the numbers be
50, 50, 50, 40,40, 30. The pythrnenes of these are 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 3,
which, multiplied together, produce 6000. There are also 6 tens,
which, divided by 4, give quotient 1 and remainder 2. The
product of these tens is therefore 100 of the fivpidSes aifkal.
This, multiplied by 6000, produces 60 of the [ivpiaSe? hnrXai.
This is the product of the numbers proposed.

The other examples are all of this sort (the numbers
in each case being varied1) and all are designed to illustrate
a new rule, viz. that in multiplying numbers together, the
coefficients of the powers of 10 only need be multiplied. These
coefficients are called irv0fieve<; or fundamental numbers. Thus

1 The concluding part of Apollonius' all the numerals contained in the line
book is given (though not in Ap.'s 'AprtfuSos Kkelre Kpiros i^o%ov ivvia
words) by Pappus (n. 25). The last Kovpai.
prop, was "Let two or more numbers The product is fivpi&des
be given, each less than 1000 but divi- TT\CU pcpS"' SubeKavkal T&I
sible by 100: and other numbers each Sol, or
less than 100 but divisible by 10: and i96.1000013+368.1000012+4800.10000n.
finally other numbers less than 10. It Pappus then tries his own skill on
is required to find their product." After another line:
performing this, Apollonius returned Mijj'U' a«5e 0ect Ay/ify-epos ay\a.oK&pwov
to the problem which he had originally which seems carefully chosen to avoid
Bet himself, viz. to multiply together high numbers.
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8 is the Trvdfir/v of 80: 5 of 500: 7 of 7000 etc. In multiplying
80 by 600, it is necessary only to multiply 8 by 6. The product
of the powers of 10 may be discovered by reference to the
geometrical progression of tetrads. It is evident that Ihis
latter part of the rule is borrowed from the discovery of
Archimedes mentioned above. We have here, in fact, the
suggestion of the •^a/i/ttT'v?, with only an easy alteration (hardly
an. improvement) of the nomenclature, put into actual practice.
Yet still there is no reference to an abbreviated symbolism.
In many places1 Pappus says that Apollonius used ypafifial,
which made his solutions far more readily intelligible: but
these ypa/ifial were beyond question straight lines. They were
used presumably to represent the terms in the progression of
tetrads and also to represent other numbers and the 7rv0/u,eve$
of these, but they can hardly have served any higher purpose
than merely to prevent mistake. It must have been a certain
convenience to distinguish the pythmenes in this way: e.g.

K /3 a j3 etc.

where a, /3,7 etc. are pythmenes not only of tens (1, K, A etc.), but
of hundreds (p, <r, r etc.)2. In spite, however, of the absence of
evidence, it is difficult to believe that Apollonius wrote his
book without using some special symbolism and it is still more
marvellous if, having written the book, he did not see that
it could not become popular without an accompanying symbol-
ism. His symbolism, however, if he had any, was not published
or never attracted attention, and thus he, as well as Archimedes,
lost the chance of giving to the world once for' all its numeral
signs. That honour was reserved, by the irony of fate, for
a nameless Indian of an unknown time, and we know not whom
to thank for an invention which has been as important as any
to the general progress of intelligence.

1 E.g. 11. 6. 5: 8. 28: 18. 10. of the numbers. Thus it does not ap-
(Hultsch's Ed.) pear that y is the irvOufy of X or r, but

2 The Tvff/ihes of tens and hundreds, it is easy to see that rpels is the TvOfify
though absolutely concealed by the of TptaKoyra
symbols, were discernible in the names
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42. Another arithmetical symbolism is also attributed to the
Greeks. It was first mentioned by Noviomagus (De Numeris,
Cologne, 1539. Lib. I. c. 15) who said it was used by ' Chaldaei
et astrologi1.' It consisted of a curious set of signs (somewhat
resembling railway-signals) in which the value of the symbol is
determined, as it were, by the position of an arm attached to a
post. Thus '— is 1: |— is 10: —"is 100 and —, is 1000 : -1— is
2 : -I— is 20: —•- is 200 and —p is 2000. Z_ is 3: ^ is 4 :
=— is 5 : rz_ is 6 : c_ is 7: -£• is 8 and • — is 9. All these
signs, when reversed, represent ten times higher values, as with
those for 1 and 2 above exhibited. The ' post' was often drawn
upright: f, V, Is etc. and several 'arms' might be attached
to one post. Thus £ = 5543: h'< = 2454 : 1 = 3970 etc. It
cannot be said that this is a first-rate symbolism: but it is
compact in form and it preserves also, to the eye, the analogies
which are the greatest aids to calculation. It is impossible to
say what is the origin of these signs, or where or at what date
they came into use. Friedlein thinks they may be really
Chaldaean and have belonged to the mediaeval art of horoscopya,
which Noviomagus professed.

43. Calculation seems to have been regularly taught in
Greek schools as early as there were any schools at all3. It
became also a favourite subject of the Sophists, among whom
the polymath, Hippias of Elis, was its most famous professor*.
Socrates himself seems to have had a limited liking for it.
According to Xenophon5, he told his pupils to learn \o<yi<T/j,ov<>,
but to beware of the idle pursuit of this as of other branches of
learning: so far as was useful (or beneficial, wcpeXifiov) he was
always willing to forward them. As we have just previously

1 Nesselmann (pp. 83—84) took them Joh. Paludanus Noviomagus. The MS.
from Heilbronner's Historia Matheseos of Geminus, which Heilbronner saw,
(pub. 1742). Heilbronner said he got remains undiscovered,
them from Geminus and Hostus, a 2 Friedlein, Zahlz. pp. 12,13.
German antiquary of the 16th cent. 3 See the Excursus on Education in
Cantor (Math. Beitr. pp. 166—167) Becker's Charicles.
found the passage in Hostus, who refers 4 Cf. Plato Protagor. 318 E. Hipp.
to Noviomagus. Friedlein finally un- Win. 367—368.
earthed the passage of Johannes Novio- 6 Memor. rv. 7. 8. For geometry, see
magus who says he had the signs from iv. 7. 2.
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been informed, by the same authority, that Socrates thought
there was no need for more geometry than would enable a man
to measure or parcel out a field, it may be presumed that he
preferred the practical art of logistic to the theories of dpidfirj-
Titcr). Plato, however, was not of the same mind. His dislike
of the sophists extended to the subjects which they taught and
he is, on many occasions, as was seen at the beginning of this
chapter, careful to distinguish the vulgar logistic from the
philosophical arithmetic. But calculation cannot be discarded
by the philosopher any more than by the merchant: so Plato,
in his ideal constitution (Legg. 819 B), directs that free boys
shall be taught calculation, a " purely childish" art, by pleasant
sports, with apples, garlands etc. It makes men " more useful to
themselves and wide-awake." Contemptuous language of this
sort, used by the most influential of Greek thinkers, set the
fashion to too many generations of mathematicians. Euclid is
said to have been a Platonist: he certainly never meddled with
logistic. His successors, with few exceptions, were affected by
the same prejudice. The contributions of Archimedes and
Apollonius to the art of calculation have been already men-
tioned. Hipparchus calculated a table of sines (so to say)
and thus probably introduced the art of reckoning with sexa-
gesimal fractions for astronomical purposes. The brilliant and
above all things practical Heron of Alexandria seems, in his
MeTjOt/m, to have offered some improvements in Greek calcu-
lation. A long era of Neo-Platonism and Neo-Pythagorism
followed, but to this time belonged probably the Apollodorus,
whom Diogenes Laertius (vm. 12) mentions, and Philo of
Gadara and the Magnus whom Eutocius praises. Nothing of
these writers now survives, and it is very unlikely, judging
from the calculations of Theon and Eutocius himself, that they
produced any stir in their own day. Logistic was practically
abandoned as hopeless after Apollonius' time. 'Api0fj.r)Tiicr]
became the hobby of the more ingenious spirits and to this
science belongs the last brilliant achievement of Greek mathe-
matics, the invention of algebra.

G. G. M.



CHAPTER IV.

GREEK THEORY OF NUMBERS. Arithmetica.

44. THE history of dpid/iijTiicri, or the scientific study of
numbers in the abstract, begins in Greece with Pythagoras
(dr. B.C. 530), whose example determined for many centuries its
symbolism, its nomenclature and the limits of its subject-matter.
How Pythagoras came to be interested in such inquiries is not at
all clear. It cannot be doubted that he lived a considerable
time in Egypt1: it is said also, though on far inferior authority,
that he visited Babylon. In the first country, he would at
least have found calculation brought to a very considerable
development, far superior to that which he can have known
among his own people : he would have also found a rudimentary
geometry, such as was entirely unknown to the Western Greeks.
At Babylon, if he ever went there, he might have learnt a
strange notation (the sexagesimal) in arithmetic and a great
number of astronomical observations, recorded with such numeri-
cal precision as was possible at that time8. But Pythagoras

1 It is asserted by Isocrates, Laud. 2 Both these statements may be
Busir. c. 11.28, p. 227, and Callimaohus illustrated by one example. One Baby-
ap. Diod. Excerpt. Vatic, vn—S. 35. Ionian document contains a statement
It is implied in Herod, n. 81, 123, of what portions of the moon's face are
Aristotle Metaph. i. 1. These are the successively illuminated in the first
most ancient authorities. The Egyp- fifteen days of the month. These are
tian origin of Greek geometry is at- stated as 5, 10, 20, 40, 1. 20, 1. 36,
tested in many more passages, to be 1. 52 etc. where 1. 20, 1. 36, 1. 52 etc.
cited below. The visit to Babylon is stand for 80, 96, 112 etc. parts out of
first mentioned Strabo xiv. 1. 16. 240 into which the moon was divided.
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was not the first to be initiated into this foreign learning, for
the Asiatic Greeks had certainly, before his time, acquired a
good deal of Chaldaean astronomy and had even improved upon
Egyptian geometry1. Nor was the bent of his mind altogether
singular in his time. Among the Greeks everywhere, a new
speculative spirit was abroad and they were burning to discover
some principle of homogeneity in the universe. Some funda-
mental unity was surely to be discerned either in the matter
or the structure of things. The Ionic philosophers chose the
former field: Pythagoras took the latter. But the difficulty is
to determine whether mathematical studies led him to a philo-
sophy of structure or vice versa. The evidence seems to favour
the former view. The geometry which he had learnt in Egypt
was merely practical. It dealt mainly with such problems
as how to find the area of given plane figures, the volume
of given solids: its highest flight was to find roughly the ratio
between the diameter and the circumference of a circle. Its data
generally, its discoveries always, were numerical expressions.
Given the number of a certain straight line, it could find the
number of a certain curve: given the numbers of two or three
straight lines it could find the numbers of a superficies or a solid.
It was natural to nascent philosophy to draw, by false analogies
and the use of a brief and deceptive vocabulary*, enormous con-
clusions from a very few observed facts: and it is not surpris-
ing if Pythagoras, having learnt in Egypt that number was
essential to the exact description of forms and of the relations
of forms, concluded that number was the cause of form and

See Hincks in Trans, Royal Irish Acad. butes the introduction of the gnomon
Polite Lit. XXII. 6, p, 406 sqq. Cantor, to Anaximenes: Suidas to Anaxjmander
Varies, pp. 72—76. (sub HOC).

1 Thus Thales had invented some 2 Primitive men, on seeing a new
propositions in scientific geometry. He thing, look out especially for some
had also predicted an eclipse and is resemblance in it to a known thing, so
said by many different authorities to that they may call both by the same
have had njueh astronomical know- name. This developes a habit of press-
ledge. Herodotus (JI. 109) says express- ing small and partial analogies. It
ly that the knowledge of the polos and also causes many meanings to be at-
gnomon (on these sundials see below, tached to the same word. Hasty and
p. 145 n.) came to the Greeks from confused theories are the inevitable
Babylon. Pliny (Hist. Nat. n. 76) attri- result.

5—2
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so of every other quality. Number, he inferred, is quantity
and quantity is form and form is quality1.

The genesis of the Pythagorean philosophy here suggested
has strong historical warrant. It is certain that the Egyptian
geometry was such as I have described it: the empirical
knowledge of the land-surveyor, not the generalised deductions
of the mathematician. If not certain, it is at least undeniable
that Pythagoras lived in Egypt and there learnt such geometry
as was known. It is certain that Pythagoras considered number
to be the basis of creation2: that he looked to arithmetic for
his definitions of all abstract terms and his explanation of all
natural laws : but that his arithmetical inquiries went hand in
hand with geometrical and that he tried always to find
arithmetical formulae for geometrical facts and vice versa3.

45. But the details of his doctrines are now hopelessly lost.
For a hundred years they remained the secrets of his school in
Italy and when at last a Pythagorean philosophy was published4,
it was far more elaborate than the teaching of its founder.
Even the tenets of this later school come to us only by hearsay.
Of Pythagoreans we know something from Plato and Aristotle

1 It was Pythagoras who discovered Vide Cantor, Varies, p. 152. Nessel-
that the 5th and the octave of a note mann, p. 214 n. Hankel, p. 105 sqq.
could be produced on the same string 2 Some such vague term must neces-
by stopping at f and J of its length sarily be chosen. Aristotle (Metaph. i.
respectively. Harmony therefore de- 5} says that the Pythagoreans held that
pends on a numerical proportion. It number was the apx^i Kal ois v\r) rois
was this discovery, according to Han- ovai Kal ws irddr] re Kal ££eis. I t is not
kel, which led Pythagoras to his phi- possible to extract from these words a
losophy of number. It is probable at definite theory of the functions of num-
least that the name harmonical propor- ber in the cosmogony: it seems to be
tion was due to it, since 'everything by turns.'

l : J : : ( l - | ) : ( i - 4 ) . 3 See Diog. Laert. vm. 12 and 14.
Iamblichus says that this proportion In the second passage Pythagoras is
was called vrevavrla originally and that said, on the authority of Aristoxenus,
Archytas and Hippasus first called it to have introduced weights and mea-
harmonic. Nicomachus gives another sures into Greece,
reason for the name: viz. that a cube, 4 By Philolaus. See Diog. Laert.
being of 3 equal dimensions, was the vm. 15. 85. The silence of Pythagoras
pattern aptiovla: and having 12 edges, was proverbial. On this and the facts
8 corners, 6 faces, it gave its name to stated in the text cf. Bitter and Preller,
harmonic proportion, since Hist. Phil. §§ 96, 97, 102—128.

12 : 6:: 12-8 : 8 -6 .
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and the historians of philosophy, but hardly anything remains
which is attributed, by any writer of respectable authority, to
Pythagoras himself1. He is probably responsible for some of the
fantastic metaphysics of his followers. Aristotle expressly says
that he referred the virtues to numbers and perhaps he agreed
with Philolaus that 5 is the cause of colour, 6 of cold, 7 of mind
and health and light, 8 of love and friendship and invention.
Plutarch says that he held that the earth was the product of
the cube, fire of the pyramid, air of the octahedron, water of the
eicosahedron, and the sphere of the universe of the dodecahedron2.
But doctrines of this kind, though they imply an interest in
mathematics, are not themselves contributions to mathematical
knowledge and do not require to be discussed in this place.
For our present purpose, it is sufficient only to consider what
advances in arithmetic are due to Pythagoras or his school,
without speculating on the mode or order in which they were
obtained or their place in the Pythagorean philosophy.

The following discoveries, at any rate, with the accompanying
nomenclature, are as old as Plato's time. All numbers were
classified as odd or even (aprioi or Trepicro-oi). Of these the odd
numbers were gnomons (yvw/jiove';) and the sum of the series of
gnomons from 1 to 2n +1 was a square (T€Tpdya>vo<;)s. The
root of a square number was called its side (7r\evpa). Some com-
pound numbers have no square roots. These latter were oblongs
(erepo/MrJKei,^ or rirpoiJ,r)iceu<s)i. Products of two numbers were
plane (eVtVeSot), of three solid (aTepeoi)5. A number multiplied
twice into itself was a cube (KL/3O?)6. Some more classifications

1 Porphyrius, a Syrian, late in the TOS or a:\070s), but this is not certain.
3rd century after Christ, and Iambli- Plato calls it a Siva/us.
chusboth wrote a 'life of Pythagoras.' 6 Cf. Aristotle on Plato in Pol. v.

2 See Bitter and Preller, pp. 72, 79, 12. 8.
§§ 116, 117, 127. 6 Plato, Rep. vm. p. 246. The same

3 Aristotle, Phys. in. 4. The gnomon passage invites one or two other little
is properly a carpenter's instrument, remarks. dpiO/iis OTTO in later Greek
a T square with only one arm. The writers means 'the square of : i.pi$/ins
name was afterwards used in other 1)71-6 means ' the product of.' dwdcrTaffis
senses. once in Plato (Timaeus 43 D) means the

4 See Plato Theaet. 147D—148 B. A 'interval' between the terms of an
surd was probably at this early time arithmetical progression. aS^ins may
called inexpressible or irrational (dppri- (like ai>&, Rep. vn. 528 B) mean ' mul-
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are given by authorities of less antiquity. Any number of

the form —^— was called triangular (rplycovos). Perfect

(reXeiot) numbers are those which are equal to the sum of all
their possible factors (e.g. 28 = 1 + 2 + 4 + 7 + 14): for similar
reasons numbers are excessive (inrepriXeioi,) or defective (iXXi-
irels;)1. Amicable ((f>l\ioi) numbers are those of which each is the
sum of the factors of the other (e.g. 220 = 1 + 2 + 4 + 71 +142 :
284 = 1 + 2 + 4 + 5 + 10 + 11 + 20 + 22 + 44 + 55 + 110)a.
Beside this work in classification of single numbers, numbers
were treated in groups comprised either in a series (etcdecris or
dvaXoyia awe^r/si) or a proportion (avaXoyta). Each number
of such a series or proportion was called a term (6po<;). The
mean terms of a proportion were called /xetrorijTe?3. Three
kinds of proportion, the arithmetical, geometrical and harmonical
were certainly known4. To these Iamblichus6 adds a fourth,
the musical, which, he says, Pythagoras introduced from Babylon.
I t is composed between two numbers and their arithmetical

and harmonical means, thus a : —=— :: =•: b (e.g. 6 :9 :: 8 :12).
2t a + 0

Plato knew that there was only one expressible geometrical
mean between two square numbers, two between two cubes6.
It is a familiar fact that the geometrical proposition, Euclid 1.47,
is ascribed to Pythagoras. I t follows that a right-angled triangle
may be always constructed by taking sides which are to one an-

tiplioation.' For other terms see Jour- p. 94. This quotation (with one or two
nal of Philology, xn. p. 92. more) I take from Cantor, Tori. p. 140

1 Theon Smyrnaeus (ed. Hiller) pp. sqq. The statement in the text might
31, 45. be easily confirmed from other sources.

8 Iamblichus in Nicom. Ar. (ed. Ten- See for instance Simplicius on Ar. de
nulius) pp. 47, 48. Anima 409, b. 23. Dr Allman doubts

8 It will have been observed that (Hermathena v. p. 204) whether these
much of our modern nomenclature (e.g. proportions were first applied to num-
'square,"oube,"surd,"term,' 'mean') ber, but see Ar. An. Post. I. 5. 74,
is taken from the Latin translation of and Hankel p. 114.
the Greek expressions. B In Nicom. Ar. (ed. Tennulius) pp.

4 Philolaus in Nicomachus Introd. 141—2, 168.
Ar. (ed. Hoche) p. 135, Archytas in 6 Timaeus, 32 B. Nicomachus, Introd.
Porphyrius, ad Ptol. Harm, cited by Ar. n. c. 24.
Gruppe, Die Fragm. des Archytas, etc.
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other in the ratios 3 : 4 : 5 , and to these numbers therefore
great importance was attached in Pythagorean philosophy1. To
Pythagoras himself is ascribed a mode of finding other numbers
which would serve the same purpose. He took as one side an
odd number (2« + 1): half the square of this minus 1 is the other
side (2ft2 + In): this last number plus 1 is the hypotenuse
(2n2 + 2n + 1). He began, it will be noticed, with an odd number.
Plato2 invented another mode, beginning with an even number
(2n): the square of half this plus 1 is the hypotenuse (n2+ 1):
the same square ?ninus 1 is the other side (n2— 1).

46. A few more details expressly alleged by, or inferred from
hints of, later authors might be added to the foregoing but it is
impossible to frame with them a continuous history even of the
most meagre character. We cannot say precisely what Pythagoras
knew or discovered, and what additions to his knowledge were
successively made by Philolaus or Archytas or Plato or other
inquirers who are known to have been interested in the
philosophy of numbers8.

Proclus says4 that the Pythagoreans were concerned only
with the questions ' how many' (TO iroaov) and ' how great'
{rb iryXiKov) that is, with number and magnitude. Number
absolute was the field of arithmetic: number applied of music:
stationary magnitude of geometry, magnitude in motion of

1 This rule was known to the Egyp- Nesselmann, pp. 152—3. These are
tians, the Chinese and perhaps the provided for by the first lemma to
Babylonians at a very remote antiquity, Euclid, x. 29. Infra, p. 81 n.
v. Cantor, Vorles. pp. 56, 92,153—4. The 3 Plutarch, Quaest. Gonv. vm. 9.
discovery is expressly attributed to Py- 11—13, says that Xenocrates, the pupil
thagoras (Vitruvius, ix. 2). Cantor of Plato, discovered that the number of
{Vorles. p. 153 sqq.) is of opinion that possible syllables wasl,002,000,000,000.
Pythagoras knew this empirical rule This looks like a problem in eombina-
for constructing right-angled triangles tions, but the theory of combinations
before he discovered Eucl. I. 47. does not appear in any Greek mathe-

2 Proclus (ed. Friedlein), p. 428. It matician, and the number seems too
will be noticed that both the Pythago- round to have been scientifically ob-
rean and Platonic methods apply only tained. (Cantor, Vorles. pp. 215, 220.)
to cases in which the hypotenuse differs 4 Ed. Friedlein, pp. 35, 36. For
from one side by 1 or 2. They would the distinction between number and
not discover such an eligible group of magnitude compare Aristotle, An. Post.
side-numbers as 29 : 21 : 20. See i. 7 and 10, and Cat. c. 6.
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spheric or astronomy1. But they did not so strictly dissociate
discrete from continuous quantity. An arithmetical fact had
its analogue in geometry and vice versa; a musical fact had
its analogue in astronomy and vice versa. Pythagorean arith-
metic and geometry should therefore be treated together, but
there is so little known of either, that it seemed unadvisable,
for this purpose only, to alter the plan of this book. The his-
tory of Greek geometry is so much fuller and more important
and proceeds by so much more regular stages than that of
arithmetic, that it deserves to be kept distinct.

The facts above stated are sufficient to show that, from the
first, Greek dpi6fi7)Ti/cr) was closely connected with geometry
and that it borrowed, from the latter science, its symbolism
and nomenclature. It had not yet wholly discarded the abacus*,
but its aim was entirely different from that of the ordinary
calculator and it was natural that the philosopher who sought
in numbers to find the plan on which the Creator worked,
should begin to regard with contempt the merchant who wanted
only to know how many sardines, at 10 for an obol, he could
buy for a talent.

47. Whensoever and by whomsoever invented, most3 of the
known propositions of dpidfLqTiicr) were collected together, not
much later than 300 B, c. by Euclid in his Elements. Only
the seventh, eighth and ninth books are specially devoted to
numbers, but it cannot be doubted that the second and the
tenth, though they profess to be geometrical and to deal with

1 These four soienoesbeoame, through celebrated by Martianus Capella (oir.
the Pythagorean influence of Alexan- A.D. 400). The same seven branches of
dria, the quadrivium of early mediae- education are discussed by Cassiodorus
valism. The subjects of this fourfold (born about A.D. 468), De Artibus ac
eduoation are mentioned in the familiar DUciplinis Liberalium Litterarum.
line "Mus canit: Ar numerat: Ge pon- 2 E.g. Plato, Legg. 737E, 738A saya
derat: Ast colit astra." To this, how- that 5040 has 59 divisors including all
ever, another trivium Rhetoric, Dialec- the numbers from 1 to 10. A fact of
tic and Grammar, were added (" Gram this sort must have been discovered em-
loquitur: Dia vera docet: Bhet verba pirically by means of the abaciis.
colorat") and these seven are the god- 3 Archimedes uses one or two propo-
desses of science and art who attend at sitions which are not in the Elements.
the nuptials of Philology and Mercury
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magnitudes, are intended also to be applicable to numbers.
The first 8 propositions of the second book, for instance, are for
geometrical purposes proved by inspection. No one can doubt
them who looks at the figures. But as arithmetical propositions
they are not self-evident if stated with any arithmetical symbol-
ism. In such a form, the first 10 propositions (the 9th and 10th
are not treated in the same way as the first 8) are as follows':

(1) ab + ac + ad+ = a(b + c+d + ).
(2) (a + by=(a + b)a + (a + b)b.
(3) (a + b) a = ab + a".
(4) (a + by = a> + b*

(5) m =(«-i

(6)

(7)
(8)

(9)

(10)

The eleventh proposition2 is the geometrical way of solving
the quadratic equation a(a — b) = b2 and the fourteenth solves
the quadratic a2 = be. From this statement, in algebraical
form, of the chief contents of the 2nd Book, it will at once
be seen what an advantage Greek mathematicians found in a
geometrical symbolism. These propositions are all true for in-
commensurable, as well as commensurable, magnitudes, irrational
as well as rational, numbers. But in numbers the Greeks had
no symbolism at all for surds. They knew that surds existed,

1 It will be observed that Theon's structing a regular pentagon. Euclid's
method of finding a square root, cited solution of the quadratic would be in
above, is founded on Eucl. n. 4. So algebraical form,
also Diophantus (infra, p. 104) uses
Euclid II. as an arithmetical book.

8 This is the famous problem of ' the
golden section,' which is used again in (Cantor, Vorles. pp. 226, 227.)
Euclid iv. 10 for the purpose of con-
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that there was no exact numerical equivalent, for instance, for
the root of 2; but they knew also that the diagonal of a
square: side :: »J2 : 1 \ Hence lines, which were merely con-
venient symbols for other numbers', became the indispensable
symbols for surds. Thus, Euclid's 10th book, which deals with
incommensurables, is in form purely geometrical, though its con-
tents are of purely arithmetical utility: and every arithmetical
proposition, in the proof or application of which a surd might
possibly occur, was necessarily exhibited in a geometrical form.
It is not, therefore, surprising that a linear symbolism became
habitual to the Greek mathematicians and that their attention
was wholly diverted from the customary arithmetical signs of
the unlearned.

48. It is in the 7th book of the Elements3 that Euclid
first turns to the consideration of numbers only.

It begins with 21 definitions which serve for the 7th 8th and
9th books. The most important of these are the following :

(1) Unity (jiovds) is that by virtue of which everything
is called ' one' (ev XeyeTai)4.

(3) and (4) A less number, which is a measure of a

1 This fact, according to an old seho- none are necessary. In the 7th book
liast (said to be Proclus) on the 10th according to our MSS. numbers are
book of Euclid, remained for a long generally represented by dots (in Pey-
time the profoundest secret of the Py* rard's edition by lines), in the 8th book
thagorean school. The man who di- particular numbers are given by way of
vulged it was drowned. See Cantor, illustration: in the 9th book both dots
Vorles. pp. 155, 156, quoting Knoche, and particular numbers occur. Euclid
Untersuch. iiber die Schol. des Proklus probably used lines only, except where
etc., Herford, 1865, pp. 17—28, esp. a number was to be represented as od J
p. 23. or even, in which case perhaps he used

2 The use of lines of course avoided dots. At any rate, he does not, any
the necessity of calculation. A rect- more than in the geometrical books,
angle represented a product: its side a use division, and his treatment of the
quotient. Thus, for instance, Euclid propositions is purely synthetic, as
(x. 21), wishing to show that a rational elsewhere.
number divided by a rational gave a The arithmetical books of Euclid are
rational quotient, states that 'if a ratio- included in Williamson's translation,
nal rectangle be constructed on a ra- Oxford 1781—1788.
tional line, its side is also rational.' 4 In the 2nd definition ftovds means

3 In the 7th 8th and 9th books, no 'the unit.1 'Number' is there denned
geometrical figures are given, as indeed as 'TO IK fj.ovd.Sai> nvymliievov T\i)dos.'
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greater, is a /^/JO? (part) of i t : but if not a measure, it is
(parts) of the other1.

(6) and (7) 'Odd' and 'even' numbers (vepuraoiand Uprioi).
(11) 'Prime'numbers (•n-paro^ 6 povdSi fiovov fietpovjievcx;)-
(12) Numbers 'prime to one another' (Trpwrot irpbs

d
(13) Composite numbers (crvvderoi).
(16) Products of two numbers are 'plane ' (i-n-trreSot) and

each factor is a ' side' (irXevpa).
(17) Products of three numbers (irXevpal) are 'solid'

(arepeoL).
(18) ' Square' numbers (reTpaycoi/o? 6 lo-aic<,<; t'tro?).
(19) 'Cubes' («v/3o? 6 Itrdieis I'cro? tcra/ct?).
(20) Numbers are 'proportional' (dvaXoyop elai) when

the 1st is the same multiple, part or parts of the 2nd as the 3rd
of the 4th.

(21) Plane and solid numbers are 'similar' when their
sides are proportional.

(22) A 'perfect' (rekeios;) number is that which is the
sum of all its factors (fj-eprj).

I t will be seen that this nomenclature is purely Pythagorean.
The class of' prime' (irpdoToi) numbers is not indeed mentioned
by any earlier writer now known, but it can hardly be doubted
that they were defined by the Pythagoreans, as a sub-class of
odd numbers. The book deals with the following matters :

Prop. I. If of two given unequal numbers the less be
subtracted from the greater as often as possible and the
remainder from the less and the next remainder from the pre-
ceding remainder and so on, and no remainder is a measure of
the preceding remainder until 1 is reached, the two given
numbers are prime to one another. This (which is proved by
reductio ad absurdum) leads to

Propp. II., ill. To find the greatest common measure of two
or more numbers. (The procedure is identical with ours.)

Propp. IV.—xxil. These deal with submultiples and fractions

p p i a r l v iptfuos iprffiov, o i\dff- T h i s w o r d fi.(p-ij i s t h e p l u r a l o f l p ,
GUV TOU jueifovos, Srav KaTa/ierpri TOV and is a very inconvenient expression.

Sk, 6Vae /*?) KaTa/xerp^.
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and apply to numbers the doctrines of proportion which had been
previously proved for magnitudes in the 5th book \

Propp. xxur.—xxx. Of numbers prime to one another.
E. g. xxix. If two numbers are prime to one another, all their
powers are prime to one another.

Propp. xxxi.—xxxiv. Of prime numbers in composition.
E. g. xxxiv. Every number is prime or is divisible by a prime.

Propp. xxxv.—XLI. Miscellanea: e. g. xxxv. To find the
lowest numbers which are in the same ratio with any given
numbers, xxxvi. To find the L. c. M. of two, and XXXVIII. of
three, numbers, XLI. To find the lowest number which is
divisible into given parts.

49. The 8th book deals, in the first half, chiefly with
numbers in continued proportion (dpiOjiol e!jfj<i dvaXoyov) e.g.
in. If any numbers are in a continued proportion and are the
least which have the same ratio to one another^ the extreme terms
will be prime to one another. VII. If the 1st term is a divisor
of the last, so is it of the 2nd. But a few other propositions are
inserted, e. g. v. Plane numbers are to one another in the ratio
which is compounded of their sides, xi. There is one mean
proportional between two squares and XII. two between two
cubes. The last half of the book (Propp. xiv. to xxvn.) is
entirely devoted to the mutual relations of squares, cubes and
plane numbers, e. g. xxn. If three numbers are in continued
proportion and the first is a square, so is the third, xxiii. If
four numbers are in continued proportion, and the first is a
cube so is the fourth.

50. The 9th book continues the same subject for a few
propositions: e.g. in. If a cube be multiplied by itself the
product is a cube. Then follow (vm.—XV.) some more pro-
positions on numbers in continued proportion, or geometrical
series: e.g. IX. If in a series, commencing from unity, the 2nd
term is a square, so are the following terms. And if the 2nd

1 E.g. iv. Every number is either and conversely.
a ptpos or ntjrq of every higher number. 2 i. e. are the least which can form a

v. vi. If A is the same^osfor^ifpi^of continued proportion of the same num-
B asCofD, ^ + Cis the same of B + D. hex of terms, bearing the same ratio to

xix. If A :B:: C:D, then AD = BC one another, as in the given case.
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term is a cube, the following terms are cubes. A few propositions
on prime numbers (xvi.—xx.) are then given of which the
most important is xx. The number of primes is greater than
any given number. The discussion of odd and even numbers
is then introduced (xxi.—xxxiv.), the propositions being of such
a character as xxiv. If an even number be subtracted from
an even number, the remainder is even. Then suddenly,
appears the following proposition, xxxv. "If any numbers be
in continued proportion, and the first term be deducted from
the 2nd and also from the last, the remainder of the 2nd will be
to the 1st as the remainder of the last to the sum of all the
preceding terms V Stated in another form, this proposition is:
If a, ar, ar1, ars... arn be a geometrical series, then

ar — a : a :: (arn — a) : a + ar + ar2... + ar"'1.
It is an easy step further to conclude that

, ... a (arn — a)
a + ar+ a,r... + ar — —

ai— a
and thus to sum the series, but Euclid does not take this step.
The proposition, as it stands, is apparently introduced solely for
the purpose of proving the next (xxxvi.), the last in the book.
This is, in effect, that in a geometrical series of the powers
of 2 from 1 onwards, the sum of the first n terms (if a prime
number) multiplied by the n.th term is a perfect number2. In
the proof3, which is too long to be here inserted, the sum of n
terms is assumed to be known by simple addition.

1 Euclid takes only four numbers. His proof, put shortly, is as follows:
Let a :py::py. S::S : ef. Take 79 = £0 = a, Jvt=/3y, fX = 8.

Then £8 :f/c:: f/c:fX ::fX:fe. Dividendo f0: 8K :: f/c: KX:: fX:Xe
and componendo f# : 8K:: f0 + fK + fX:: 8K + K\ + \C. By sub-

" stitution (taking the terms backwards) €0: a + fiy + S :: fi-q: a.
* i.e. ef— a : a + py + d :: £ 7 - 0 : a. Q. E. J>.

2 'E&v 6,irb fwvddos OTTOGOIOVV apiBjxol e^7js IKTZQUGIV tv TTJ biTXaaiovi avaXoyiq.
K.T.X.

3 A short proof is easy:
1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + ... + 2M = 2n+1 - 1 = p.

2njp is a perfect number if

which is obviously the case.
From this also it ia evident that the proposition is untrue unless p is a prime
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Such was the dpid^riKrj of rational numbers known in
Euclid's time. Not all of it was of Euclid's invention, but
it contains much the importance of which the later Greek
arithmeticians did not perceive and which, neglected by them,
was only in modern times resumed into consideration and
made the elementary foundation of a scientific theory of
numbers.

51. The 10th book treats of irrational magnitudes and
treats them geometrically through a symbolism of irrational lines.

Definitions occur at intervals throughout the book. It
starts with the following:

1, 2. Magnitudes are commensurable (ervfifierpa) when they
are measurable by one and the same measure: contra, incom-
mensurable (da-VfifieTpa).

3, 4. Straight lines are commensurable in square (Swa/iet
avfi/xerpoi) when their squares may be measured by the same
unit of space (^wpiov): contra, Svvd/iei, davfi/Merpoi1.

5. Hence, to any given straight line, there are an infinite

number. Nesselmann (Alg. Or. p. 164 n.)> after remarking that it is not
very easy to know whether a high number is prime or not, quotes from Fermat
(Varia Opp. Math. Toulouse 1679, p. 177) the following rule. Write down the
powers of 2 minus 1 each and above them the corresponding exponents of the
powers: thus

. . . . , If the exponent is not prime, neither is the
' power minws 1. If the exponent n is prime, the

C ' power minus 1 is divisible only by numbers of the
form 2mn 4-1. These can easily be tried. Fermat gives no proofs for his rule,
and his accuracy is not above suspicion. (Jevons, Elem. Logic, p. 222.)

1 As Euclid does not define the word to show how Siva/us acquired this
Siva/us (whence potentia, 'power') it mathematical sense. If the passage
may be desirable here to give some Eudemi Fragm. (ed. Spengel) pp. 128—
account of it. The word SivcurSai means 129 is really quoted from Hippocrates
to be the square root of (Plato, Theaet. of Chios, this is the earliest which con-
148 A is probably the earliest instance); tains the technical diya/us, Alexander
hence Siva/us, as a rule, means the Aphrodisiensis (ed. Bonitz, 1847, p .
square; but sometimes (Plato loc. cit.) 56) says that tvvaii&ni was the hypote-
means a square root or rather a surd, nuse, Swacrevducvcu the sides of aright-
i.e. a square root which cannot be angled triangle. These words, in this
otherwise described. Afoa/Ms is a more connexion, probably mean 'equalling'
general term than rerpdyams, whioh and 'equalled.' If these names are
is used only when a square figure is ancient, perhaps the technical use of
contemplated. There is no evidence diva/us grew out of them.
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number of straight lines commensurable or incommensurable,
some both in length and in their squares, some in square only.
Let this given straight line be called prjTtj, 'rational.' Then

6. 7, prjToi, rational straight lines, are commensurable with
it in length and square or in square only: lines incommen-
surable with it in length and square or in square, are called
aXoyoc1.

8, 9. The square of the prjTij is also 'rational' and so is
every square which is commensurable with it.

10, 11. Squares incommensurable with that of the prjrjj
are ahoyoi: so also are the sides of such squares. If a recti-
lineal figure be irrational, the sides of the square which is
of equal area with it are also irrational.

The book begins with 21 propositions on incommensurables
generally. Of these the most important are:

I. If two unequal magnitudes be given and from the
greater more than half be subtracted and from the remainder
more than half and so on with successive remainders, the final
remainder will be less than the less of the two given magnitudes.
So also, if only halves be deducted. This proposition, that
a magnitude less than any given magnitude can be found, is the
basis of the method of Exhaustion of which so much and so
brilliant use is made in Greek geometry2.

11. If of two given unequal magnitudes the less be deducted
from the greater as often as possible and the remainder from
the less and the next remainder from the preceding remainder
and so on, and no remainder is a measure of the preceding, the
two magnitudes are incommensurable. (Compare vn. 1.)

ill. IV. To find the O. c. M. of commensurable magnitudes.

1 It will be observed that EuoKd's serves the same purpose as what we
nomenclature differs from the modern. call 'the standard unit' of length or
We call irrational all that he calls in- space.
commensurable: but with him a : tjb 2 It is curious that Euclid does not
is rational, because a2: 6 is rational. add the further proposition that'if two
On the other hand, a Jb or any other given magnitudes are incommensura-
multiple of an incommensurable, is ble, there can be found a third, com-
with Euclid irrational, because ajb mensurable with one of the given and
and the rest are rectangles already and differing as little as we please from the
cannot be squared. The prfr-q of Euclid other.' See Cantor, Vorles. p. 230.
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V.—IX. Commensurable magnitudes are to one another as
numbers to numbers: and their squares as square numbers.
Contra, of incommensurables and conversely.

XI. If four magnitudes1 are in proportion and the 1st is
commensurable (or incommensurable) with the 2nd so is the
3rd with the 4th. Here follow various propositions on com-
mensurables and incommensurables in proportion, on the sum of
two commensurables or incommensurables etc.

xxi. If a rational rectangle be constructed on a rational
line, the side of the rectangle is also rational (i.e. a rational
number divided by a rational gives a rational quotient). To
this is appended a Lemma, proving that the line or number,
whose square is irrational, is also irrational (a fact which was
provided for in the definitions). This lemma, which introduces,

so to say, the consideration of the expression vVafr, leads to the
discussion of the medial line (fiecrrj) in the 2nd part of the book.

The definition of fiiarf is given in Prop. xxn. viz. The
rectangle contained by rational lines commensurable only in
square (i. e. a*Jb or *Ja\/b) is irrational and the side of the square
which is equal to this rectangle is also irrational and may be

called fiicrr) (i.e. vaV5, or else v Va&, where, if numbers be con-
templated either a or b must not be square). The following
propositions XXIII.—xxxv. deal with /ie'crat or medials only.
They are of the following kind:

xxiv. Medials may be commensurable with one another in
length and square or in square only.

XXV. Given two medials commensurable in length (e.g.
mHJab and n^Jab), the rectangle contained by them, (mnjab)
is medial.

xxvi. Given two medials, commensurable only in square
(e. g. Ja*Jb and Jojb), the rectangle contained by them (Jacb)

1 Thia proposition is numbered x. in side of the square which is equal to
Gregory's edition (Oxon. 1703) the 10th this rectangle, is a mean proportional
and 11th exchanging places. (ulay ivdXoyoy) to AB, BI\ The name

2 The reason for the name is given 'medial' is used in the text, as more
in the same place. If AB, Br are the convenient.
sides of an irrational rectangle, the
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is either rational or medial (i.e. according as aob is square
or not).

Upon these two propositions follow several problems1, to
find medials, commensurable in line or in square, whose rect-
angle or square is of a given character: e. g. XXXIII. To find
two medials commensurable only in square, such that their
rectangle is medial and that the square of the gi-eater exceeds
the square of the less, by the square of a line either (a) com-
mensurable or (5) incommensurable with the former. Two
similar problems on lines incommensurable in square conclude
the second part. All these lines are intended ultimately to form
part of binomial expressions (cf. infra, p. 83, n. 2).

At the xxxviith proposition, some editor has introduced a
new heading, viz. 'Ap%r) TWV /card avvOeaiv itjdScDv and again at
Prop. LXXIV. 'Apxv ™" /car d<f>aipe<nv efaStuj/. These hexads
are six groups, of six propositions each, on irrational binomials.
There is thus a set of 36 propositions (xxxvii.—LXXII.) on bi-
nomials "formed by addition" and another of 36 exactly corre-
sponding propositions (LXXIV.—cix.) on those "formed by sub-
traction." The enunciation of Prop, xxxvii. runs: ' If two
rational lines, commensurable only in square, are added together,
the sum is irrational and may be called a biterminal' («c
BIJO ovofidreov). The difference of two such lines is, in Prop.
LXXIV., called apotome. The biterminals are \/a + *Jb, and
a + ti/b: the apotomae are «/a — Jb, a — Jb and \/a — b : but
altogether, twelve kinds of irrational binomials are distinguished.
Of these twelve, six are formed by addition and are described
and named in the first hexad: the other six are the corres-
ponding binomials formed by subtraction and are described and
named in the seventh hexad. The third hexad describes six

1 To Prop. xxix. two lemmas are represent a square number, if AB and
appended, the first of which is ' To find BO are both square or similar rect-
two square numbers, such that their angular numbers. AC is assumed to
sum is a square number.' This is be even.
solved with the help of Eucl. n. 6. The numbers which follow are
By that proposition, in the line those of Gregory's edition. Nessel-

£ j) C B mann, who used the Basle edition,
1 1 1 (pub. 1537, 1546, 1558) cites xxxn. for

AB . BG + CD2=BD*. AB . BC will XXXIII. etc., the 30th proposition in that

G. G. M. 6
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kinds of biterminals, the ninth six kinds of apotomae, and these
are shown, in the following hexads, to be the squares of the
binomials of addition and subtraction first defined.

These few remarks being premised, to show the structure and
style of the remainder of the book, the effect of the whole may
best be given in the words of a most competent critic, as follows.
"Euclid investigates," says Prof. De Morgan1, "every possible
variety of lines which can be represented by *J{*Ja + */b), a and
b representing two commensurable lines. He divides lines which
can be represented by this formula into 25 species and he
succeeds in detecting every possible species. He shows that
every individual of every species is incommensurable with all
the individuals of every other species2; and also that no line of
any species can belong to that species in two different ways or
for two different sets of values of a and 63. He shows how to
form other classes of incommensurables in number how many
soever, no one of which can contain an individual line which is
commensurable with an individual of any other class4, and (?) he
demonstrates the incommensurability of a square and its diago-
nal6. This book has a completeness which none of the others
(not even the fifth) can boast of: and we could almost suspect
that Euclid, having arranged his materials in his own mind, and
having completely elaborated the 10th book, wrote the preceding
books after it, and did not live to revise them thoroughly."

edition being divided into two parts, the second hexads (Props. 43—48 and
which are treated by Gregory as two 80—85). They are devoted to proving,
separate propositions. by separate cases, that "every binomial

1 Article Eucleides in Smith's Diet. irrational line can be divided into
of Gr. and Bom. Biography. its terms only in one point:" i.e. that

2 This sentence gives the effect of s/a + \/bca.waot=\/x + s/y, unless a=a;
the sixth hexads (Props. 67—71 and and b = y. Nesselmann, p. 177.
104—108) which, however, contain 4 This sentence gives the effect of
only 5 propositions each. They are Prop. 116. Nesselmann, p. 182.
devoted to proving, by separate cases, 6 This refers to Prop. 117, which is
that "every line, commensurable in clearly not Euclid's, as we have it.
length with a binomial irrational line, The enunciation, for instance, begins
is an irrational line of the same " Let it be proposed to prove" etc. and
species." Nesselmann, p. 179. two proofs are given.

3 This sentence gives the effect of
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52. "The preceding enumeration," says the same writer
in another place1, "points to one of the most remarkable
pages in the history of geometry. The question immediately
arises, had Euclid any substitute for algebra ? If not, how
did he contrive to pick out, from among an infinite number
of orders of incommensurable lines, the whole, and no more
than the whole, of those which were necessary to a com-
plete discussion of all lines represented by */ (»Ja + *Jb), with-
out one omission or one redundancy? He had the power of
selection, for he himself has shown how to construct an infinite
variety of other species, and an algebraist could easily point out
many more ways of adding to the subject, which could not have
been beyond Euclid. If it be said that a particular class
of geometrical questions, involving the preceding formula and
that one only, pointed out the various cases, it may be answered
that no such completeness appears in the 13th book, in which
Euclid applies his theory of incommensurables. It is there
proved that each of the segments of a line divided in extreme
and mean ratio is an apotome'—that the side of an equilateral
pentagon inscribed in a circle is, relatively to the radius,
the irrational line called a lesser line3, as is also the side of
an icosahedron inscribed in a sphere—and that the side of
a dodecahedron is an apotome'. The apotome then and the lesser

1 In the English (also in the Penny) us the old mathematician in his high-
Cyclopedia, Art. "Irrational Quantity." est glory."
A most complete summary of the con- 2 See Prop, LXXVII. compared with XL.
tents of Euclid's 10th book is here If two lines, incommensurable in square
given, followed by the remarks quoted and such that the sum of their squares
in the text. The book was evidently is rational but their rectangle is me-
a favourite with De Morgan. Nessel- dial, are combined, their sum and their
mann, p. 184, after remarking on the difference are both irrational. The
unsuggestiveness of the linear sym- former is called y ixel&v, the latter v
bolism, says "Abstract thought alone iXdrrav. Two such lines are found
has extracted from these lines their earlier in Prop, xxxiv. They are re-
hidden secrets, which our formulae, presented algebraically by
almost unasked, declare. Indeed I
think it is not too much to say that
this book, almost useless in its geo-
metrical form and therefore little
esteemed, is the very one which shows
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line are the only ones applied The most conspicuous pro-
positions of elementary geometry which are applied in the
10th book are the 27th, 28th and 29th of the 6th book,
of which it may be useful to give the algebraical significance \
The first of these (the 27th) amounts to showing that 2% — a?
has its greatest value when x = \, and contains a limitation
necessary to the conditions of the two which follow. The 28th
is a solution of the equation ax — a? = b, upon a condition
derived from the preceding proposition, namely, that ^ a? shall
exceed b. It might appear more correct to say that the solution
of this equation is one particular case of the proposition, namely,
where the given parallelogram is a square: but nevertheless the
assertion applies equally to all cases. Euclid however did not
detect the two solutions of the question: though if the diagonal
of a parallelogram in his construction be produced to meet the
production of a line which it does not cut, the second solution
may be readily obtained. This is a strong presumption against
his having anything like algebra; since it is almost impossible
to imagine that the propositions of the 10th book, deduced
from any algebra, however imperfect, could have been put
together without the discovery of the second root. The re-

1 Cantor, Vorles. p. 228, gives practi- be not greater than that which can be
cally the same algebraical equivalents, applied to half the line, so that the
which, he says, first appeared in Mat- defects of the given rectilineal figure
thiesen, Grundziige der antik. u. mod. and of that which is applied to half the
Algebra etc. 1878. He does not seem to line be similar.
have heard of De Morgan. As these pro- xxix. To a given straight line to
positions are not usually printed, the apply a parallelogram equal to a given
enunciations may be here subjoined: rectilineal figure, and excessive by a

XXVII. Of all parallelograms applied parallelogram which is similar to a
to the same straight line and defective given parallelogram,
by parallelograms similar and similarly X) E
situate to tha t which is described on / ~l ~~7
half the line, the greatest is that which / / /
is applied to half the line, and is similar i- L /
to its defect. A B C

xxvm. To a given straight line to In the figure AD if applied to the
apply a parallelogram equal to a given line AC is defective {iWeirei). AE
rectilineal figure and having its defect if applied to the line AB is excessive
similar to a given parallelogram: pro- (u7re/>/3(£\\*i). See also Simson's note
vided that the given rectilineal figure on these Propositions.
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maining proposition (the 29th) is equivalent to a solution
of ax + x* = b: but the case of x* — ax = b is wanting, which is
another argument against Euclid having known any algebraical
reasoning."

53. It must be added, before quitting this book, that
Euclid nowhere alludes to any familiar example of an incom-
mensurable. Some editor (whose language and style of proof
differ noticeably from Euclid's) has added, at the end of the
book, Prop, cxvil. proving that 'the diagonal of a square is
incommensurable with the side1.' Prof. De Morgan in one
place2 suggests that Euclid's interest in incommensurables
was perhaps due to a suspicion that the circumference of a
circle was incommensurable with the diameter. In another
place3, he suggests that Euclid had discussed some known
examples of incommensurables in his lost work on Fallacies
(7repl ylrevBaplwv), which, he thinks, was intended to be pre-
fatory to the Elements. Both suggestions, of course, are purely
conjectural. Hardly anything is known of the Greek theory
of incommensurables before Euclid's time. Their discovery is
expressly attributed to Pythagoras4, but for a long time, the
sole known fact was that the diagonal of a square : the side ::
»/2 : 1. To this, according to Plato5, Theodorus of Cyrene
added the fact that sides of squares represented by ^/3, A/5 etc.,
up to A/17 were irrational. Theaetetus, a pupil of Theodorus,
made the generalization that the side of any square, represented
by a surd, was incommensurable with the linear unit. At a later
date, perhaps, he improved this into- the form of Euclid x. 9:
Two magnitudes, whose squares are (or are not) to one another

1 The proof is as follows. ' Suppose is attributed to Plato,
the diagonal: side ::p : q, p and q being 3 Art. Eucleides in Smith's Die. of
whole numbers prime to one another. Biogr.
Then p* = 2q2. p" and p are, therefore, 3 Art.'Irrational Quantity'in Penny
even numbers. It follows that q, which Cyclop.
is prime to p, must be odd. But p, 4 See supra p. 74 n.
being even, =2r. Therefore (2i-)2 = 2gra » Theaetetus, pp. 147 D—148 B. In
and q must be even. Which is absurd.' this passage, the young Theaetetus says
This proof is twice referred to by Aris- he made the same generalization for
totle (An. Prior, l. c. 23. 41, a 26, and cube roots as for square roots. Cube
c. 44. 55, a 37). It may be very old, roots are not mentioned anywhere in
yet the methoS of reductio ad absurdum Euclid.
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as a square number to a square number, are commensurable (or
incommensurable) and conversely1. Democritus is said2 to have
written a treatise irepl ypafifiwv dXoyav KOX vaa-Twv, but no
trace of it remains nor does any clue exist to the meaning of
vaa-Twv. It cannot be doubted that Euclid's work contains at
least all that was known of the theory of incommensurables
before his time, and as Euclid left it, so it remained, untouched,
down to the 15 th century, when Lucas Pacioli de Burgo
resumed the study3.

54. After the death of Euclid, the astonishing successes of
geometry in the hands of Archimedes and Apollonius and the
growing interest of astronomy seem to have attracted all atten-
tion to those sciences4, and, so far as we know, no substantive
work on the theory of numbers was produced for nearly four
centuries. Some small additions, however, were made en
passant to the theory of rational numbers by various mathema-
ticians. Thus, some theory of combinations was perhaps in-
vented. The problem, attributed to Xenocrates by Plutarch,
has been mentioned above (p. 71 n.), and Plutarch in the same
passage6 states, without more, that Chrysippus (B. C. 282—209)
found that the number of possible combinations of 10 axioms
was over a million: but that Hipparchus showed that the
axioms, if affirmed, admitted of 101,049, and, if denied, of

1 The scholiast to Euclid x., said to study e.g. of Bachet, Fermat, Pell,
beProclus(ed.Knoche,sMp.cit.p. 74n.), Frenicle. The differential calculus
expressly attributes Euclid x. 9 and 10 followed and occupied all attention till
to Theaetetus. See Hankel, pp. 100— Euler brought back the Diophantic
103. analysis, which- was in fashion with

2 Diog. Laertius ix. 47. Lagrange, Legendre, Gauss, Jacobi and
3 Nesselmann, p. 183. their contemporaries.
4 Nesselmann, p. 187, gives many 6 Quaest. Cone. vm. 9,11—13. Also

instances of the changes of fashion in De Stoicorum Repugn, xxix. 3 and 5,
mathematics. From the time of Ni- (Reiske's ed. Vol. x. p. 330). Cantor
comachus (A.D. 100) the theory of num- Varies, pp. 215, 220. (The first num-
bers became the Greek fashion. When ber attributed to Hipparchus is quoted
Leonardo Bonacci (A.D. 1292) brought as 103,049 in De Stoic. Rep. where also
the Arabian algebra into Europe, this he is said to be 'one of the arithme-
also became the fashion for 400 years. ticians'.) The Quaestiones Convivales
When Diophantus became known (Xy- are also known as Symposiacon and
lander 1571, Bachet 1621) indetermin- Disputationes Convivales.

ate equations became the favourite
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310,952, combinations. Such results, however, may have been
obtained empirically, and certainly no theory of combinations
appears in any extant mathematical writer.

55. Eratosthenes the famous librarian of Alexandria (B.C.
275—194) invented a mode of distinguishing prime numbers,
which was called, after him, ' the sieve' (tcoa/uvov, cribrum) of
Eratosthenes. All composite numbers are ' sifted' out in the fol-
lowing manner1. The odd numbers are set out in order from 3
to as high a number as possible. Then every 3rd number from 3
is a multiple of 3 and may be rejected : every 5th number from
5 is a multiple of 5 and may be rejected : every 7th number from
7 is a multiple of 7 and may be rejected, and so on. The
numbers ultimately retained are prime. Hypsicles (circa
B.C. 180), the author of the 14th and 15th books added to
Euclid's elements, made some contributions to the theory of
arithmetical progression, which Euclid entirely neglects. The
first three propositions of his dvacf>opi>e6<; (a little work on the
'risings of the stars,' dvcKpopat,)2 are to the following effect.
(1) In an arithmetical series of 2« terms, the sum of the last
n terms exceeds the sum of the first n by a multiple of n2:
(2) in such a series of 2w + 1 terms, the sum of the series is the
number of terms multiplied by the middle term: (3) in such a
series of 2n terms, the sum is half the number of terms
multiplied by the two middle terms. Some more general
formula for the summation of arithmetical series perhaps led to
the following definitions, most of which are entirely unknown
to, or neglected by, Euclid3. " If as many numbers as you
please be set out at equal intervals from 1, and the interval is
1, their sum is a triangular number: if the interval is 2, a
square: if 3, a pentagonal: and generally the number of
angles is greater by 2 than the interval." This statement is
quoted from ' Hypsicles ev opa>' by Diophantus"; but whether

1 Nicomachus, Introd. Ar. ed. Hoche, clid, is said to have written a work on
p. 29 sqq., and Iamblichus' Commen- polygonal numbers. See Cantor Varies.
tary (ed. Tennulius) pp. 41, 42. p. 143, quoting Westermann's Bi6-

2 Described by Delaxabre Astron. Anc. ypa<j>oi, p. 446.
i. and Cantor Vorles. p. 312. 4 Prop. 8 of the treatise on Polygonal

3 Philippus Opuntius, a pupil of So- Numbers. Nesselmann, p. 466. Cantor
crates and Plato, and earlier than Eu- Vorl. p. 312.
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O/309 (' the term') was the name of a book, or opo<; here means
only the 'definition' of polygonal numbers, cannot now be
ascertained. This extension of polygonal numbers (however
originated) became a very favourite subject of later arithme-
ticians, to be presently mentioned.

Hipparchus (dr. B.C. 150) is said, by Arabian authorities, to
have written on the solution of Quadratic Equations1. Heron,
the ingenious mechanician and land-surveyor (B.C. 100), evi-
dently knew some algebraical processes which were strange to
Euclid, but he was not an arithmetician proper2, and the more
particular account of his work may be left for the history of
geometry. From this time dpi6/j,t]TtKi] may be said to dis-
appear at least from history for two centuries.

56. It was revived by Nicomachus, a native of Gerasa,
probably a town in Judaea, The date at which he lived may be
determined roughly by the two facts, that he himself quotes one
Thrasyllus8, who seems to have been the astrologer, friend of
the Emperor Tiberius, and that his work was translated into
Latin by Apuleius of Madaura, in- the time of the Antonines.
He may be taken, therefore, to have flourished about 100 A.D.
He is said to have been a Pythagorean and to have written a
work on arithmetical theosophy, but the curious farrago,
entitled OeoKoyovixeva rrji dpiOfirjriicr}?, is not his, for here
Anatolius is cited, the Bishop of Laodicea (A.D. 270) who wrote
a commentary on Nicomachus4. Two treatises of Nicomachus
are extant, the Enchiridion Harmonices in two books, and the
Introductio Arithmetica (elcra<ywyr/ dpidfj-tjTiici]) also in two

1 Cantor Varies, p. 313, quoting Cassiodorus de Arithmet. p. 555.
Woepoke's ed. of 'L'Algebre d'Omar * All the facts about Nicomachus are
Alkhayy&mV Paris 1851, Pref. xi collected, and the errors corrected, by
and Journal Asiat, v. (5th Series) Nesselmann (pp. 188—191) who alleges
pp. 251—253. also that none of the mathematical

2 For a specimen of his skill, see historians (including Montuda) can
below, p. 106. have read Nicomachus at all. Nessel-

3 In the Enchiridion Harmonices I. mann seems to have used an edition of
p. 24 (ed. Meibomius, 1652). In the the Introductio published by Ast in
same work, n. p. 36, Ptolemy is cited, 1817. Quite recently an edition has
but this is clearly an interpolation, for been published in the Teubner series
it would be inconsistent with the trans- (ed. Hoche) with a good preface,
lation by Apuleius, which is attested by
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books. It is with the latter only that We are here concerned.
It was an extremely famous book in its day, and earned for its
author a distinction similar to that so long enjoyed in England
by Mr Cocker. Thus Lucian, wishing to compliment a calcu-
lator, says "You reckon like Nicomachus of Gerasa1." The
number of commentaries on the Introductio also sufficiently
attests its importance. Beside the translation of Apuleius and
the notes of Anatolius, mentioned above, we know of a com-
mentary by Iamblichus2, another (not extant) by Heronas3, a
translation (extant) by Boethius, commentaries (extant in MS.)
by Asclepius Trallianus and Johannes Pbjloponus and another
(not extant) by Proclus: extracts in Arabic by Thabit-ibn-
Corra (A.B. 836—901) and a commentary by Camerarius of the
16th century4. Nicomachus in fact inaugurates the final era of
Greek mathematics. From his time onwards, dpidfiTjn/ci] is the
favourite study, and geometry is neglected in its turn.

57. After a philosophical introduction, the first book of
Nicomachus proceeds (c. 8—10) to the classification of numbers,
as even and odd (dprioc and TrepirTol)5. Even numbers are
apridicLs; dpriot (2"), dprioTripiTTOc {2 (2m + 1)}, and irepicra-dp-
TIOI (2TC+1 (2m.+ 1)} i.e. they are either powers of 2 or 2 multi-
plied by an odd number or 2 multiplied by an even number,
which is itself a multiple of an odd number6. Odd numbers (c.
11—13) as either 'prime and uncompounded' (irpanoi, ical davv-
deroi), 'compounded' (BevTepoi teal a-vvOeroi) or 'compounded
but prime to one another.' The habit of dividing numbers into

1 Philopatris, 12. how far the Greeks still were from the
2 Ed. Tennulius (very badly as conception of 0 as a number.

Nesselmann shows) at Arnheim, 1667. 6 This is an improvement on Euclid's
The commentary of Iambliehus forms definitions to Book vn. There dprtajai
the 4th part of his treatise on the Py- a/mosistheproductoftwoevennumbers,
thagorean philosophy. dpTidjas jrepiffcro's of an even multiplied

3 Mentioned by Eutocius (ad Archi- by an odd number. Hence in ix. 34 he
med. de Sphaera et Cyl. n.). has to confess that 'numbers which are

4 See Nesselmann, pp. 220—223. not powers of 2 and which, when
6 Nicomachus begins by saying that divided by 2, give an even quotient,

every number is the half of the sum of are both aprioKis apnoi and apnaias
the preceding and succeeding numbers. irepiaaol.' Nicomachus, as usual, gives
1, however, has no predecessor and is a table for finding his three species,
half of 2 only. From this it is evident
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3 groups (e'187)) has here led Nicomachus into great confusion of
thought. His second class contains all the third: his second
and third classes might very well contain even numbers, and
lastly his third class defines numbers by their relation to others,
whereas in c. 17 he says he has hitherto been considering
numbers in themselves. Chapters 14—16 contain the de-
finitions of perfect, excessive and defective numbers (reXetoi,
VTreprekeioi, iWiireii). Nicomachus then proceeds to the classi-
fication of the relations in which numbers stand to other
numbers. Of inequality between two numbers, 5 kinds may be
distinguished (c. 18—23). These are

1. When the greater divided by the less, gives a whole
number as quotient. The greater is then called 7roXX.a7rA.acrK)?,
a ' multiple,' the less v7ro7roXXa7rXao-to?, ' a submultiple.'

2. When the greater : the less :: m + 1 : m. The
greater is eiriftopioi (superparticularis), the less VTre7rifi6pios
(subsuperparticularis). Thus f is iirlrpiTos, § iiriTerapTos etc.
f is VTreTrlrpLTO?, | vire-wtreTapTO<s etc. But f is specially
named tJ/uoXw?1.

3. Greater : less :: 2m + n:m + n. The greater is eVt-
fieprj<i (superpartiens), the less inreTrifieprjs (subsuperpartiens).
As a general rule, the fractions here contemplated are of the

form T, and in the nomenclature the denominator is not
m + 1

mentioned. Thus
1 + |- is eTTiSifiepiji;, superbipartiens,
1 + f is e-mTpifjuepr]*;, supertripartiens, etc.

But Nicomachus himself does not always use this nomenclature
and was evidently equal to finding names for a fraction of the

form . Thus 1 + § is eVtS/iyj/.TO?, 1 + f is eVtT/st-

1 Here Nicomachus refers to a in a lower row is iroWairXcio-tos of the
table of 10 rows, divided into 10 corresponding number in the 1st row:
columns. The first horizontal row con- the numbers in successive rows (except
tains the numbers 1 to 10: the second the 1st and 2nd) are related, so that
these numbers multiplied by 2: the the lower rows are twi/topioi of the next
third, multiplied by 3, etc. up to 10 higher, the higher are vireinfi6pioi. of the
times. It is, in fact, the earliest known next lower. This tatle is referred to
multiplication table. Every number also in the succeeding chapters.
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and in the same way, 1 + § etc. might have been
cal led e7r(Tpt7T6/U.7rTo?, e t c .

4. Greater : less :: mn + 1 : n. The greater is TroXka-
TrTuicrieTrifiopios, the less V7ro7ro\Xcnr\acrie'7ri/j,6pto$.

2J is St,TrXaaie^>rjfj,iavi, duplex sesquialter.
2J is SiTrXacnewbTpiTos, duplex sesquitertius.
3£ is TpnrXao-ieTTiTeTapTos, triplex sesquiquartus, etc.

5. Greater : less :: p (m + 1) + m : m + 1, where p is more
than 1. The nomenclature, so far as regards the whole
number, is the same as in class 4, and as regards the fraction,
the same as in class 3 (e.g. SnfXacrieTrt&ifiepTjs = 2§ etc.). An-
other table is here appended, showing how to find numbers
which shall be to one another in the foregoing ratios. There
is, in fact, little of mathematical value in the 1st book of
Nicomachus, but it is of some historical interest to observe how
complicated the Greek treatment of fractions still remained.
It should be remembered also that the nomenclature of Nico-
machus was translated into Latin, and became habitual in
Western Europe down to the introduction of the Arabian
arithmetic.

58. The 2nd book begins with another table, showing how
to find series of eTrifioptoi, and various comments on this table1.
In c. 6, Nicomachus turns to the theory of polygonal numbers.
These he describes (c. 8—11) in precisely the same manner as
that which is attributed to Hypsicles by Diophantus (supra
p. 87), save that in Nicomachus the terms of the arithmetical

1 The table is thus constructed. The first numbers of the rows form a
Write out a geometrical series begin- geometrical series of which the radix
ning from 1. Take the sum of each is 4 (chaps. 3 and 4). Legendre, in the
pair of successive terms and set these preface to his Theorie des Nombres, says
sums in a row below the 2nd and sue- that this science becomes a sort of
ceeding terms of the 1st, and continue passion with those who take it up:
this process ad lib. E.g. whereupon De Morgan remarks that

1 3 9 27 81 etc. this is probably because the curious eha-
4 12 36 108 etc. racter of the conclusions is not lessened

16 48 144 etc. by the demonstration. The explana-
64 192 etc. tion is peculiarly appropriate to Nico-

Here each column is a geometrical machean dpifffj.T)Tucfi, with its unsug-
series of which the radix is eirirpiros. gestive symbolism.
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series by which the polygonal numbers are found are all called
gnomons. This word therefore, which in Euclid means the
difference between one square and the next, means in Nico-
machus the difference between any polygonal number and the
next of the same order. Then follow (c. 12) some analogies
between arithmetical and geometrical facts: e.g. as every
square can be divided by a diagonal into two triangles, so every
square number is the sum of two triangular: every square
number plus a triangular makes a pentagonal etc. Then, as
usual, a table is given of the polygonal numbers of each order,
with remarks thereon. Chaps. 13—17 deal with solid numbers.
The sum of a series of polygonal numbers from 1 upwards is a
pyramid, triangular or square etc. according to the order of the
polygonal numbers. The highest of such polygonal numbers is
the base, 1 is the apex, of each such pyramid. If 1 be omitted,
the pyramid is truncated (KoXovpos): if 1 and the next poly-
gonal number be omitted, the pyramid is Siic6\ovpo<; and so on.
Besides pyramids, there are cubes, beams (So/ciSes), tiles (TTXIV-

OiSes), wedges (crcjyrjvicrKoi,), spheres and parallelepipeds. Wedges
are numbers of the form (mxnx p), where all 3 dimensions are
different1: tiles are m2 (m — n): beams (or columns, o-T̂ Xt'Se? in
Iamblichus) are m2 (m + n). A number of the form m (m + 1)
is erepofiriKr)';: m (m + n) is oblong (vpofiriicrjs) if n > 1: a
parallelepiped is of the form m2 (m + 1). The powers of 1, 5 and
6 always end in 1, 5 and 6: the squares of these numbers may
therefore be called circular, their cubes spherical. In c. 18—20
square numbers and 6Tepofi^Kei<; (2, 6, 12 etc.) are set out in
parallel rows and attention is drawn to a number of curious
coincidences, thus exhibited : e.g. the differences between suc-
cessive squares form the series of odd, those between successive
erepofJirJKei'i the series of even, numbers: in the series of odd
numbers from 1, the first term is the first cube, the sum of the
2nd and 3rd terms is the 2nd cube, the sum of the 4th 5 th and
6th terms is the 3rd cube and so on.

59. At this point (c. 21) Nicomachus turns to the dis-
1 Also called a^/qdaKoi 'stakes' or (o. 16). On the origin of this classifi-

pw^lcKoi 'altars. ' All solid numbers cation of numbers, see Dean Peacock in
of 3 unequal dimensions are scalene Ency. Metrop. I. pp. 422, 423.
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cussion of proportion (dvaXoyiai, /teo-oTJjre?)1, which, he says, is
very necessary for " natural science, music, spherical trigo-
nometry and planimetry and particularly for the study of the
ancient mathematicians." He begins with a slovenly definition:
" ratio (X0709) is the relation between two terms: proportion is
the composition of ratios2." When the same term is "on both
sides," consequent (i57roXoyo?, comes) to the highest number,
antecedent (77/30X0709, dux) to the least, the proportion is called
'continued' (avvrj/n/xevrj). "When the middle terms are different
from one another, the proportion is 'disjunct' (Sie^evyfiivrjY.
He goes on to say that Pythagoras, Plato and Aristotle knew
only six kinds of proportion, viz. the arithmetical, geometrical
and harmonical, and "their three sub-contraries*, which have no
names." Later writers added four more. He then describes
(c. 23—25) the first three kinds, with a few remarks on each.
In a continued arithmetical proportion (a — b — b — c), he has
discovered a " most splendid rule, which has escaped most
mathematicians," viz. that b2 — ac = (a — Vf = (b — c)2. In a
continued geometrical proportion (a : b :: b : c), he notices5

that a — b : b — c :: a : b, and that between 2 square numbers
there is one, between 2 cubes two geometrical means. In a
harmonic proportion (a : c :: a — b : b — c) he observes, among
other things, that (a + c) b = 2ac. In c. 27, he states that
between any two numbers, even or odd, three mean terms may
always be found, one arithmetical, one geometrical and one

1 Properly (i.e. originally) ai>a\oyia says that the first three only were known
means geometrical proportion: /ie<7<Sr?/s to Pythagoras, the second three were in-
any other kind. But this distinction vented by Eudoxus. The remaining
was practically lost by Nicomachus' four he attributes (p. 163) to the Pytha-
time. See an excellent note in Nessel- goreans, Temnonides and Euphranor.
mann, pp. 210—212. All ten are treated in the Euclidean

2 Euclid v. Deff. 3 and 8 is more manner by Pappus, Math. Coll. in. (ed.
precise. Iamblichus himself corrects Hultsch) pp. 85 sqq.
Nicomachus on this point. 5 A similar rule is true of any geo-

3 Euclid's name for a continued pro- metrical proportion, not necessarily
portion is dpi0,ui>if£^sacd\o7oi': Theon's continued. Euclid v. 17 and 19. The
is trvvex'is dvakoyla. Theon's name for next proposition mentioned in the text
an ordinary proportion of 4 terms is is the Platonic theorem proved in
diyprmivri. It is also called Suxhs. Euclid vin. 11, 12.

4 Iamblichus (In Nicom. pp. 141—2)
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harmonical1. He next (c. 28) states the remaining seven kinds
of proportion viz.

a- 6 (e.g. 6, 5, 3).
a-6(e .g . 5,4, 2).
a-6(e.g. 6,4, 1).
h-c {e.g. 9,8, 6).
o-6(e.g. 9,7,6).
h-c (e.g. 7,6,4).
a-h (e.g. 8,5,3).

We have previously been told (c. 22) that the number of
proportions was expressly raised to 10, because that was held
by the Pythagoreans to be the most perfect number. It is
rather surprising, therefore, to find that Nicomachus has yet
another in reserve, the musical, which he calls reXeioTdrr), the
" most perfect, comprehending 3 dimensions and embracing all
the other proportions." This, as was above stated (p. 70), is of

h, the 2nd term being the arith-

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)

a

r-O

a
a
a

r-O

h

c :
c :

: 6 :
c :
c :
C :

c :

: h-c
: 6-e
: 6-o
: a — c

: a — c

: a — c

: a — c

,, » a + h
the torm a. : —_— a + h
metical, and the 3rd the harmonical, mean between the two
extremes.

60. The foregoing summary is sufficient to show that, in
the interval of 400 years or so between Euclid and Nicomachus,
something had been done, though we know not by whom, for
the theory of numbers. In plane numbers, Euclid knows, or at
least uses, only the square and the gnomon: in solids, only the
cube : in proportions, only the geometrical. Almost the whole
learning of polygonal numbers and solids and proportions was
elaborated after his time, and before that of Nicomachus, for it
is evident that the Introductio contains little that is original.
In the meanwhile, again, mathematics had passed from the
study of the philosopher to the lecture-room of the under-
graduate. We have no more the grave and orderly proposition,
with its deductive proof. Nicomachus writes a continuous

1 He omits to mention that the two
given numbers multiplied must produce
a square, else the geometrical mean
will be irrational. He also fails to
notice that the three means will be

in geometrical proportion, viz.

a + 6_ i— lab
——— • KI &O '. : •2 ^ a + b

Nesselmann, p. 215.
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narrative, with some attempt at rhetoric, with many inter-
spersed allusions to philosophy and history. But more im-
portant than any other change is this, that the dpoO/nrjTiKij of
Nicomachus is inductive, not deductive. It retains from the old
geometrical style only its nomenclature. Its sole business is
classification, and all its classes are derived from, and are
exhibited in, actual numbers. But since arithmetical inductions
are necessarily incomplete, a general proposition, though prima
facie true, cannot be strictly proved save by means of an
universal symbolism. Now though geometry was competent to
provide this to a certain extent, yet it was useless for precisely
those propositions in which Nicomachus takes most interest.
The Euclidean symbolism would not show, for instance, that all
the powers of 5 end in 5 or that the square numbers are the
sums of the series of odd numbers. What was wanted, was a
symbolism similar to the ordinary numerical kind, and thus
inductive dpiO^rjriKr) led the way to algebra.

61. Contemporary with, or not much later than Nico-
machus, was Theon of Smyrna, author of a treatise on "the
mathematical rules necessary for the study of Plato1." The date
of this author may be roughly determined by the fact that,
in citing all the writers on music since Pythagoras, he stops at
Thrasyllus (the friend of Tiberius) and does not quote the
apfioviicr) of Ptolemy. Ptolemy himself also quotes from a
certain Theon four observations of Mercury and Venus taken in
the years A. D. 139—142. There seems no reason to doubt that
this was Theon Smyrnaeus, whose Expositio is largely devoted
to astronomy. The book itself2 contains almost exactly the same
matter as Nicomachus (without the chapters on proportion),
but is very ill-arranged, so that rules are anticipated, one class
of numbers is treated in two or three widely separate chapters,

1 Cited as 'Expositio rerum matlie- on geometry, stereometry and the
rmticarum ad legendum Platonem uti- music of the spheres. Cantor and the
Hum.' Ed. Hiller, Leipzig, 1878. most recent editor, Hiller, are of opin-

2 The Expositio, as we have it, was ion, however, that we have the entire
formerly thought to be only a fragment. work. See Cantor Vwles. p. 367.
We have it in two books, one on arith- Nesselmann p. 231 (quoting Bouil-
metic, the other on astronomy. It was laud).
supposed that three more were missing,
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the same facts are many times repeated1. It contains, however,
two novelties, which may be thus stated. (1) Every square2, or
every square minus 1, is divisible by 3 or 4 or both: if the
square is divisible only by 3, then minus 1, it is divisible by 4:
and if it is divisible only by 4, then minus 1, it is divisible by
3 : if it is not divisible by 3 or 4, then minus 1 it is divisible by
both 3 and 4. (2) Theon introduces a new kind of numbers, called
diameters (Bta/ierpiKol c. 31). These are numbers whose squares
are of the form 2«2 + 1. They are obtained in the following way.
If 1 and 1 be the side and diameter of a square, then 1 + 1 is the
side of the next, and 3 or 2 + 1 is its diameter: 2 + 3 is the next
side, 4+ 3 is its diameter : 5 + 7 is the next side, 10 + 7 is its
diameter etc., each successive side being the sum of the last
side + last diameter, and each successive diameter being twice
the last side + last diameter. Each diameter is the whole
number nearest to the root of twice the square of the corre-
sponding side8. It is curious that the ratios between these
diameters and the corresponding sides are represented by the
successive convergents of the continued fraction

1 1 1 1
1 + 2^+2+2+-

which represents the approximate value of >J2. Theon, how-
ever, says nothing either of \/2 or of continued fractions4.

62. At some unknown date, certainly before Iamblichus,
(i.e. before A.D. 300) lived one Thymaridas, the inventor of
a certain proposition, known as his ltravQt]y.a or 'after-blossom.'
A brief and obscure account of this is preserved by Iamblichus5,

1 See Nesselmann, pp. 226—227. rational numbers, to two indeterminate
2 C. 20. The same rule is given by quadratic equations, viz. 2t2 + l = « 2

Iamblichus, In Nicom. p. 126. and 2a;2 - 1 = 2/2. He does not, indeed,
3 These diameters are the [yip-ai Sid- suppose that Theon knew this, but the

ixerpot, 'rational diameters' to which fact is interesting as bearing on the
Plato seems to allude in the famous work of Diophantus.
passage about the 'nuptial number'. 6 Ira Nicom. p. 88. Cantor, in his
Sep. VIII. 246. Math. Beitrdge, pp. 97 and 880, iden-

4 See Cantor Vorles. pp. 229, 272— tified this Thymaridas with him of
274, 369—370. Nesselmann, pp. 229, Tarentum, who is said by Iamblichus
230 observes that Theon has here stated to have been a pupil of Pythagoras,
a mode of finding all the solutions, in In the Vorles. (Pref. vn.) he abandons
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and has been brilliantly explained by Nesselmann (pp. 232—
236). The proposition, which is curiously worded, is as follows:
" When any defined or undefined (copierpivot rj aoptaToi) quantities
amount to a given sum and the sum of one of them plus every
other (in pairs) is given, the sum of these pairs minus the
first-given sum is (if there be 3 quantities) equal to the quantity
which was added to all the rest (in the pairs) : or (if there be 4
quantities) to £ of i t : (if 5) to J : (if 6) to \ " etc. That is,
if x1 + x2 + os3 = S, be given, and a?t + x^ = si and xr + xs = s2,
then x1 — sx + s2 — 8. If four quantities xt 4- #2 + x3 + xi = S be
given, and xx + %2 = sv xt + x3 = s2, xx + tct = s3 be given, then

o _L o _L g fit
#! = -1 *—«—8 . And generally, if x. + x3 + x3 +... + xa = S,

and x1 + x2 = sv x1 + x3 = sr. ,xx + xn= sH_v then

Xl~ n-2
What is chiefly of importance in this proposition1 is the use

of the word dopMTTOs for an " unknown quantity." It does not,
indeed, appear whether Thymaridas had or had not a corre-
sponding symbol, but at least he has here stated an algebraical
theorem and used an algebraical expression. He has gone
beyond Nicomachus and nearly approached Diophantus.

63. The <rvvayco<yij, or Mathematical Collections, of Pappus
the Alexandrian must have been written about A.D. 300.
Probably the first two books were arithmetical, since a fragment
of the 2nd Book contains an account of the tetrads of Apol-
lonius already described (supra, p. 62) and the remaining eight
deal almost entirely with geometry and mechanics. Iamblichus,
who has been so often quoted in these pages, is a little later.
He was born at Chalcis in Coele-Syria and may have been alive

this supposition. Two other facts in Strophe 29 of the Algebra of Aryab-
about Thymaridas are mentioned by hatta (ed. L. Eodet, pp. 14, 15, 38, 39
Iambliehus, (1) that he called unity in Journal Asiatique for 1879). Cantor
the 'terminating quantity' (-rrtpaivowa (Varies, pp. 529—530) maintains that
swirls) , and (2) that he called prime the Indian (who was born A.D. 476)
numbers ciBvypaniuicol, because they has purposely disguised the epanthem,
cannot form plane figures. in order to conceal his plagiarism.

1 A very similar proposition appears

G. G. M. 7
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as late as A.D. 360\ It has been already stated (supra, p. 89)
that his commentary on Nicomachus forms the 4th Book of his
treatise on Pythagorean philosophy, the greater part of which
is still extant. In this commentary Iamblichus includes some
new matter, most of which is unimportant and need not be here
quoted2. One very singular statement, however, should not be
omitted. Iamblichus says that the Pythagoreans called 10 'the
unit of the second course,' 100 'the unit of the third course,'
1000 of the fourth and so on3. Upon this he founds the
following proposition: "If the units of any three consecutive
numbers, whereof the highest is divisible by 3, be added to-
gether and the units (i.e. digits) of their sum be added together
again and so on, the final sum will be 6." E.g. 7 + 8 + 9 = 24
and 2 + 4 = 6 : 997 + 998 + 999 = 2994 : 2 + 9 + 9 + 4 = 24,
2 + 4 = 6. It will at once be seen that this was, for a Greek, a
very difficult and remarkable discovery, and it tends very much
to confirm the suspicion that the octads and tetrads of Archi-
medes and Apollonius were in fact accompanied by a symbolism
which, if applied to tens, hundreds etc., would closely have
resembled the Arabic numeral system.

64. The extracts given, in previous pages, from Nicomachus
and Thymaridas will have led the reader to expect that algebra
is not far distant. This expectation becomes the more lively,
when we find that about this time problems leading to
equations were a common form of puzzle. Between 50 and 60
riddles of this kind are preserved in the Palatine Codex of Greek
epigrams (usually called the Palatine Anthology) and else-
where. At least 30 of these are attributed to one Metrodorus,
of the time of the Emperor Constantine (A.D. 306—337)4.

1 The Emperor Julian (A.D. 361—363) tor Vorles. 390—392.
is supposed to have corresponded with 3 novas SevTepwSovii&yi, Tpiu5ov/j.ii>r),
Iamblichus, but the extant letters are &c. The name was suggested by a
of doubtful authenticity. singular fancy of arranging numbers

2 SeeNesselmann, pp. 237-242. Can- in a kind of race-course ; thus:

(ftrTrXn?, ' start ') 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 7 . 8 . 9 . . .
U < r « , 'goal') 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 7 . 8 . 9 • 1 0 ^ " ^

The next course begins at 10 and goes 4 Jacobs, Comim. in Gr. Anthol. Pt.
on to 100 and back and so on. Iambli- xm. p. 917.
chus makes great use of this figure.
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A few of them are older, though perhaps their metrical form is
of this date: many, no doubt, are much later, for the anthology
was not collected till the 10th century1. One of them, at-
tributed to Euclid2, is to this effect. A mule and a donkey
were walking along laden with corn. The mule says to the
donkey, "If you gave me one measure I should carry twice
as much as you : if I gave you one, we should both carry equal
burdens. Tell me their burdens, 0 most learned master of
geometry." It will be allowed that this problem, if authentic,
was not beyond Euclid, and the appeal to geometry smacks
of antiquity. Another and a far more difficult puzzle is the
famous ' cattle-problem' (irpofiXrifia fioeiicov) which Archimedes
is said to have propounded to the Alexandrian mathematicians3.
It is to the following effect. The sun had a herd of bulls and
cows, of different colours. (1) Of Bulls, the white (W) were,
in number, (\ +^) of the blue (B) and yellow (F) : the B were
(i +1) of the Y and piebald (P): the P were Q- + f) of W and
Y, (2) Of Cows, which had the same colours, (w, b, y, p),

b): 6-(l + i)(P+i»): p= (* + *) (F+y):
). Find the number of bulls and cows4.

This is a very difficult problem, leading to excessively high
numbers, and may very well have been invented by Archi-
medes. The problems of Metrodorus are shorter. One of them
is of a kind still very familiar to schoolboys. It runs (Jacobs,
xiv. no. 130): " Of four pipes, one fills the cistern in one day,
the next in two days, the third in three days, the fourth in four
days: if all run together, how soon will they fill the cistern?"
There are several more of the same pattern. Another (Jacobs

1 See art. Planudes in Smith's Die. Nesselmann, who gives a translation
of Biogr. Most of the algebraical epi- and discusses it exhaustively (pp. 481—
grams are in Pt. xiv. of Jacobs' Antho- 491), stoutly denies its authenticity.
logy, but a few more are in the Appen- Heiberg (Quaest. Archim. p. 26) is
dix (e.g. Nos. 19, 25, 26). Those inclined to admit it. It is not in
attributed to Metrodorus are in xiv. Jacobs.
116—146. See Nesselmann, pp. 477 4 Solution in Nesselmann, pp. 484—
sqq. Cantor Tories, pp. 393—4. 485. Some later hand has added some

a Jacobs' Appendix, No. 26. further difficulties: W+B is a square-
8 Discovered and printed by Leasing, number, P+Y is a triangular. On

Zur Gesch. der Lit. I. pp. 421—446. this, see also Nesselmann's comments.

7—2
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XIV. 127) is : "Demochares has lived ^th of his life as a boy:
•|th as a young man; |rd as a man, and 13 years as an old man.
How old is he ?" and there are more of this sort1. Another,
not by Metrodorus (Jacobs,. xiv. 49) is : ' Make me a crown of
gold and copper and tin and iron, weighing 60 minae. Copper
and gold shall be frds of i t : gold and tin fths: gold and iron
|ths. How much gold, copper, tin and iron are in the 60 minae ?'
This is a problem on the epanthem of Thymaridas. None of
these problems, of course, lead to more than simple equations,
in which a line would be as good a symbol for the unknown
quantity as any other. But they are all arithmetical pro-
blems requiring analytical treatment, and they all involve the
consideration of an unknown quantity, for which some quasi-
arithmetical symbol would be most convenient. They became
especially popular just about the time of Diophantus3, and they
are therefore, as will be seen presently, of some historical
importance.

65- Contemporary with Iamblichus, or perhaps rather
earlier, lived Diophantus of Alexandria, the last and one of the
most fruitful of the great Greek mathematicians. His date
indeed can hardly be determined exactly. An arithmetical
epigram on his age is attributed to Metrodorus. From this, it
would appear that he died at the age of 84 years, some time

1 One of this kind is on the life of A.D. 1114, author of the Lildvatt, form-
Diophantus (Jacobs xiv. 126.) On ing part of the larger work Siddhanta-
these problems, Dean Peacock (art. giromani). By the ' regula duorum fal-
Arithmetic in Ency. Metrop. Pure Sci. sorum' (Arabic el Cataym, i.e. 'the two
I. §§ 244—248) remarks that,many of errors') two false assumptions were
them may have been solved (as similar taken and x was found from their
problems were by the Indians, Arabians difference. The simple 'falsa positio'
and early Italians) by the rule of 'falsa is called in the Lilavatl 'Ishta carman',
positio' or 'regula duorum falsorum': or'operation with an assumed number',
which dispensed with any algebraical Both are continually used by Luca
symbol. The simple 'falsapositio' was Pacioli and Tartaglia. See Dean Pea-
the assigning of an assumed value to cock's art. supra cit.: Hankel. p. 259,
the unknown quantity: which value, if Cantor Varies, pp. 524, 628—9. Also
wrong, could be corrected, in effect, by below p. 116 n.
a ' rule of three' sum (as in the modern 2 An epigram is actually included in
rules for Interest, Discount or Present Dioph. Arithm. (v. 33) and the problem
Worth). This was used by the Egyptian solved. The epigram is printed in
AhmesandbytheIndianBhaskara(born Jacobs, App. no. 19.
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before A.D. 330 or thereabouts. But he is not quoted by any
writer before the younger Theon1, who was working A.D. 365—
372 and later. Theon's daughter, the famous Hypatia (died
A.D. 415) is said by Suidas (s. v.) to have written a commentary
on Diophantus. Abulpharagius, a Syrian historian of the 13th
century, says positively that Diophantus was a contemporary of
Julian the Apostate, who was emperor A.D. 361—363. If the
date of Metrodorus were certain, and the epigrams ascribed
to him were undoubtedly authentic, the. epigram above cited
would be conclusive. But it is not so, and Abulpharagius may be
right2. It would suit either testimony if we assign Diophantus
to the first half of the 4th century, a time at which algebra cer-
tainly ought to have appeared, but he may have been much
earlier. Doubts were at one time felt whether his name might
not be Diophantes, for the passages in which he is mentioned,
generally have the genitive Aio<f>dvTov, which would suit either
nominative3, but Theon and Abulpharagius both call him Dio-
phantos, and this may be taken to be his real name.

Only one work by Diophantus is cited, viz. the 'ApiO-
/irjTiicd. Two, however, are extant, viz. an ' A.pid/j,t)Tiicd and a
pamphlet on polygonal numbers, both mutilated. Diophantus
himself, in the opening words of his 'Api6/u,r)Tiicd, announces it
as a woik in 13 books: yet all the existing copies (save one)
have it in 6 books, and the one exception (Vatican MSS. no.
200) has it in 74. Yet it is evident that these 6 or 7 books are

1 Comm. on the Almagest. Ed. 3 One MS. of Suidas, {s.v. Hypatia)
Halma. i. 111. The 6th definition has Aio0acrij», but others have Ai6-
of Diophantus is there quoted verbatim. (pavrov. Nesselmann, indeed (pp. 244,

2 On the question of Diophantus' 247—249), thinks all are wrong and
date, see an exhaustive discussion in that the true reading of the passage
Nesselmann, pp. 243 —256. Here, how- (Kiister's) is ixofiyrj/ia eis Aio0dpTou
ever, Hypsioles, whom Diophantus da-Tpovo/MKiv Kaviva. This would be
quotes, is assigned to far too late a the name of a commentary by Hypatia
date, and Diophantus is (probably on the astronomical tables of some other
wrongly) identified with him who, ac- Diophantus.

cording to Suidas, was teacher of Li- * The known MSS. of Diophantus
banius the sophist (cir. A.D. 314—400). are enumerated by Nesselmann, p. 256
Cantor Varies. Pref. p. vn cites Tan- n. They are three Vatican (nos. 191,
nery, in Bulletin de Sci. Math, et 200 and 304) one at Paris, one in the
Astron., but I cannot find the article. Palatine library (at Heidelberg). The
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not a reasonable, and therefore probably not the original,
division. Some propositions contained in the 2nd Book (1—5
and 18, 19) clearly belong to the 1st, others, as clearly ought to
belong to the 3rd (especially the last two, 35 and 36). Similar
suspicions are aroused in other books. Evidence of mutilation
is afforded also by many propositions (e.g. II. 19 and several of
the 5th Book) which are not proved at all1. Two subjects,
which Diophantus must have treated, are entirely omitted, viz.
the solutions of determinate quadratic and of indeterminate
simple equations. On the other hand, the last books of our
copies are pretty clearly the limit of Diophantus' learning. For
all these reasons, Nesselmann'2 comes to the conclusion that the
6 or 7 books of the ''Api9/j,r)rticd, as we have them, do sub-
stantially represent the original, minus the two omitted subjects:
that the omitted subjects were treated between the 1st and 2nd
Books of our editions, and that the mutilation took place before
the date of the earliest MS. (i.e. before the 13th century).
A further question arises, whether the fragment on polygonal
numbers ever formed part of the 'Api0/u,r)Tiicd or not. Nessel-
mann thinks it did: Hankel and Cantor hold that it did not.
It can hardly be doubted that the latter are right. The 'ApiO-
IMTj'TiKd is purely algebraical and analytic (with the single
exception of V. 13): the fragment on polygonal numbers is
purely geometrical and synthetic. A similar question arises as
to a work called Hoplafiara (? 'Corollaries') which Diophantus
quotes in at least three places (v. 3, 5 and 19): but as this is lost,
it is not worth while in the present place to consider what it may

extant works of Diophantus were pub- do with the problem to which it is
lished with a commentary by Bachet attached. Nesselmann (pp. 410—413)
de Meziriac (Paris, 1621): further notes suggests that here the problem properly
were afterwards added by Fermat follows on v. 21: its solution is lost:
(Toulouse, 1670). A German transla- the two next problems with their solu-
tion was published by 0. Schulz (Berlin, tions are lost: the next problem is lost,
1822). A Latin paraphrase by Xylan- but its solution remains.
der(Holzmann)Basle,1571,firstbrought 2 See esp. pp. 265 sqq. Cantor
Diophantus into general notice, though Vorles. pp. 397—398. Hankel, pp.
many scholars knew of his existence 157—158. Nesselmann quotes, in sup-
before, port of his views (p. 272) Colebrooke's

1 A very striking instance occurs in Algebra of the Hindus, note M, p. LXI.
v. 22, where the solution has nothing to
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have contained, and how it would have fitted into the extant
works1.

66. Of these latter, the fragment of Polygonal numbers
may be first dismissed, both because it is very short and
because, also, it is in the antique geometrical style. The only
difference, here, between Diophantus and his predecessors is
that he treats of polygonal numbers generally, without specially
handling the different classes of them. The book, as we have
it, is divided into 10 propositions, which is an excessive number
for the actual matter contained2. It begins "by stating (as well-
known) that all numbers above 3 are polygons, containing as
many angles as units: and that the side of each such polygon is
2. Then follows a statement of the purpose of the work to this
effect: " As a square number is known to be the product of a
number multiplied by itself, so every polygonal number, multi-
plied by one number and added to another, both of which
depend upon the number of its angles, produces a square
number. I shall prove this, and shall show also how from a
given side to find its polygon and conversely. Some auxiliary
propositions must first be proved." Then follow some pro-
positions on arithmetical progression, proved geometrically.
Their result may be stated algebraically thus: Prop. n8. If a,
a + 6, a + 26 be three terms of an A. P. then 8 (a + 26) (a + 6)
+ a2 = [(a + 26) + 2 (a + b)]". Prop. in. If a, a + 6, a + 26 etc.
be an A. P. the difference between the 1st term and the nth is
(n — 1) 6. Props, iv. v. Summation of an A. P. of n -terms,
proved first where n is even, secondly where n is odd. The
following propositions introduce the more familiar progressions,
in which the first term is 1. Thus vi.* if S be the sum of n
terms of the series 1, 1 + 6,, 1+26 etc. then 8bS+{b — 2)"
= [6 (2n — 1) + 2]2. Prop. vil. contains the geometrical proof
that 62(2ra-l)2=[6(2rc-l)]2. The most important is viil.:
in the series 1, 1+6, 1+26 etc. the sum of n terms is a

1 The curious may consult Nessel- mary of Props. Tin. and rx. in Cantor
mann, pp. 269—270, and his 10th Vorles. p. 414.
Chapter, pp. 437 sqq. 3 Proof given in full by Nesselmann,

2 See a very full abstract in Nessel- pp. 471—472,
mann, ch. xi. pp. 462—476. A sum- 4 Proof in Nesselmann, pp. 473—4.
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polygon, containing b + 2 angles, and its si<Je is the sum of the
preceding (n — 1) terms (compare Hypsicles, whom Diophantus
here quotes)1. Thence follows a "definition" of a polygonal
number to this effect: " Every polygonal number of n angles,
multiplied by 8 (n — 2) and added to (n — 4)8, is a square
number"2. This with the ixth Prop., in fact, completes the
promise of the introduction, but a xth proposition is added
"To find in how many orders a given number is polygonal3."
Only a fragment of this remains, from which it is impossible to
discern how Diophantus intended to complete his proof. All
these propositions are given in the Euclidean manner, with an
enunciation, a linear symbolism, and a synthetic proof ending
oirep eSet Belgai. (Q. E. D.). But it is to be remembered that
lines, with Diophantus, are symbols for numbers only (as in
Euclid vir,—ix), and not for magnitudes (as in Euclid II. or
x.) Nevertheless, he adopts for arithmetical purposes pro-
positions proved for geometrical by Euclid (e.g. II. 3, 4 and 8)
and from this it is evident that the arithmetical uses of Euclid
were known to the later Greek mathematicians4.

1 The proof is given in full by runs thus:
Nesselmann, pp. 474—476. | | |

2 If P be the polygonal number, E A B D G
8 (n - 2) P + (n - 4)2 = a square number. ' ' Three numbers, AB, BG, BD have a
This proposition was known of tri- constant difference { = GD). It is to
angular numbers as early as Plutarch be proved that 8 AB . BG + BDs = a
{Plat. Quaest. v. 2, 4), and is so repeated square of which the side is AB + 2BG.
by Iamblichus. The general proof is SinGeAB = BG + GD,8AB .BG = 8BG2

probably Diophantus' own. Baehet +8BG.GD, and 4AB.BG=4BG*
remarks that the converse is not ne- +4BG.GD. But(Eucl.n.8)4J3G.GD
cessarily true. If 8 (ra - 2) P + [n - 4)s + BD*=ABS. The inquiry therefore is
is a square, it does not follow that P h<ywABi + iAB.BG + iBG2 give a sum
is a polygon of the nth order, unless which is a square number. Take
n is 3 or 4. E.g. If n = 5, 24P + 1 AE = BG. Then (Euclidn. 3)±BA. AE
is a square, if P = 2: but 2 is not a +4AE!!=IBE.EA and4BE.EA+BA*
pentagonal number. See Nesselmann, =(BE + EAf. But (BE + EA)=AB
p. 467. +2AE=AB + 2BG, Q.B.D." It will

3 E.g. 36 has 3, 4, 13 or 36 angles: be seen that this proof is wholly Eucli-
225 has 4, 8, 24, 76 or 225 angles, etc. dean, but omits many steps which
Nesselmann. pp. 468—470. Euclid would certainly have inserted,

4 The proof of the 1st proposition is and that it uses Euclid u. 3 and 8 for
short enough to be inserted here. It arithmetical purposes.
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67. The Arithmetica is a work of infinitely greater im-
portance. It is a treatise on algebra, and, if not the first that
ever was written, is by far the earliest now extant. It is devoted
to the solution of equations, which Diophantus expresses with
algebraical symbols and treats always analytically. But as Dio-
phantus does not claim for himself the credit of inventing either
the symbols which he uses or his method of proof, a short
recapitulation should be here inserted to account, as far as
possible, for both inventions.

The ancient geometers knew two modes of proof, which
they called synthetic and analytic1. With the former, a pro-
position is proved directly by steps advancing from the known
to the unknown. With the latter (of which the reductio ad
absurdurn is a particular kind), a proposition to be proved is
assumed to be true or untrue, and the assumption is shown
to be consistent or inconsistent with some simpler facts already
known, or is shown to be so upon certain conditions. Algebraic
proof is of this latter, the analytical, kind. The invention of
this kind of proof is expressly attributed to Plato2. We have
already seen {supra, p. 18), that calculation with an unknown
quantity (called Hau or ' heap') was practised by the Egyptians
in very remote antiquity, and that some conventional signs
at least for addition and subtraction were then used. So useful
an art can hardly have disappeared entirely from the later
Egyptian civilization. Aristotle first, so far as we know,
employed letters of the alphabet to indicate unknown magni-
tudes, though not for purposes of calculation3. But this

1 Euclid xm. 1, (Schol.) Pappus, Bk. . „ i# ,. , .„ B
T> r xij n ii. i <.->, o f the motion, then A will move ĵ

vn. Preface. Ed. Hultsch, p. 634. ' 2
Proclus, ed. Friedlein, pp. 211—212. twice the distance Y in the time A or
Todhunter's Euclid, Notes, pp. 309 the whole distance Y in half the time
sqq. A," etc. Poggendorf, Gesch. der Phy-

2 Proclus, loc. cit. and Diog. Laert. sik. p. 242, sees in this the germ of
in. 24. the principle of virtual velocity. It

3 See, for example, Physics, vn. vm. is evident also that Aristotle understood
passim: but esp. vn. 5 (pp. 249—250 the advantage of these alphabetic sym-
of the Berlin ed.), where it is stated: bols, for he explains (Anal. Post. i. 5,
"If A be the mover, B the moved p. 74 a 17) how much time and trouble
thing, V the distance and A the time is saved by a general symbolism.
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suggestion could hardly be followed up because the alphabet,
soon after Aristotle's time, came to be used for ordinary arith-
metical purposes. Euclid uses lines as symbols for magni-
tudes, including numbers, and though he solves quadratic
equations and performs other operations of universal arithmetic,
he uses always the synthetic mode of proof, and confines himself
strictly to geometrical conditions. He will not add a line to a
square, or divide a line by another line or name a particular
number. The limitations imposed upon universal arithmetic by
the linear symbolism were too great. Algebra could come only
from the practical calculator who was not hampered by such
difficulties. The first step seems to have been taken, not by a
Greek, but by the Egyptian Heron. Thus, in a proposition
now included in the Geometria (p. 101 in Hultsch's edition)
but originally part of " another book " unknown, Heron does not
scruple to add an area to a circumference1. In modern symbols,
the proposition runs: ' If 8 be the sum of the area {A), the
circumference (O), and the diameter (D) of a circle, find the

A- 4- rnu , . , , . . , J154S + 841 - 29

diameter, l ne answer which he gives is a = - ^ .

The proof, which he does not give, is obviously as follows:

A is y d3 : C is ird : IT is %?. Then S = ̂  d* + (ir + 1) d =
4 ' 4. Multiply each term by 154 (=11 x 14). Then

121 cf + 638 d + 841 = 154S + 841 or"(11 d + 29)3 = 154 S+ 841,
from which Heron's answer immediately follows. It cannot be
doubted that Heron could solve an impure quadratic equation
in a way which, but for the want of a symbolism, would be
simply algebraical3. Two centuries or more afterwards, we find,

1 Compare Diophantus, who, in his a geometrical discussion, and to divide
5th Book, means by a "right-angled a line by another line. He finds the
triangle" three numbers such that value of v and some other similar ratios

, , 2 9 J J -4. "b 4. -i -3 but does Dot himself pursue such inves-
a2 + fi2=C2 adds its area -z- to its side, ,. ,. . . . , . . . . . , ,

2 tigations further and is not followed by
treats its side upon occasion as a cube, any other writer. Trigonometry was
etc. Hankel, p. 159. Of the great used only for astronomical purposes
Greek mathematicians, Archimedes and did not form part of geometry at
alone (in his Circuli Dimensio) ven- all.
tures to introduce actual numbers into 3 Cantor Varies, pp. 341—2.
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in the Semite Nicomachus, that the practical calculator has taken
to proving, by induction from numbers themselves, the theories
which hitherto had been proved deductively by the geo-
metrician. In the 2nd Book of Pappus, the Aristotelian use of
the alphabet appears again, but whether this was due to
Apollonius or his predecessor Archimedes cannot be discovered.
Pappus, at any rate, uses A for 20, B for 3, V for 4, Z for 2 and
T for an unknown number1. Thymaridas calls an unknown
number dopia-Tos, and proves an algebraical theorem. Problems
leading to simple equations become a common form of amuse-
ment; and finally, in Diophantus, the method of forming and
handling equations appears almost complete, accompanied by
an algebraical symbolism which was probably not new but
of which no trace has been found in previous writers. The
foregoing statement is sufficient to raise a very strong suspicion
that there are large gaps in the history of Greek dpiO/Mr/riKij,
and that the later Greek mathematicians were not by any
means so futile as they are sometimes represented to be2.
Nevertheless hardly any writers are quoted save those of whose
works large portions are still extant. It is therefore not an
improbable supposition that there were in Alexandria and
Pergamum and elsewhere, as in the English universities at the
present day, many mathematicians of great ability and in-
ventiveness, who did not write books at all but were content to
allow their knowledge to ooze out in lectures and private com-
munications3. What little evidence there is, and the absence of
more, alike suggest that these mathematicians were of Semitic
or Egyptian origin. On the other hand, it is still possible that

1 See Hultsch's Ed. pp. 8 and 18. an Archimedes, an Apollonius. It is
Cantor Vorles. pp. 298, 387. dotage without a future which wearies

2 ThusHankel (p. 157) says, "Of the us in these writings. In the midst of
performances of the Greeks in arith- this dreary waste appears suddenly a
metic our judgment may be stated man with youthful energy, Diophan-
shortly thus: they are, in form and tus."
contents, unimportant, childish even: 3 What, for instance, was the Logistic
and yet they are not the first steps of Magnus, and how did it assist Porus
which science takes, as yet ignorant and Philo of Gadara in those researches
of her aim, tottering upon shaky which Eutocius (ad Arch. Cir. Dim.)
ground: they are the work of a people mentions, but which he could not
which had once produced an Euclid, understand?
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Diophantus actually invented the symbolism, and the rules which
first appear in his book but for which he claims no credit.
In any case, Diophantus must always be esteemed one of the
most brilliant of Greek mathematicians.

68. The Arithmetica begins with a prefatory letter to one
Dionysius, to whom Diophantus says, " Knowing that you are
anxious to learn the solution of arithmetical problems, I have
tried to systematise (or 'state in a handy form', opyavwa-ai) the
method, beginning from the foundations of the matter. You
will think it hard before you get thoroughly acquainted with
it" etc. He then proceeds to definitions (11 altogether), in
which he does not (as an inventor would) use the imperatives,
eoro), KaXeladco, ' let it be' , ' let it be called', etc. but the in-
dicatives, e'crri, /caXelrai, ' it is ', ' it is called', etc. With such
expressions he states the symbolism and the rules of algebraical
multiplication. "He gives as a fact, without explanation, that ' a
negative term multiplied by a negative produces a positive'1,
and (after recommending continual practice in the use of the
previous rules) he states shortly how to reduce an equation to
its simplest form. This is the evidence from which it is con-
cluded that Diophantus was not the inventor of the method
which he employs. The method itself may be shortly described
as follows.

Diophantus uses only one unknown, which he calls 6 dpiO/Ao*;
or 6 aopiGTos dpi0/j,6<;*. Its symbol is 9' or 90' in the plural 99
or 99°', and, as in this last case, all inflexions may be appended
to the symbol as 905, 99°"s etc8. The square of the unknown a?

Def. 9, \«^ts M Xeti/'u' iro\\a.ir\a- s This symbol j , as it appears in our
oiuvwap^iv Xelij/isStiTrlvirap- MSS. is always assumed to be the final

fiPTi-oieiAen/w. This should properly be sigma, adopted here because it was the
translated, "A difference multiplied by final letter of &pi$fds, and because also
a difference makes an addition" etc. it was the only Greek letter which had
For it is to be remembered that Dio- not a numerical value. It must, how-
phantus has no notion of a negative ever, be remembered (1) that it is only
term standing by itself or of subtracting cursive Greek which has a final sigma
a greater term from a less. 8x - 20 is and that the cursive form did not come
to him an absurdity unless x=2J at into use till the 8th or 9th century:
the least. (2) that inflexions are appended to

2 In the definition described as wXrjOos Diophantus' symbol s' (e.g. s°v, ss°C
SXoyov. etc.) and that his other symbols (except
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is called Svva/us, its symbol is S": x" is called KJ//3O? (symbol

K") : x*' is called Bwafiohuvafii';, (symbol SS"): x6 is called

8VVO,H6KV/3O<; (symbol S/c") : xe is called tcvfionvftos (symbol KK?) :

but beyond this sixth power of the unknown Diophantus does

not go. These terms and symbols are not applied to the powers

of any number except the unknown. All known numbers are

called povaSes, (symbol /A5) and unity itself is always written

/4s a or yu,3 /xia. The coefficients are written after the symbols

(e.g. ?9°' K = 20x : /A° K = 20). The sign of subtraction is the

word Xetyei (minus), its symbol is Jjv, a truncated and inverted -î -

(Def. 9). The symbol of equality is i, the initial of tVo?, taoi1.

In a composite expression, the negative terms are placed after

all the positive, but there is no sign of addition save mere

juxtaposition. Thus BB°d S"r f£"a J/I /tsS??t/3 means

9x< + 6*s + 1 - 4*3 - 12x (IV. 29).

/ft) are initial letters or syllables. The
objection (1) might be disposed of by
the fact that the Greeks had two uncial
sigmas C and £, one of which might
have been used by Diophantus, but I
do not see my way to dismissing objec-
tion (2). It would be of great historical
importance if we could discover what
symbol Diophantus used, and of what
word the inflexions appended to the
symbol were supposed to form part.
Both word and symbol may be Egyp-
tian or Indian or Babylonian, and may
reveal an entirely unknown chapter in
the history of mathematics. Since,
however, the only distinct anticipa-
tions of Diophantus' art are found in
Egypt in Ahmes and Heron (who also
is believed to have been an Egyptian)
I am inclined to look for the origin of
Diophantus' symbols in some hieratic
characters. The Greek sign s' is in
form practically identical with two
hieratic signs (1) for a, papyrus-roll, s'a,
a determinative of unknown force,
which, as it happens, is the last charac-
ter of the four with which Ahmes wrote
his hau (Eisenlohr i. p. 60, II. pi. xi):

(2) for 'sum-total', tmt. The hieratic
signs differ slightly in form, and are
said to be derived from different hiero-
glyphic pictures (see Levi, Baccolta dei
Segni Ieratici, 1875, Plates 37 and 52):
but Dr Birch tells me that he thinks
the sign for a ' sum-total' is identical
with the papyrus-roll. So also I should
expect to find ^ in some hieratic cha-
racter. If I could prove these points,
I would recast this chapter.

1 Luca Pacioli (1491) uses p and m
for plus and minus: Tartaglia (1556)
uses 0 for plus: Tieta has + and - ,
also = (later en) for the sign of differ-
ence (A u~> B): Oughtred first has x :
Harriot (1634) writes factors consecu-
tively without any sign of multiplica-
tion. Descartes uses en for equal.
Wallis turned this into =. See Nessel-
mann,p.3O5.- Hallam,however, (Europ.
Lit. Pt. i. Ch. ix. s. 6) rightly ascribes
+ and - to Stifel (1544): and says
also that Xylander in his Diophantus
used II for =. As to + and - see
De Morgan's Arithmetical Books—A
Bibliography—1847, pp. 19—20, andhis
art. in Trans. Canib. Philos. Soc. Vol. ix.
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Fractions, of which the denominator is some power of the

unknown, e.g. - , —s, -j etc, are described as dpiO/ioarbp,

SvvafiocrTov, KvfiocrTov etc.: in the symbolism generally the

denominator is written above and after the numerator, SSoCa

means - , 7s0* means - 5 : but if the numerator itself contains
00 00

a fraction, then the whole word dpidfioa-rop etc. is written

before the numerator (as dpiO/jiocrrov a aB = — etc.). If,
00

however, the numerator and denominator are composite ex-
pressions (also if they are very high numbers) Diophantus writes
the numerator first, then ev fioplw or fioplov, then the denomi-

_ _ _ 8 ^ _
nator: e.g. [i° i) fiopcov S" a . s°" a means 3 , 88° /3, e^ ev

25600*
fiopi'mp/c/3, aicemeans . . . . •, Some further details might be

added but they are not necessary for the present purpose.
Suffice it to say that Diophantus often writes a name in full
where a symbol would have served, that his symbols are only
abbreviations of the words (except •$), that inflexions are
appended to symbols (not to 8B, /eB p?) as if they were words,
and that he states, in grammatical sentences, the nature and
the result of each step in an operation1. The following brief

1 Nesselmann (p. 302) divides alge- the later Europeans down to the middle
braioal styles into 3 classes: of the 17th century.

(a) the Rhetorical, where no symbols (c) the Symbolical, the modern style,
are used and every term and operation where no words are used at all. Vieta
is described in full. This is the style (1540—1603), who in time belongs
of Thymaridas, Iamblichus, all the Ara- rather to the early Italians, uses a style
bian and Persian algebraists, and the which is very nearly symbolical and
early Italians (e.g. Leon. Bonacci, of which was not generally adopted till
the 13th, Eegiomontanus and Luca more than a century later. Before his
Pacioli of the 15th century.) time, the Italians used E (res or radix),

(b) the Syncopated, where abbrevia- Z {zensus), C (cubus), etc. for x, a;2, x3,
tions are used for the most common etc.: and Bachet and Fermat long after-
words and operations, but in other wards have N (numerus), Q (quadratus),
respects syntactical rules are observed. etc. in the style of Diophantus. Vieta,
This is the style of Diophantus and of however, wrote A, Aq, Ac, Aqq etc.
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examples will illustrate all these points. The Prop. V. 3
concludes ical ylverai 6 T€Tpd<ya>vo<; 8" 8 fi° X? Xetyei 99 KB ?<TO<;

Svvdfiecn 8 ??°'! KI) . fi° X8 teal ylverai 6 fi6 a"? etc. i.e. The

square 4#a + 36 — 2ix is equal to 4#2 + 28* + 34 and x is -^ .

In IV. 42 we read XOMTOP Be TO VTTO TOV irpanov ical rpirov

<rvvafA(j)OTipo(,s earao irevT die is. aXX' 0 virb TOV irpwrov ical

rpirov ecrrl Sv t/3 iv fioplw S" a /A/3 Xe/i/ret 95 f': i.e. I t remains
that the product of the first and third shall be 5 times their

12*
sum. But their product is -^—=n—n~ > e^c-

X T 1Z — 1 X

69. I t might have been expected that Diophantus, in
introducing a new method of inquiry, which consists mainly in
applying to a number, pro tern, unknown, the ordinary rules of
calculation, would have called his work Xoyicmicd. But it has
been already pointed out that the distinction between dpiQ^Tiicr)
and Xoyia-Ti/cri, though originally perhaps only one of method,
soon became one of purpose. Logistic seeks only to find an
answer to a question about some particular numbers, while
dpi0/jL7]Ti,icr] endeavours to define classes of numbers or to find
rules which are applicable to all numbers. Ostensibly, the
problems which Diophantus sets himself are generally of this
latter kind : e.g. II. 33. To find three numbers such that the
square of each plus the next number is a square : in. 7. To
find three numbers such that their sum, and also the sum of
any two of them, shall be a square: iv. 22. 'To find three

thus admitting of more than one un- bol Z was derived, is a mis-spelling of
known (as Bq, Cqq etc.) and he also census, which is a bad Latin translation
introduced general coefficients as (mA of mul (i.e. 'wealth', or 'possession'),
etc.) Harriot (1631) and Wallis (1685) the Arabic name for the square of the
used to write aaa, etc. for as, etc. unknown. The Arabs called the un-
Descartes is sometimes said to have known shai, ' thing', translated in
introduced the numeral exponents Latin res, in Italian cosa, whence
(which Wallis also uses) but Hallam algebra used to be called the Cossic
(loc. cit.) ascribes this to Michael Stifel art. See Colebrooke Algebra of the
(1544). See Nesselmann, pp. 58, 296, Hindus, p. xiii. The same writer (p.
302 sqq. See also preceding note and x. n) says that Eobt. Eecorde (A.D. 1540)
the preface to Wallis's Algebra, 1685. first used the sign=. The history of such
The word zensus, from which the sym- signs seema to require investigation.
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numbers in continued proportion, such that the difference be-
tween any two of them is a square :' v. 17. 'To divide a given
number into four parts, such that the sum of any three parts is
a square:' VI. 14. 'To find a right-angled triangle such that
its area minus either of the sides is a square.' Problems of
this sort should be capable of general solutions: they are in-
tended to discover classes of numbers having a common pro-
perty, and are therefore rightly ascribed to dpidfi^TtKr]. But
Diophantus does not, in fact, treat them generally. He is
satisfied with a solution which gives only one case or a few
cases. Usually he arrives at an equation to which he finds
only one particular solution. Even where the problem leads to
a quadratic equation, which may be solved for two positive
roots, he never gives more than one1. With a symbolism which
admitted of only one unknown quantity, he could not have
been expected to find a perfectly general solution, but he might
have done much more than he does2. It must be added also
that he will not accept a result which is either a negative or an
irrational quantity3. Equations which lead to such are 'im-
possible' or 'absurd' {aZvvarov IV. 28, droirov, V. 2). On the
other hand, he does not by any means object to a fractional
result, and he is the first of the Greeks to whom a fraction was
a number and not a ratio.

70. Of the 6 Books of the 'Api6/At)rt,icd now extant, the
first, as has been said already, is mainly devoted to determinate
equations of the first degree, the remainder to indeterminate
equations of the second. The problems, however, which Dio-
phantus sets before the reader, do not as a rule lead immediately

1 In such a case, says Nesselmann, find two numbers such that their sum
(p. 320) the Arabs and the earliest and product shall = given numbers'
Italians always gave both roots. he adds (as a 7rpo<rSiopi<r/i6s or 'deter-

2 Hankel (p. 162) suggests that Dio- mination') 'If the square of their
phantus' habit of only giving one solu- sum be subtracted from twice the sum
tion, was a relic of the old geometrical of their squares, the remainder must
practice. It seems to me more probable be a square' ji.e. 2x2 + 2y2-(x2+2xy
that algebra was originally the inven- + t/2) must = a square number with a
tion of practical men, who only wanted rational root.} Similarly v. 33. Nes-
one solution. sehnann, p. 326.

3 Hence, for instance to v. 30, 'To
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and easily to equations with only one unknown. His art
therefore distinguishes itself in two separate departments, the
construction of equations and their solution. The second of
these may be treated here first.

In Def, xi. Diophantus gives a rule for the solution of pure
equations in the following manner: " If a problem leads to an
equation containing the same powers of the unknown (eiSij ta

on both sides but not with the same coefficients (/X.J)

OT])1, you must deduct like from like till only two equal
terms remain. But when on one side or both some terms are
negative (iveWelirei), you must add the negative terms to both
sides till all the terms are positive {evvirap-^ei) and then deduct
as before stated2." He then promises to give the method of
solving mixed or adfected quadratic equations*, but this rule
does not appear in our texts, and unfortunately Diophantus,
though he often arrives at such equations, never goes through
the process of solving them. He merely states a root or says
that the equation is soluble (e.g. VI. 6 "84#2 + lx = 7 whence x is
found = 1": or vi. 8 "630#a+73a;=6, whencethe rootis rational1").
But it is evident that he did not solve them empirically, for
where a root is irrational, he sometimes gives approximations to
it (e.g. v. 33). His method of solution seems to have differed
from ours only in this, that in an equation mx*+px = q, he first
multiplied the terms by m instead of dividing them*. Three
forms of adfected quadratics occur in Diophantus viz. (1)

1 ir\ij$os is the ordinary Diophantic • 5 Nesselmann, p. 319. On p. 324
expression for 'coefficient'. sqq. Nesselmann discusses from what

2 The addition of the negative terms source Diophantus obtained his method
was called by the Arabs al-jebr (or 'res- of solution. The ancients, from Eu-
titution'): the deduction was called al- clid's time or earlier, could solve the
mukabalah ('comparison'). These two equations x*±px-q and px-x!* = q,
nxmes were used together for Algebra geometrically considered. Thusx(x+p)
until the end of the 16th century, when = q would be in geometrical language:
the second was discarded. Nesselmann, To produce a given straight line p to a
pp. 47 sqq. and 315. Comp. the 1st length p + x, so that the rectangle be-
chap. of Wallis's Algebra, tween the whole line so produced and

3 varepov Si aoi Sel^o/iev ical irfis, Sio the part produced i.e. x(p + x) shall be
dS&y tawv tvi KaTa\et<p6tvTt>n>, rb Totovrov equal to a given figure q. The other
Menu. cases are equally easy to put geometri-

4 Cf. Nesselmann, p. 318. cally. All three are solved in Euclid

G. G. M. 8
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=q (e.g. VI. 6), (2) ma?=pas+q (e.g. IV. 45) and
(3) ma? + q = px (e.g. VI. 24). One cubic equation (reducible
at once to x3 + x = 4x2 + 4) occurs, vi. 19. No example of
indeterminate simple equations occurs in the present text of
Diophantus. Some problems, leading to such, are contained in
the 1st Book (Nos. 14. 25—28), but Diophantus takes a short
way with these by assuming one of the required numbers and
so converts the equations into a determinate form. Indeter-
minate quadratics are confined to the case " that one or two
(never more) functions of the unknown, of the form Ax* + Bx+ G,
must be a rational square (taov reTpaydvo)). Hence we have to
do only with the equation Ax* + Bx + G=y* or with two equa-
tions of the same form." Let the single equation be considered
first. It assumes many forms according as one or another term
is wanting or is eliminated. These need not here be considered,
but it should be mentioned that the complete expression
Ax2 + Bx + G = y* is deemed by Diophantus to be soluble1

only (1) when A is a positive square number: in which case
a2 x*+ Bx+ C = y*: he then takes y = ax +m: (2) when Gis a
positive square number: in which case he takes y = mx + s/ G:

vi. 28, 29 stated above (p. 84 n.). In
the figures

D

A

E

B

F

C

I) F E

To the line AB, a rectangle AE is to be
applied so that AE = q and BE is
similar to me* (or BC :CE = m:l) . If
AD = x, then BC = mx. AC=p±mx:
and AE=x(p±mx), BO that the proof
of the geometrical proposition involves
the solution of the quadratic equa-
tions. This fact was first pointed out
by Montuola Hist. Math. i. p. 413.

Nesselmann quotes other suggestions
by Cossali and Bachet, but does not
decide for any. It should be stated
that Diophantus nowhere appeals to a
geometrical figure, whereas modern
algebraists (ace. to Hankel, p. 162)
down to the end of the 17th century
always added one as an illustration to
the solution of a quadratic equation.
I do not, however, find this in Harriot
or Wallis.

1 It must be remembered that Dio-
phantus does not avoid fractional solu-
tionsioi indeterminate equations,hence
the problems which in modern text-
books are called Diophantic (viz. to
find a solution in positive integers for
ax + by = c) are wrongly named, since
Diophantus does not treat such equa-
tions nor does he solve for integers
those which he does treat. (Hankel,
p. 163.)
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B2

(3) when -j- — A G is a positive square number, a condition
which he uses only covertly. In such a case (e.g. IV. 33) he
takes y=rax. If beside Ax* + Boo + G — y2, another function of a>
Atx

2 + B^ + Cj is to be made equal to another square number
y* Diophantus calls the problem a " double equation" (hiiikoU
o-orqs, SnfKrj WTOT^?, BOTTXTJ 'lawais). He seems unable to solve
these simultaneous equations unless A and Ax are the same
square number, but if x* is wanting in both expressions, he can
solve them either if B and Bt are to one another as two squares or
G and Ot are both squares. Several examples of indeterminate
equations of degrees higher than the second also occur. The
opinion of Nesselmann on the methods of Diophantus is
shortly as follows: (1) Indeterminate equations of the 2nd
degree are treated completely only when the quadratic or the
absolute term is wanting: his solution of the equations
Ax* + G = y* and Ax2 + Bx + G= y2 is in many respects cramped.
(2) For the 'double equation' of the 2nd degree he has a
definite rule only when the quadratic term is wanting in both
expressions: even then his solution is not -general. More
complicated expressions occur only under specially favourable
circumstances. (3) The solution of the higher indeterminates
depends almost entirely on very favourable numerical con-
ditions and his methods are defective1.

71. But the extraordinary ability of Diophantus appears
rather in the other department of his art, namely the ingenuity
with which he reduces every problem to an equation which he
is competent to solve. To exhibit completely his cleverness in
this respect would be, as Nesselmann says : "to transcribe his
book2." The same critic, however, has selected a number of

1 The following remarks by an accom. Bach calls for a quite distinct method,
plished critic-will sufficiently excuse me which is often useless for the most
for saying so little on the Diophantio closely-related problems. It is there-
equations and their solutions. "In 130 fore difficult for a modern, after study-
indeterminate equations, which Dio- ing 100 Diophantic equations, to solve
phantus treats, there are more than 50 the 101st." Hankel, pp. 164—165.
different classes...Almost more various 2 Nesselmann, ch. 9, pp. 355 sqq.
than the problems are their solutions..,

8—2
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typical specimens, exhibiting the most striking characteristics
of Diophantus' style. Some of these may be here given.
(1) Diophantus shows great Adroitness in selecting the unknown,
especially with a view to avoiding an adfected quadratic. Thus
iv. 38 is a problem 'to find 3 numbers, so that the product of
any two + the sum of the same two shall be given numbers1.'
Here ab + a + b = 8 : be + b +c = 15 : ac+ a + c = 24. Here he
takes b + 1 = x, whence b = x — 1. Then from the first equation

9 16
a = 1: from the second c = —• — 1: from the third x = *#.

x x 5

In i. 16 'To find 3 numbers such that the sum of each pair is
a given number,' the three given sums being a, b, c he takes the
sum of all three numbers together = x. The numbers therefore
are x — a, x — b, x — c. Whence 3x — (a + b + c) = x: and
x = . (2) The most common and characteristic of
Diophantus' methods is his use of tentative assumptions2 which
is applied in nearly every problem of the later books. It con-
sists in assigning to the unknown a preliminary value which
satisfies one or two only of the necessary conditions, in order
that, from its failure to satisfy the remaining conditions, the
operator may perceive what exactly is required for that purpose.

1 Cf. also i. 16, 18, 23, n. 33, in. 5, above p. 100 n.), with which it has
6, 7, 16, iv. 14, 16, 38 etc. Diophan- nothing in common. Both processes
tus, of course, does not, in the selected seem to me to go pari passu up to a
specimen or elsewhere, use a, b, c, or certain point. Here is an Italian speci-
other symbols. He says ' the first, men of the simple ' falsa positio' given
second, third numbers, the product of by Dean Peacock. ' I buy a jewel and
the first and second' etc. describing sell it for 50 lire (1 lira = 100 soldi): I
in full every expression which does not make 3J soldi on each lira of the origi-
contain the unknown s. I have oc- nal price. What did I give for the
casionally, for shortness, also altered jewel?" The operator says: 'Assume
the wording of a problem, by intro- that I gave 30 lire: then I should have
ducing the given number or given ratio sold it for 31. But, in reality, I sold
etc. into the enunciation. it for 50. Therefore the original price

2 Nesselmann quotes too many speci- 30 x 50 , T _. , ,
, , . . , „ ,, , . w a s ~6i~ • In Diophantus, however,mens to be here cited. He calls this ol

procedure 'Falscher Ansatz', but says the original assumption is completely
that it is to be distinguished from the dismissed, when its falsity, and the
later "so beriihmt gewordene regula reason of this, are discovered, and no
falsi oder falsa positio" (mentioned further use is made of it.
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A good example is IY. 9: 'To find a cube and its root such
that if the same number be added to each, the sums shall also
be a cube and its root.' Here let x be the number added, 2x
the root, 8a:8 the cube. Then 8x3+x= (3%)3 = 27x3, whence
19a;4 = 1 . As a; is to have a rational value, 19a;2 = 1 will not suit.
'Now this 19 arises' says Diophantus in effect 'from the differ-
ence of 27a;3 and 8a?, or the cubes of Sx and 2%. There is a
difference of 1 between these last coefficients. Let me now
find two numbers x and x + 1 such that the difference between
their cubes is a square number. That difference will be
3a;5 + 3a; + 1. If I assume this to be = (2a; - I)2, I shall find
x = 7, and my two numbers are 7 and 8. Now I return to my
original problem. Let x again be the number to be added, 7a;
the root and 343a;3 the cube. Then 343a;s + x = (7a; + xf=512x3,
whence 169a;2 = 1 and x = ̂ .' This example will serve also to
illustrate a third characteristic of Diophantus, viz. (3) the
use of the symbol for the unknown in different senses1. The
following is a more complicated instance of both methods. In
IV. 17 the problem is 'to find 3 numbers, such that their sum
is a square and that the square of any one of them + the
following number is a square.' The 3 numbers are first taken
as x - 1, 4a; and 8a; + 1, where [x - I)2 + 4a: and (4a;)2 + 8* + 1
are both square numbers. Two conditions are thus satisfied. But
the sum of all 3 numbers, -viz. 13a:, must be a square. 'Take
13a; equal to- a;2 with some square coefficient, e.g. 169a?2. Then
x = 13a:2.' A new use of x is thus introduced and 13a;2 is sub-
stituted for the original x, the numbers now being 13a;2 — 1,
52x* and 104a;2 + 1 . A fourth condition remains, viz. that
(104a;2 +1)2 + (13a;2 — 1) shall be a square number. Diophantus,
then, takes this expression equal to a? (104a; +1)2, findsa; = f|,
and substitutes this value in the expression. The use of
'tentative assumptions' leads, again, to another device which
may be called (4) the method of limits2. This may best be
illustrated by a particular example. If Diophantus wishes to
find a square lying between 10 and 11, he multiplies these

1 If in any particular case, confusion by name. Nesselmann cites i. 22, in.
is likely, Diophantus alludes to the 18, iv. 17, 18, vi. 13, 14,15 etc.
first symbol as i abpurros, rj 86i/afus etc. 2 Compare iv. 45, v. 33, vi. 2, 23 etc.
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numbers by successive squares till a square lies between the
products. Thus between 40 and 44, 90 and 99 no square lies,
but between 160 and 176 there lies the square 169. Hence
x* = ^ 9 will lie between the proposed limits. The method is
very neatly used in the following instance. In IV. 34 the
problem is 'to divide 1 into two parts, such that if 3 be added
to the one part and 5 to the other, the product of the two sums
shall be a square.' If one part be x — 3, the other is 4 — x.
Then x (9 — x) must be a square. Suppose it =4x!: then #=•§.
But this will not suit the original assumption, since x must be
greater than 3 (and less than 4). Now 5 is 4 + 1: hence what

9
is wanted is to find a number y* + 1 such that -^—- is > 3 and

< 4. For such a purpose yl must be < 2 and > l j . "I resolve
these expressions into square fractions" says Diophantus and
selects ^ j 8 and ff between which lies the square *££ or ff. He

25#
then takes x (9 — x) = instead of 4x2. Sometimes, indeed,
Diophantus solves a problem wholly or in part by (5) synthesis1.
Thus IV. 31 is 'To find 4 squares, such that their sum added to
the sum of their roots is a given number.' The solution is as
follows. "Let the given number be 12. Since a square + its
root +1 is a square, the root of which minus \ is the root of the
first-mentioned square, and since the four numbers added
together = 12, which plus the four quarters (12+ | ) is 13, it
follows that the problem is to divide 13 into four squares. The
roots of these minus \ each will be the roots of the four squares
sought for. Now 13 is composed of two squares 4 and 9: each
of which is composed of two squares, viz. ff, | | , ^ and ft.
The roots of these, viz. f, f, ^ and f, minus \ each, are the
roots of the four squares sought for, viz. \\, ^, $, i | : and the
four squares themselves are | | $ , T

4<̂ , ff̂  and i|§." Although
it has been said above, and has been sufficiently shown by the
foregoing examples, that Diophantus does not treat his problems
generally and is usually content with finding any particular
numbers which happen to satisfy the conditions of his problems,

1 Compare also in. 16, iv. 32, v. 17, 23 etc.
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yet it should be added that he does occasionally attempt (6)
such general solutions1 as were possible to him. But these
solutions are not often exhaustive because he had no symbol for
a general coefficient. Thus in V. 21 'to find 3 numbers, such
that each of them shall be a square minus 1 and their sum
shall be a biquadrate (SwafioBiivafiis)' he finds the 3 numbers
in the form xi — 2x*, a? + 2x and xa — 2x, and adds 'the problem
has been solved in general (aopio-Toi*;) terms,' and at the end of
IV. 37 (comp. also IV. 20) where a similar solution is given he
remarks " A solution in general terms is such that the unknown
in the expressions for the numbers sought may have any value
you please." The problems iv. 20, 37, 39 and 41 are expressly
problems for finding general expressions. He solves them by a
'tentative assumption.' For instance IV. 39 is 'To find two
general expressions for numbers such that their product minus
their sum is a given number.' The solution runs as follows:
'The given number is 8. The first number may be taken as x,
the second as 3. Then 2x — 3 =8, and # = 5J. Now 5J is y ,
11 is the given number plus the second: and 2 is the second
minus 1. Hence at whatever value the second number be
taken, if I add it to the given number and divide the sum by
the second number minus 1,1 get the first number. Suppose

x -t- 9
the second number to be x + 1: then is the first.' These

x
general solutions for two numbers are immediately afterwards
(iv. 21, 38, 40, 42) used in problems of a similar character for
three numbers, of which two are first found in general terms
and then the third by a determination of x in the usual manner.
Sometimes, however (e.g. iv. 26 and frequently in the 6th
book1), a problem after being solved by particular numbers
(as 40, 27, 25) is solved generally (by 40a;, 27*, 25a; in IV. 26).
But though the defects in Diophantus' proofs are in general
due to the limitation of his symbolism, it is not so always.
Very frequently indeed Diophantus introduces into a solution
(7) arbitrary conditions and determinations which are not in the

1 vi. 3,4, 6, 7,8,9,10,11, 13, 15,17. entirely with 'right-angled triangles',
See Nesselmann, pp. 418—421. The i.e. with sets of three numbers, such
problems of the vith Book deal almost that a;2 + y2 = z5.
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problem. Of such " fudged " solutions, as a schoolboy would call
them, two particular kinds are very frequent. Sometimes an
unknown is assumed at a determinate value1: as in I. 14 ' To
find two numbers whose product is three times their sum/
where Diophantus, without a word of apology, takes the first
number as x, the second as 12. Sometimes a new condition is
introduced, as in VI. 19, where, two numbers being sought such
that the cube of one is greater by 2 than the square of the
other, Diophantus takes the numbers as #—1 and # + 1, thus
introducing a condition that the difference between the two
numbers shall be 2. A very remarkable case of the latter kind
occurs in IV. 7 where the problem would be, in our symbolism,
to find three numbers, as, 62, c2, so that a3 + c2 shall be a square,
b* + c2 a cuba Diophantus begins his solution by taking
62 + e2 = a8. Arbitrariness of this kind is of course different
from the cases in which Diophantus merely takes a particular
number, where any other would evidently do as well. In the
latter, he is urged by the defects of his symbolism: in the
former he is urged only by the want of a solution to a particular
problem: the difference is one of kind and not of degree.

72. From the very brief survey of the Arithmetica, it will
be obvious to the reader that it is a work of the utmost
ingenuity but that it is deficient, sometimes pardonably, some-
times without excuse, in generalization. The book of Poris-
mata, to which Diophantus sometimes refers, seems on the other
hand to have been entirely devoted to the discussion of general
properties of numbers. It is three times expressly quoted in
the Arithmetica. These quotations, when expressed in modern
symbols, are to the following effect. In v. 3 the porism? is cited :
'If m + a = m2, y + a — rt2, and xy + a = p\ then m = n + 1': in
v. 5: 'If three numbers xl, (x +1)2, 4a;2 + 4# + 4, be taken, the

1 Other examples in I. 25, 26,27,28, the numbers but he will not trust him-
II. 19, v. 7, 30, 31. self to find them. Of the 3rd he says

2 Nesselmann, pp. 441—443, shews (pp. 445—446, after Format) that Vieta
that the conditions may be satisfied by uses it in the last propositions of the
numbers of other forms. Of the 2nd 4th Book of his Zetetica. The 3rd
porism he says (p. 445) that more porism is mutilated in the quotation,
general expressions might be found for
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product of any two + their sum, or + the remaining number, is
a square: in v. 19 'the difference between two cubes maybe
resolved into the sum of two cubes.' Of all these propositions he
says e^ofiev ev TOI<; •jropicrfiao-iv, 'we find it in the Porisms'; but
he cites also a great many similar propositions without expressly
referring to the Porisms. These latter citations fall into two
classes, the first of which contains mere identities, such as the
algebraical equivalents of the theorems in Euclid II. For
instance in Diophantus n. 31, 32, and IV. 17 it is stated, in
effect, that a? + y~ ± 2scy is always a square (Eucl. n. 4): in
II. 35, 36, in. 12, 14 and many more places it is stated that

(—jj— J +db is always a square (Eucl. II. 5) etc1. The other

class contains general propositions concerning the resolution of
numbers into the sum of two, three or four8 squares. For
instance, in n. 8, 9 it is stated 'Every square number' (in n. 10
'every number which is the sum of two squares') 'may be re-
solved into the sum of two squares in an infinite number of
ways': in V. 12 'A number of the form (4» + 3) can never be
resolved into two squares,' but 'every prime number of the
form (4w +1) maybe resolved into two squares': in v. 14 'A
number of the form (8n + 7) can never be resolved into three
squares.' It will be seen that all these propositions are of the
general form which ought to have been but is not adopted in
the Arithmetica. We are therefore led to the conclusion
that the Porismata, like the pamphlet on Polygonal Numbers,
was a synthetic and not an analytic treatise. It is open,
however, to anyone to maintain the contrary, since no proof
of any porism is now extant.

With Diophantus the history of Greek arithmetic comes
to an end. No original work, that we know of, was done
afterwards. A few scholiasts appear, such as Eutocius of

1 Nesselmann, pp. 446—450, cites 10 can be resolved into four squares,' but
such identities, most of which are used Nesselmann (p. 460—1) inclines to the
more than once by Diophantus. opinion that Diophantus did not know

2 In iv. 31, 32, v. 17 Fermat this proposition generally but was rely-
thought that Diophantus was using a ing on the known properties of certain
proposition 'Every number whatever determinate numbers.
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Askalon {cir. A.D. 550) who wrote on Archimedes, Asclepius
of Tralles and his pupil John Philoponus {dr. A.D. 650) who
wrote on Nicomachus, and the unknown commentators who
have added lemmas to the arithmetical books of Euclid; but
though there is evidence that the old mathematicians were still
studied in Athens and Alexandria and elsewhere, no writer of
genius appears and the history of arithmetic and algebra is
continued henceforth by the Indians and Arabs.



PART III. GEOMETRY.

CHAPTER V.

PRE-HISTORIC AND EGYPTIAN GEOMETRY.

73. THE earliest history of Geometry cannot be treated in
the same way as that of Arithmetic. There is not for the
former, as there is for the latter, a nomenclature common to
many nations and languages; and the analysis of a geometrical
name in any one language leads only to the discovery of a root-
syllable which is common to many very different words and to
which only the vaguest possible meaning may be assigned.
Nor is any assistance, so far as I know, furnished by travellers
among savage and primitive races. Arithmetical operations are
matters of such daily necessity that every general arithmetical
proposition, of which a man is capable, is pretty certain to be
applied in his practice and to attract attention: but a man may
well know a hundred geometrical propositions which he never
once has occasion to use, and which therefore escape notice. I
have sought, in vain, through many books which purport to
describe the habits and psychology of the lower races, for some
allusion to their geometrical knowledge or for an account of
some operations which seem to imply geometrical notions.
One would be glad, for instance, to learn whether savages
anywhere distinguish a right angle from an acute. Have they
any mode of ascertaining whether a line is exactly straight or
exactly circular ? Do they by name distinguish a square from
any other rectilineal figure ? Do they attach any mysterious
properties to perpendicularity, angular symmetry, etc.? We
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have, at present, no answer to these and similar questions and
there is consequently a gap in the history of geometry which
no writer, since Herodotus, has attempted to fill up. Where
this gap occurs will be seen from the following remarks1.

74. Geometry is the science of space and investigates the
relations existing between parts of space, whether linear, super-
ficial or solid. Some of these relations are obviously capable
of arithmetical expression, so soon as units of length, area
and solid contents are selected. For the first of these, some
measurement of the human body has universally served: the
finger-breadth, palm, span, foot, ell, cubit, fathom have been
and are, all the world over, the units of length. Distances
too great to be exactly ascertained have also generally been
measured by some reference to human capacity, such as 'a
stone's throw,' 'within shouting distance' (oa-a-ov re yiycove
fBorj<7a<; as Homer has it) 'a day's journey' etc. But the human
body does not furnish any convenient unit of area or solid
contents. Large areas and volumes, like long distances, seem in
primitive times to have been described roughly by reference to
labour; a field, for instance, is a 'morning's work' (Ger. morgen)
or a day's work for a yoke of oxen (Lat. jugerum): a barn
contains so many loads: but we do not know how small areas
and volumes were described2. Now the oldest exact geometry,
of which we know anything, is concerned almost entirely with
the measurement of various areas or solids by reference to a
square or a cubical standard unit. The selection of these par-
ticular shapes, out of several which prima facie would serve

1 The modern writers on the history sur I'origine etc. de Ge"omStrie (Paris,
of Greek geometry, whom I have 1837 and 1875. Both editions
chiefly consulted, are the following: are identical). Bretschneider and the
Bretsohneider, Die Geometrie und die rest convict Montucla (Hist, des
Geometer vor Eukleides (Leipzig, Mathim. 1758) of so many mistakes
1870): Hankel, Zur Geschichte der in his history of Greek mathematics,
Mathematik (Leipzig,' 1875): Dr G. that I have seldom referred to him.
J. Allman, Greek Geometry from Tholes All these authors will in future be
to Euclid in Hermathena (Dublin) Nos. cited generally by name only,
v. and vn. (Vols. in. and iv. 1877 and 2 Small volumes were perhaps de-
1881), Cantor, Vorlesungen ilber Ge- scribed by weight, as conversely Gr.
schichte der Mathematik (Leipzig 1880), Spaxw, properly a 'handful,'came to
Prof. M. Chasles, Apercu Historique be a standard of weight.
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just as well, implies a long period of observation and considera-
tion. How did this observation begin ? It must be assumed,
of course, that mankind, like birds and bees, were from the first
familiar with, and able to distinguish, the many symmetrical
figures which occur in nature and that they knew generally that
suspended strings all hang alike and that all posts, to be stable,
must be stuck in the ground in a particular manner1. But the
question is, how they were induced to examine the properties
of these figures, to investigate the peculiarities of this par-
ticular angle. Herodotus says (u. 109) that Sesostris (Ramses
II. abt. 1400 B. c.) divided the land of Egypt into equal
rectangular (or square) plots for the purpose of more convenient
taxation; that the annual floods, caused by the rising of the
Nile, often swept away portions of a plot, and that surveyors
were in such cases appointed to assess the necessary reduction
in the tax. 'Hence in my opinion' (BoKeei Si pot) he goes on
'arose geometry, and so came into Greece.' The same account
is elsewhere8 repeated as legendary, without reference to
Herodotus, and it is not unlikely to be an Egyptian tradition
which Herodotus appropriated. This history of geometry is
generally scouted3, but I think it perhaps contains a germ of
truth. Suppose that lands were originally measured roughly by
their produce or by the labour which they demanded. Then,
I imagine, the first attempt at exact numerical calculation of
areas was merely the measurement of the periphery, a method
which was useful enough so long as the areas were of approxi-
mately the same shape. But in process of time areas of one

1 It may be supposed that attention 1098). The quotations are printed
would be called to the right angle be- in full in Bretschneider, Geometrie etc.
cause it is, as Aristotle calls it, the vor Eukleides, pp. 7—9.
' angle of stability.' But men might 8 Prof, de Morgan quotes (Art.
well recognise a right angle in the Geometry in Penny Cyclop.) from "an
vertical plane without recognising it in obsolete course of mathematics" the
the horizontal. Compare the remarks following lines:
of (Enopides, an early Greek geometer, 'To teach weak mortals property to
quoted below p. 147. scan

2 Heron Alex. Bell. ed. Hultsch, p. Down came geometry and formed a
138. Diodorus Sic. i. 69, and 81. plan.'
gtrabo, xvn. c. 3 (Meineke's ed. p.
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shape were exchanged for areas of another shape, and it was
then for the first time discovered that figures of equal periphery
are not necessarily of the same area1. A man who had had a
square field, for instance, exchanged it for a rhombus of equal
periphery, but found that he got less produce than before. A
discovery of this kind would at once call attention to angles
and suggest the propriety of establishing a unit of area. The
utility of the square unit might have been established by long
experience or have been suggested by the aspect of stone or
brick-buildings subsequent to the Cyclopean era of archi-
tecture.

75. But it is needless to dwell longer on a theory which
must, at present, remain purely conjectural. Whatever opinion
be ultimately adopted concerning the first steps in geometry, it
will always remain true that the word 'geometry' (ryea/jLerpia)
means 'land-measurement2,' that the Egyptians gave this science
to the world and that among the Egyptians, from first to last, it
answered to its name and was confined almost entirely to the
practical requirements of the surveyor.

The work of Ahmes, which was so frequently cited in the
earlier pages of this book, contains, beside sums in arithmetic,
a great many geometrical examples which deserve to be cited3.

Immediately after the examples of Tunnu- or difference-
calculation cited above (p. 19), Ahmes proceeds to calculate the
contents of barns and other similar receptacles, of which un-
fortunately we do not know the shape, so that the necessary

1 The erroneous assumption that 2 So in Egyptian hunu = 'la,nd
figures of equal periphery are of the measurer,' 'geometer,' v. Brugsch's
same area appears in classical authors. Hierogl. Demot. Worterbuch, p. 967.
Thucydides (vi. 1) estimates the area 3 It is curious that all the geo-
of Sicily by the time spent in circum- metrical matter occurs in the middle
navigating it. Polybius (ix. .21) men- of the arithmetical and that the cal-
tions' that there are some people who culation of solid contents precedes the
cannot understand that camps of the calculation of areas. From this it
same periphery may not be the same may perhaps be inferred that the geo-
size. Quintilian (i. 10, 39 sqq.) points metrical propositions known to Ahmes
out the fallacy as one that easily were empirically obtained and that
deceives the vulgar. So also Proclus he was really interested only in the
(ed. Friedlein, p. 237). See Cantor, arithmetical problems which they sug-
pp. 146—7. gested.
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clue to the interpretation of the examples is wanting1. For the
examples in plane geometry (Nos. 49—55), however, the figures
given by Ahmes are sufficient, save in a few cases3 where
solutions and figures are given which have no connection what-
ever with the problems to which they are appended. The
rectilineal figures of which Ahmes calculates the areas are the
square, oblong, isosceles triangle and isosceles parallel-trapezium
(regarded as part of an isosceles triangle cut by a line parallel to
the base). As to the last two, the areas which he finds are
incorrect. Thus in Ex. 51 he draws an isosceles triangle of
which the sides measure 10 ruths, the base 4 ruths. He mul-
tiplies the side by half the base and finds the area at 20 square
ruths. The real area is 19-6. Similarly in no. 52 the area of
an isosceles parallel-trapezium is taken to be 100 square ruths,
instead of 99875s. The errors in these cases are small but are
not on that account the less suggestive. The area of a circle is
found (in no. 50) by deducting from the diameter ^th of its
length and squaring the remainder. Here IT is taken = (1

¥
6)2 =

3"1604 , a very fair approximation.
76. Lastly, the papyrus contains (nos. 56 to 60)4 some

examples which seem to imply a rudimentary trigonometry.
In these (except the last) the problem is to find the uchatebt,

1 Eisenlohr pp . 93—117, Nos. 41—48. If in an isosceles parallel trapezium
The contents of all the barns are ob- ^
tained in this way. Of three given
linear measurements two are multi-
plied together and the product is
multiplied by one-and-a-half of the 62

third. But it does not appear whether the equal sides be a, a, the parallel
the first product is the area of the top sides blt 62, the area is
or the bottom or the side of the barn 6 + 6 / Ib - 6 \ 2

or of what line the third given number %~ x \ / a ~ I <j J •

is the measure. Ahmes makes the areas
a E.g. nos. 53, 54. Eisenlohr pp. abab , a(6

2~ a n118—133. 2 a n 2
3 Eisenlohr, pp. 125, 127—129. If respectively, neglecting the difficult

in an isosceles triangle the equal sides square roots.
be a, a, the base 6, the area is 4 Eisenlohr, pp. 134—149. On the

use of these seqt calculations, see be-
6_2 _ low p. 142. In Ahmes, of course, they
4 are only exercises in arithmetic.

/ 2 _
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piremus or seqt of a pyramid or obelisk. Uchatebt apparently
means 'search for the base' and is clearly a line which has
something to do with the base: piremus apparently means
'result (or issue) of the saw' and is a line which can be obtained
only by section of the pyramid: seqt apparently means 'relation'
or 'like-making,' and is a number. For the purposes of these
problems, the uchatebt is always halved. By means of these
clues, Eisenlohr and Cantor have very ingeniously explained
the purport of Ahmes' examples. In the pyramid figured the
uchatebt may be either IDE (i.e.
DL) or 2BE (i.e. BH): the pi-
remus may be either AD or AB,
according as the pyramid is cut
parallel with the base-line or
along the diagonal of the base-
square1. The problems which
Ahmes proposes are always of
the form 'Given any two of the
uchatebt, piremus and seqt, to find the third,' and the solution
is always obtained from the fact that the seqt is half the uchatebt
divided by the piremus. In the figure above given, therefore,

DE BE
the seqt is - j - ^ or - j - ^ , i.e. cos ADE or cos ABE. The actual

seqt given by Ahmes is, in one case, 0"72, in three more O-75.
These are the cosines of the angles 43° 56' 44" and 41° 24' 34"
respectively. The angle ABE in most existing pyramids is
nearly of these measurements. Further, these cosines of ABE
correspond to angles of 53° 44' 7" and 51° 16' 40" respectively
at A DE and these again are nearly the slopes of most existing
pyramids2. This explanation being premised, the problems

1 It cannot be that the uchatebt is
the visible base-line, the piremus the
sloping edge; for it is a property of
pyramids upon square bases, such as
Ahmea seems to be considering, that
half the square of the base-line can
never be greater than the square of
the sloping edge. But in Ahmes' first
example the uchatebt is 360 ells, the

piremus 250. Eisenlohr, p. 135.
2 According to Piazzi Smith the

slopes of the largest pyramid at Gizeh
are between 51° 49' and 51° 51'. If
the face of a pyramid on a square
base were equal to the square of the
height, the slope would be 51° 50'.
If the base were equal to a circle of
which the height is the radius, the
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themselves may here be given. In no. 56 it is required to find
the seqt (S) of a pyramid, whereof the uchatebt (U) is 360 ells,
the piremus (P) is 250\ The answer is £§$. Reducing ells to
palms, (1 ell = 7 palms) S is 5 6̂- palms, that is, there are 5 ^

palms in -^ to every ell in P. In no. 57 U is 140 ells : seqt is

5 | palms. Find P. The answer is 93^ ells. In no. 58 the
dimensions of U and P are as in no. 57. Find 8. In no. 59
new dimensions of U and P are given, but 8 is again found at
5J palms. No. 60 does not relate to a pyramid at all. It
applies to an obelisk of which the height (qai) is 30 ells: the
base-line (senti) 15. The seqt here is determined at 4, which is
the tangent of the angle included between the side and the
base-line of a triangular face. The figures appended are very
ill-drawn to scale and are all furnished with a pedestal: e.g. the
figure to no. 58 is like

77. One or two glimpses of Egyptian geometry are ob-
tained also at a far later time. The most interesting is fur-
nished by the etymology of a Greek word. The philosopher
Democritus (cir. B. c. 460—370) is quoted by Clement of
Alexandria2 as saying, "In the construction of plane figures
(lit. composition of lines) with proof no one has yet surpassed
me, not even the so-called Harpedonaptae of Egypt." It was
evident, of course* that these Harpedonaptae were famous geo-
meters, but Prof. Cantor has first pointed out that their
name is compounded of two Greek words and means simply

slope would = 51° 51'. Mr Petrie's Lepsius, is O™# 525. Eisenlohr p. 94.
measurements (Pyr imids and Temples 2 Strom, i. p. 357 (Potter's ed.) ypa^.-
of Gizeh, 1883, pp. 42, 97, 112) do niwv avvBecrios pera diroSei^ios ovBeis KU
not differ substantially from Piazzi pe irafyqh\a£eii, ovS oi Aiyvirriwi> Ka\e&-
Smith's. ixevoi'kpireSovaTTTai..

The Egyptian ell, according to

G. G. M. 9
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'rope-fasteners' or 'rope-stretchers.' He explains their functions
in the following way1. There is no doubt that the Egyptians
were very careful about the exact orientation of their temples
and other public buildings. But inscriptions seem to shew that
only the N. and S. line was drawn by actual observation of the
stars. The E. and W. line, therefore, was drawn at right-
angles to the other. Now it appears, from the practice of
Heron of Alexandria and of the ancient Indian and probably
also the Chinese geometers, that a common method of securing
a right angle between two very long lines was to stretch round
three pegs a rope measured into three portions, which were to
one another as 3 : 4 : 5. The triangle thus formed is, of course,
right-angled. Further, the operation of 'rope-stretching' is
mentioned in Egypt, without explanation, at an extremely early
time (Amenemhat I.) If this be the correct explanation of it,
then the Egyptians were acquainted, 2000 years B.C., with the
geometrical propositions familiar to us as Euclid I. 47, 482, or
with one particular case of them.

78. It will readily be supposed that the Egyptians, who
had so early invented so many rules of practical geometry,
could not fail in process of time to make many more discoveries
of the same kind, and thus be led to geometrical science. But
it appears that in Egypt land-surveying, along with writing,
medicine and other useful arts, was in the monopoly of the
priestly caste3; that the priests were the slaves of tradition,
and that, in their obstinate conservatism, they were afraid to
alter the rules or extend the knowledge of their craft. Of their
medicine, Diodorus (i. 82) expressly relates that, even in his
day, the Egyptian doctors used only the recipes contained in the
ancient sacred books, lest they should be accused of manslaughter
in case the patient died. Geometry seems to have been
treated with similar timidity. The temple of Horus at Edfu,

1 Vorles. i. pp.. 55—57 (Egyptian 2 Compare Plutarch, Be Is. et Osir.
Temple inscriptions etc.) pp. 324—5 c. 56.
(Heron): pp. 540—542 (the (Julva- 3 Isocrates, Busiris, c. 9. Aristotle,
sutras): pp. 580—581 (Chinese ' Figur Metaph. i. 1. Diodor. Sic. i. cc. 69,
des Seiles'). Compare also Hankel, p. 81, 82. With c. 82 comp. Arist. Vol.
83. m. 15.
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in Upper Egypt, bears some inscriptions describing the lands
which formed the endowment of the priestly college attached
to the temple. These lands were given by King Ptolemy XT.
(Alexander I.) who reigned B.C. 107—88, but the geometrical
description of them, made 200 years since Euclid died, is un-
worthy of Ahmes himself. It will be remembered (supra, p. 127

n. 3) that Ahmes uses the incorrect formulae -_ and ^—s

for the areas of an isosceles triangle and an isosceles parallel-
trapezium. The Edfu inscriptions retain both these, but they
apply the second for finding the areas of trapezia of every
kind, no matter how irregular1. The dulness, or laziness, of
this proceeding is monumental in more senses than one. It
is obvious that the Greek mathematicians had by this time no
more to learn from the native Egyptians, and we may therefore
leave Egyptian geometry with a quiet conscience.

79. It remains only to cite the universal testimony of
Greek writers, that Greek geometry was, in the first instance,
derived from Egypt, and that the latter country remained for
many years afterwards the chief source of mathematical teaching.
The statement of Herodotus on this subject has already been
cited. So also in Plato's Phaedrus Socrates is made to say
that the Egyptian god Theuth first invented arithmetic and
geometry and astronomy. Aristotle also [Metaph. I. 1) admits
that geometry was originally invented in Egypt, and Eudernus
(see post pp. 134, 135) expressly declares that Thales studied
there. Much later Diodorus (B.C. 70) reports an Egyptian
tradition that geometry and astronomy were the inventions
of Egypt, and says that the Egyptian priests claimed Solon,
Pythagoras, Plato, Democritus, (Enopides of Chios and Eudoxus
as their pupils2. Strabo gives further details about the
visits of Plato and Eudoxus. He relates that they came to
Egypt together, studied there thirteen years, and that the

1 Hankel, pp. 86, 87. Cantor, pp. soriptions use this also for triangles,
60, 61. In the case of a trapezium the dimensions here being given e.g.
with 4 unequal sides (a, b, c, d) the as "nothing by 5, and 17 by 17.''

, . a + b c + d „ , „ , . . 2 Diodorus I. cc. 69,96.
formula is —— , —^- . The Edfu m-

9—2
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houses where they lived were still shown in Heliopolis1. Later
writers, of course, have the same tale, and it is needless to
collect further evidence. Beyond question, Egyptian geometry,
such as it was, was eagerly studied by the early Greek philo-
sophers, and was the germ from which in their hands grew that
magnificent science to which every Englishman is indebted for
his first lessons in right seeing and thinking2.

80. A word or two should be added also in this place con-
cerning Babylonian mathematics8. The Chaldees, at a time
almost contemporaneous with Ahmes, but whether independently
or not cannot now be ascertained, had made advances, similar to
the Egyptian, in arithmetic and geometry, and were especially
busy with astronomical observations. It seems that they had
divided the circle into 360 degrees, and that they had obtained
a fairly correct determination of the ratio of the circumference
of a circle to its diameter. They used, also, in arithmetic, as
has been stated above, a sexagesimal notation, which the Greeks
afterwards adopted for astronomical purposes. Herodotus4 ex-
pressly states that the polos and gnomon (two kinds of sundials)
and the twelve parts of the day were made known to the Greeks
from Babylon. Much of the trigonometry and spherical geometry
of the later Greeks may also have been directly derived from
Babylonian sources.

Finally, it should be remembered that however scanty
geometrical theories may have been both in Egypt and Chaldea,
a very great variety of geometrical figures was used in both

1 Strabo, xvn. 1. Meineke's ed. famous of the ancient Greek sculptors,
p. 1124. Bretschneider (pp. 33, 34), studied in Egypt, as did their father
however, thinks that, before Plato's Rhoeeus, who designed the labyrinth
time, Greek geometry had so far out- in Lemnos. (Bretschneider, p. 24.)
stripped the Egyptian that no Greek, s See Cantor chap. in. pp. 67—94.
after about 450 B.C., would have visit- 4 n. 109. Pliny (H. N. n. 76) attri-
ed Egypt for the purpose of learning butes the introduction of the gnomon
geometry. He supposes therefore that to Anaximenes, Suidas to Anaximan-
Plato and Eudoxus went to Egypt der (s. v.). Diogenes L. (n. 1) and
to learn astronomy, as in fact the Suidas both attribute a &POITKOTUOV,
passage of Strabo, above quoted, sug- probably the polos, to the latter. On
gests. the gnomon and polos see below p.

2 Diodorus i. 98 says also that 145 n.
Telecles and Theodoras, the most
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countries for mural decoration and other ornamental purposes1.
To a Greek, therefore, who had once acquired a taste for
geometry, a visit to Egypt or Babylon would reveal a hundred
geometrical constructions which, on inspection, suggested new
theorems and invited scientific inquiry.

1 See Cantor, pp. 58, 59, 89, 90.



CHAPTER VI.

GHEEK GEOMETRY TO EITCLID. (a) Preliminary.

81. AN elaborate history of Greek geometry before Euclid
was written by Eudemus1, the pupil of Aristotle, who lived
about 330 B.C. The book itself is lost but is very frequently
cited by later historians and scholiasts, and it may be suspected
also that many notices, not directly ascribed to it, were taken
from its pages. Proclus, the scholiast to Euclid, who knew the
work of Eudemus well, gives a short sketch of the early history
of geometry, which seems unquestionably to be founded on the
older book. The whole passage, which proceeds from a com-
petent critic, and which determines approximately many dates
of which we should otherwise be quite ignorant, may be here
inserted verbatim by way of prologue. It will be cited here-
after as " the Eudemian summary." It runs as follows8:

" Geometry is said by many to have been invented among
the Egyptians, its origin being due to the measurement of plots
of land. This was necessary there because of the rising of the

1 Diog. Laert. v. c. 2, n. 13 (ed. (Leipzig, 1873) pp. 64 sqq. This work
Huebner, i. pp. 347, 348), attributes to will be cited in future simply as 'Pro-
Theophrastus, another pupil of Aris- clus.' Of the Eudemian summary,
totle, contemporary with Eudemus, a the original Greek is printed also by
history of geometry in 4 books, of Bretschneider (pp. 27—31), with a
astronomy in 6, and of arithmetic in 1 (not very exact) German translation,
book. Bretschneider (p. 27) is not in- A pretty close paraphrase is given by
clined to the general opinion that Prof, de Morgan in art. Eucleides of
Diogenes has here confused Theo- Smith's Die. of G. and B. Biography,
phrastus with Eudemus. and another by Dr Allman in Her-

2 Procli Diadochi Comm. in primum matliena (Dublin), no. v. for 1877, p.
Eucl. Elem. liirum, ed. Friecllein 160 sqq.
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Nile, which obliterated the boundaries appertaining to separate
owners. Nor is it marvellous that the discovery of this and
the other sciences should have arisen from such an occasion,
since everything which moves in development will advance from
the imperfect to the perfect. From mere sense-perception to
calculation, and from this to reasoning, is a natural transition1.
Just as among the Phoenicians, through commerce and ex-
change, an accurate knowledge of numbers was originated, so
also among the Egyptians geometry was invented for the reason
above stated.

Thales first went to Egypt, and thence introduced this study
into Greece. He discovered much himself, and suggested to his
successors the sources of much more: some questions he at-
tacked in their general form, others empirically2. After him
Mamercus3, the brother of the poet Stesichorus, is mentioned as
having taken up the prevalent zeal for geometry: and Hippias
of Elis relates that he obtained some fame as a geometer.
But next Pythagoras changed the study of geometry into the
form of a liberal education, for he examined its principles to
the bottom and investigated its theorems in an immaterial and
intellectual manner. It was he who discovered the subject of
irrational quantities and the composition of the cosmical
figures4. After him Anaxagoras of Clazomenae touched upon

1 The text (ed. Friedlein) is en-eiSrj ledge,' which is even less permissible.
irav TO ii> ytviaei <f>epbnevov tbro rod Proolus, it should be remembered, was
dreXouselsro rtXeiov Trp6ei<nv. &wo ala 6-q- a neo-Platonist and addicted to hazy
ffews ovv els\oyur fxbv KOL awbTovrov fal phraseology.
vovv 17|aerd/3o(ris7^OITOav ek̂ TMS. Both 2 Prof, de Morgan translates "at-
sentences are extremely obscure. The tempting some in a general manner
second, I should think, represents a (KaBoKmiirepov), and some in a percep-
chapter of Eudemus, in which the tive or sensible manner (aladrjTLKa-
history of geometry was exhibited near- Ttpcv)." Dr Allman gives " in a more
ly as I have shown it in preceding intuitional or sensible manner" for
pages. A pupil of Aristotle might well the last word.
have adopted the evolutionary hypo- 3 So Friedlein, other edd. have Ame-
thesis here suggested. On the other ristus or Mamertinus.
hand, \oyur/j.bs does not necessarily 4 That is, the five regular solids, the
mean 'arithmetical calculation' and tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, eicosa-
voOs ought not to mean 'reasoning.' hedron, and dodecahedron, which were
Dr Allman translates the first by supposed by the Pythagoreans to be
'reflection,' the second by 'know- the primary forms of the matter of
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many departments of geometry, as did (Enopides of Chios, who
was a little younger than Anaxagoras. Plato mentions them
both in his 'Bivals,' as having won fame in mathematics1.
Hippocrates of Chios, next, who discovered the quadrature of
the lune, and Theodoras of Cyrene became distinguished
geometers, indeed Hippocrates was the first who is recorded
to have written ' Elements.' Plato, who followed him, caused
mathematics in general, and geometry in particular, to make
groat advances, by reason of his well-known zeal for the study,
for he filled his writings with mathematical discourses, and on
every occasion exhibited the remarkable connexion between
mathematics and philosophy. To this time belong also Leodamas
the Thasian and Archytas of Tarentum and Theaetetus of
Athens, by whom mathematical inquiries were greatly extended,
and improved into a more scientific system. Younger than
Leodamas were; Neocleides and bis pupil Leon, who added
much to the work of their predecessors: for Leon wrote an
'Elements' more carefully designed,,both in the number and the
utility of its proofs, and he invented also a diorismus (or test
for determining) when the proposed problem is possible and when
impossible. Eudoxus of CnLdus, a little later than Leon and a
student of the. Platonic school, first increased the number of
general theorems, added to, the three proportions three more,
and raised to a considerable quantity the learning, begun by
Plato, on the subject of the (golden) section2, to which he
applied the analytical method. Amyclas of Heraclea, one of
Plato's companions, and Menaechmus,. a pupil of Eudoxus and
a contemporary of Plato, and also. Deinostratus, the brother of
Menaechmus, made the whole of geometry yet more perfect.
Theudius of Magnesia made himself distinguished as well in
other branches of philosophy as also in mathematics ; composed
a very good book of ' Elements,' and made more general pro-
positions which were confined to particular cases3. Cyziceuus

which the universe is made. Timaeus * Amatores, c. 1, 132 A.
(in Plato Tim. 53 c) says that fire con- 2 The cutting of a line in extreme
sists of tetrahedrons, air of octahe- and mean ratio.
drons, earth of cubes, water of eioosa- 3 7roX\a TW opiKun
hedrons, and the dodecahedron is the tirol-qam/.
shape of the universe.
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of Athens also about the same time became famous in other
branches of mathematics, but especially in geometry. All these
consorted together in the Academy and conducted their investi-
gations in common. Hermotimus of Colophon pursued further
the lines opened up by Eudoxus and Theaetetus, and discovered
many propositions of the ' Elements' and composed some on
Loci. Philippus of Mende, a pupil of Plato and incited by him
to mathematics, carried on his inquiries according to Plato's
suggestions «and proposed to himself such problems as, he
thought, bore upon the Platonic philosophy."

" Those who have written the history of geometry," Proclus
continues, " have thus far carried the development of this
science. Not much later than these is Euclid, who wrote the
' Elements,' arranged much of Eudoxus' work, completed much
of Theaetetus's, and brought to irrefragable proof propositions
which had been less strictly proved by his predecessors."

82. To this extract should be added another, which supplies
a very valuable criticism on the style of the early Greek
geometers. Eutocius, at the beginning of his commentary on
the Conies of Apollonius (p. 9, Halley's edn.), quotes from
Geminus,_an excellent mathematician of the first century B.C.,
the following remarks1:

" The ancients, defining a cone as the revolution of a right-
angled triangle about one of the sides containing the right
angle, naturally supposed also that all cones are right and there
is only one kind of section in each—in the right-angled cone
the section which we now call a parabola, in the obtuse-angled
a hyperbola, and in the acute-angled an ellipse. You will find
the sections so named among the ancients. Hence just as they
considered the theorem of the two right angles for each kind of
triangle, the equilateral first, then the isosceles, and lastly
the scalene, whereas the later writers stated the theorem in a
general form as follows, 'In every triangle the three interior
angles are equal to two right angles2,' so also with the conic

1 The Greek is given also by Bret- "The proposition that the terms of a
Schneider, pp. 13, 14. proportion may be taken alternando,

s Compare with this Aristotle, who was formerly proved separately for
says (Anal. Post. I. 5, p. 71, A. 17) numbers, lines, volumes, times, though
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sections, they regarded the so-called ' section of a right-angled
cone' in the right-angled cone only, supposed to be cut by a plane
perpendicular to one side of the cone: and similarly the sections of
the obtuse-angled and acute-angled cones they exhibited only in
such cones respectively, applying to all cones cutting planes per-
pendicular to one side of the cone But afterwards Apollonius
of Perga discovered the general theorem that in every cone,
whether right or scalene, all the sections may be obtained
according to the different directions in which the cutting plane
meets the cone." "This," adds Eutocius, "is what Geminus
says in the 6th Book of his General View of Mathematics
(fiaOrifidroiv Oewpta)." The two extracts here quoted are our
main clues to the history of geometry before Euclid. The first
gives us the names of the leading geometers, the order of their
appearance and a brief statement of their services. The second
is valuable in enabling us to guess at the style in which a
particular proposition would probably be treated at a given
date. The sources from which further details may be obtained
are generally very late in date and very meagre in information.
They often ascribe the same proposition to different persons or
different modes of proving the same proposition to the same
person, or are silent altogether about modes of proof. The early
history of Greek geometry must, therefore, be reconstructed
largely by inference, and it is obvious that to this process the
Eudemian summary and the authoritative statement of Geminus
are of the greatest assistance.

(b) Thales and the Ionic School.

83. Thales, the acknowledged founder of Greek mathe-
matics and philosophy, was born about B.C. 640 at Miletus,
the chief city of the Ionian coast, and died at the same place

it might have been proved for all of Hankel, pp. 114, 115. This is the
them at once: but because these things passage cited above (p. 105 n.) as
are not called by one name and differ evidence that Aristotle knew the mathe-
in kind, they were treated separately. matical value of the alphabetical sym-
But now it is proved generally" etc. bols which he introduced.
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about B.C. 542l. He was apparently of Phoenician descent4 but
probably not, as Diogenes relates, of Phoenician parentage, for
the names of his parents, Examius and Cleobuline, are good
enough Greek. Many authorities concur in stating that he
was, in early life at least, engaged in commerce, for which he
seems to have had great aptitude3. Aristotle illustrates this by
a tale that one winter, when the stars promised an abundant
crop of olives, Thales at once secured by contract all the oil-
presses, and made, in the following autumn, a large profit by
lending these necessary implements. It may be that he went to
Egypt for mercantile purposes, and there learnt in his leisure
the mathematical and other knowledge which he subsequently
introduced among the Greeks. According to Plutarch, he was
somewhat advanced in years (irpecrfivTepos;) when he returned
to Miletus. According to other authorities4 he was old, or had
given up an active share in political life, when he took to those
philosophical inquiries for which he is now remembered. At
any rate the striking achievement which made his fame in his
own day did not occur till his later years. He announced
beforehand a solar eclipse, which in fact took place at least in
the year predicted. It happened on May 28th, 585 B.C. during
a great pitched battle between the Medes and the Lydians6.

1 The main facts of his life are given this trick, Thales loaded it one time
by Diogenes Laertius (i. 1. nn. 1, 3, 6, with rags and sponges.
10, Huebner's ed. pp. 14, 16, 17, 24), 4 Plut. De plac. philos. i. c. 3.
who cites Apollodorus, as authority for Themistius, Oral. xxvu. p. 317. Diog.
the birth of Thales in the 35th Olym- L. i. c. 1, n. 2. Huebner's ed. p.
piad, and Socrates, for his death in 14.
the 58th. 6 Herod. I. c. 74. Clem. Alex. Strom.

2 Herod, i. c. 170. i. o. 14 (ed. Potter, p. 354). The
3 Plutarch, Vita Solonis, c. 2, Aris- latter quotes Eudemus as his author-

totle, Pol. i. c. 11, p. 1259 a. Plutarch ity. The fact that Thales predicted
(De Soil. Animal, p. 45 of Beiske's the eclipse is well attested, but we do
edition) says that Thales used mules not know with what exactitude he
to carry his salt to market; one of specified the time of its occurrence,
them, having slipped in fording a He may have learnt, from Egyptian
stream, found its load considerably or Chaldasan registers, that a solar
lightened by the melting of the salt eclipse occurs at intervals of 18 years
and afterwards several times fell in 11 days. See Bretschneider, pp. 51,
the water purposely. To cure it of 52.
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The circumstance gave additional Sclat to the prophecy, and it
was no doubt owing to this that, in the archonship of Damasias
(B.C. 585—583 B.C.), Thales was added to the list of Wise Men1.
" Thales apparently," says Plutarch2, " was the only one of these
whose wisdom stepped, in speculation, beyond the limits of
practical utility: the rest acquired the name of wisdom in
politics." It appears, nevertheless, that Thales possessed quite
as much political shrewdness and knowledge of the world and
had the same gift of epigrammatic counsel as his compeers
among the famous Seven3.

84. The well-known theory of Thales on the structure of
the universe and the astronomical observations, to which he
seems to have been chiefly devoted, do not fall within the
scope of this history4. For the present purpose, it is necessary
only to record that five geometrical theorems are expressly
attributed to Thales and also two practical applications of
geometry. The theorems are as follows5:

(1) The circle is bisected by its diameter.
(2) The angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are

equal. (Euc. i. 5, part 1.)
1 Diog. L. i. 1, n. 1, quoting Deme- and (5). The theorem (4) is attributed

trius Phalereus. to Thales by inference from a passage
8 Vit. Solonis, c. 3. of Diogenes Laertius (i. o. 1, n. 3) who
3 See, for instance, Herod, i. o. 170, says that Pamphila (temp. Nero) re-

and Diog. Laert. lates that Thales was the first person
4 On the astronomy of Thales, see " to inscribe a right-angled triangle in a

the authorities collected byBretschn. circle," and that he sacrificed an ox on
pp. 47—49. The most copious of these performing this " problem." The same
is Plutarch, De plac. philos. n. cc. 12, achievement was attributed by others
24, 28, in. cc. 10, 11. The chief ex- to Pythagoras. Dr Allman (v. p. 170)
tracts from Thales'astronomical teach- has the excellent note: "It may be
ing are: (1) that the year is 365 days : noticed that this remarkable property
(2) that the intervals between the equi- of the circle, with which, in fact, ab-
noxes are not equal: (3) that Ursa stract geometry was inaugurated,
Minor was a better guide for mariners struck the imagination of Dante:
than Ursa major: (4) that the moon is • 0 se del mezzo cerchio far si puote
illuminated by the sun: (5) that the Triangol si, ch' un retto non avesse'."
earth is spherical. The lines (Paradiso, c. xm. 101—2)

5 Of these (1) (2) (3) and (5) rest on are part of a description of the know-
the authority of Proclus (Comm. in ledge which Solomon did not choose
Eucl. I. ed. Friedlein, pp. 157, 250, from God.
290, 65), who cites Eudemus for (3)
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(3) If two straight Iine3 cut one another, the opposite
angles are equal. (Euc. I. 15.)

(4) The angle in a semicircle is a right angle. (Euc. in.
31, part 1.)

(5) A triangle is determined if its base and base-angles be
given (practically Euc. I. 26).

Of these the first and third are probably cases in "which
Thales relied on intuition, or as the Eudemian summary has it,
attacked the question empirically {aladrjTiKtoTepov), for, accord-
ing to Proclus (p. 299), Euclid first thought (3) "worthy of
proof," and he does not think (1) worthy of it at all, but leaves
it to be inferred from definitions 17 and 18 to Book I. The
language of Proclus also (p. 250) seems to hint that Thales
proved the proposition (2), our old friend, the Ports Asivorum,
by taking two equal isosceles triangles and applying them to one
another as in Euc. I. 4, another case of experiment. But the
two remaining theorems are obviously incapable of such treat-
ment, and must have been supported either by deduction or at
least by very wide induction. The last of them (Euc. I. 26) is
attributed to Thales by Eudemus (Proclus, p. 65), apparently on
the ground that Thales invented a mode of discovering the
distance of a ship at sea, in which the proposition was used.
In the application of this process, probably the given base was
a tower of known altitude, and one of the given base-angles was
the right angle which the tower forms with the shore. The
other given angle was obtained by the observer who looked at
the ship from the top of the tower1. It is hardly credible that,
in order to ascertain the distance of the ship, the observer should
have thought it necessary to reproduce and measure on land, in
the horizontal plane, the enormous triangle which he constructed
in imagination in a perpendicular plane over the sea. Such an
undertaking would have been so inconvenient and wearisome
as to deprive Thales' discovery of its practical value. It is
therefore probable that Thales knew another geometrical pro-
position: viz. 'that the sides of equiangular triangles are
proportional.' (Euc. vi. 4.) And here no doubt we have the

1 Cantor, p. 122.
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real import of those Egyptian calculations of seqt, which Ahmes
introduces as exercises in arithmetic. The seqt, or ratio, be-
tween the distance of the ship and the height of the watch-
tower is the same as that between the corresponding sides of
any small but similar triangle. The discovery, therefore, attri-
buted to Thales is probably of Egyptian origin, for it is difficult
to see what other use the Egyptians could have made of their
seqt, when found. It may nevertheless be true that the pro-
position, Euc. VI. 4, was not known, as now stated, either to
the Egyptians or to Thales. It would have been sufficient for
their purposes to know, inductively, that the seqts of equi-
angular triangles were the same. The other practical application
of geometry, attributed to Thales, depends upon the same
proposition, but is described in two forms, the one very simple,
the other more difficult. According to Pliny and Diogenes
Laertius1 (who quotes Hieronymus of Rhodes, a pupil of
Aristotle, as his authority), Thales ascertained the height of
pyramids and similar edifices by measuring their shadows at
that hour of the day when a man's shadow is of the same length
as himself. Plutarch2, however, puts into the mouth of Niloxenus
a different account of the process. " Placing your staff at the
extremity of the shadow of the pyramid," says he to Thales,
" you made, by the impact of the sun's rays, two triangles, and
so showed that the pyramid was to the staff as its shadow to the
staff's shadow." This is obviously only another calculation of
seqt, though the proportion, as stated by Plutarch, is probably
not exactly in its original form. There is no reason, now that
Ahmes's book is well-known, to deny that Thales was acquainted
with the simple process here attributed to him. It was, however,
justifiable in Bretschneider, who knew Ahmes only from a brief
abstract8, which contained no mention of the seqt calculations, to
question Plutarch's accuracy and to suppose that he was attri-
buting to Thales the improved methods of his own day.

85. To infer from the knowledge which is expressly

1 Pliny, H. N. xxxvi. 17. Diog. L. 3 Dr Birch in Lepsius' Zeitsclirifl,
i. c. 1, n. 3. referred to supra, p. 16 n.

2 Sept. Sap. Conv. 2.
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attributed to Thales what other geometrical knowledge he
must have had is a peculiarly fascinating inquiry. It has been
already suggested that he knew, in some form, the theorem
Eucl. vi. 4. To this Dr Allman adds also two other inferences.
If, he argues, Thales knew that the angle in a semicircle is a
right angle, he must have known also that 'the interior angles
of a triangle are equal to two right angles' (Euclid I. 32, pt. 2).
He infers this, not from the fact that Euclid uses the proposition
I. 32, in the proof of in. 31, pt. I,1 but in another way.
Thales knew that the angle in a semicircle is a right angle: if he
had then joined the apex of the triangle containing that right
angle with the centre of the circle, he would have obtained two
isosceles triangles, in which, as he also knew, the angles at the
base are equal. Hence, he could not have failed to see that the
interior angles of a right-angled triangle were equal to two
right angles, and since any triangle may be divided into two
right angled triangles, the same proposition is true of
every triangle. It is justifiable, no doubt, to ascribe so much
intelligence to Thales, but it is another matter to attribute to
him a particular piece of knowledge and a particular method of
proof: on the same plan, Thales might be held to have known
the first six books of Euclid. It will be remembered that
Gemi'nus, in the extract quoted above, attributes to " the
ancients" (pi TraXatoi) the knowledge of the proposition that
the interior angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles. It
may be conceded that he alludes here to Thales among others,
but it is also to be borne in mind that he says that this proposi-
tion was separately proved for the different classes of triangles.
Hence Dr Allman suggests, as an alternative, that the theorem
was arrived at from inspection of Egyptian floors paved with
tiles of the form of equilateral triangles, or squares, or hexagons2.

1 There would be two objections at thagoreans. Cantor, however (p. 120),
least to such an inference, viz. that is inclined to attribute to Thales
Euclid i. 32 contains two propositions, Euclid's proof (or something very like
of which only the first, which is not it) of in. 31.
the prop, in question, is used in in. 2 Proclus, p. 305, attributes to the
31: and also that Euclid i. 32 is said Pythagoreans the theorem that only
by Proclus (p. 379) to have been three regular polygons, the equilateral
proved almost as it stands by the Vy- triangle, the square and the hexagon,
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If, for instance, Thales observed that six equilateral triangles
could be placed round a common vertex, he would also notice
that six equal angles make up four right angles, and therefore
the angles of each equilateral triangle are equal to two right-
angles. Hankel (pp. 95, 96) suggests a similar theory, which
is adopted also by Cantor (pp. 120—121), with the addition
that the scalene triangle was divided into two right-angled
triangles, each of which was considered as half a rectangle. It
seems needless to dwell further on this proposition.

86. Dr Alltnan, however, makes a second inference of a far
bolder character. He converts the theorem that the angle in a
semicircle is a right angle into a theorem that, if on a given
straight line as base, there be described any number of triangles
each having a right angle at the vertex, then the locus of their
vertices is the circumference of a circle described on the given
base as diameter, and attributes to Thales, therefore, the
conception of geometrical loci. If Thales proved the first
theorem empirically, by constructing a great number of right-
angled triangles on the same base, no doubt the notion of a
locus may have occurred to him: but what becomes then of
that deductive, that essentially Greek character which Thales is
always said to have imparted to Egyptian geometry V There
will not be left a single theorem, attributed to Thales, which
he is not likely to have discovered by inspection or inductively.
He may, no doubt, have arrived at any theorem in two ways, at
first inductively or by inspection, and later also by a formal
deductive process, but there is no available evidence on this
matter. If he used deduction only for this particular theorem,
he would probably not have conceived a locus. If he used
induction only, he might have conceived a locus, but there
would have been no great merit in the conception.

Of speculation in this style there is no end, and there is
hardly a single Greek geometer who is not the subject of it. A

can be placed about a point so as to fill 1 The Eudemian summary expressly
a space, but Dr Allman (p. 169 note) says that Thales "attacked some
supposes, no doubt rightly, that the questions in their general form" (KCLOO-
Egyptians habitually used these figures XiKwrepov).
for tiles.
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mathematician, writing for mathematicians, is perhaps entitled,
and may even be required, to fill up with his own opinions the
gaps in his evidence. But his theories, however ingenious, are
necessarily of such a kind that even a non-mathematical reader
can see that they are, for the most part, imaginary, and a
mathematician will think he can make better for himself. A
history, like this, of which the utility will no doubt vary as
the brevity, had best omit long and inconclusive discussions.
Suffice it then to say, of Thales, that he certainly introduced geo-
metry to the Greeks, that he probably improved upon Egyptian
geometry by teaching more particularly of lines than of areas,
and by giving deductive instead of inductive proofs, and
that at any rate he formed a school which derived from him its
subjects and methods of inquiry, its belief in the stability of
natural laws, its tradition of the beauty and utility of the
intellectual life1.

87. The Eudemian summary names, immediately after
Thales, Mamercus, the brother of the poet Stesichorus, as
one of the founders of Greek geometry. Nothing more is known
of this person, and his name itself is exceedingly doubtful.
Stesichorus lived in Sicily, and died about 560 B.C. Mamercus
nevertheless may have been a pupil of Thales, for it is difficult
to imagine how he could have learnt any geometry in Sicily
at that time. However this may be, Thales undoubtedly
had some pupils (e.g. Mandryatus of Priene2) whom the
Eudemian summary does not mention. Another pupil of
Thales, Anaximander of Miletus, became very famous. He
was born about 611 B.C., and died about 545 B.C.3. He also,
like Thales, devoted himself mainly to physical speculations
and to astronomy. It has been already mentioned that he first
introduced the gnomon and the polos or sundial into Greece4.

1 Thales apparently composed some 3 Diog. Laert. n. o. 1.
astronomical treatise in verse, but the 4 The gnomon was an upright staff
authorities on his writings are con- placed in the centre of three concentric
flicting. See Bretschneider § 39, pp. circles, so that at the summer solstice
54, 55. its shadow at noon justreaohed the inner

2 Apuleius, Florida, iv. n. 18, ed. circle, at the equinoxes the middle, at
Hildebr. p. 88, ed. Delphin. p. 817. the winter solstice the outer, Ai'ter-
Bretschneider, pp. 53, 56. wards in places, of which the meridian

G. G. M. 10
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Simplicius also relates (in Ar. de Coelo, ed. Brandis, p. 497 a),
on the authority of Eudemus, that Anaximander ascertained
the relative sizes and distances of the planets: and Diogenes
states that he first constructed terrestrial and celestial globes1.
These facts favour a presumption that Anaximander also was
greatly interested in geometry, and Suidas, in particular, attri-
butes to him a work entitled virorinraicn'; rr)<; ryecofieTpid?,
which would seem to mean ' a collection of figures illustrative of
geometry.' Pliny (H. N. II. c. 76) as was mentioned above
(p. 67 n.), attributes the introduction of the gnomon to the
younger philosopher, Anaximenes, who lived B.C. 570—499, and
there may be some confusion between him and Anaximander.
Nothing is known of any geometrical work by Anaximenes, and
the same might be said of the more famous Anaxagoras of
Clazomenae2, (B. c. 500—428) were it not that the Eudemian
summary expressly mentions him as a geometer; that Plutarch
(de exilio, c. 17), relates that when in prison he wrote a treatise
on quadrature of the circle, and that Vitruvius (vii. praef.),
ascribes to him a work on perspective.

88. We may add finally to the Ionic school, with which he
seems to have had most affinity, (Enopides of Chios, a
contemporary perhaps of Anaxagoras, or according to the
Eudemian summary, a little later. Of him Diodorus, as quoted
above (p. 131), relates that he studied in Egypt. He was certainly
devoted chiefly to astronomy; and .ZElian (Var. Hist. x. 7),
says that he invented a "great year" of 59 years, that is, a
period at the end of which, according to his observations, the
lunar and solar years would exactly coincide8. He was however
interested in geometry, and Proclus* attributes to him the

was known, the circles were omitted made about the same time the first
and three spots, marked on the me- map.
ridian line, were substituted. The 2 Anaxagoras lived, in his later years,
polos can hardly have been similar with Pericles at Athens.
to our sundials, but was probably a 3 Censorinus c. 18, says that a
staff placed in the centre of six con- "great year" of this length was attri-
centric circles, such that every two buted also to Philolaus, the Pythago-
hours the shadow of the staff passed rean. See the note to iElian in Gro-
from one circle to the next. Bret- novius' ed. n. p. 655.
Schneider, p. 60. Cantor, p. 92. 4 Ed. Friedlein, pp. 283 and 333.

1 His fellow-townsman, Hecataeus, Eudemus is cited in the latter passage.
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solution of two problems, 'To draw a straight line perpendicular
to a given straight line of unlimited length, from a given point
without it' (Euclid I. 12.) and 'At a given point in a given
straight line to make a rectilineal angle equal to a given
rectilineal angle' (Euclid I. 23). On the first of these, Proclus'
note is curious and worth quoting. He says, " (Enopides first
invented this problem, thinking it useful for astronomy. He
calls the perpendicular (tcddero?) in the antique manner a
'gnomon,' because the gnomon is at right angles (77/30? opOds)
to the horizon, and the line drawn is at right angles to the
given line, differing in plane only [ry a-^eaei), but not in
principle (Kara TO inroKeifJ-evov)."

It is plain enough from these scanty facts and from their
scantiness, that the Ionic school did not, in nearly two hundred
years, do anything like what might have been expected for
the advancement of geometry. It introduced the study, kept it
alive, and by working at astronomy, opened up a vast field of
research, to which geometry soon became essential. The
progress of geometry itself, however, was due mainly to the
Pythagoreans in Italy.

(c.) The Pythagoreans.

89. Pythagoras, the son of Mnesarchus, was born in Samos,
probably about 580 B.C. The date of his birth, however, and
the other facts of his biography are the subject of disputes,
which, owing to the nature of the evidence, can never be satis-
factorily settled. The following summary statement perhaps
excludes most of the very doubtful matter. Pythagoras was
at first the pupil of Pherecydes of Syros1, but afterwards visited
Thales2, and was by him incited to study in Egypt, particularly
at Memphis or Diospolis (Thebes). In pursuance of this

1 Pherecydes is said (Suidas, s. v. dopted. See Bitter and Preller, Hist.
Pliny H. N". vn. 56) to have been the Philos. c. 11. § 92.
first writer of prose. He is also said 2 Iambliohus (Vita Pyth. c. 2) is the
to have introduced the doctrine of authority for this statement, which is
metempsychosis, which Pythagoras a- not intrinsically improbable.

10—2
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advice, Pythagoras went to Egypt and stayed there a long time,
perhaps 22 years. He may subsequently have visited Babylon1.
He returned ultimately to Samos and attempted to found a
school there, hut without success. For this reason or because
of some political disturbance he emigrated to Croton in S.
Italy2. The colonies in Magna Graecia, of which Sybaris was
the chief, were at this time more wealthy and important than
the mother country, and a very considerable commerce was
carried on between them and the Ionian coast. Pythagoras,
therefore, did not arrive at Croton among a strange and uncouth
people, and was able soon to gain a leading position among his
fellow townsmen. Among the noblest and best of these he
formed a brotherhood, the members of which were united by
common philosophical beliefs and pursuits. They were, however,
bound by oath not to divulge the tenets and discoveries of
their school, and it is due to this fact that the historian of
philosophy is now obliged to speak of 'the Pythagoreans' as a
body and is unable to identify the author of any particular
portion of their creed. This Masonic society3, so to say, soon
spread into other cities of Magna Graecia, and as it was capable
of taking united action on political questions, especially on the
side of the aristocrats, from whom its members were chiefly
drawn, it became the object of popular suspicion and hatred4.
Ultimately, the Pythagoreans of Croton, their leader with
them, were attacked by the plebeian party: Pythagoras fled
first to Tarentum and then to Metapontum, and was there
murdered in another popular outbreak about 500 B.C.

90. It has been already stated that, by writers of other
schools, Pythagorean doctrines are generally attributed to "the
Pythagoreans" and not to Pythagoras himself. On the other
hand, the Pythagoreans were wont to attribute all their tenets
to their master. AVTO? e<f>a, ipse dixit, was the formula which
secured acceptance for any doctrine however remote it may

1 Strabo, xiv. i. 16. searchers' or'mathematicians' and the
2 Diog. Laert. vm. 3. Cicero, De 'listeners.' The former apparently

Hep. II. 15. were communists. Iamblich. V. P.
3 It contained two orders, the /xaBri- 81; Porph. V. P. 37.

and the aKovana.ri.Kol, the ' re- 4 Polybius, Hist. n. 29.
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have been from the teaching of Pythagoras .himself. Further,
the teaching of the school seems, to have been traditional and
founded on no text-books, until the wide dispersion of its
members made it desirable that some record should be secured.
Philolaus, a contemporary of Plato, is generally credited with the
first publication of a detailed Pythagorean philosophy1. His
work is lost, save a few very brief fragments (not undoubted)
preserved by Stobaeus and similar compilers. In default of
this, we are compelled to rely on incidental remarks or mere
allusions of the earlier Greek writers, or else on histories
obviously uncritical of a very late date. Now these are pre-
cisely the kind of authorities who would naturally omit to
mention discoveries of Pythagoras and his school in geometry.
Aristotle, for instance, had no occasion to discuss geometrical
details to which he did not, though the Pythagoreans did,
attach any profound significance. To lamblichus, on the other
hand, geometry was not in itself interesting, or, if it was, the
geometry of his day had so far outstripped the Pythagorean
that the latter would have seemed childish by comparison.
Hence it is that, though the evidence is abundant that
Pythagoras really made geometry the Greek science par ex-
cellence, yet very few particular inventions can be attributed to
him or his immediate followers.

91. It has been already stated (see above pp. 67—72) how
it was that Pythagoras came to attach so much importance to
geometry, and how closely he connected it with arithmetic. It
will be remembered also that the geometry of Ahmes is ex-
hibited only as leading to arithmetical problems, and we may
suppose therefore that Pythagoras was profoundly influenced by
his Egyptian teaching. We shall also be prepared to find that
the Pythagorean geometry, like the Egyptian, is concerned,
more than that of Thales, with the relations of areas and
volumes, and is not largely concerned with those relations of
lines which do not admit of, or do not readily suggest, arith-

1 Lucian, Pro Lapsu in Salut. c. 5, avrov). Diog. Laert. vin. 15, says
mentions that Pythagoras had not "before Philolaus it was impossible
thought fit to leave any authoritative to learn any Pythagorean dogma."
writings {/j.rjdet> tdiov KaTaXnretv TUP
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metical expression. This being premised, it remains only to
set out in order such doctrines, of geometrical interest, and such
special discoveries in geometry as are attributed to Pythagoras
or the Pythagoreans.

According to Aristotle1 "the Pythagoreans first applied them-
selves to mathematics, a science which they improved; and pene-
trated with it, they fancied that the principles of mathematics
were the principles of all things." Proclus2 says expressly that
the specialised meaning of 'mathematics' (jiadijfiara) was first
used by the Pythagoreans. The Eudemian summary says that
Pythagoras changed the study of geometry into the form of a
liberal education, for he examined its principles to the bottom,
and investigated its theorems in an immaterial and intellectual
manner (ai5\ws ical voepcos;). Diogenes Laertius3 states, on the
authority of Favorinus, that Pythagoras "used definitions, on
account of the mathematical matter of his subject." This
perhaps was the first step towards that systematization of
geometry which Eudemus ascribes to him. The following
details are also preserved4:

(1) The Pythagoreans define a point (arifielov) as "unity
having position." (Proclus, ed. Friedlein, p. 95.)

(2) They considered a point as analogous to the monad, a
line to the duad, a superficies to the triad, and a body to the
tetrad. (Ib. p. 97.)

(3) They showed that the plane about a point is completely
filled by six equilateral triangles, four squares or three regular
hexagons. (Ib. p. 305.)

(4) They first, according to Eudemus, proved generally
that the interior angles of a triangle are equal to two right-
angles. (Ib. p. 379.)6

1 Metaph. i. 5, 985. parallel to BC. Then the alternate
2 Friedlein's ed. p. 45.
3 vin. 25. A

4 All the following quotations are in
Bretsohneider, pp. 67—91. They are
more neatly arranged by Dr Allman.

5 The Pythagorean proof, according
to Eudemus, is as follows. Let ABG B C
be a triangle. Through A draw DE angles (al ecaXXdJ) are equal, DAB to
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(5) They also, according to Eudemus, invented the problems
concerning the application of areas, including the cases of defect
(eWeiyfrii) and excess (inrepfioXtf) as in Eucl. VI. 28, 29. (Ib.
p. 419, Comm. on Eucl. I. 441. See above p. 84 re.)

(6) Pythagoras sacrificed an ox on solving the problem
how to construct a figure equal to one and similar to another
given figure. (Euclid u. 14, vi. 25)2.

(7) Pythagoras, according to Eudemus, discovered the con-
struction of the regular solids3. (Proclus, p. 65).

(8) The triple inteswoven triangle, the
pentagram-star, (TO rpbifKovv Tplr/mvov, TO St'
dXkr'jXav, TO 7revTdypa/j,fiov) was used as a
badge or symbol of recognition by the Pythago-
reans, and was called by them Health (vyieia).
(Lucian, Pro Lapsu, c. 5, Schol. in Ar. Nub. 611)4.

(9) Pythagoras discovered the theorem of the three squares,
Euclid I. 47. (Proclus, p. 426)5.

ABC, EAC to AOB. Add the angle
BAG. Then the three angles DAB,
BAG, GAE, that is, DAB, BAE, that
is, two right angles are equal to the
three angles of the triangle. The re-
dundant explanation in the last sen-
tence is curious. The text is given by
Bretschneider, p. 78.

1 This passage will, for the sake of
some other matter contained in it, be
quoted later on. The statement is con-
firmed by Plutarch (Non posse suav.
vivi sec. Epicur. c. 11), who says, " Py-
thagoras, according to Apollodorus,
sacrificed an ox on completing the
figure...either for the proposition con-
cerning the hypotenuse, that its square
is equal to those of the sides contain-
ing the right angle, or else the pro-
blem about application of an area."
The texts have 7rep2 rod xwpiov r^s irapa-
/So\?js, for which Bretschneider (p. 79,
n.) proposes, evidently rightly, irepl
T7)s rod X^P'OK TrapafioXfjs. The text is

sometimes translated "on the area of
the parabola," which involves a gross
anachronism.

2 Plutarch, Quaest. Conv. vin. 2,
c. i.

3 According to Iamblichus (Vita
Pyth. c. 18, s. 88) Hippasus was
drowned for divulging the knowledge
of "the sphere with the twelve penta-
gons" (i.e. the inscribed ordinate dode-
cahedron) " for he took the glory as
discoverer, whereas everything belong-
ed to Him (thai Si iravra inelvov) for so
they call Pythagoras."

4 See Chasles, p. 477, sqq. This
Pythagoraefigura was used through the
middle ages, and was regarded even by
Paracelsus as a symbol of health. It is
the drudenfuss of Goethe's Faust, sc. iii.

6 The oldest authority for this is
Vitruvius, ix. pref. 5, 6, 7. It is
attested also by Plutarch (supra, n. 1).
Diog. L. vin, 11.
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(10) Pythagoras used to say that of all solids the sphere
was the most beautiful; of all plane figures, the circle. (Diog.
Laert. vin. 19.)

(11) The Pythagoreans are said to have solved the quadra-
ture of the circle. (Iamblichus quoted by Simplicius in Ar. Phys.
185, a, 16. Ed. Brandis, p. 327, b.)

(12) The Pythagoreans, as has been already stated {supra
p. 70) were largely occupied with the study of proportion,
doubtless not in arithmetic only but in geometry1.

(13) From the Pythagorean use of 'gnomon' as a desig-
nation of those numbers, which, when added to a square
number, make a square total, it is evident that the Pythagoreans
were accustomed to consider and use the gnomon in geometry8.

92. It will be seen at once that all this knowledge can by
no means be attributed to Pythagoras himself or to his earliest
successors. There must have been, notwithstanding the en-
thusiasm and ability of the school, a slow progress from em-
pirical to reasoned solutions, from the diffuse treatment of
special cases to the concise treatment of one general case. But
we are hopelessly in the dark as to whea and how this progress
was effected. It is probable, indeed, that much of it was not
effected inside the Pythagorean school at all, but that later writers
ascribe to the Pythagoreans theorems which they first proved for
one special case but which some Academic geometer afterwards
proved generally. A Pythagorean, for instance, may very well
have solved Eucl. II. 14, without going so far as VI. 25. Some
statements also,in themselves beyond doubt,maylead to veryplau-
sible but erroneous inferences. For instance, if Pythagoras was

1 Proolus (ed. Friedlein, p. 43) says Schneider p. 89, § 71, conclusively
that Eratosthenes regarded proportion shews that Montucla (i. p. 117) is
as 'the bond of mathematics,' and says wrong in attributing to the Pythagor-
elsewhere that the 5th Book of Euclid eans any investigations in isoperi-
is common to geometry, arithmetic, metry. What Diogenes Laertius (vm.
music and, in a word, to all mathe- e. 1. n. 19) says is stated above (10).
matics. See Knoche, Untersuch. iiber He does not say that Pythagoras taught
die Schol. des Proklus zu Eucl. Elem, that the circle is the greatest among
Herford, 1865, p. 10. figures of equal periphery, and the

2 It should be mentioned before sphere among solids of equal super-
leaving this enumeration, that Bret- ficies.
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acquainted (as no doubt he was) with the regular solids, he was
acquainted also with the regular pentagon. This fact, together
with the form of the pentagram and together with the directions
as to dividing figures into triangles which Plato puts into
the mouth of the Pythagorean Timaeus1, suggests that Pytha-
goras constructed the regular pentagon in the manner of
Euclid IV. 11. But Euclid iv. 11 is founded on IV. 10, which
is founded on II. 11, and the Eudetnian summary, the most
authoritative of all our historical accounts of ancient geometry,
says that Plato invented the learning on the subject of cutting
a line in extreme and mean ratio. It can hardly, therefore,
serve any useful purpose to criticise minutely a whole body of
geometrical teaching much of which is not properly authen-
ticated, and which, if it be correctly ascribed to the Pythagorean
school, must belong to very different dates2. It is sufficient to
say, generally, that the Pythagoreans seem at a very early time
to have been masters of most of the geometry contained in the
first two books of Euclid, and that they knew some propositions
of the 5th and 6th books. To them also is probably due the
introduction of definitions of some kind and the use of orderly
deductive proofs in geometry. Further, just as Aristoxenus
tells us that they raised arithmetic above the needs of mer-
chants, so the Eudemian summary tells us that they made
geometry 'a liberal education'; and other writers record as one
of their proverbial maxims, "A figure and a stride: not a figure
and sixpence gained8".

93. There are, however, two portions of the Pythagorean
geometry which have provoked interesting comments. One
is the construction of the five regular solids, the other is the
Pythagorean theorem, Euclid I. 47.

Timaeus, in the dialogue of Plato above cited, explains that
every rectilineal figure is made up of triangles, and that every

1 Tim. c. 20, 107. See next par. school, "first found the cube"!
2 A very curious instance of the 3 <rxo.ua KOX 0S./ia, dXV oi axwa- KO.1

distracting nature of the evidence a- rpuiftoXov. Proclus, ed Friedlein, p.
bout the Pythagoreans is furnished by 84. Iamblichus, Adhort. ad Philos.
Diogenes Laertius (VIII. 83), who says Symb. xxxvi. c. 21, quoted by Dr
that Archytas, one of the last of the Allman, v. p. 206.
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triangle may be divided into two right-angled triangles, either
isosceles or scalene. "Of such scalene triangles the most
beautiful is that out of the doubling of which an equilateral
arises, or in which the square of the greater perpendicular is
three times that of the less, or in which the less is half the
hypotenuse. But two or four right-angled isosceles triangles,
properly put together, form the square : two or six of the most
beautiful scalene right-angled triangles form the equilateral
triangle, and out of these two figures arise the solids which
correspond with the four elements of the real world, the tetra-
hedron, octahedron, icosahedron and the cube1." Of these solids,
the tetrahedron, octahedron and cube must have been familiar to
a traveller who had lived in Egypt; on the construction of the
other two, Dr Allman has the following remarks: "In the
formation of the tetrahedron, three, and in that of the octa-
hedron, four, equal equilateral triangles had been placed with a
common vertex and adjacent sides coincident, and it was known
too that if six such triangles were placed round a common
vertex with their adjacent sides coincident, they woxild lie in a
plane, and that, therefore, no solid could be formed in that
manner from them. It remained then to try whether five such
equilateral triangles could be placed at a common vertex in like
manner: on trial it would be found that they could be so
placed and that their bases would form a regular pentagon.
The existence of a regular pentagon would thus be known (sic).
It was also known from the formation of the cube that three
squares could be placed in a similar way with a common vertex;
and that, further, if three equal and regular hexagons were
placed round a point as common vertex with adjacent sides
coincident, they would form a plane. It remained then only to
try whether three equal regular pentagons could be placed with
a common vertex and in a similar way: this on trial would be
found possible and would lead to the construction of the regular
dodecahedron which was the regular solid last arrived at." It
should be added that there is no reason to suppose that the
Pythagoreans knew that there are, in fact, no other regular
solids save these.

1 The dodecahedron represented the universe itself.
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94. The famous proposition, Euclid I. 47, has always been
known as the theorem of Pythagoras. It will be remembered
that the converse of this (Eucl. I. 48) was known to the
Egyptians and to other nations, at a very early date, in the case
in which the sides of the triangle are to one another as 3 : 4 : 5 ,
and that Pythagoras extended it to cases in which the sides are
to one another as 2n + 1 : 2ti2 + 2n : 2n2 + 2n + V. The first
proposition also may have been known to the Egyptians in the
particular case where the right-angled triangle is isosceles. It
would of course be at once suggested by a floor paved with
tiles in the form of isosceles right-angled
triangles. But the general proof is at-
tributed to Pythagoras; and Proclussays
expressly (p. 426) that the form of
Euclid I. 47 (as well as Euclid vi. 31)
is due to Euclid himself. Hence Bret-
schneider (p. 82), after Camerer2, proposes
as a possible restoration of the original
proof, the following. If a straight line
be divided into any two parts a and b, then the square on the
whole line is equal to a? + b2 with the two complementary
rectangles ab. Draw the diagonals c of these rectangles, and
dispose the four triangles so formed about the square in the

0 \

I2

a*

a

manner shown in the second figure. There is thus left, in the
middle of the square, a figure e2 which is obviously equal to
a2 + V. Upon this Hankel (p. 98) remarks that "it has no
specifically Greek colouring, and reminds us rather of the

1 See above p. 71. 2 Euclidis Elem. i. p. Ui, ana refit, there given.
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Indian style1." This criticism will serve to introduce an
Indian proof of the same theorem, taken from the Vija-ganita
('Eoot-calculations') of Bhaskara, who was born A. D. 11142.
Here a square is constructed on the
hypotenuse and the original triangle
repeated four times, is disposed round
it as in Bretschneider's proof. The
square left in the middle is that of the
difference between the two perpendicu-
lars. Bhaskara merely draws the figure
and adds 'Look!' without thinking it

necessary to add that if A2 = 4 { + (cs - cj\ then h*=c*+c*.

A proof of precisely the same kind is given, two hundred years
earlier, by the Arab Abu '1 Wafa (A.D. 940—998), who trans-
lated Diophantus3. It would seem also that the Chinese had
a similar proof. The passage on which this presumption is
founded occurs in a book called the Tcheou pei* or 'signal in a
circle,' of which the first part, containing the passage, is
attributed to 1100 B.C. It may not be so early as this, but
it certainly existed and was the subject of a commentary in the
2nd century after Christ. Here, apparently, the same figure
as Bhaskara's is drawn and is named 'the Rope figure,' as
though it were intended to ex-
plain the practice of some Chinese
Harpedonaptes. Another proof
given by Bhaskara, in the same
place, is also worth quoting. A
perpendicular is drawn from the
vertex to the hypotenuse, dividing the triangle into two

1 Dr Allman (p. 193) adopts this
criticism, but accepts Bretschneider's
proof and attributes it to trie Egyptians.
See, however, the passage from the
Meno, cited below p. 174.

2 Colebrooke, Algebra etc. of Brah-
megupta and Bhaskara, 1817, p. 220—
222, § 146. Hankel, p. 209. Cantor
p. 557.

3 See Cantor, pp. 637, 639, quoting
Woepcke in Journal Asiat. 1855, pp.
346, 350—351 (Feb. and March).

4 Cantor, pp. 579—581, quoting E.
Biot in Journ. Asiat. pp. 593—639, for
June 1841. Cantor's restoration of
the figure is founded, conjecturally, on
Biot's description of it, which is by no
means clear.
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others similar to it. Then in the figure (if h be the original

hypotenuse) fX = -1 and •=- = — , whence it follows that

h (hl + h^j = A2 = c* + c2
3. Hankel remarks that this proof was

revived in the West by Wallis1.
95. It is not to be supposed that when the Pythagorean

brother-hood was for political reasons broken up, the Pythagorean
philosophy disappeared also. On the contrary, the school con-
tinued to flourish for at least two centuries more. Tarentum
seems to have been its head-quarters, but it seems also to have
sent out occasional missionary expeditions into Greece. Its
habit of secrecy prevents the possibility of naming its earliest
leaders. The most celebrated of its earliest disciples was
Epicharmus, the founder in Sicily of Greek comedy (cir. B.C. 480).
Considerably later Philolaus wrote his book, and thus the
Pythagorean doctrines became accessible to the public. Two
other disciples, Archippus and Lysis, are also reported to have
written text-books of their philosophy, and by the time of
Plato the Pythagorean teaching seems to have been well
known. Simmias of Thebes, the companion of Socrates, says
in Plato's Phaedo (61 D) that he had himself heard Philolaus in
Thebes. Most of the Sophists also, who introduced geometry
into Athens, came from Sicily and it is said of some of them
and may be presumed of others that they acquired their
knowledge of the science from Pythagorean sources. So also,
no doubt, did Plato himself, who bought a copy of Philolaus,
and who, in Sicily, studied with Archytas and Timaeus of
Locri2. This Archytas was a mathematician of great celebrity.
The Eudemian summary mentions him without attributing to
him any particular discovery, but a good deal is known of him
from other sources3. He was a leading politician and chief of
the Pythagorean school in Tarentum. According to Diogenes

1 De Sect. Aug. c. vi. in Wallis Op. note in Todhunter's Euclid.
Math. (1693), Vol. n. Hankel, p. 209. 2 Cic. De Rep. i. 10, 16.
Cantor, p. 557. A collection of proofs 3 See the authorities collected in
of Euclid I. 47 was made by J. J. Bitter and Preller, Hist. Philos. c. n.
Hofmann. Der Pythagorische Lehr- sec. 100, n. d. Cantor, p. 203.
satz. Mainz (2nd ed.) 1821. See the
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Laertius (VIII. 83) he first applied geometry to mechanics and
handled the latter subject methodically, and used mechanical
contrivances in the construction of geometrical figures. A very
ingenious solution of the problem 'to double a cube' is attribu-
ted to him1 and will be cited below (pp. 181,182). He also is said
to have defined the three chief kinds of proportion. Horace in a
well-known ode (r. 28) describes him as maris ac terrae nu-
meroque carentis arenae mensor, from which it might be inferred
that he attempted some of the problems which Archimedes
treats in his Arenarius. Gellius (x. 12) ascribes to Archytas
also the invention of a mechanical dove2.

From this it will be seen that the later Pythagoreans were
worthily maintaining the traditions which they had received
from their master. But in the meantime the Persian Wars had
made Athens by far the wealthiest and most brilliant city of
Greece. To her resorted, from all parts, those men who had
something to teach and were not too proud to make a living by
teaching it. Among such there were no Pythagoreans, and thus
it is that the history of geometry must leave Italy and the Pytha-
gorean school for Athens and the Sophists and the Academy.

96. Two schools of Greek philosophy, founded early in the
5th century B.C. remain yet to bs mentioned. In Sicily
Xenophanes of Colophon had formed a school which after-
wards made its head-quarters at Elea in Italy. Here Parme-
nides, his pupil Zeno and Melissus of Samos instituted their
famous inquiries into the inconceivable. They denied the in-
finite divisibility of time and space and illustrated their position
by such paradoxes as that concerning Achilles and the tortoise3,

1 Eutocius, Comm. in Archim. de Arehytas the invention of the pulley
Sph. et Cyl. and Diog. L. loc. cit. and screw, but I have seen no authority
The method of Archytas contains the for this statement,
first example of a curve of double cur- 3 It will be remembered that Zeno
vature. maintained that Achilles could never

2 Poggendorff, Gesch. der Physik, p. overtake a tortoise, if the tortoise had
12, compares this with the automatic any start. For, supposing the tortoise
eagle made by Eegiomontanus in 1489 to take 100 yards start and Achilles to
to greet the Emperor Maximilian I. on run 10 times as fast as the tortoise,
his entry into Nuremberg. Young, in when the former has covered the 100
his lectures (xx. p. 182) ascribes to yards, the tortoise has run 10 yards,
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the heap of corn etc. The doubt and difficulty into which their
arguments led the early mathematicians were, no doubt, the
cause of the banishment of infinity from Greek mathematical
terms and conceptions1. Both Parmenides and Zeno came to
Athens at a Panathenaic festival about 450 B.C. and were
heard by the youthful Socrates.

Somewhat later Leucippus of Miletus, a disciple of Zeno,
founded the Atomistic school, of which, before Epicurus,
Democritus, who lived at Abdera in Thrace, became the most
famous professor. Democritus at least was a very ardent and
successful geometer. His boast that he was the equal of the
Egyptian harpedonaptae has been already cited from Clemens
Alexandrinus. Diogenes Laertius2 says that he was a pupil of
Anaxagoras as well as of Leucippus, that he was an admirer of
the Pythagoreans and intimate with Philolaus, and that he
wrote mathematical works on geometry, on numbers, on per-
spective (dKTivo<Ypa<f>i7])s, another in two books on incommen-
surable lines and (?) solids (irepl aXoycov ypa/Afidov /ecu vaaraiv /3),
and another 'on the difference of the gnomon or the contact of
the circle and sphere' [irepl Bia^oprj? yvobfiovo*; rj Trepl "ifravcrio';
KVKKOV Kal a-(f>aiprj<i). It is impossible to say what these titles
mean. It appears also from Plutarch4, that Democritus was
interested in the cone and raised a question, of the Eleatic kind,
as to the infinitesimal gradations in its slope. The life of
Democritus is generally said to fall between 460 and 370 B.C.

Now though the history of geometry, after about 450 B.C.,
can be traced with any definiteness only at Athens, yet it is
plain that the progress of the science was due to contributions
from many other places. Throughout Hellas, in Ionia, in
Sicily, Italy, at Athens, at Abdera far away in Thrace, there
were men who were working earnestly at the formation of rules
for exact thinking or at the exemplification of such rules in

and when Achilles has covered this, 3 Comp. Vitruvius Arch. vn. praef.
the tortoise is a yard ahead and so on. 4 De Comm. Not. adv. Stoic. 39, § 3.
Coleridge's answer to this paradox is dis- Allman in Hermathena. vn. p. 208.
cussed by Mr S. Hodgson in Mind, xix. The question was whether, if a cone
(July, 1880). be cut by a plane parallel and infinitely

1 See esp. Hankel, p. 115 sqq. near to its base, the conic section so
2 Diog. L. ix. 7, 47. exposed was equal to the base or not.
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geometry. It is sufficient only to remark the birthplaces of the
philosophers and teachers of this time to see how close an
intellectual communion was maintained between the most
widely separated cities.

(d.) The Sophists.

97. It was in the Second Persian War, and at the battle
of Salamis in particular (B.C. 480), that Athens discovered her
vocation to be a maritime power, and that Hellas perceived that
a strong fleet was the best protection against any future in-
vasion. For this reason, a joint fleet was during many years
kept up by Athens and the islands and cities of the Archipelago,
but as Persia showed no sign of moving and the islands found
the fleet a serious burden on their resources, a league was
formed on the terms that the islands should pay tribute to
Athens and Athens should find the ships. It soon followed
that the tribute was rigorously exacted but the fleet was not
maintained: Immense sums were poured yearly into the
Athenian treasury and were spent by Pericles in the adornment
of Athens. In the meantime also Athens was become a great
commercial city with a large carrying trade, and petty wars in
various parts of the Levant filled her streets and markets with
captive slaves. Thus she became the richest and most beautiful
city in the world. Her citizens were, for the most part, well-
to-do and enjoyed an unexampled amount of leisure. The
constitution of Athens, moreover, compelled every man to be
more or less a politician, and opened a splendid career to any
citizen who could but once make a successful speech in the
ecclesia. Litigation was rife and actions were conducted always
by the parties in person. Hence there arose, among the
wealthy and ambitious youth, a strong desire to cultivate
rhetoric and any other branches of knowledge which could
conduce to correct reasoning or successful disputation, The
demand was met by the necessary supply. Corax and Tisias
in Sicily, had laid the foundations of the rhetorical art and
from Sicily and elsewhere there came to Athens a multitude of
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teachers, calling themselves and called by others, "Sophists."
Their business was to teach, for pay, rhetoric principally, but
some of them added also geometry, astronomy, philosophy as
necessary ingredients of a liberal education. The most famous
of them were Protagoras of Abdera, Hippias of Elis, Polus of
Agrigentum, Gorgias of Leontini, Prodicus of Ceos, Licymnius
of Sicily, Alcidamas of Elaea in Aeolis, Theodorus of Byzantium,
Thrasymachus of Ghalcedon, Hippocrates of Chios. Physicists
of the old school, Anaxagoras, Diogenes of Apollonia in Crete,
Diagoras of Melos, came also but were persecuted by charges of
impiety and driven away. Of the whole army of Sophists, two
only seem to have been Athenians born, namely Antiphon and
Meton, the astronomer1 who introduced the Metonic cycle which
the Church still uses. The dates of these teachers cannot be
more precisely determined than this, that they were all teaching
in Athens between 440 and 400 B.C. A few of them, as
has been said, were geometers, but the merits of these (as of
the rest) have been greatly obscured by Plato's well-known
hostility to their class. Hence perhaps it is that Proclus, an
ardent Platonist, in his Eudemian summary, names only
Hippocrates as a good geometer.

98. By the Pythagoreans, it will be remembered, the
geometry of the circle was practically neglected. This part of
the science was revived in the Athenian schools, which occupied
themselves chiefly with three famous problems (1) Quadrature
of the circle (2) Trisection of an angle (3) Duplication of the
Cube. It was mainly through a thousand attempts to solve
these problems that new propositions and new processes were
discovered and geometry made daily progress. It is not sur-
prising that the first two of the three should have invited
attention. Quadrature of the circle was a problem almost as
old as geometry itself, and the Pythagoreans, who were so busy
with symmetrical divisions of all kinds, would have been led

1 I add him here because Aris- cycle is said to have been adopted
tophanes (Birds, 992—1020) seems to from B.C. 432. The year, according
treat him as a sophist. He is there to it, is stated by Ptolemy to have
introduced carrying a machine for been 365J days + 7Vth of a day- T h i s

Rqnaring the circle. The Metonic is more than half an hour too long.
G. G. M. 1 1
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naturally enough to trisection. But the duplication-problem is
not so easily accounted for. Eratosthenes, in a letter1 de-
scribing the solutions of this problem, addressed to Ptolemy III,
(Euergetes), says that an old tragic poet had represented King
Minos as wishing to erect a tomb for his son Glaucus: but
being dissatisfied with the dimensions (100 feet each way)
proposed by his architect, the King exclaims: "The enclosure is
too small for a royal tomb: double it, but fail not in the cubical
form3." A little further on, Eratosthenes says that the
Delians, who were suffering under a pestilence, were ordered by
the oracle to double a certain cubical altar and, being in
a difficulty, consulted Plato on the matter. Both these
statements, perhaps, contain a minute portion of truth.
The problem was certainly called 'the Delian,' and it may have
originated in an architectural difficulty. But for this evidence,
one would have been inclined to say, with Bretschneider, that
the problem was suggested in the investigation of incommen-
surables. It was at least well known in Athens before Plato's
time3.

99. Hippias of Elis is mentioned intheEudemian summary
as authority for the geometrical performances of the brother of
Stesichorus, but is not named as the author of any original
work himself. A certain Hippias, however, who can hardly be

1 Quoted by Eutooius in Archimed. Phys. printed, from the Aldine edition
De Sph. et Cyl. Torelli's ed. p. 144. (1526), with many corrections, by Bret-
Bretschneider, p. 97, suggests that the echneider, pp. 100 sqq. On the dupli-
duplication-problem is due merely to cation-problem, Eutocius in Archimed.
this: the Pythagoreans had found that De Sph. et Gyl. Bk II. is most copious,
the diagonal of a square is the side of but very little is said by any ancient
a square twice as large as that of writer about trisection. The modern
which it is the diagonal, and they commentators (Bretschneider, pp. 94
wished to find a similar law for the —134. Hankel, pp. 115—127, 150—
cube. 156. Allman in Hermathena vn. pp.

2 Valckenaer (Diatribe de Jragm. 180—228. Cantor, Vorhs. pp. 172—
Eurip. p. 203), suggests that the lines 176, 180—182, 194—201, etc.) present
are from the Polyidus of Euripides an embarras de richesses. I shall in
and ran the main follow Cantor, whose arrange-
fuKp6v y ?\efos pacrAiicoB a-qKov T&<j>ov ment, though it does not offer the
SfirXcurws ?<JTW, TOV KV^OV Si //Ji a(f>dKji. «ame opportunities for brilliant and

3 On the Greek circle-squarers the comprehensive criticism as Allman's
chief authority is Simplicius in Ar. or Hankel's, is better suited to my plan.
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anybody else than Hippias of Elis1, is mentioned elsewhere by
Proclus and the mathematical learning of this sophist is directly
attested by Plato himself2. It is true that he is mentioned by
Plato with a certain sarcasm. Protagoras, for instance, in his
long and eloquent plea for his own teaching, is made to say
"The others injure the young: for they drag them back against
their will into arts which they would fain avoid, teaching them
arithmetic and astronomy and geometry and music (and here
he glanced at Hippias), but he who comes to me shall learn only
that for which he comes." Hippias evidently was the polymath
of his time and had high notions of a liberal curriculum.
Proclus mentions him twice3. In the first passage, he says that
Nicomedes had solved the trisection problem by means of the
conchoid curve, which he himself invented: that others had
used for the same purpose the mixed curve called the quadratrix
of Hippias and Nicomedes and that others divided an angle
in any given proportion by using the spirals of Archimedes.
In the second passage, he says that mathematicians have
described the properties of various curves, Apollonius of the
conic sections, Nicomedes of the conchoids, Hippias of the
quadratrix (rerpaymvi^ovaa) and Perseus of the spirals.
Pappus4, however, says that the quadrature of the circle was
effected by Dinostratus, Nicomedes and other later geometers
by means of a line which, from this use, was called the quad-
ratrix. Here Hippias is ignored. Now Dinostratus belongs to
the end of the 4th century B.C. and Nicomedes seems to be a
century later. Cantor, therefore, proposes6 to reconcile the
statements of Proclus and Pappus by supposing that Hippias,
i.e. Hippias of Elis, invented a curve which was found useful
for both the quadrature- and the trisection-problems, and that
this curve was, by Dinostratus or Nicomedes or later, called

1 Allman (vu. p. 220) and Hankel 3 Ed, Friedlein, pp. 272, 356.
(p. 151) deny this. Bretschneider * iv. c. xxx. ed Hultsch, p. 251.
(p. 94) and Cantor (p. 165) affirm it. So also Simplioius loc. cit. quoting
The latter shows, by many instances, Iambliohus, names Nicomedes only in
that Proclus was always careful to dis- connexion with the quadratix. Bret-
tinguish writers of the same name. Schneider, p. 108.

2 Hippias Maj. 285, CD. Hippias * p. 167.
Minor, 367, 368. Protagoras, 318 E,

11—2
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the quadmtrix, rerpaycovl^ova-a. Originally, it may have been
intended only for the trisection.

The construction of the quadratrix is thus described by
Pappus (loc. cit.). "In the square a y
aftyB, from a as centre with a/3 as
radius, describe a quarter of a circle
y8eS. The straight line a/3 moves
evenly about its end a so that the
other end /3 moves in a given .time
along the whole arc /3e8. The line
/3y moves evenly in the same time, » 0 y 8
remaining always parallel to itself from the position /3y to the
position aS. The locus of intersection of this straight line
with the moving radius a/3 in the curve /3f)7, which is the
quadratrix." The property of this curve consists in this, that
any straight line a£e drawn to the circumference of the circle,
makes the ratio of the quadrant to the arc e8 equal to the ratio
of the straight lines /3a : £#. And since the straight line /3a
can be divided into any number of parts, in any given ratio to
one another, so also can the quadrant or the arc eS, and the
trisection or any other section of an angle is performed. The
quadrature of the circle is given by this curve, since the straight
line which is equal to the quadrant /3eS is a third proportional
to at), ijS1.

100. Theodorus of Cyrene, whom the Eudemian summary
names with praise, is known to us only as the mathematical
teacher of Plato2. Iamblichus says he was a Pythagorean and
Plato introduces, in the Theaetetus, his discovery in effect that the
square roots of numbers between 3 and 17 (except 4, 9, 16)
are irrational. He does not seem to have visited Athens.

101. Hippocrates of Chios, who is mentioned with
Theodorus in the summary, was one of the greatest geometers
of antiquity. Like Thales, he began life as a merchant but lost
his property either by piracy or through the chicanery of the

i Pappus, iv. 26. Bretschneider, p. = Diog. Laert. n. 104. IamMichus
96. Hankel, p. 131. Cantor, p. 168, Vita Pyth. 267. Plato, Theaet. 1471>-
213, (sub Dinostratus).
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Byzantine custom house \ He came to Athens to prosecute the
offenders, employed his leisure in attending lectures2 and ulti-
mately himself became a teacher of geometry. Aristotle says he
had a talent for the science but was in other respects slow and
stupid (/3/V.af Koi afypwv). The Greeks, however, would natur-
ally call any man a fool who was cheated of his property and
Aristotle seems to have no other evidence for his criticism of
Hippocrates. He may, of course, have been right. There are
still extant mathematicians who are singularly deficient in
ability for any studies but their own.

The most celebrated achievement of Hippocrates was
that 'squaring of the lune' which the Eudemian summary
attributes to him. He was, however, ardently engaged on both
the quadrature and the duplication-problems and added enor-
mously, in the course of his researches, to the geometry of the
circle. He wrote also the first textbook of 'Elements,' a
sufficient service in itself to the cause of the science.

The first step3 in Hippocrates' attempts at quadrature was
the squaring of a particular lune as follows. On a given straight
line AB, he described a semi-circle, and inscribed in this an
isosceles triangle AFB. On the
equal sides of this triangle he de-
scribed two other semicircles. Now
in the right-angled triangle AFB,
AB2 = A P + TB2, and (since circles
or semicircles are to one another as the squares of their
diameters)4 the semicircle AFB is equal to both the smaller

1 Aristotle, Eth. Eudem. vn. 14.
Joh. Philoponus in Ar. Phys. ed.
Brandia, p. 327.

a Iambliohus {Be Philos. Pyth. lib.
in., Villoison, Anecdota Gr. n. p. 216)
says that Hippocrates and Theodoras
divulged the Pythagorean geometry.
Fabricius, Bibl. Gr. I. p. 505 (Ham-
burg. 1718), referring to this passage of
Iamblichus, says wrongly that Hippo-
crates and Theodorus were expelled
from the Pythagorean school for making
money by teaching geometry. See All-

man, Herm. vn. pp. 188, 189.
3 Simplicius in Bretsehneider, pp.

102—103. Vieta (Opera, p. 386), quotes
these two proofs of Hippoerates from
Simplicius, and Montucla follows Vieta
(Bretschn. pp. 122, 123).

4 This proposition (Euclid in, 2)
is expressly attributed to Hippocrates
by Eudemus "in the second book of hia
History of Geometry," as quoted by
Simplicius shortly afterwards (Bret-
schn. p. 110 top). The proposition as
stated by Hippocrates seems to have
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semicircles on AF, FB or is double of either of them. But the
semicircle AFB is also double of the quadrant AFA, which,
therefore, is equal to the semicircle on AF. Take away from
both the common part and it is seen that the triangle AFA
is equal to the lune (ii/r)vi<rico<}) which lies outside the semicircle
AFB.

The next step1 was as follows. In a semicircle he inscribed
half of a regular hexagon, and on
the three sides of this as diameters
he described the semicircles THE,
E@Z, ZKA. Then, since the
sides FE, EZ, ZA are equal to
the radius FA of the large semi-
circle and the semicircle on a radius is a quarter of that on a
diameter of the same circle, it follows that each of the three
smaller semicircles is a quarter of the large one. It follows that
the three smaller semicircles together with that on the radius
FA is equal to the larger semicircle. Deduct the common
parts. Then the external lunes, together with the semi-circle
on FA, are equal to the trapezium FEZA. But the lune
has been shown, in the first step, to be equal to a rectilineal
figure. Deduct therefore from FEZA the three rectilineal
figures equal to the three external lunes, and the remainder is
a rectilineal figure equal to the semicircle on FA, and twice
this rectilineal figure is equal to the circle on FA and thus the
circle is squared.

The fallacy2 here lies, as Simplicius rightly points out, in

teen (see Bretschneider, p. 120, n, 1),
that "similar circles are to one an-
other as the squares of their diameters,"
from which it would appear that he
was not quite sure that all circles are
similar to one another,

1 Simplic. in Bretschn, pp, 103, 104.
2 ipevSoypcuprma, in Simplicius, i. e, a

false delineation, a fallacy founded on
a faulty diagram. The errors of Hip.
pocrates, Antiphon and Bryson, in
their attempts to square the circle are
referred to and contrasted with one an-

other by Aristotle, Soph. Elench. pp. 171
6. 172: Phys. 185, a. and also (as well
as by Simplicius) by the commenta-
tors Themistius and Joh, Philoponus
(Sehol. in Ar, ed. Brandis, p_. 827 b.
33, 211 6. 19, 30, 41, 212 a. 16).
Bretschneider (p, 122) thinks that Hip-
pocrates was too good a geometer
to make the mistake here attributed to
him and supposes that, in his second
step, he merely said "If the lune on
the side of a hexagon can be squared,
so can the circle."
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assuming that the lunes in the second step are the same as
those in the first step, which they are not. The first step
squares the lune formed on the side of an inscribed square in a
circle: the second step deals with lunes formed on the sides of
an inscribed hexagon. Hippocrates seems to have felt this
difficulty, for he proceeded to examine other lunes which might
lead to a quadrature of the circle. Simplicius quotes from
Eudemus, with some additions of his own, these further
attempts. It appears that Hippocrates made some important
additions to his proposition that circles are to one another as
the squares of their diameters. He proved1 that similar seg-
ments of a circle are to one another as the squares of their
chords (/Satret?); that similar segments contain equal angles,
and that in a segment less than a semicircle the angle is
obtuse, in a segment greater than a semicircle the angle is
acute2. Using these propositions he squared a lune of which
the exterior arc is greater than a semicircle3 and again a lune
of which the exterior arc is less than a semicircle*. Lastly, he
squared a lune and a circle together in the following manner".
Describe two circles about a common centre K, and let the
square on the diameter of the exterior circle be six times the
square on that of the interior. Inscribe in the inner circle
a hexagon ABFAEZ and draw the radii KA, KB, KF and

1 Bretschneider, p. 110. Allman, on its greater side he described a seg-
Herm. m. p. 197. Hippocrates de- ment of a circle similar to those of
fined similar segments as those which which the three equal sides are the
contained the same quotum of their chords. The exterior arc of the lune so
respective circles, e.g. a semicircle is obtained is greater than a semicircle,
similar to a semicircle, a quadrant to 4 Bretschneider, pp. 114—119, fig.
a quadrant. 9. Allman, vn. pp. 199—201 (with

a He uses also the props. Euclid n. additions and corrections to Bret-
12 and 13, but it does not appear that Schneider). The proof and even the
he invented these. construction are too long and eompli-

8 Bretschneider, pp. I l l , 112, fig. 8. cated to be given here. The propo-
Allman, vn. pp. 198, 199. This luna is sition is remarkable as involving the
obtained by the following construction. consideration of a pentagon with a re-
Hippocrates draws a trapezium having entrant angle. This is described how-
three equal sides and the fourth such ever as" "a rectilineal figure composed
that the square on it is three times the of three triangles."
square on any other side. About this 5 Bretschneider, pp. 119—121, fig.
trapezium he described a circle, and 10. Allman, vn. pp. 201, 202.
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produce them to meet the circumference of the outer circle in
H, ©, I and join H0, 01, HI.
Then it is evident that H@, 01
are sides of a hexagon inscribed
in the outer circle. On HI de-
scribe a segment similar to that
cut off by H0. Then since the
square on HI is three times the
square on H©, the side of the
hexagon1, and the square on
H© is six times the square
on AB, it is evident that the
segment on HI must be equal to the sum of the segments of
the outer circle on H@, ©I, together with those cut off in the
inner circle by all the sides of the hexagon. If we add to both
equals the part of the triangle H©I lying over the segment HI,
then the triangle H©I is equal to the lune H©I together with
the segments of the inner circle cut off by the sides of the
hexagon: and if we add to both equals the hexagon itself, the
triangle together with the hexagon is equal to the lune H@I
together with the interior circle.

These demonstrations, though they do not lead to quadrature
of the circle, must have greatly stimulated the study of that
problem, since they indisputably prove that some curvilinear
figures are capable of quadrature2. They are given here almost
verbally as they are reported by Simplicius who found them
in Eudemus who must have had them from Hippocrates' own

1 The proof of this is inserted hy
Simplicius. Join IM. Then the square
of the diameter HM is equal to the
squares of HI, IM, and is also equal to
four times the square of IM or any
other side of the hexagon.

2 These performances of Hippocrates
are very neatly described by Hankel,
(p. 127) after Bretschneider. He says
that Hippocrates squared "lunes which
are contained by two arcs standing on
the same chord, the central angles of
the arcs being to one another as 1 : 2

or 1 : 3 or 2 : 3. To these surprising
discoveries he attached great hopes
and shewed that if in the same way
certain other lunes could be squared,
the quadrature of the circle would also
be solved." He adds in a note from
Clausen (Crelle's Jaurn. xxi. p. 375):
" It is interesting that the lunes squared
by Hippocrates are in fact the only
ones whose area can be constructed in
the elementary manner, with the aid
only of ruler and compasses."
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work. They are interesting, apart from their intrinsic ability,
as being the oldest specimens of reasoned geometrical proofs in
existence. They appear to be in part taken verbally from
Hippocrates, for the matter is rather confused and full of
repetitions and the diction is in places archaic, witness such ex-
pressions as "the line on which AB is marked," "the point on
which K stands" (rj i<f> ov AB, TO it}> ov K). From this it seems
that letters, for the purpose of describing a geometrical figure,
were of recent introduction1. It is to be observed also that
Hippocrates does not, like Euclid, omit I from the geometrical
alphabet. Another fact of great interest, if Simplicius is really
citing Hippocrates, is this, that we have here the first use of
the word Bvvafii<; in the sense of 'square,' from which the
Latin translation potentia and the English 'power' have passed
into algebraical nomenclature2.

102. Beside the quadrature of the circle, Hippocrates was
busy also with the duplication-problem. He observed that in
the proportion a : x :: x :y::y: 2a, since #2= ay and y* = lax
and x* = d?y\ then x* = 2a3x and of = 2a8. Consequently, the
problem of doubling a cube may be reduced to finding two
mean proportionals between one straight line and another twice
as long. The problem thus ceases to be one of solid and
becomes one of plane geometry3. The same ill-luck however
attended Hippocrates with this problem as with the other. He
merely, as Eratosthenes in his letter above-quoted remarks,
exchanged one difficulty for another. Nevertheless the dupli-
cation-problem was afterwards treated always in the form in
which Hippocrates stated it and thus stereometry, as Plato
complains4, went entirely out of fashion.

103. In connexion with this recasting of the duplication-
problem, Proclus (loc. cit.) ascribes to Hippocrates the invention
of a.Traya>yr), or geometrical reduction, which he defines as a

1 Cantor, p. 177, surmising that of. Aristotle, An. Priora, p. 69 a.
letters were used with diagrams in the 2 See supra, p. 78 n.
Pythagorean schools, points out that the 3 Proolus, ed. Friedlein, p. 212. E-
letters byiea (Health) seem to have ratosthenes in Eutooius uti sup. (ed.
been placed on the vertices of the Torelli, p. 144).
pentagram. For the Greek expressions 4 See, for instance, Bep. vn. 528 E.
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transition from one problem or theorem to another, which being
solved or proved, the thing proposed necessarily follows1. The
reductio ad absurdum* is a particular and the commonest kind
of aira'/wyrj, in which the substituted contrary theorem is
disproved by analysis. The introduction of the analytical
method of proof is attributed to Plato but it must have been
constantly resorted to before3. The proposition Euclid xn. 2,
which is attributed to Hippocrates by Eudemus may therefore
have been proved as it stands by Hippocrates. This style of
proof was regularly used by the Greek geometers in their
" method of exhaustion," i.e. the method of exhausting, by
means of inscribed and circumscribed polygons, the area of a
curvilinear figure.

104. The process of exhaustion was introduced, for the pur-
poses of the quadrature-problem, about the time of Hippocrates,
by Antiphon and Bryson, Antiphon, a sophist who is said to
have often had disputes with Socrates4, inscribed in a circle a
square: on the sides of this he constructed in the segments
isosceles triangles, on the sides of these other isosceles triangles
and so on, exhausting the circle: or, according to Themistius,
he began with an equilateral triangle, on the sides of which he
constructed isosceles triangles and so on, Bryson of Heraclea,
a Pythagorean of the same time, attacked the quadrature of
the circle by inscribing a polygon and circumscribing another5.
He then assumed that the circle was an arithmetical mean
between the inscribed and the circumscribed polygons. Of
these two methods, the latter was more consonant with the

1 In Aristotle, Anal. Prior, n. p. 69 a. crates. See Bretsohneider, § 89, p.
c. 25 (27) dTrtrywp; is a syllogistic proof 114, n. Eankel, p. 149.
which involves a probable assumption. * Diog. Laert. II. 46. Bretschneider,
The example chosen is as follows; p. 101 (quoting Simplicity uti supra),
A is capable of quadrature: Earecti- and p. 125 (quoting Themistius in
lineal figure: Z a circle. A11E is A, but Ar. Physica, ed. Brandis, p. 327).
that Z is E is one step short of cer- « Bretschneider. p. 126 (quoting Joh.
tainty, since we know only that a circle Philoponus in Ar. Anal. Pott. ed.
with a lune is equal to a teetilineal Brandis, p. 211), and p. 127 (quoting
figure. Alex. Aphrod. in A r. Soph. Elench. ed.

2 dwayayrj els Mvarov. Brandis, 306 b).
3 There are signs of it in Hippo-
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ancient, the former with modern notions. Upon Antiphon,
Simplicius remarks, and quotes Eudemus to the same effect,
that the inscribed polygon will never coincide with the circum-
ference of the circle, else a geometrical principle would be set
aside which lays down that magnitudes are divisible ad in-
finitum1. Antiphon, indeed, would seem to be the sole ex-
ception to the rule that the ancients never considered a circle
as a polygon with an infinite number of sides. "This principle"
says Chasles8, not adverting to Antiphon "has never appeared
in their writings : it would not have suited the rigour of their
demonstrations. It was the moderns3 who introduced it into
geometry and simplified thereby the ancient demonstrations.
This happy idea was the passage from the method of exhaustion
to the infinitesimal method."

105. It being admitted that Antiphon and Bryson in-
troduced the practice of exhaustion and that Hippocrates shows
signs of using analysis in geometry, the question arises whether
he did in fact prove Euclid xii. 2. as it stands. If he did, then
he invented that rigorous mode of proof, called "the method of
exhaustion," which is generally attributed to Eudoxus. This
method may be considered as contained in two propositions*,
as follows.

(1) If A and B be two magnitudes of the same kind, of
which A is the greater, and there be taken from A more than
its half (or any other fraction) and from the remainder more
than its half (or any other fraction) and so on, the ultimate
remainder will be less than B. (This is the prop. Eucl. x. 1.
now prefixed as a Lemma to the 12th Book.)

(2) Let there be two magnitudes P and Q, both of the
same kind and let a succession of magnitudes Xv X2, X3 etc.

1 Bretsckneider, p. 102. This is the s Kepler (in his Nova Stereometria
proposition which Zeno denied and Doliorum) and Descartes. Of. Hallam,
which Aristotle is always supporting. Hist, of Lit. Pt. in. c. 8, sees. 9, 14.
See especially his treatise irepl ar&iiur * See De Morgan's article ' Geometry
ypanii&v, shewing that there are no in- of the Greeks' in the Penny Cyclop,
divisible lines, and compare Hankel, Cantor, pp. 233, 234, Hankel, pp.
pp. 117—120. 122—124.

a Aper$u, p. 16.
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be each nearer and nearer to P, so that any one Xr, shall differ
from P less than half as much as its predecessor differed. Let
Yv F2, Y3 etc. be a succession of magnitudes similarly related
to Q, and let the ratios Xl : Yt, Xa: F2, etc. be all the same
with each other and the same as A : B. Then P : Q :: A : B.
(Suppose Xv X2 etc. all less than P and Ylt Y2 etc. less than Q.)
Now if -4 : B is not P : Q, then .4 is to B as P is to some other
quantity 8, greater or less than Q. Take S less than Q. Then
by the hypothesis and prop. i. we can find one of the series
Yv F2 (say Yo) which is nearer to Q than 8 is, and is therefore
greater than 8. Then, since Xn : Yn :: A : B :: P : 8, it follows
that Xn : P :: Yn : A But Xu is less than P, therefore Yn is
less than 8. But Yj, is also greater than 8, which is absurd.
In like manner, it may be proved that, if S be taken greater
than Q, then the proportion A : B :: P : 8 is an absurdity.
Therefore A : B:: P : Q. (Vide Euclid xil. 2.)

106. The discussion of the question whether Hippocrates
or Eudoxus was the author of this method proceeds on
the following lines. The opening lemma was the mathe-
maticians' evasion of the difficulty which Zeno had found in
infinite division. They avoided the expression "infinitely small
magnitudes" by substituting for it "magnitudes as small as we
please." Now Archimedes1 says that this lemma (in a different
form) was used by "former geometers" for the theorem Eucl.
xn. 2. Eudemus attributes this theorem to Hippocrates and
there is in fact no other way of proving it save by the method
of exhaustion, which Euclid adopts. Dr Allman2 replies that
Archimedes mentions this theorem not with particular emphasis
but along with three others, two of which were beyond question
proved by Eudoxus", who is said also to be the author of the
theory of proportion contained in Euclid v. He does not,
however, suggest any proof of the theorem which Hippocrates
might possibly have arrived at without using the lemma.
Here Cantor4 is more satisfactory, for he points out that the
Egyptians had long ago adopted a fixed arithmetical ratio

1 Pref. to Quadr. Parab. (Torelli's » Archim. Pref. to Sph. et Cyl.
ed. p. 18). Hankel, p. 120 sqq. Torelli's ed. p. 64.

2 Hermathena vn. pp. 222—223. 4 p. 178.
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between a circle and the square of its diameter and Hippocrates
may have known this through the Pythagoreans. It is probable,
moreover, as will be seen presently, that Plato first raised ana-
lysis to the dignity of a legitimate geometrical method. The
evidence, therefore, inclines to the opinion that the method of
exhaustion is to be ascribed not to Hippocrates, but to Eudoxus,
who lived nearly a century later, but we know, in truth, so little
about the Greek geometry of the period that no man is entitled
to hold this opinion very confidently.

(e.) The Academy.

107. Plato was born of wealthy and distinguished paren-
tage, at Athens in 429 B.C. the year of the great plague. He
was a pupil of Socrates, who was executed 399 B.C., but he did
not derive from this teacher his enthusiasm for mathematics,
since Socrates was of opinion that it was no use learning more
geometry or astronomy than would suffice for daily wants, such
as to measure a field or tell the time of day1. But Plato, after
the death of Socrates, went away from Athens and consorted in
many places with Pythagoreans who no doubt indoctrinated him
with a passion for their favourite science. He went certainly
to Egypt, also to Cyrene where he studied with Theodoras, and
lastly to Magna Graecia and Sicily (in B.C. 389) where he became
a close friend of Archytas and Timseus of Locri. He returned
to Athens and formed about himself a school of students who
heard his discourses in the grove of the Academia, a suburban
gymnasium. He died, at the age of 81, in 348 B.C.

The physical philosophy of Plato, being partly founded on
the Pythagorean, is partly, like the latter, an attempt to find in
arithmetic and geometry the key to the universe. He held
that God was a great geometer2 and therefore made a know-
ledge of geometry an indispensable preliminary to the study of
philosophy. It is said that he inscribed over his porch "Let

1 Xenophon, Memorab. iv. 7. Diog. does not occur in any extant work of
Laert. n. 32. Plato's, but he does say {Rep. 527 B)

2 According to Plutarch, Quaest. that geometry, rightly treated, is the
Conv. VIII. 2, Hwt IlXdrwc (\cye rttv knowledge of the eternal.
Oebv del yeoi^erpetv; The expression
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none that is ignorant of geometry enter my doors"1 and Xeno-
crates also, who after Speusippus succeeded to the professorial
chair, so to say, of the Academy, is reported to have turned
away an applicant for admission who knew no geometry, saying
"Depart, for thou hast not the grip of philosophy."8 But
it was not really with a view to physical speculation that Plato
thus glorified geometry. He was interested, no doubt, in the
inanimate world but he was interested far more in man. The
nature and laws of thought and the rules of conduct were his
especial subject, and he valued geometry mainly as a means of
education in right seeing and thinking and in the conception of
imaginary processes. Hence it was that, as the Eudemian
summary says, "he filled his writings with mathematical dis-
courses, and exhibited on every occasion the remarkable con-
nexion between mathematics and philosophy." This statement
may be illustrated by two interesting passages in the Meno, a
dialogue on Virtue which Socrates is supposed to hold with
Meno, a pupil of the sophist Gorgias. In the first of these
passages3, Socrates has just suggested that the knowledge
which we seem to have by intuition, is really recollected from
a former state of existence, that in fact "our birth is but a
sleep and a forgetting." In illus-
tration of this theory, he calls up
one of Meno's slaves and draws
before him, by several steps, the
accompanying figure, a square of
4 feet. The boy apprehends the
steps perfectly well and correctly
answers Socrates' questions*, until
at length Socrates, having induced
him to say that the square obliquely
placed is double of the square of 2 feet with which the diagram

1 jxr]Sels iyewnirpriTO! elalra pov TTJV
oriyt)*. Tzetzes. Chil. vm. 972.

2 iropeiov, \o(34s yd.p oix lxeLS T ? '
</>i.\o<ro<t>las. Diog. Laert. iv. 10.

3 Meno, 82 B—85 B.
* The conversation begins as follows.

Socr. 'Tell me, boy, do you recognise
this for a square?' Boy, 'Yes.' Socr.
' I s not it a sqnare that has all these
four lines equals?' Boy, 'Of course.'
Socr. 'Andthese cross-lines equal too.'
Boy, 'Yes,' etc. etc
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was commenced, elicits the incorrect answer that the side of the
oblique square is twice 2 feet. Upon this Socrates retraces his
steps and, by judicious questions, leads the boy on to say that the
side of the oblique square is more than 2 and less than 4 and
yet is not 3 feet Here it is obvious that Plato is interested
not in the Pythagorean theorem or incommensurable lines, but
in the chain of reasoning. Similarly, a little later in the
dialogue1 Meno asks Socrates whether virtue may be imparted
by teaching. To this Socrates replies "Let me argue this upon
hypothesis. A geometer, if he were asked 'Can this area (i.e.
the square of 2 feet) be inscribed in this circle2?' might say 'I
don't know, but I think I can suggest a useful hypothesis. If
this area is such that, when applied to the given diameter, it is
deficient (eWetVet) by an area equal to itself, then one con-
sequence follows, but if this be impossible, then another8.' So
in the case of virtue, we must assume virtue to be or not to be
(ex hypothesi) one of some class of goods etc." Here also it is
the logical procedure and not the problem which is intended to
be observed. The reader therefore is prepared to find, as the
fact is, that Plato was rather a maker of mathematicians than
himself distinguished for original discoveries and that his con-
tributions to geometry are rather improvements in its method
than additions to its matter. It was he who turned the
instinctive logic of the earlier geometers into a method to be
used consciously and without misgiving4. With him, apparently,
begin those careful definitions of geometrical terms, that distinct

1 Mem, 86 D—87 A. A square of 2 ft. applied to a line of
2 Socratea may, early in the dialogue 4 ft. is deficient by a square of 2 ft.

(73 E), have drawn a circle on the (gee gUpra p. 84 n.) This explanation
ground. seems to be Benecke's (Veber die Geom.

8 The text of this passage (which is Hypoth. in Plato's Menon, 1867). Han-
absurdly translated by Jowett) is ex- kel (p. 134 n.) says that the text is
tremely obscure, but it seems certainly unnecessarily difficult for describing
to refer to the previous figure. A s 0 simple a fact, but I am inclined to
square of 2 ft. is there shown to be think that Plato was fond of 'showing
equal to an isosceles right-angled tri- off' his mathematics. The famous
angle of which the base is 4 ft. If the 'Nuptial number' in Rep. 546 B.C. is
diameter of the given circle is 4 ft. an instance in point.
a triangle equal to the given square of * See a brilliant chapter of Hankel,
2 feet can certainly be inscribed in it. pp. 127—150.
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statement of postulates and axioms, .which Euclid has adopted.
The Pythagorean so-called definitions, such as "A point is
unity in position," are not explanations of terms but statements
of a philosophical theory. But the Academics, as bepame the
pupils of Socrates, desired explicit determination of the mean-
ings of words. Thus Aristotle1 says that Plato objected to
calling a point a 'geometrical fiction' (Boyfia), and defined it
as 'the beginning of a straight line' or 'an indivisible line.'
Aristotle gives also as definitions customary in his time the
following: 'the point, the line, the surface are respectively the
boundaries of the line, the surface and the solid:' 'a line is
length without breadth:' 'a straight line is one of which the
middle point covers both ends' (the eye being placed at either
end of the line): the surface arises from 'the broad and the
narrow:' 'a solid is that which has three dimensions2.' So
also Aristotle refers to 'mathematical axioms' and often quotes
one of them, viz. 'If equals be taken from equals the remain-
ders are equal3.' Although probably not all of these definitions
and axioms are due to Plato himself, yet one great invention in
geometrical methods is expressly attributed to him. Both
Proclus (ed. Friedlein p. 211) and Diogenes Laertius (ill. 24)
state that Plato invented the method of proof by analysis4. It
is not, indeed, to be supposed from this that analysis was new
to Greek geometers for Hippocrates uses it, as was above-stated,
and most of the early geometers probably were led, by the
contemplation of constructions, to the invention of theorems,
and were thus using analysis without knowing it. But Plato
may very well have introduced analysis as a legitimate method

1 Metaphys. I. 9. 992, a. 20. (with the addition y TUV TOIOVTWV d:\Xa
2 The passages here quoted are in 'or any such axioms'). Hankel, p.

order Aristotle, Top. vi. 141 b. 19, 136 nn.
143 b. 12, 148 6. 29, Metaphys. i. 9, i Both state also that he "gave it
932 a. 12: Top. vi. 5, 142 6. 24, obs. to Leodamas of Thasos, which pro-
Aristotle calls a point tmyiiii, the later bably means that Plato orally described
word being aiuiaon: and a surface iirt- the method to Leodamas and the latter
weSor, later iirc<paveia, the former word wrote or lectured upon it, describing it
being later appropriated to 'plane.' as Plato's but giving his own geo-

3 Metaphys. iv. 3, 1005 a. 20, xi. 4, metrical illustrations.
10C1 b. 17: An. Post. i. 11, 77 a. 31
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in geometry to be consciously employed, may have given rules
for its conduct and pointed out under what conditions it was
satisfactory or not so.

108. The oldest definition of Analysis as opposed to
Synthesis is that appended to Euclid xin. 5. It was possibly
framed by Eudoxus \ It states that " Analysis is the obtaining
of the thing sought by assuming it and so reasoning up to an
admitted truth : synthesis is the obtaining of the thing sought
by reasoning up to the inference and proof of it." In other
words, the synthetic proof proceeds by shewing that certain
admitted truths involve the proposed new truth: the analytic
proof proceeds by shewing that the proposed new truth involves
certain admitted truths. An analytic proof begins by an
assumption, upon which a synthetic reasoning is founded. The
Greeks distinguished theoretic from problematic analysis. A
theoretic analysis is of the following kind. To prove that A is
B, assume first that A is B. If so, then, since B is G and C is
D and D is E, therefore A is E. If this be a known falsity2, A
is not B. But if this be a known truth and all the inter-
mediate propositions be convertible, then the reverse process,
A is E, E is D, D is C, G is B, therefore A is B, constitutes a
synthetic proof of the original theorem. Problematic analysis
is applied in cases where it is proposed to construct a figure
which shall satisfy a given condition. Hence the process con-
sists in constructing a figure which is assumed to satisfy the
given condition. The problem is then converted into some
theorem which is involved in the condition and which is proved
synthetically, and the steps of this synthetic proof taken

1 Bretsohneider, p. 168. Pappus consequences jusqu'a ce quel'on recon-
(Math. Coll. VII. ed. Hultsch, p. 635) has naisse comme vraie la chose cherch^e.
Euclid's definition. Chasles (p. 5), Au contraire la synthese se definit:
takes a definition from Vieta, Isagoge Partir d'une chose donniie pour arriver
in ArtemAnalyticen,adinit. "Ilesten de consequences en consequences a
mathematiques une mgthode pour la trouver une chose cherchee." See also
recherche de la verite que Platon passe a note in Todhunter's Euclid. App.
pouravoirinventee,queTheonanommee §§ 35 sqq.
analyse et qu'il definit ainsi: Eegarder 2 Thus the reductio ad absurdum is a
la chose cherchSe comme si elle etait kind of theoretic analysis. This is the

dojinee et marcher de consequences en only analysis which Euclid admits.

G. G. M. 12
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backwards are a synthetic solution of the problem. Suppose
there is only one condition : e.g. To describe a triangle having
each of the angles at the base double of the third angle. Draw
an isosceles triangle ABC and assume that
the base angles are each double of the ver-
tical angle. An addition must be made to the
figure. Bisect the angle A GB by the straight
line GD. There thus arises a theorem that
AB is cut, at D, in extreme and mean ratio,
and that BG—AD, from which a synthesis
(Eucl. iv. 10) is obtained. (It will be seen
that the whole aim of problematic analysis is -B ^
to find a synthetic solution of the problem, and therefore the
ancient geometers never omitted to add the synthetic solution
so found.) If there are more conditions than one, the procedure
is just the same. A figure is drawn which is assumed to
satisfy all the conditions, but the subsequent analysis is directed
to shewing what each condition, in turn, involves.

A very good authentic example of this more complicated
analysis is given by Hankel (p. 143) from Pappus1. The pro-
blem is: "Given the position of a circle ABC and of two
points D, E, outside it, it is required to draw from D, E the
straight lines DB, EB cutting the circle in B and produced to
A, G, so that AG shall be parallel to DE." The analysis is
as follows. "Let the figure be drawn
and also the tangent FA. Then,
since AG is parallel to DE, the angle
at C is equal to the angle GDE. It
is also equal to the angle FAE (Euclid
III. 32). Therefore the angle FAE
is equal to the angle GDE, and the ^- g— „
points ABDF lie on the circum-
ference of a circle, and the rectangle AE, EB is equal to
the rectangle FE, ED. But the rectangle AE, EB is given",
because it is equal to the square of the tangent; therefore

1 Coll. Math. VII. prop. 105. theorems Btated in an abridged form,
3 SeSofUvov, datum, in Eaolid's sense. e. g. Prop. 92 (95 in Simson's ed.) is

Euclid's Data are a collection of "If a straight line be drawn from a
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the rectangle FE, ED is given, and since ED is given, so also
is FE, both in length and in position. And since FA is a
tangent to the given circle and F is given, so also A is given.
And since A is given, so also is AE and the point B." Then
follows the synthesis. "Join ED and produce it to F, so that the
rectangle ED, EF is equal to the square of the tangent. From
F draw the tangent FA and join AE" etc. The reader will
see that here the analysis is directed to two facts involved in
the conditions, the condition that AE cuts the circle in B,
involves the fact that the rectangle AE. EB, wherever A may
be, is equal to a certain square which can be found. The con-
dition that AC must be parallel to ED, involves the further
fact that the rectangle AE , EB is equal to the rectangle under
ED and EF, where F is that point in which ED produced
meets the tangent at A. The addition of a synthetic solution
is made ex majori cautela, lest a condition should not have been
examined in the analysis or lest a proposition reached in the
analysis should not be convertible (e.g. all A may be B, but not
all B need be A). Further, the problem may be under some
conditions impossible, and this fact is likely to be overlooked in
the analysis. Hence, to the synthetic solution, the Greeks
appended, if necessary, a diorismus (determinatio) or statement
of the conditions in which the given problem is or is not
soluble. The Eudemian summary ascribes the invention of the
diorismus to Leon the Platonist, but it is observable that the
passage above quoted from the Meno (p. 175) contains a partial
diorismus which is undoubtedly Plato's. It is probable therefore
that the whole systematization of analysis is due to Plato.
"The conjunction of philosophical and mathematical pro-
ductivity" says Hankel, "such as we find, beside Plato, only
in Pythagoras, Descartes and Leibnitz, has always borne the
finest fruits for mathematics. To the first we owe scientific
mathematics in general. Plato discovered the analytic method,

given point without a circle given in sense of the word "given" is deter-
position, the rectangle contained by mined by Def. i. " Spaces, lines, and
the segments betwixt the point and the angles are said to be given in magni-
circnmference of the circle is given." tude when equals to them can be
This is an abridgement of in. 36. One found."

12—2
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through which mathematics were raised above the standpoint
of the Elements; Descartes created analytical geometry; our own
celebrated countryman (Leibnitz) the infinitesimal calculus—
and these are the four greatest steps in the development of
mathematics." It must be admitted, however, that the intro-
duction of analysis is just the sort of service which might be
ascribed, by a vague exaggeration, to a philosopher who certainly
had a great influence on mathematics but left no mathematical
work.

109. The one respectable solution which is attributed to
Plato seems to have been obtained through analysis in the first
instance. It will be remembered that Hippocrates had recast
the duplication-problem into one of plane geometry, to find
two mean proportionals to two straight lines. Let a, b be the
given straight lines, x and y the mean proportionals, so that
a:x::x:y::y:b. Take CA=a: CX=x: GY=y: CB = b

B
C

and place these lines in a right-angled cross about the common
extremity C. Then the triangles AGX, XCY and YGB are
similar, and the angles AXY, XYB are both right-angles
(Euclid VI. 8 and Cor.). Hence a synthetic solution would
be obtained if a straight line XY could be so placed between
two arms of the cross that the perpendiculars to it at the points
X and Y would pass through A and B respectively. For this
purpose Plato1 is said to have invented a little apparatus con-
sisting of" a rectangular frame, one side of which would slide up

1 Eutooius in Torelli, p. 135. Han-
kel, pp. 154, 155. Bretschneider, pp.

141—143. Cantor, p. 195.
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and down so as to diminish or enlarge the rectangle at pleasure.
On the other hand, Plutarch relates1 that Plato blamed Archytas
and Eudoxus and Menaechmus for using such instruments for
the purpose of solving the duplication-problem, and said that
the good of geometry was spoilt and destroyed thereby, for it
was reduced again to the world of sense and prevented from
soaring among the unseen and incorporeal figures. Elsewhere"
Plutarch repeats the same story, and adds that, owing to this
remonstrance of Plato, mechanics were wholly dissociated from
geometry and reduced to a mere department of strategy. These
statements of Plutarch are much more likely to be true than
the other, which rests on the authority of Eutocius, and it may
be said therefore that to Plato we owe the strict limitation
of geometrical instruments to the ruler and compasses. It
will be remembered also that Plato deplored the decay of
stereometry, and we shall find this department of geometry
reopened with great zeal by Plato's immediate pupils. In
short, however we discount the evidence, it is plain that Plato
was almost as important as Pythagoras himself to the advance
of Greek geometry.

110. It is desirable for two or three reasons to insert here
the solution of the duplication-problem which is attributed to
the Pythagorean Archytas. It could hardly be given before,
because it solves the problem in that form in which Hippocrates
recast it. Further, it is the kind of solution which Plato blames
and it involves some stereometrical considerations, which Plato
is thought to have revived. It will serve also to remind us
that, side by side with the Athenian mathematical school, there
was still the older Pythagorean at Tarentum, to which Plato
was probably under very great obligations. The solution of
Archytas is reported by Eutocius3 from Eudemus. It is as

1 Quaest. Conv. vm. 9, 2, o. 1. Bret- gests an analysis by which Archytas
Schneider, p. 143. may have been led to his solution. The

2 Vita Mareelli, e. 14, § 5. figure on the next page is awkward
3 In Torelli, p. 143. The form given and defective, for MI and KA' should

in the text is Cantor's (p. 196), but is be joined, but it serves its purpose
only very slightly abridged from the sufficiently well and is a little better
original. The latter gives the synthe- than Cantor's.
sis only. Bretschneider, p. 152, sug-
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follows. Let AA, AB be the two straight lines, between which
two mean proportionals are required, and of these let AA be
the greater. Describe a semicircle on AA as diameter, and let
AB be a chord of this semicircle. Describe on AA, in the per-
pendicular plane, another semicircle which can be moved round

from A towards B, the extremity of the diameter A remaining
fixed. This revolving semicircle will describe a curve on a
half-cylinder supposed to stand on ABA. Draw the tangent at
A and produce AB to meet it in II. The triangle AAII turning
about AA as axis, produces a cone, which penetrated the half-
cylinder and cuts the curve thereon in the point K. This point
K being on the half-cylinder, the line KI drawn from it perpen-
dicular to the plane of the semicircle ABA meets the circum-
ference of that semicircle in I. While ATI is describing this
cone, the point B moves through a circle, BMZ, which is per-
pendicular to the circle ABAZ of which ABA is half. Since AKA'
is perpendicular to the same plane, the line M© (which is the
line of section of BMZ and AKA') is also perpendicular to it,
and is likewise perpendicular to the line BZ, which is the line of
section of the plane BMZ with the plane ABAZ. Then since
BMZ is a semicircle and BZ its diameter, M©2 = B© . ©Z. But
B© . ©Z = A© . ©I (BZ and AI being two chords cutting one
another in ©). Therefore M©2 = A© . ©I. Therefore the angle
AMI is a right angle and is equal to AKA' (which is an angle in
a semicircle), and therefore MI is parallel to KA'. Therefore the
triangles A'AK, IAM, KAI are similar to one another, and
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AM:AI::AI:AK::AK:A'A. Take AM = AB=a, and A'A
= AA = b, and we then get two middle proportionals between a
and b. It will be seen that this solution uses Euclid III. 18 and
35, and XI. 19, and discloses also very clear notions on the origin
of cylinders and cones, the section of a surface by a surface and
the curves thence arising. It must be remembered however that
Archytas probably used a mechanical apparatus in the solution
{supra, pp. 158, 181).

111. It was said above that Plato made many mathema-
ticians, and the observation is fully borne out by the discoveries
which are attributed to his immediate pupils. Of Leodamas
of Thasos, for whom Plato invented the method of analysis,
nothing more is known, save what the Eudemian summary says
of him, viz. that he and Archytas and Theaetetus greatly
extended mathematical inquiries, and improved them into a
more scientific system. This Theaetetus is the same who gives
a name to one of Plato's dialogues and who was chiefly occupied
with the study of incommensurables. Suidas (s. v.) attributes
to him a treatise on the five regular solids, but to what effect
this treatise was is not known. Of Neocleides and his pupil
Leon also, we know no more than the Eudemian summary tells
us, in which the only important fact is that Leon wrote an
improved ' Elements' and treated particularly of diorismus.

112. But Eudoxus, who is mentioned next, was one of
the most brilliant mathematicians of antiquity. He was born
about B. c. 408 in Cnidus, was a pupil of Archytas, and sub-
sequently, for a few months, of Plato. He then went to Egypt
(with Plato, according to Strabo), thence to Cyzicus, where
he founded a school, and came from Cyzicus with his pupils
to Athens, where he met Plato again not on very friendly
terms. He returned finally to Cnidus and died there at the
age of 53 (B. C. 355).1 He is described by Diogenes Laertius
as astronomer, physician and legislator, as well as geometer.
In the first capacity he is said by Aristotle2 to have made
a kind of orrery, and various discoveries are attributed to

1 Diogenes Laert. vm. 86—90. Bret- 2 Metaphys. vn. o. 8. See Sohia-
sohneider, pp. 163—164. Cantor, pp. parelli (trans. Horn) in Suppl. to
205, 206. Zeitschr. Math. Phys. vol. xxn.
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him. He wrote also a work on practical astronomy, <$>cuv6fieva,
on which the extant poem of Aratus is founded1. The
Eudemian summary states that he added three kinds of
proportion to those introduced by Pythagoras, and increased
by the analytical method the learning, begun by Plato, on the
subject of the section. This must mean the so-called ' Golden
Section,' the cutting of a line in extreme and mean ratio2,
and the Eudemian summary is very well explained by supposing
that Eudoxus was in fact the author of the first five propositions
of Euclid XIII., which deals with the regular solids (see below
p. 197n). A scholiast on Euclid, thought to be Proclus3, says
further that Eudoxus invented practically the whole of
Euclid's Fifth Book. Beside this work in proportion,
Archimedes expressly says (in the passages above cited upon
which the method of exhaustion is attributed to Hippocrates)
that Eudoxus proved by means of the Lemma, Euclid x. (xn),
1, the propositions that every pyramid is a third of a prism on
the same base and with the same altitude (Euclid xn. 7. Cor. i.),
and that every cone is the third part of a cylinder on the same
base and with the same altitude (Eucl. xn. 10). It is on the
strength of this perfectly clear evidence that Eudoxus is
supposed to have invented the method of exhaustion. Lastly,
Eudoxus is reported4 to have invented a curve which he
called iTnroiriSrj, or 'horse-fetter,' and which resembled those
hobbles which Xenophon describes as used in the riding-school.
They were of the form

Proclus calls this curve a ' spiral,' and has some interesting
remarks on its origin6. The word crrreipa means a so-called

1 Aratus is criticised by Hipparchus, 3 Knoche, Untersuch. iiber Schol. des
•who preserves some of the original Proclus, pp. 10—13.
statements of Eudoxus. These are 4 Simplicius, in Ar. Be Coelo, ed.
criticised, as usual, with the utmost Brandis, p. 500, 10.
contempt by Delambre. Astron. An- 5 Cantor pp. 209, 210, quoting Schia-
cienne, Vol. i. p. 107. parelli, uti sup. section v. Proclus, ed

2 The possible meanings are dis- Friedlein, pp. 112, 119, 127, 128. He-
cussed by Bretschneider, pp. 167—168. ron Alexandrinus, ed. Hultsch, p. 27,
Cantor, p. 208. def. 98.
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' tore,' a ring-shaped solid of revolution which is produced
by the revolution of a circle'about a straight line which lies
in the same plane with but does not cut the circle1. If this
solid be cut by a plane, there arises a "spiral" line, which
niay assume three forms, according as the cutting plane is
more or less near the axis. If it is further from the axis than
the centre of the circle, we get an oval2: if nearer, we get a
curve "narrower in the middle and broader at the ends; but if
the plane is still nearer to the axis, so that it
touches the tore at an inner point, which is in
fact the double-point of the curve, we get the
<7r7ro7reŜ ." Eudoxus somehow used this curve f j
in his description of planetary motions, but ' "
nothing more is known of his treatment of it.
Eutocius, however, in the passage so often quoted
on the duplication-problem, says that Eudoxus used certain
curves (ica/nrvXai ypaftfial) for his solution of this problem, but
he disdains to give this solution, because it had nothing to do
with these curves after all and contained an absurd mistake in
proportion. Eratosthenes, however, whose letter on the subject
Eutocius has himself previously quoted, mentions Eudoxus in
the same breath with Archytas, and calls him, in an epigram
appended to the letter, " godlike." The probability, therefore,
is that Eutocius was himself mistaken.

113. Amyclas of Heraclea, a Platonist, is unknown save
from the Eudemian summary, but Menaechmus, " a pupil of
Eudoxus and a contemporary of Plato," is well known to fame.
It was he who invented the geometry of the conic sections',
which, after him, were sometimes called "the Menaechmian
triads." Democritus, indeed, had cut a cone by a plane parallel to
the base (supra, p. 159n.) but it was Menaechmus who took three
kinds of right cones, the "right-angled," "acute-angled" and
" obtuse-angled" (as Geminus describes them in the passage

1 An anchor ring is the common ex- 3 See the often-quoted letter of Era-
ample of this solid. tosthenes in Eutocius, ed. Torelli, p.

2 Proclus (p. 112) describes this as 146, and Proclus, ed. Friedlein, p. I l l ,
a " irapa/xq/ojs, broad in the middle (citing Geminus as well as Erato*
and narrow at the ends." sthenes).
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quoted above, p. 137) and cutting these by planes at right-angles
to one of their sides, exposed the parabola, ellipse and
hyperbola1, which he called the section of the right-angled,
acute-angled and obtuse-angled cone respectively. He seems,
however, not to have regarded these curves always in the cone
itself, but to have used some mechanical apparatus for drawing
them*. How far he proceeded in the geometry of conies can be
guessed only from two very neat solutions of the duplication
problem, which are attributed to him by Eutocius8. Menaech-

mus observed that if a : x :: a; : y :: y : b, then ay = a?, y% = bx.
If through the point 0 there be described two parabolas, one

1 These names were invented not by
Menaechmus tut by Apollonius of
Perga, a century later. That Menaech-
mus used the names " section of right-
angled cone " etc. is attested by Pappus,
VII. (ed. Hultsch), p. 672.

3 Compare Eratosthenes again in
Eutoeius, ed. Torelli, p. 144, and the
reproach of Plato against Menaechmus.
Eutocius (a little earlier) says that his
own master, Isodorus of Miletus, had
invented a compass (SIO/STPTJS) for draw-
ing parabolas. Bretschneider (p. 170),
says that a modern geometer would
suppose that the notion of loci pre-
ceded the conic sections, but that in
fact the ancients always regarded
conies in the cone itself: the foci of
the ellipse and hyperbola are only just
mentioned by Apollonius and charac-

terised by two of their simplest pro-
perties: the focus of the parabola is
not mentioned at all. But Mr Taylor
(Ancient and Modern Conies, pp. xxxi
—XXXIII. and XLIII.) suggests that the
conic sections may have been discover-
ed as plane loci in investigations of the
duplication problem. In support of
this he urges that Menaechmus used a
machine for drawing conies, that in
his solutions of the duplication pro-
blem he uses only the parabola and
hyperbola, and that the ellipse, the
most obvious of the sections, is treated
last by Apollonius. He admits, how-
ever, that the conception of a conic as
a plane locus was immediately lost.

3 Archimed. ed. Torelli, p. 141. Bret-
schneider, pp. 159—161. Cantor, pp.
198, 199. Hankel, p. 155. Eutocius
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with parameter a and axis AG, the other with parameter b and
axis BG, they will cut one another in a point P of which the
co-ordinates GX, CFare the desired mean proportionals, x and y.
Secondly, since xy = ab, the same point P may be found as
the point of section between one of these parabolas and a
hyperbola, of which OX and GY are asymptotes, subject to the
condition that the rectangle contained by the straight lines
drawn from any point on the hyperbola parallel to one
asymptote and meeting the other, shall be equal to ab. The
learning of Menaechmus, indicated by these solutions, is very
considerable, and it is not surprising to find that before
the century was out Aristaeus "the elder"1 (about B.C. 320)
wrote an " Elements of Conic Sections" in five books, which,
according to Pappus, Euclid highly approved1. Menaechmus is
said to have been the teacher of Alexander the Great, who
asked him whether he could not make his instructions some-
what shorter. To this Menaechmus replied in the famous
words, " There is no royal road to geometry2." The brother of
Menaechmus, Dinostratus, was also a great geometer. It was
he who as stated above (p. 163) used the quadratrix of Hippias
for the solution both of the trisection and the duplication
problems. Nothing more than this, however, is known of him,

gives both analysis and synthesis. The x^^ol). Hankel, p. 152. Cantor, p.
form in the text is Hankel's, and con- 214, quoting Pappus uti sup. pp. 662,
tains of course (as indeed does that 672. Pappus seems to say that Aris-
of Eutocius) technical terms which taeus wrote two books, one on Conies,
Menaechmus knew nothing of. It the other on Solid Loci. Cantor (loc.
gives the solutions also in a different cit.) suggests that the second was a
order from Eutocius. series of solutions in which the conic

1 Pappus VII. Praef. (ed. Hultsch), sections were used. Viviani restored it
pp. 672, 676. This Aristaeus wrote conjecturally (pub. 1701). Chasles, p.
also on the regular solids. Cantor, p. In. Cantor (p. 197) says that the word
212. Curves of all kinds were at this riiros first occurs, in its geometrical
time called T6TOI &e|o5»co£ or "running sense, in Eutocius'" report of Archytas
loci." The straight line and circle on duplication, but this is erroneous,
were called "plane loci" (rbvoi. M- The word T6TOS there means only
ireSoi) the conio sections "solid loci" "place."
(aTepeo!) and all other curves beside 3 Bretschneider, pp. 162—163. Sto-
these were called "linear loci" (ypa/j.- baeus Florileg. ed. Meineke, iv. p.
fuKol) or, from the manner of their 205. The same story, however, is told
construction, "mechanical loci" (MI?- of Euclid and King Ptolemy.
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save what the Eudemian summary relates, viz. that he and
Menaechmus and Amyclas " made the whole of geometry yet
more perfect." After these names the same catalogue gives
others, for which also it is the sole authority. Theudius of
Magnesia wrote yet another and further improved ' Elements':
he and Cyzicenus of Athens were Platonists, like Amyclas.
Hermotimus of Colophon added yet more to the Elements and
wrote on Loci. Philippus of Mende, another Platonist, tried to
find in geometry illustrations of the Academic philosophy.
This name finally brings the history of geometry down to the
time of Eudemus1 himself, and with it the Eudemian summary
closes. The next great name in Greek geometry is Euclid
but with him the scene is shifted and mathematics desert
Athens for Alexandria.

114. The Athenian school, however, should not be left,
without a word on that great philosopher who, for nearly 2000
years, was in all subjects "the master of those who know."
Aristotle (B.C. 384—322) was not, any more than Plato, a
professed mathematician, but, like Plato, he was learned in the
mathematics of his day and was above all things interested in
correct reasoning on every subject. The man who systematized
deductive logic must be admitted to have performed a great
service to geometry. But Aristotle's benefits are not confined
to this. He is the author or the improver of many of the most
difficult geometrical definitions {vide supra, p. Vjlann). One of
these, which has not yet been quoted, may be here given. He
defined continuity as follows. " A thing is continuous (crwe;£e?)
when of any two successive parts the limits, at which they
touch, are one and the same, and are, as the word implies, held
together2." Hence, he said in answer to Zeno, motion is not, like
counting, a discrete operation, a series of jerks: the moved
thing does not stop at the stages which the calculator chooses to
make. The interest which Aristotle took in these inquiries
accounts for the fact that the sole extant Greek work in which,

1 Eudemus was a native of Ehodes, petent historian of geometry,
but a pupil of Aristotle. Proolus says 2 Phys. in. c. 3. 227, a. 10. Insec.
he wrote irepi yavias, 'on the angle,' so Lin. 969, a. 30.
it may be inferred that he was a com-
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before Archimedes, geometry is applied to mechanics is at-
tributed to him. The passage in the Physics which contains
a hint of the principle of virtual velocity has been cited above
(p. lOon)1. The Mechanica, which is perhaps not Aristotle's,
though certainly of his time, is a series of 35 questions, mostly
on the performances of various levers2. The explanation here
given of the lever is founded on the observation that, in a
revolving circle, the circumference moves faster than the parts
near the centre: the power, therefore, at the end of a lever
overcomes the weight by its superior velocity. This explan-
ation leads to the correct inference (Qu. 3) that if two weights
keep a lever in equilibrium, they are to one another in the
inverse proportion of the arms of the lever. Nearly all the
questions are answered by reference to one or other of these facts.
The book contains many errors but is worth noticing as evidence
that, about this time, questions were asked which ultimately
lead to a correct theory of mechanics.

115. There remains still to be mentioned another writer,
who lived about 330 B.C. and whose works, still unpublished,
are the oldest of extant Greek mathematical treatises. This is
Autolycus of Pitane in iEolis, an astronomer of whom nothing
is known save that he wrote two elementary works on the
apparent motion of the sun and stars3. The first (in 12

1 Too much stress should not be laid easier to extract teeth with the forceps
on this passage, for Aristotle goes on than with the fingers?' (Q. 21). 'Why
immediately to say that if A moves B in rising from a seat do we lean the
a "distance T in time A, it does not body forward at an acute angle with the
. „ ., , A ... „ ,. , thigh?' (Q. 30). ' Why does a missile,
follow that •=• will move B a distance H. ± ,, ,r, •> ,™

2 once thrown, ever stop?' (Q.33). 'Why
r . .. .. . A , do objects in a whirlpool move towards
-r in the same time, for rr may not be f
2 ' 2 the centre? (Q. 36).
able to move B at all. A hundred men 3 An account of both is given by
may drag a ship a hundred yards, but Delambre. Hist. Astron. i. c. n. pp.
it does not follow that one man can 19—48. They exist in 3 MSS. at Ox-
drag it one yard. ford, but are published only in a Latin

2 The questions are of great variety, translation by Auria (Rome, 1587.
both in subject and in merit: e.g. 1588). Delambre used Dasypodius'
' Why are carriages with large wheels Sphaerieae Doctrinae Propositions
easier to move than those with small?' (Strasburg, 1572), which contains only
(Q. 11). 'Why are pebbles on the sea- the enunciations of Autolycus.
shore round?' (Q. 15) 'Why is it
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propositions) is called " on the moving sphere " (trepl K(,vov/j,evt]<;
o-<f>alpa<;). The sphere is supposed to revolve uniformly and to
be divided by a great circle (not called the " horizon " but drawn
obliquely to the axis) so that half of the sphere is always invisible.
The propositions which are of an excessively simple character,
relate to the appearance, disappearance and reappearance, of
various points on the sphere. The same subject is dealt with
more particularly in the other work, " On Risings and Settings "
(•7rept e-irirokwv ical Bvcrecov), which is in two books, the first of
13, the second of 18 props. Here Autolycus premises that
the rising or setting of any star is invisible unless the sun be at
least 15° (measured on the ecliptic) below the horizon1. The
propositions, which are very obscurely worded, consist mostly of
deductions from this fact as to the time both of the night and
of the year at which or during which a particular star will be
visible. The results are of the most general character, to the
effect that after a given phenomenon certain others will happen
at certain times or in a certain order2.

116. A brief summary may here be added of the progress
of Greek geometry up to 300 B.C., the date at which the
Alexandrian school may be taken to arise, and which begins the
most brilliant century in the history of Greek mathematics.

It will be remembered that Thales about 580 B.C. introduced
the Egyptian geometry into Ionia: Pythagoras about 530 B. c.
introduced it into Magna Graecia. In these places, the extreme
Eastern and Western limits of Hellas, mathematical schools
survived for nearly 200 years, but the Ionian was by far the
less meritorious of the two. This school seems to have been
concerned chiefly with the geometry of angles, the Pythagorean
chiefly with the geometry of areas and the theory of proportion.
To the former we owe much of Euclid's 1st Book, to the latter,
no doubt, the 2nd, and the foundations of the 4th, 5th, and 6th,

1 Autolycus divides the ecliptic not supposed to be observed from Thebes in
into degrees but into 12 parts (dwdexa- 360 B.C. He also, in his usual scorn-
Tij/iipiai) of 30° each. ful manner, reduces the whole book

a Delambre proves many of the pro- io a few trigonometrical formulae,
positions for Arcturus and Aldebaran
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Books. Before these schools were extinct, the Sophists about
450 B.C. introduced geometry to Athens; and here, under the
stimulus of three insoluble problems, arises the geometry of the
circle and other curves (with Hippias and Hippocrates); still
later the geometry of conies in particular, and of loci, stereometry,
mechanics and astronomy. But it is not to be supposed that
during this time any department of geometry was the peculiar
study of any place. Intercommunication was so frequent and
rapid that the Pythagoreans of Italy and Sicily and the
Atomists of Abdera, no doubt, were acquainted soon with the
last geometrical discovery of Athens, and vice versa. The syste-
matization of geometrical methods and the orderly arrangement
of elementary text-books, since Hippocrates wrote the first, had
specially occupied the attention of the Platonic school. Thus it
was that the substance of nearly all the geometry of Euclid's
elements was known before Euclid's time, the forms of geo-
metrical proof were settled, and the arrangement of at least large
fragments of geometry was practically determined. To collect
these fragments and connect them where necessary, and to
embellish the proofs, was the chief work which was left for 6

Jjs, the writer of the Elements par excellence.



CHAPTER VII.

EUCLID, ARCHIMEDES AND APOLLONIUS.

117. IT has been already pointed out that the conditions of
life in Athens were unfavourable to the growth of any "natural"
science. Her practical men were absorbed in politics, her
philosophers in metaphysical speculation. Neither of these
classes objected to deductive science, for deduction is the chief
instrument of rhetoric and is also the most interesting part
of logic: but the patient and unrewarded industry, which leads
to inductive science, was not to the Athenian taste. The
practical men thought it profane, the philosophers vulgar. The
schools of inductive science remained therefore far away from
the turmoil of Athens: the observatories of the astronomers
were at Cyzicus on the Hellespont or at Cnidus on the south
coast of Asia Minor: the school of medicine was maintained by
one illustrious family in the island of Cos. If it be objected
that Aristotle lived in Athens, the answer is that Aristotle was
the son of a physician, was not born or bred in Athens, never
became an Athenian citizen, disliked Athens and left it, and
was not able to command in Athens an audience for anything
but metaphysics. The Peripatetic school was as unscientific as
the Platonic. There was not yet a "university," to which all
the world might come and learn all the knowledge that was in
existence. Alexandria was the first city to deserve that name.
Athens might have won it, but when Athenian politics were no
more and the field was free for other pursuits, Alexandria had
forestalled her.
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118. The political supremacy of Athens was first broken by
the Peloponnesian War (B.C. 431—404). During the next 50
years she was slowly recovering, but in the meantime a more
powerful enemy was growing in the North and the Macedonian
phalanx was in training for the subjugation of Greece. It came
down at last (352 B.C.) under the command of Philip, the father
of Alexander the Great. In the struggle that followed, Athens
once more took the lead; but she was beaten at Chaeronea
(338 B.C.) and never held up her head again. Alexander
succeeded his father in 336 B.C. and, after securing his power
over Greece, started on his unparalleled career of conquest. In
thirteen years he scoured the earth from Macedonia to the
Indus, from the Caspian to the cataracts of the Nile, and left
behind him, wherever he went, a monument of his visit in the
shape of a new city, founded on some aptly chosen position, to
be at once a fortress and a centre of commerce1. In this way
Alexandria was founded in B.C. 332, when Alexander turned
from Palestine into Egypt. The site was chosen, the ground-plan
drawn and the mode of colonization directed, by Alexander himself,
but the building of the city, which was entrusted to Dinocrates,
the architect of the temple of Diana at Ephesus, was not com-
pleted till many years afterwards. The structure, when finished,
was worthy of the site and Alexandria seemed to Ammianus
Marcellinus still, in the 4th century after Christ, "vertex
omnium civitatum," the noblest of all cities. It was divided
into three districts, Greek, Jewish and Egyptian, for Alexander
was above all things cosmopolitan and deliberately attempted,
on many occasions, to break down the barriers of race and

1 Besides Alexandria in Egypt, he those regions, show how successfully
founded at least 17 other Alexandrias they were opened up to Greek com-
(not to mention other cities) in dif- merce and civilization. Alexander's
ferent parts of central Asia. Herat, example in this respect was followed by
Candahar and probably also Merv, his successors. Ten cities of Antiochia,
attest the excellence of his judgment. six of Seleucia, six of Apamea, and six
The abundance of Greek coins which of Laodicea were built in a short time
are still current in the bazaars of by the kings of Syria: and similarly
Afghanistan and the signs of the in- iu Egypt the Ptolemies studded the
fluence of Greek sculpture and archi- coasts with cities of Ptolemais, Arsinoe,
tecture which everywhere abound in Berenice.

G. G. M. 13
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creed1. It became at once the meeting-place of all the most
important trade-routes; Greek, Egyptian, Arabian and Indian
produce passed through it and brought with them a motley host
of new settlers. The travels of Alexander had excited through-
out the civilized races a new and burning curiosity to see and
know more of one another and of the world, and the place
where of all others this curiosity could best be satisfied, was
Alexandria.

To the sovereignty of this magnificent city Ptolemy, the son
of Lagus, succeeded on the partition of Alexander's empire
after his death in 322 B.C. Ptolemy was a man who had
caught much of Alexander's own enthusiasm, and it was he who
created the university of Alexandria. The university buildings
stood near the palace and were provided with lecture-rooms,
laboratories, museums, a zoological garden, promenades and other
accommodations, all clustered near the great Library. This
contained in the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus (about B.C. 260)
400,000 rolls, representing about 90,000 distinct works, and
there was another library in the Egyptian quarter, containing
about 40,000 works. The collections were afterwards greatly
increased and were always under the care of some distinguished
scholar. So equipped for the pursuit of learning, Alexandria
had yet another advantage, in that she enjoyed under the
Ptolemies for nearly 200 years a profound peace both internal
and external. A short period of conflict followed and then
again the 'majestas Romanae pacis' settled upon her and she
was free to pursue her old callings, of commerce on the one
side, of learning on the other. It is no wonder that to this haven
every student resorted and that to Alexandria we owe whatever
is best in the science of antiquity. Criticism, mathematics,
astronomy, geography, medicine, natural history, jurisprudence

1 E.g. at Susa, in B.O. 325, he him- donians in the same phalanx. To the
self married Statira, daughter of Darius, cities which he founded he imported
and compelled 100 of his generals and colonists of all nations, and after his
10,000 of his soldiers to marry Persian death there was found, in his written
wives. At Babylon, in B.C. 323, he. orders to Craterus, a plan for the

corporated 20,000 Persians in his wholesale transportation of inhabitants
army and mixed them with Mace- from Asia to Europe and vice versa.
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were for nearly a thousand years taught in her schools. Other
schools arose elsewhere (notably at Pergamum) on the model of
these, but none were so complete or so long-lived. Almost all
the mathematicians who remain to be mentioned in this history
were professors or had been students in the University of
Alexandria.

119. A distinguished Athenian, Demetrius Phalereus, was
invited to take charge of the Alexandrian Library and it
is probable that Euclid was invited, with him, to open the
mathematical school. That Euclid lived and taught in Alexan-
dria is certain1, but in fact nothing more is known of him save
what Proclus has added to the Eudemian summary, viz. that he
lived in the time of Ptolemy I. and was junior to Plato, senior
to Archimedes and Eratosthenes. The first Ptolemy reigned
B.C. 306—283, and these dates must be taken to determine the
period of Euclid's greatest activity. Proclus2 says he was a
Platonist but adds immediately the obviously untrue state-
ment that the whole aim of the Elements was to show the
construction of the five regular solids, "the Platonic figures." It
is true that the xmth Book concludes with the construction of
these solids, but it is not true that the whole of the preceding
books are designed purely for this purpose. It may, neverthe-
less, be that Euclid was a Platonist, for most of the geometers
who could have taught him, were of that school. All the
other historical notices of Euclid are either trivial or un-
trustworthy or false. Pappus3 says that he was gentle and
amiable to all those who could in the least degree advance
mathematical science, but the context shows that Pappus here
refers not to Euclid's personal conduct but to his criticism
of his predecessors. A little story related by Stobaeus* is
perhaps authentic and is at least ben trovato. " A youth who
had begun to read geometry with Euclid, when he had learnt
the first proposition, inquired 'What do I get by learning these

1 Pappus, VII. 35, p. 678 (Hultsch's is not genuine. It is given a propos
ed.). of some disparaging remarks on Euclid

2 Ed. Friedlein, p. 68. by Apollonius of Perga. See the pre-
3 Ed. Hultsch, vu. 34, pp. 676—678. face to his Conies, quoted infra, p. 218.

Hultsch, however, thinks the passage 4 Floril. iv. p. 259.
13—2
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things?' So Euclid called his slave and said 'Give him three-
pence, since he must make gain out of what he learns.'" These
are almost the only personal details which Greek writers have
preserved, for in truth 'Euclid' soon became with them, as it is
with us, synonymous with 'Elementary Geometry1.' Syrian and
Arabian writers however know a great deal more. They tell us
that Euclid's father was Naucrates, his grandfather Zenarchus:
that he was a Greek who was born in Tyre and lived in
Damascus: that he was much later than Apollonius, whose
Elements he edited: that the name Euclides is derived from two
Greek words, ucli a ' key,' and dis ' geometry,' so that Euclides
means ' key to geometry2.' Much of this information is pure
invention", the rest is founded on the preface to the xivth Book
of the Elements, which was written not by Euclid but by
Hypsicles. In the middle ages some new statements appear, for
Euclid was then always confused with Euclides of Megara4,
a pupil of Socrates who founded a small philosophical school
which Plato greatly disliked. Dismissing these errors, we can
retain only the meagre biography that Euclid was a Greek who
lived and taught at Alexandria about 300 B.C.

120. The fame of Euclid, both in antiquity and in modern
times, has always rested mainly on his Elements (a-ro^eta).
From this work he acquired among Greeks the special title of

1 So Aelian, Hist. Anim. vi. 57, says 3 The Arabs tried to claim Orien-
that spiders can draw a circle and tal origin or education for all the
"need not Euclid" (EikXeiSou Storrai great Greek mathematicians. So Nasir
oiSiv). So an Arabian, Ibn Abbad, Eddin, who was born at Tus in Kho-
quoted by Hadji Kalfa, maintained rassan, says that Euclid was born there
that Euclid was the name of a book. also.

2 Casiri, BiUioth. Arab. i. 339, 4 E.g. Campano's translation is de-
Abulpharagius, Hist. Dynast, p. 41, scribed in the colophon Opus Elemen-
Hadji Kalfa, Lexic. Bibliogr. i. p. 380 torum Euclidis Megarensis (Venice,
sqq. etc. The Arabian authorities on 1482). Many more' examples of this
Euclid's life and writings are most care- error are collected by Heiberg, pp. 23,
fully collected, discussed and rejected 24. Diog. Laertius (n. 106) says that
by Heiberg, Litterar. geschichtliche Euclides Megarensis was sometimes
Studien fiber Euklid. Leipzig, 1882, said to have been a Sicilian from Gela.
pp. 1—21. This work will hereafter Hence arose the very frequent state-
be referred to as 'Heiberg.' Compare ment, that Euclid the geometer was a
also Cantor, p. 224, Hankel, p. 383. Sicilian.
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o (7TOJ^6K»T7;?, 'the author of the Elements1,' for he so completely
superseded his predecessors Hippocrates, Leon and Theudius, that
not a trace of their works survives, and so completely satisfied
posterity that, until recent times, no attempt seems ever to
have been made to supersede the Elements as Euclid left them.
His success, moreover, was evidently immediate, for Archimedes
and Apollonius and "all the rest," as Proclus says2, " treat the
Elements as perfectly well known and start from them."

It is needless, in England, to describe this book with
any detail3, or to criticise it. Every schoolboy possesses the
greater part of it and every one, who is likely to read these
pages, is able to recognise both its merits and some at least
of its defects4. The space which is saved by omitting matter
which is so well known, may be better utilised by remarks
which do not find a place in English editions of Euclid.

It should be said then, what the preceding chapter has

1 See for instance, the beginning of
Heron's Definitions, Hultsch's ed. p. 7,
s. 1, and the last section of Marinus'
Pref. to Euclid's Data, printed in
Gregory's ed. of Euclid, pp. 453—459.
More reff. in Heiberg, pp. 29, 30.

2 Ed. Friedlein, p. 71, 18.
3 It may be useful, perhaps, to add

a short statement of the contents of
the xmth Book, which is now seldom
seen. It is composed of 18 propositions.
The first five (attributed to Eudoxus)
relate to lines cut in extreme and mean
ratio. Suppose the whole line a, the
segments 6, c, of which 6 is the greater.

( <A2 fa\2

6 + 2; = 5 V 2 / a n d

conversely, (prop. 2) if this equation
is assumed, 6 is the greater segment.

Prop. 3, (c+^j =5( |J • ^op. 4,
o2 + c2=362. Prop. 5, If b be added to
a, the line (a + b) is divided in extreme
and mean ratio: b (a + b) = a'. Prop.
6, If a rational line be cut in extreme
and mean ratio, each segment is the

irrational line called iiroToif/j (supra,
p. 81). These props, are then applied
in an investigation chiefly of the re-
lations between the sides of a pentagon,
hexagon and decagon inscribed in the
same circle with one another and with
the diameter (props. 7—11). Prop. 12,
The square of the side of an equi-
lateral triangle inscribed in a circle is
three times the square of the radius.
Then follow five problems, to inscribe
in the same sphere (13) a pyramid, (14)
an octahedron, (15) a cube, (16) an
eicosahedron, (17) a dodecahedron and
to show the relations of their sides to
the diameter. In prop. 18 the sides of
these inscribed figures are compared
together. The reader will here see for
what purpose Book x. is inserted in
the Elements. Book xiv. was added
by Hypsicles, xv. probably by Damas-
cius of Damascus about A. r>. 510.

4 A very neat and comprehensive
criticism is given by Prof, de Morgan
in the article Eucleidei in Smith's
Diet, of Gk. and Rom, Biogr.
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abundantly proved, that Euclid is certainly not the author of
all the propositions which are contained in the Elements. In
the whole collection there is only one proof (i. 47) which is
directly ascribed to him. Many more, no doubt, are his or
partly his', but his merit, as Proclus (p. 69 of Friedlein's ed.)
expressly says, lies chiefly in the selection and arrangement of
the propositions. The word 'selection' (iicXoyr)) implies that
some matter is omitted and Proclus again (pp. 72—74) ex-
pressly says that much which was not in itself generally useful,
or followed very easily from inserted propositions, was discarded:
e. g. (p. 72, 13) the prop, that the perpendiculars drawn from
the angular points of a triangle to the opposite sides meet in a
point: (p. 74, 18) the construction of an isosceles or scalene
triangle, or propositions on unclassed irrational lines. Hence
not only Archimedes and ApoUonius, but Euclid himself, refer
to and use, as well-known truths, propositions which are not
included, in the Elements at all. Thus, to take only an in-
stance or two, in the Sectio Canonis, prop. 2, Euclid says
" I have learnt that if any series of numbers be in continued
proportion, and the first is a measure of the last, it is also
a measure of all the rest," which is not stated in the Elements.
In the de Divisionibus, prop. 232, he cites the fact that if
a : b > c : d, then a — b : b > c — d : d. In the Data, prop. 67,
(76 of Simson's ed.) Euclid uses a proposition that, if in an
isosceles triangle a straight line be drawn from the vertex
to the base, then the square of one of the equal sides is equal to
the square of the straight line so drawn + the rectangle under,
the segments of the base3. (Simson adds a lemma to prove this.)
Evidence of this kind, which shows that Euclid used his dis-
cretion in rejecting available matter, which was unquestionably
useful for some purposes, shows also that he had a definite

1 Proclus, at the end of the Eu- a :b < c : d, which Archimedes also
demian summary, says that Euclid uses. Sph. et Cyl. n. 9, ed. Torelli, p.
brought to irrefragable proof propo- 186. 12.
sitions which had been less strictly 3 For many other examples, see
proved by his predecessors (rd ,uaXa- Heiberg, pp. 15, 31, 32, 53, n. and reff.
Ktirepov deiKvifieva TOIS Zpirpoadev). there given.

2 So in prop. 22 if ad < he, then
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design in the composition of the Elements. We may therefore,
perhaps, attribute to his deliberate choice all the characteristics
of the book. With Euclid the word o-Tot%eta * no longer means
"easiest" or "preliminary" propositions in geometry, but means
the whole of geometry, exclusive of certain subjects (the
geometry of conies and other higher curves), treated by one
method (that of synthesis) only. To him also perhaps may be
attributed that orderly method of proof by the regular stages of
general enunciation (jn-poTaais), particular statement (l/e0e<u?),
construction {KaraaKevrj), proof (air6het^i<i), conclusion (avfnri-
pacr/Aa) and the addition of the final Q. B. D. (ovrep eSei Beifjat.)
or Q. E. F. (oirep eSei Troirjcrai)2. At any rate, Autolycus, just
before Euclid, knows only 7rporaai<! and aTrdSetft?, Archimedes,
just after, often dispenses with Trporao-is or eK0eai<ia. The
design of the whole book, viz. to proceed from a few definitions
and axioms, by sure steps which are always of precisely the same
kind, to the furthest limits of the subject, is certainly Euclid's,
and the pattern of each particular proof is of a piece with
the pattern of the whole book4.

121. Secondly, some remarks will not be out of place
on the text of Euclid as we have it. Theon of Alexandria, the

1 Etymologieally, aroix^ov means any and that large portions of Euclid (e.g.
one of a series (crrofxos), one thing of a Book v.) are attributed to Eudoxus
numberof similarthingsplaoedinarow. and other predecessors.
Hence it comes to mean the elements 4 A few of Euclid's Greek terms may
of which composite things are com- be here added from the definitions
pounded, e.g. the single sounds which (o/iw). fftifieTov = a point : evdela ypan/xr)
go to make a word or the parts of = straight line: £m<pdvei.a — superficies:
speech (Arist. Poet. 20, 1 & 2), or iMxe5os=plane: yornla = angle: eidv-
the four elements of which the uni- ypa/i/j.os=rectilineal: <5/>&5s=right: K&6-
verse was supposed to be made. With eros = perpendicular: a/J.p\i%=obtuse:
Euclid the etymological meaning seems <5£ws = acute: crxwa—figure: Tepuptpaa
to be uppermost. He calls his book = circumference. There is no word
r i <rroixe?a because it is a connected for radius, which is called q be TOS
whole and each proposition leads to nivrpov (ypapb/nfl. Terpiyavov = square:
another. h-epo/j.tiicrjs = oblong: iK^dWureai — to

2 Proclus, pp. 203, 210. be produced: iyypa<t>ea9ai=to be in-
s Bretschneider (p. 21), Cantor (pp. scribed: vepiypaipeudat = to be circum-

236, 237) and Heiberg (pp. 35, 36) scribed: S/Koia<rxij,t«u-a = similarfigures:
deny that Euclid invented this form ivnir(ivovS6Ta=reciprocals: aKpov KO.1
of proof, on the ground that Proclus niaov \byov TeT/«J<r0a( = to be cut in
does not expressly attribute it to him, extreme and mean ratio.
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father of Hypatia, says, in his commentary on the Almagest
(ed. Halma, I. p. 201), " that the sectors of equal circles are to
one another as the angles which they span (e<f>* cov /SeyŜ /ca-
aip) has been proved by me (flfuv) in my edition of the Elements
at the end of Book vi." (vi. 33, pt. 2). From this it is evident
that Theon edited the Elements, and in fact all the MSS. which
first came to light are entitled ' after Theon's edition' or ' after
Theon's lectures' (a,7rd crvpova-iwv T&V ©eiwo?)1. For this reason,
on the one hand most commentators of the 16th century
supposed that Euclid had left only the enunciations but Theon
added the- proofs2, and, at a still later time, when this notion
was exploded, other commentators, especially Robert Simson8,
attributed to Theon all the defects which they could not fail to
perceive in the Elements as they knew them. But at the
beginning of this century, among various other MSS. which
Napoleon sent to Paris from the Vatican library and which were
restored after the peace in 1815, there was found one (Vat. 190)
of the 10th century, in which the second part of Euclid vi. 33
was written not with the text but in the margin. Many other
variations from the received text were also perceived in it
(e.g. the useless definition of compound ratio, vi. def. 5,
was omitted4), and from these facts F. Peyrard, who printed
it (Paris, 1814—1818), concluded that he had here a copy
of Euclid anterior to Theon's recension. Nevertheless the
variations between this MS. and the others, which give Theon's

1 E.g. for the first title Cod. Flor. 3 See the conclusion of his notes.
Laur. XXVIII. 3 of the 10th or 11th "From the preceding notes, it is suf-
century, for the second Laur. xxvm. 1 ficiently evident how much the Ele-
of the 13th century. More in Heiberg, ments of Euclid, who was a most
p. 174. accurate geometer, have been vitiated

2 Heiberg, p. 175, gives a great many and mutilated by ignorant editors," etc.
instances: e.g. Xylander (Holtzmann) 4 Simson had, on his own authority,
in his German translation (Basil, 1562) rejected it. See his note to vi. 23. It
warns the reader that the demonstra- does not occur, nor does vi. 33, pt. 2,
tions were added 'nit von jme dem in Campano's translation (Venice, 1482)
Euclid selbs' but by other learned men, from the Arabic, but though Campano's
Theon, Hypsicles, Campano etc. For Arabic original was not the Theonic
the contrary opinion see the quotations text, it is not a close enough version of
from Sir Henry Savile in the Preface Euclid to be useful for critical pur-
to Gregory's Euclid (1703). poses. Heiberg, p. 178.
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text, are not at all important and show that Theon, in the
main, confined himself to trifling verbal alterations.

It appears, however, from the citations contained in Proclus'
commentary on Eucl. i. that Proclus, though he did not use the
Theoniq text, did not use the Vatican either or, if he did, was
sometimes dissatisfied with it: and it appears also, from
quotations in other authors, that the text of Euclid had for
many centuries been subject to criticism1. This criticism, it is
true, was, for the most part, of a verbal kind, but some real dis-
cussion seems to have taken place over the definitions (opot),
postulates (alTij/AaTa), and axioms (KOIVCU hivoiav, 'common
notions'2) to Book i. Thus in our MSS. the definition now
printed as ill. def. 6 (segment of a circle) is appended to the def. I.
18, but Proclus did not have it in that place3. This is not an
important matter, and, in fact, Heron, who lived about 100 B. c,
quotes in his 'Definitions' all the definitions of Euclid, save the
arithmetical, in practically the same form, though not in
the same order, as that in which we now have them*. But the
postulates and axioms were the subject of more serious contro-
versy. Our editions have three postulates and twelve axioms,
of which the last three are 10. Two straight lines cannot
enclose a space: 11. All right angles are equal: 12. If a
straight line meet two straight lines, so as to make the two
interior angles on the same side of it together less than two
right angles, these straight lines will meet if produced on that
side. Of these three, the first (Ax. 10) appears in many
ancient MSS. as Ax. 12, but in the Vatican as Postulate 6°.
Proclus (p. 184, 8), however, who omits it altogether, says that
Geminus (dr. 60 B.C.) would reject it from the Axioms, as
a proposition requiring proof, and himself (p. 239) gives a

1 Alexander Aphrod. in Arist. Anal. (e.g. p. 193).
Prior. (Venice, 1530) 87. a, quotes as s See Proclus, p. 158. The definition
Euclid x. 4, the proposition which is is quoted in Heron (ed. Hultsch), Deff.
now Euclid x. 5: andEutociusin.4poZ- no. 33, but, curiously enough, Heron's
lonii Conic, p. 44, quotes as Eucl. in. 15 no. 31 is Eucl. i. 18 and his no. 34 is
the prop, which is now Eucl. in. 16. Eucl. in. 8, so that no inference can
Both these cases may be mere slips. be founded on this arrangement.

3 Euclid does not use the name 4 Heiberg, pp. 186—192.
' axioms,' atjubfiara, which Proclus has 6 Heiberg, p. 182, nn.
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proof in his commentary on I. 41. The last two (Axx. 11, 12)
are given by Proclus as Postulates 4, 5, and so also in the
Vatican MS. and the older MSS. of the Theonic recension.
But as to Post. 4 (Ax. 11), Proclus says (p. 188, 2) that
Geminus wished to take it from the postulates and add it
to the axioms, and as to Post. 5 (Ax. 12), he says (p. 191, 21)
that it ought to be struck out of the postulates and proved as a
theorem, like its converse, and for this opinion he again cites
Geminus as an authority2. With regard to Axioms 1—9,
Proclus says (p. 196, 15) that Heron wanted to admit only the
first three, and in fact Martianus Capella in the 4th century
(Nupt. VI. 723) quotes only these three as 'communes animi
conceptiones.' Proclus himself quotes only five (viz. 1, 2, 3, 9,8,
in this order), says (p. 197, 6) that Pappus added Axx. 4, 5,
though not in their present form, and himself expressly rejects
Axx. 6 and 7 (p. 196, 25), which stand in the Vatican and are
therefore older than Theon. The evidence, therefore, on the
whole, shows that Euclid originally wrote five postulates, of
which the fourth and fifth were those which are now printed as
Axx. 11 and 12, and perhaps four axioms, of which the first
three were the present Axx. 1—3, and the fourth was the
present Ax. 10. The number of the postulates is clearly
attested by Geminus, Proclus and the oldest MSS.: but of the
axioms we can only say, with certainty, that Nos. 4 and 5 are
due to Pappus and 11 and 12 are transferred from the postulates.

But though some reasonable doubt remains as to the
axioms, there is none at all as to the proofs of the propositions.
These are very seldom mentioned by ancient writers with
an exact reference to the number of the proposition nor are
whole proofs ever quoted, but there is no trace of any contro-
versy as to any Euclidean proof: the extracts of Proclus show
that he had Book I. almost word for word as it stands now, and
the Vatican MS. agrees, in all but trifling details, with the

1 Nevertheless, p. 193, 22 he rejects V\T}S).
it from the axioms as unnecessary, on 2 Ptolemy (in Proclus, pp. 362—368)
the ground that it merely describes ' a attempted to prove it as theorem. See
characteristic of the subject-matter of post.
geometry' (tdid e<m rijs yeoijj.erpiKijs
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copies of Theon's recension. From this it is evident that the
defects of Euclid are of his own making and not, as Simson
would have it, the fault of bungling editors.

122. Lastly, it will perhaps be interesting to show what
have been the fortunes of Euclid's Elements and how they have
come into the possession of English schoolboys and been made
the staple of our mathematical education1. In Alexandria this
book occupied the same place as with us, and Theon's edition of
it was made, nearly 700 years after Euclid, for the benefit of
the students who attended the editor's lectures. It does not,
however, seem to have been at all known in Italy, for Boethius,
who (about A. D. 500) wrote a Latin geometry, contents himself
with giving merely the enunciations of Book I. and of some
propositions in Books in. and IV. of Euclid and adding at the
end, as a stimulus to the mind, the whole proofs of the first
three propositions of Book I. He then proceeds (in Book n.) to
the calculation of areas etc. of given dimensions, the practical
geometry for which alone the Romans had any desire. Euclid
was the Greek text-book and was confined to Greek schools, or
to those which were founded on the model of Alexandria, such
as the Syrian schools of Antioch and Emesa and Damascus, and
in particular, the school of Nestorian Christians at Edessa.
These latter, after the terrible sack and ruin of Alexandria
in 640, became the chief repositories in the East of all Greek
learning. To them belonged the chief physicians of that
time, who were invited to Bagdad to attend upon the
Abbasid Caliphs2. The Arabs did not fail to remark that
these Jewish and Christian doctors relied upon the writings

1 Most of the facts given in this Be Auctorum Graec. Versionibus Arab.
section are taken from various chapters Syr. et Pers. Leipzig, 1842. Cantor
of Hankel, pp. 231—237 (on Arabic has a more recent authority, Kremer,
translations): pp. 307-—317 (Gerbert Kulturgesch. des Orients unter den
and his predecessors): pp. 334—348 Chalifen (Vienna, 1877). English lite-
translations from the Arabic, etc.): rature is ridiculously deficient in such
pp. 354—359 (Mathematics in foreign monographs.
Universities). I have added some tri- 2 It is said that the Arabs, when
fling details from Cantor, whose Vor- they gave up the nomad life and settled
lesungen Vol. i. only go as far as the in Bagdad, became subject to various
year 1200. Hankel's account of the disorders, which their native physicians
Arabs is taken chiefly from Wenrich, were unable to cure.
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of Hippocrates, Aristotle and Galen, and the medical books
of these three Greeks were therefore translated into Arabic from
the Syriac in the time of Harun al Raschid (786—809). An
intense interest in Greek science of every kind was thus aroused,
and in a few years translations of all the principal mathematical
books of Alexandria were secured. The Caliph Al Mamun1

(813—833) was especially zealous in this cause. He obtained
from the Byzantine empire, through his ambassadors, copies of
the Greek MSS. and established in Bagdad a college of Syrian
Christians who were nominally his physicians but were chiefly
engaged in translating the Greek books into Arabic. A little
earlier than this, in the time of Al Mansur (754—775), the
Arabian commerce with India had brought to the knowledge of
Bagdad the Siddhanta or 'System' of Brahmagupta2. This also
was translated and thus the Arabs acquired the Indian numeri-
cal symbols. The interest of Al Mamun in foreign science
was more than rivalled by his successors. The most famous of
the translators was one Honein ibn Ishak, a Syrian physician,
who was acquainted with both Greek and Arabic. He was
appointed, by the Caliph Mutawakkil (847—861), president of
the college of translators some of whom were busy in rendering
Greek books into Syriac, the rest in rendering the Syriac
into Arabic. Honein and his son, Ishak ibn Honein, revised
the final Arabic translations, but as they were both ill-versed in
mathematics, Tabit ibn Korra (836—901), another Syrian,
edited their texts with the knowledge of a competent mathe-
matician. It was in this way that the works of Euclid, Archi-
medes, Apollonius, Theodosius, Ptolemy and other Greeks re-
ceived a new lease of life among a strange people3. Ptolemy
seems to have been the first of these to be translated. A
portion of the Elements of Euclid was translated in the time of

1 See Gibbon's Chapter LII. an advanced knowledge of his subject.
2 Cantor, pp. 597, 598. Hankel (p. 263) suggests that the Dio-
8 Diophantus was not translated till phantine analysis had become tradi-

the end of the 10th century (by Abul tional in the Syrian schools. Cantor
Wefa). Arabian algebra however be- (pp. 619, 620) leaves it an open ques-
gins mS20\iithtTcieAlgebrw'alMuka- tion whence Mohammed obtained his
bala of Mohammed ibn Musa Alchwar- Algebra,
izmi, who cites no authorities but has
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Harun al Raschid: Al Mamun ordered another and a complete
translation, Honein or his son Ishak prepared a third, Tabit ibn
Korra published the final redaction.

But Euclid did not come into Europe from Bagdad. Some
fifty years before the Abbasid Caliphs settled in that city, the
Arabs had penetrated into Spain and taken possession of the
ancient city of Cordova. Here, in 747, the Emir Abdarrahman
founded a separate kingdom and the Arabs of Spain were
thenceforth wholly dissociated from their kinsmen in the East.
Both nations had the same intellectual tastes: each was as
enthusiastic as the other for medicine, mathematics and astro-
nomy, but each pursued its studies in its own way and with
some considerable jealousy of the other. Nevertheless, by some
means which has not been explained1, the Arabs of Spain
acquired the same books which were used in Bagdad and had
also their Indian numerals, their Ptolemy, Euclid and Aristotle.
In the meantime, among the Christians of the West, learning
was at its lowest ebb. Their mathematical interest was con-
fined, almost entirely to arithmetic and, as to geometry, "we
find in the whole literature of that time hardly the slightest
sign that any one had gone further in this department of the
Quadrivium than the definitions of a triangle, square, circle or of
a pyramid or cone, as Martianus Capella and Isidor (Hispalensis,
bishop of Seville in 636) left them2." The study was revived
by the great Gerbert, a native of Auvergne, born in the first
half of the 10th century. He, after a visit to Barcelona, where
perhaps he acquired somehow an inkling of the Arabic sciences3,
became the teacher of the Cathedral school at Rheims and
acquired the greatest renown by his mathematical ability. He
was, after many other promotions, elected Pope in 1003, under
the name of Sylvester II. Gerbert, while abbot of Bobbio on
the Trebbia (about 980), came across the Codex Arcerius con-

1 Possibly Jewish pedlars of books and the common statement that he
had something to do with it. went to Cordova is for many reasons

1 Hankel, pp. 307, 311, 312. Com- incredible. Nevertheless, it was he
pare Hallam, Middle Ages, in. chap. who introduced the Arabic numerals
ix. pt. 2, p. 420 (12th ed.). (as apices) into the Western schools.

3 Gerbert certainly knew no Arabic, Hankel, pp. 327,328, supra, pp. 37—39.
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taining the works of the old Roman surveyors (gromatici)1* He
studied them with avidity and founded on them his own
Geometry. A little later, he found at Mantua a copy of the
Geometry of Boethius. In this way the study of practical
geometry was renewed and some small portions of Euclid
became the common property of the Christian schools. But it
was not for 100 years yet that men began to seek the Arabic
text-books. The Moorish Universities of Cordova and Seville
and Granada were dangerous resorts for Christians and, though
it was known that all manner of learning was to be had there,
no student ventured to steal it. An Englishman was the first,
or one of the first two, to undertake the enterprise. In 1120,
Adelha'rd of Bath obtained in Spain a copy of Euclid's Elements
and translated them into Latin. Translations from the Arabic
of other Greek works, especially those of Aristotle, soon followed2.
Abotxt 1186 Gherardo of Cremona made another translation
of the Elements and, again in 1260, Giovanni Campano repro-
duced Adelhard's translation under his own name3 and ob-
tained with it a wide celebrity. The fruit of these translations
soon followed. In 1220, Leonardo of Pisa, a mathematician of
great power and originality, published his Practica Geometriae,
which though it deals with the calculation of areas and numeri-
cal ratios of spaces, is founded on Euclid and Archimedes and
Ptolemy4, and contains some trigonometry and conies. A little
later Roger Bacon (1214—1294) was urging the claims of
experimental science as taught by Aristotle. But the greatest
result of the inflow of Arabian learning was the organisation of
study in Universities. At Paris5, indeed, the study of geometry

1 See Cantor, pp. 467, 734, 738—743. seem to have been given in Paris all
a The Jews, who'̂ were tolerated by through the 11th century and even

both Arabs and Christians, assisted earlier. But it was Abelard (1079—
largely in this movement. See Jour- 1142) who made the University of
dain, Rech. sur Us Trad. Lat. d'Aris- Paris famous. Similarly, all the other
tote. Universities seem to have been at an

3 Prof, de Morgan first suspected early time centres of instruction. But
this. For a full bibliography of Euclid it is in the 13th and 14th centuries
see his art. Eucleides in Smith's Die. that they first receive charters of in-
of Gr. and Rom. Biogr. corporation. Paris received its charter

4 Hankel, pp. 344—346. in 1200. See Hallam supra cit. pp.
5 Unofficial lectures of some kind 420—427.
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was neglected and Aristotle's logic was the favourite subject.
But at the reformation of the University in 1336 a rule was in-
troduced that no student should take a degree without attend-
ing lectures in mathematics and from the preface to a commen-
tary on the first six Books of Euclid, dated 1536, it appears that
a candidate for the degree of M.A. was then required to take
an oath that he had attended lectures on the said books. In
Leipzig (founded 1389), the daughter of Prague, a similar rule
was made, but it is doubted whether the rule was enforced,
since in the lists of lectures for the years 1437, 1438, none
on Euclid are mentioned1. But in Prague itself (founded 1350)
mathematics were more regarded. Candidates for the Baccalau-
reat were required to take up the treatise of the Globe by
Johannes de Sacroboseo (i.e. of Holy wood in Yorkshire) and, for
the Master's degree, the first six Books of Euclid and many
subjects of applied mathematics were required. At Oxford, in
the middle of the 15th century, the first two books of Euclid
were read2 and no doubt the Cambridge curriculum was similar.
It will be seen, however, that though the study of geometry was
maintained (indeed it was part of the ancient Quadrivium) it was
maintained only in a half-hearted manner and did not produce
a tithe of the results which might have been expected from the
brilliant commencement of Leonardo of Pisa. It was, in fact,
driven out of the field by Aristotelian logic and the stupid
subtleties on which that logic was employed by the schoolmen.
Another Renaissance was still wanted. This came after
Constantinople was taken by the Turks in 1453 and a crowd of
Greeks fled into Italy bringing with them precious manuscripts
of Greek literature. About this time also printing was invented
and books became comparatively cheap and common. Cam-
pano's (stolen) translation of Euclid was printed in 1482 by

1 Cologne, founded 1389, was equally Quadripartitum, an astrological work
behindhand and so were the Italian attributed to Ptolemy. Hankel, p. 357.
Universities of Bologna, Padua and s Churton's Life of Smyth, p. 151,
Pisa, where astrology was the favourite quoted by Hallam Lit. of Ewr. Pt. i.
subject. As late a3 1598, the professor ch. 2, g. 34, n. I have been unable to
of mathematics in Pisa was required to find any statement of the Cambridge
lecture, not on the Almagest, but on the course.
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Ernest Ratdolt at Venice, and many times afterwards. The
Greek text was printed in 1533 by Simon Grynseus at Basle.
Even still it cannot be pretended that Euclid or any other
mathematician occupied anything like the same amount of
attention as the writers of belles lettres. Nevertheless a con-
siderable number of commentaries were produced in the 16th
century and in 1570 an English translation from the Latin
was published (by Henry Billingsley). About the same time
Sir Henry Savile began to give unpaid lectures on the Greek
geometers at Oxford. In 1619, the Savilian professorships were
founded in that University, but it was not till 1663 that
a professorship of mathematics (the Lowndean) was given to
Cambridge1. The 70 years or so, from 1660 to 1730, when
Wallis and Halley were professors at Oxford, Barrow and
Newton at Cambridge, were the period during which the study
of Greek geometry was at its height in England. After
Newton's time the whole field of mathematics and natural philo-
sophy was so rapidly enlarged that the Greeks, all except Euclid,
fell into neglect. But as modern learning advanced, so also
it became necessary that boys leaving school for the Universities
should take with them some preliminary knowledge of mathe-
matics and should stay at school longer to acquire this3. For
this purpose Euclid's Elements was especially suited, but it may
be safely guessed that its place among our schoolbooks dates
only from the middle of the last century at the earliest. To

1 Sir Thomas Gresham founded a 2 This statement an,d the next are
professorship of geometry in London made without much authority. I have
in 1596. Briggs, a Cambridge man, looked through all manner of biogra-
was the first professor but afterwards phies and "memorials" without finding
became the first Savilian professor of any useful information on the curricu-
geometry at Oxford. At the latter lumof a public school before 1750. The
place, he began lecturing on Eucl. i. evidence is abundant that, during the
prop. 9, at which Savile had himself last century, the average age of fresh-
left off. The mathematicians of this men was gradually increasing. It may
time were more interested in algebra be gathered (e.g. from Wordsworth's
than geometry. Lord Herbert of Cher- Scholae Academ. ch. vii. and app. iii.)
bury (1581—1648), in his Autobiogra- that, during the same time, Euclid was
phy, says that he sees little use in gradually passing from the Universities
geometry for gentlemen, though it may to the schools. There is obviously
perhaps help them to understand for- some connexion between the two facts.
tification. When boys stayed longer at school,
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this time belong also all the famous editions of Euclid in
England, from Gregory's Greek text (pub. 1703) to Simson's
translation and commentary (pub. 1756) upon which all sub-
sequent editions have been more or less founded. Attempts
have recently been made to depose Euclid from his place in
the English educational system, but they are not likely to be
successful. No modern text-book can acquire an equal prestige
and the advantage to teachers, in knowing that all their pupils
possess and have studied the same rudimentary treatise, is not
lightly to be foregone.

123. The extant works of Euclid comprise, beside the
Elements, books of Data (AeBofieva), Qaivofieva ('appearances of
the heavens'),'O7TTt«a, KaTO7TT/3i«a ('Reflections'), KaraTo/Ar)
Kdvovo? ('Division of the Scale'), a probably spurious Etowywy?)
'Apfioviicr) (' Introduction to Harmony'), and a work De Divisioni-
bus, known only in the Arabic and in a Latin translation from
another Arabic edition.

The Data, the authenticity of which is attested by Pappus1,
consists of 95 propositions (Pappus knew only 90), preceded
now by an explanatory introduction written by Marinus of
Neapolis, a pupil of Proclus, at the end of the 5th century.
The book, which is printed in Simson's Euclid with many
alterations, begins with some definitions declaring the meaning
of the word hehofievov in various cases8: e.g. 1. Spaces, lines
and angles, are said to be given in magnitude when equals
to them can be found: 4. Points, lines and spaces are said
to be given in position, which have always the same situation
[and which are either actually exhibited or can be found,
Simson]: 6. A circle is said to be given in position and in
magnitude when the centre is given in position, the radius
in magnitude. The propositions which follow deal with magni-

they would necessarily begin to learn 2 Marinus says that Euclid ought to
higher subjects. But why did they stay have started with a general definition
longer at school? The answer sug- of "given" and, after discussing many
gested in the text is inadequate but is no suchhimself, concludes with the opinion
doubt correct. Classical studies at the that the best definition is "knowable
Universities are not, and never were, and obtainable" (yvwpifiov teal T6pifju>v).
much different from those of schools. Gregory, pp. 457, 458.

1 VII. ed. Hultach, pp. 638—640.

G. G. M. 14
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tudes, lines, rectilineal figures and circles, in this order. The
following specimens will sufficiently show their character. Prop.
VIII. (Simson, 9): Magnitudes which have a given ratio to the
same magnitude have also a given ratio to one another. Prop,
xxxil. (35): If a straight line be drawn between two parallel
straight lines given in position, and make given angles with them,
the straight line is given in magnitude. Prop, xxxix. (42):
If each of the sides of a triangle be given in magnitude,
the triangle is given in species. Prop. LII. (56): If a recti-
lineal figure, given in species, be described on a straight line
given in magnitude, the figure is given in magnitude. Prop.
I.XXXIX. (92): If a straight line, given in magnitude, be drawn
within a circle given, in magnitude, it shall cut off a segment
containing a given angle. The word ' given,' it will be seen, is
employed in two significations. It means first 'actually given'
and secondly, 'given by implication,' and the propositions are
all to this effect, that a certain partial description of a certain
magnitude, or of a certain geometrical figure, involves a more
complete description, just as the description of a triangle as
equilateral involves its description as equiangular. The book,
in fact, is a series of easy riders on the Elements. The proof
of the prop. LXXXix. stated above, will serve well enough as a
specimen. By def. 1 the angle is ' given,' if equals to it can be
found. Now let the straight line A C, given in magnitude, be drawn
within the circle ABC given in magnitude. It shall cut off a
segment containing a given angle. Draw
AE, passing through the centre, and join
EG. Then because each of the straight
lines AC, AE is given, their ratio is
given: and the angle ACE is a right
angle, therefore the triangle ACE is
given in species and consequently the
angle AEC is given (i.e. can always be
reproduced). But the Data had a special use in Greek
geometry. They are described by Pappus and Marinus1 as
forming part of the TOTTO<; dvaXvo/xevos. This was the name of
a special department of geometry, "matter prepared for those

1 Marinus in Gregory's Euclid, p. 458.
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who, after going through the Elements, wish to acquire the
power of solving problems proposed to them and useful for this
purpose only1," a course of practice in analysis. The way in which
the Data were found serviceable in analysis will be seen at once
by reference to the specimen of analysis given above (p. 178)
from Pappus. Analysis begins with a construction which is
assumed to satisfy the proposed conditions. These conditions
being thus converted into given elements of the figure, involve
others which are given by implication in the Euclidean sense,
and these again involve more, until by steps, every one of which
is legitimate, we reach a construction from which a synthesis
is obtainable. The Data are hints upon the most usual steps
in analysis.

The Phaenomena is a book of 18 propositions with a preface.
The authenticity of this also is attested by Pappus2, who gives
some lemmas, or explanatory propositions to it. The preface is
a statement of the considerations which show that the universe
is a sphere, followed by some definitions of technical terms.
Among these bpl^wv, as a substantive, and /j,ea-7)fi^piv6<; KVK\O?,
meridian circle, occur for the first time. The book consists of
geometrical proofs^of propositions which are established by
observation, to the effect chiefly that stars situate in given
positions rise or set together or one after another in a certain
order. It is beyond question founded on the Moving Sphere of

1 Pappus, vn. ed. Hultsoh, p. 634. translation of TOTOS &i>a\v6fi.tiios as
In the same place it is said that the 'locus resolutus,' 'lieu resolu' or 'auf-
T6TOS &va\v6iievos was written entirely geloster Ort' is therefore misleading
by Euclid, Apollonius and Aristaeus and has led, I believe, to some mis-
the elder. The word T6WOS here does conception. See the translation in
not mean locus, hut has its Aristotelian Chasles, Les Porismes etc. p. 16.
meaning o f store-house.' So, at the be- a vi. (Hultsch), pp. 594—632. The
ginning of Book vi. of Pappus T6TOS of- text which Pappus used was not quite
Tpovo/ioviMOios means ' the astronomical the same as that of Gregory's edition,
treasury,' consisting of books which which has a great many evident inter-
he afterwards discusses. Tiros &pa\vo- polations. These are discussed by
(iievos means " the treasury of analysis," Heiberg (pp. 47—52), who has found at
just as in Aristotle's rhetoric TOJTOI, or Vienna a better MS. On the Phae-
KUVOITOVOI are collections of "common- nomena see also Delambre, Astr. Anc.
places,"remarksandcriticismstowhich i. ch. 3, pp. 48—60.
the rhetorician may always resort. The

14—2
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Autolycus, which is several times referred to, though not by
name1. But it is evident also that Euclid is here quoting some
work on Spherical Geometry, by an unknown author. In
the preface, for instance, he cites casually the fact that if on
a sphere two circles bisect one another, they are both great
circles, and in the proofs he very frequently assumes in his reader
a knowledge of other such theorems2. A comparison of these
with the later Sphaerica of Theodosius shows that both Euclid
and his successor had recourse to the same original work, which
perhaps was written by Eudoxus.

The Optics, as commonly printed8, consists of 61 propositions
preceded by a preface and a list of assumptions (decrei<;). The book
has often been suspected because these assumptions are absurdly
wrong and some of the proofs are, in the present text, slovenly
or defective4. There seems, however, no fair reason for denying
its authenticity, which is attested by Theon in many passages of
his commentary on the Almagest. Pappus, though he does
not name the book, cites some propositions from it just before
he passes to Euclid's Phaenomena*. The preface, which is
obviously not by Euclid, is part of a report of a discourse
on Optics. It begins, for instance, with the words "After
proving the theorems concerning sight, he proceeded to advance
some suggestions, arguing that light is carried in straight lines"
etc. A scholiast has added at the beginning of a Paris MS.6

1 E.g. Prop. 1 of Autolycus is cited 3 In Gregory's edition with notes by
in Euclid's 5th, Prop. 2 in Euclid's Savile. Gregory suspects the book,
4th and 6th, Prop. 10 in Euclid's 2nd. Peyrard rejects it altogether. Heiberg
See Gregory's ed. pp. 564, 567—569. (pp. 93—129) prints an improved text
Heiberg, pp. 41, 42. in 62 props, from a Vienna MS., which

2 A full collection in Heiberg, pp. he thinks is genuine.
43—46. The instances are difficult to 4 Such suspicion is protested against
cite because Euclid does not actually by Kepler (.E#p. ad I. Kepler cm.) quoted
statethetheorems,butsays,for instance, by Heiberg, p. 90, fromE. Wilde, Optik
in the course of a proof, "since in a der Griechen, p. 9 n. On the Optics,
sphere the circles ABC, DEF touch see also Delambre, loc. cit.
one another and the great cirole GHK 5 Pappus vi. p. 568. The proposi-
passes through the poles of one circle tions cited are Nos. 35, 36, 37 of Gre-
and the point of contact of both, there- gory's ed. See Gregory's preface and
fore GHK passes through the poles of Heiberg, pp. 130, 131.
DEF and is perpendicular to it." 6 Heiberg, p. 139.
(Prop. ii. p. 564.)
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the words "the preface is taken from the commentary of Theon,"
and this may well be true, for the preface is quoted by Neme-
sius1 who lived as early as the year 400. It is merely a
number of notes on the Euclidean hypothesis that light pro-
ceeds from the eye and not from the object seen. The contrary
is shown to be absurd by such arguments as these, that, if light
proceeded from the object, then we should not, as we often
do, fail to observe a needle on the floor, and a circle seen edge-
ways would not appear to be a straight line. The assumptions
(fleVet?, positiones, 12 in number) are such as 1. Eays emitted
from the eye are carried in straight lines, distant by an interval
from one another: 2. The figure contained by such rays is
a cone, having its vertex in the eye, its base on the object
seen2: 5. Things seen under a greater angle seem greater:
8. Things seen by the higher rays seem higher, etc. The
propositions, which are proved from these assumptions with
the aid of the Elements and Data, are of the following kind.
I. No object is seen in toto at one time: vi. Parallel intervals
seen from a distance seem of unequal width : xvm—xxi. To
measure a given altitude, depth or longitude (proved by similar
triangles in the manner attributed above, p. 141, to Thales): XL.
The wheels of chariots appear now circular, now elliptical (irape-
cnracrfievoi,) etc. Prop. xxil. is ' If a circle be described in the
same plane as the eye, it will seem to be a straight line.'
The proof is as follows3. Suppose the eye
at A: the circle BZF in the same plane.
The rays AB, AZ, AF proceed from the
eye. Since (by prop. I.) no object is seen
in toto at once, the circumference BZ will
not be seen, but only its extreme points B
and Z, wherefore the circumference BZ will
appear to be a straight line. And similarly

1 Hepl 0u<rews &v9pthrov, ed. Matthaei
VII. p. 179.

2 So also Arist. Probl. xv. 5.
3 Another proof attributed to Pappus

in Gregory's ed. p. 617, but given as
Euclid's in Heiberg's text icy', p. 102,

depends on the assumption that the
line MB, being seen under a greater
angle than MA, appears longer etc.
Aristotle Problem, xv. 5 gives a similar
explanation.
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the circumference ZI\ Therefore the whole circumference BF
will appear a straight line.

The Gatoptrica is a book of 31 propositions on reflections in
plane, convex and concave mirrors. It begins with assumptions
of the same character as those in the Optics, to which are
added four admitted phaenomena1, the last of which is that a
ring placed in a vase so as to be invisible from a certain
position, may be made visible from the same position by filling
the vase with water. The propositions start with proving that
the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection and go
on to give reasons for such familiar facts as that in a convex
mirror objects seem smaller and, in a concave, are seen upside
down. But though Euclid certainly wrote a Catoptrica, which he
mentions in the Optics (Prop. XX. of Heiberg's text, p. 101, 1.
25), it is in the highest degree improbable that he wrote this
one. The book is not cited by any ancient author. Heron's
Catoptrica is cited for propositions which occur in Euclid and
the explanation of the phenomenon, above mentioned, is ex-
pressly attributed to Archimedes, who suggested that the water
acted as a mirror". Probably Euclid's original work was super-
seded entirely by Archimedes and the extant Gatoptrica is the
work of a later compiler3.

The Sectio Canonis is a work on musical intervals, which is
probably Euclid's, who, according to Proclus (p. 69) and other
commentators wrote an Elements of Music, but the Introductio
Harmonica is mainly a collection of musical terms, not agreeing
with the Sectio Canonis, and Is generally rejected4. It remains
only to mention the book Trepl Siaipeaecov, which is ascribed to
Euclid by Proclus (pp. 69, 144). We have this in a Latin
translation {Be Divisionibus) made by John Dee, about 1563,
from an incomplete Arabic copy attributed to Mohammed
Bagdadinus. Woepcke subsequently found another and pro-

1 The first three are false. So also 2 Olympiodorus in Arist. Meteorol.
are a great many propositions. The n. p. 94 (ed. Ideler). Euclid gives no
most curious slip is that Prop. 5 proves explanation at all and does not allude
the contrary of Prop. 6. For a long further to the phenomenon.
list of errors and inconsistencies see 3 Heiberg, pp. 148—152.
Gregory's Prefatio. * Heiberg, pp. 52—55.
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bably complete Arabic text1, containing some propositions
on the division of the circle, which, Proclus says, Euclid's book
contained but which are missing from Dee's translation. The
work is a collection of problems on the division of plane figures
into parts which have to one another a given ratio: e.g. Dee's
7th prop, is 'By a line drawn from an angle of a given tra-
pezium, to divide the trapezium in a given ratio': Woepcke's
28th is ' To divide into two equal parts a given figure bounded
by an arc of a circle and by two straight lines containing
a given angle.' This, like the Data, may be regarded as a
collection of riders on the Elements2.

124. Beside these extant works, Euclid wrote others which
are lost. One of these bore the title trepl ifrevSapimv, on
Fallacies, but nothing is known of it save from a notice of
Proclus3, who, in his usual wordy manner, explains that it con-
sisted of exercises (apparently geometrical) in the detection
of fallacies. The fact that Euclid wrote such a book renders it
more than ever probable that his Elements was composed solely
for educational purposes and that Euclid is responsible for the
whole style and arrangement of the latter work. Beside the
Fallacies, we hear also of a treatise by Euclid on ToVot wpos
eTn<f>avela or Loci on a Surface in two books. The meaning
of this title has occasioned some controversy. Prof, de Morgan
says frankly that he does not understand it and it is evident

1 Journ. Asiatique, 1851, p. 233 sqq. same medium (air or water), move the
See Ofterdinger, Beitrage zur Wieder- same distance." The 7th is "Bodies
herstellung etc. tiber die Theilung der are of the same kind which are equal
Figuren, Ulm, 1853. Heiberg, pp. 13— in magnitude. and in power." The
16, 36—38. Cantor, pp. 247, 248. book, if complete, would evidently fur-

2 There is appended to Gregory's nish some interesting ideas on specifio
Euclid a Latin fragment of one page gravity, but the language, especially
only entitled De levi et ponderoso, of the use of potentia [Swa/us), is not
the origin of which nothing is known. Euclid's or of Euclid's time, and is
It was printed in the Basle translation indeed hardly in the Greek style,
of 1537, but the publisher Hervagius Heiberg, pp. 9—11.
says only that somebody brought it to 3 p. 70 (ed. Friedlein). Heiberg, p.
him during the progress of the work. 38 n. suggests that there may be a
It consists of nine definitions and five ref. to this book in the Schol. to Theaet.
propositions. The 4th definition is 191 B (vi. p. 248 of Hermann's ed.)
"Bodies are equal in power (potentia) and in Alex. Aphr. in Arist. Soph. El.
which, in the same time and in the fol. 25 b (Venet. 1520).
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that Eutocius was in the same predicament, for he says, after
describing other loci well enough, that the roirov 7rpo<; eirifynveiq
derived their name ' from the peculiarity of them' {drrb TJ?9 irepl
auroi)? ISiorrJTO';) and so leaves them1. Prof. Chasles supposes
that the book contained propositions on "surfaces of the second
degree, of revolution, and sections therein made by a plane":
and he refers to the facts that Archimedes, at the end of Prop.
XII. of his Conoids and Spheroids, says that certain propositions
on sections of conoids <f>avepat ivri (i.e. "are clear," not "are
well known" as Chasles takes it) and that the four lemmas
which Pappus gives on this book of Euclid2 relate to conic
sections. Heiberg, however, by a very elaborate analysis of all
the passages in which TQTZOI of various kinds are described3,
comes to the conclusion that TOTTOI 7rpo? i-iri<f>avela means
simply "loci which are surfaces," and that Euclid's treatise dealt
chiefly with the curved surfaces of the cylinder and the cone.
That such surfaces were regarded as loci before Euclid's time is
evident from Archytas' solution of the duplication problem
cited above p. 1824.

Pappus6 attributes to Euclid also a treatise on Conic
Sections (iccoviicd) in four books, which formed the foundation of
the first four books of Apollonius' work on the same subject.
The former will more properly be considered when we come to
speak of the latter, but it may be mentioned here that the
names ellipse, parabola and hyperbola or the mode of producing
the conic sections which these names imply cannot have been
Euclid's, for not only are they expressly attributed to Apollonius,
but Euclid, in the preface to the Phaenomena", uses the old

1 Prof, de Morgan in Smith's Die. 3 pp. 79—83.
Eutocius in Apollon. Conic. Halley's 4 Heiberg refers also to Pappus, pp.
ed. pp. 10—12. 258. 23, 260. 13, 262. 14.

8 Pappus, VII. prop. 235 sqq. (Hultsch, 6 vn. p. 672 (Hultseh).
pp. 1004 sqq.). Chasles, Aperqu, Kote, 6 Gregory's ed. p. 561. Here Euclid
II. pp. 273, 274. Montuola (i. p. 172) says that "any cone or cylinder, out
says that T6VOI irpbs imftwelq. were by a plane which is not parallel to" its
surfaces, and subsequently (p. 215) base, exhibits that section of an acute-
that they were lines of double curva- angled cone, which is like a shield "
ture described on curved surfaces, such ($vpeos).
as a helix on a cylinder.
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expression 'section of an acute-angled cone' for the ellipse.
The work of Euclid, therefore, must have been recast by
Apollonius.

Lastly, a treatise on Porisms (Tropia/iara) in three books
is attributed to Euclid by Pappus1, and this has for more
than two centuries provoked a lively controversy2, partly
because the definitions of ' Porisms' given by Pappus are very
obscure and partly also because Pappus treats so largely of
Euclid's book and gives so many lemmas to it that it has
seemed possible, to many modern geometers, to restore the
entire work. Of these the most recent, as well as the most
successful, is the late Professor M. Chasles. The reconstruction
of the book depends entirely upon a long passage of Pappus and
a short one of Proclus, the effect of which is as follows. Proclus3

says that iropicrfia is used, in geometry, in two senses, viz. a
'corollary,' for which it is the ordinary word, and also as the
name of a proposition which is neither a theorem nor a problem,
but partakes of the nature of both. Its aim is not, like a
theorem, to describe a new characteristic nor, like a problem,
to effect a construction or alter a given construction, but to
find and bring to view (vir o^jnv dyayeiv) a thing which
necessarily coexists with given numbers or a given construction,
as, to find the centre of a given circle or to find the G. c. M. of
two given numbers4. With this definition agrees also the
ordinary use of the words Tropi^eadcu (which means ' to find'
but not' to construct,' e.g. in Heron to find the length of a line)
and iropifiov (which is synonymous with BeBo/nevov, and means
'discoverable')5. But the aim of the porism is not quite the
same as that of a proposition in the Data. The latter is to
the former as a theorem to a problem. A datum alleges, for

1 VII. p. 648 (Hultsoh). in. pp; 274 sqq.
2 A very full bibliography is given 3 pp. 301—2 of Friedlein's ed.; cf.

by Heiberg, pp. 56, 57. It is necessary p. 212.
only to mention Fermat, 1655. Sim- 4 The props, of the Elements in.
son (posthumously published) 1776. 25, vi. 11, 12, 13, are'porisms'in this
Chasles, Les trois livres de Porismes, sense. These ought to conclude with
Paris, 1860. This also contains a oirep £$ei eipeiv, quod erat inveniendum.
bibliography pp. 8 and 9. See also 6 See Heiberg, pp. 59, 60 and the
Chasles, Apergu, pp. 12^-14, and Note note from Marinus supra, p. 209 M.
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instance, that with a segment of a circle the angle in it is
given, a corresponding porism is to find the ratio of the angle
to a right angle. But though porisms occur in the Elements,
they were used chiefly in higher geometry and Pappus says that
Euclid's Porismata formed part of the collection Towo? avaXvo-
fi€vo<;, like the Data. He proceeds then1 to discuss the nature
of porisms, which he first defines, like Proclus, as intermediate
between a problem and theorem, subsequently as "a proposition
for the purpose of finding the thing proposed," afterwards again
(but this, he asserts, is only a partial definition) as "that which
is inferior by hypothesis to a local theorem" (rd Xelirov viroOeaei
rcnrtKQv 0ea>p^fj,aro<;)a of which ol TOTTOI, are the commonest

examples. He then describes with some fulness two types of
porisms contained in Euclid's book, but gives 28 more types
with horrible brevity, e. g. in the first book,' This line is given
in position,' in the third book,' The sum of these two straight
lines has a given ratio to a straight line drawn from this point
to a given point*.' No figures are appended. The whole work
contained, in three books, 171 propositions, to which Pappus sup-
plies 38 lemmas. Upon these statements of Pappus, which Halley
and Prof, de Morgan found unintelligible, Simson framed a defini-
tion of a porism as " a proposition in which it is to be proved
that one or several things is or are given which (like any one of
an infinite number of things not given but having the same rela-
tion to the things which are given) has or have a certain property,
described in the proposition4." Chasles, who approves of this

1 VII. p. 648. 18 sqq. their number, were collected in a sepa-
s The translation in the text is from rate work (KCXW/MC/X̂ COC TWV iropia/jA-

Chasles. It seems, on authority, to be TWV TJSpourTai).
right. Heiberg explains it as "a local 3 See Nos. v. and xx. The whole
theorem with incomplete hypothesis." list is given in Hultsch, pp. 654 sqq.
Whatever it may mean, it clearly is only Heiberg, pp. 73—77. The Greek of xx,
intended to describe a special class of is Sri \6yos irvvan^oripov wpis TWO. 6.irb
porisms, used by writers later than rovSe ?ws SoBivros. Halley, Simson and
Euclid who, without attempting to find Heiberg interpret this dark saying as
the thing proposed, merely declared above: Chasles and Hultsch translate
that It was possible to do so (e.g. "the sum of these two rectangles has a
Archimedes, De Spir. propp. 5—9, given ratio to the segment lying between
cited by Heiberg, pp. 68, 69). Pappus this point and a given point."
then adds that o! roirot belonged to 4 De Porismatibus, p. 347, quoted by
this class of porisms but, owing to Chasles, Le Livre de Porismes, p. 27.
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definition, then proceeds to show the similarity between porisms
and the propositions called TOTTOI, for a TWO? " is a proposition
in which it is declared that certain points subject to the same
known law are on a line of which the nature is enunciated
and of which it remains to find the magnitude and the position.
Example: two points being given, as also a ratio, the locus of a
point, the distances of which from the two given points are in
the given ratio, is the circumference of a circle given both in
magnitude and in position1." Hence, also, a connexion exists
between the two meanings of 'porisma,' for every porism may
be put as the corollary of a local theorem2 and the close
connexion between the porism and the datum is equally
obvious3. Further, Chasles suggests a new definition of porism,
which shall combine all the older definitions. Porisms, according
to him, are incomplete theorems, " expressing certain relations
between things variable according to a common law: relations
indicated in the enunciation of the porism but requiring to be
completed by the determination of the magnitude and the
position of certain things which are the consequence of the
hypothesis and which would be determined in the enunciation
of a theorem properly so-called." In order to exhibit the
similarity of porisms with the most usual propositions of modern
geometry, Chasles gives the following example (among others):
" If in the diameter of a circle there be taken two points which
divide it harmonically, the ratio of the distances between these
two points and any point on the circumference will be constant."
Substitute here " given " for '"constant" and this proposition is
a porism. Find the ratio and include it in the enunciation,
and you have a complete theorem.

Upon the preliminary discourse of Chasles, from which these
remarks are taken, Heiberg (pp. 56—79) has many criticisms,
supported by much learning, to offer, but his observations are

Playfair (in Trans, of B. S. of Edin- Chasles, pp. 31, 32, objects to this.
burgh, 1792), improving on Simson, 1 Chasles, Porismes, pp. 33—36.
suggested a def. of a porism as " a pro- a Ibid. pp. 36—38.
position affirming the possibility of 3 Ibid. pp. 42, 43. The porisms
finding such conditions as will render cited by Diophantus (supra, p. 121)
a certain problem indeterminate, or are closely similar to data.
capable of innumerable solutions."
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relevant mainly to the form of the enunciation of a porism and
its relations, by virtue of its enunciation and hypothesis, to the
TO7ro? and the local theorem1. The passage of Pappus, on which
Chasles and Heiberg, and every other would-be restorer of
Euclid's work must necessarily rely, is so obscure and is suspected
of so many interpolations and mutilations4, that I could not, save
at inconvenient length, give the details of the controversy, which,
after all, is of no practical importance. I have therefore preferred
to accept Chasles's theories, which are founded on adequate learn-
ing and are followed by a restoration of Euclid's Porisms with
which, at present, no serious fault has been founds.

One of the types of porisms which Pappus describes at any
length, is as follows: "If from two given points, two straight
lines be drawn, which cut one another on a straight line given
in position, and one of which intercepts on a straight line, given
in position, a segment extending to a given point on it, the other
will intercept on another straight line a segment which has a
given ratio." This type was treated in one or more propositions
early in the First Book, and this statement, together with the 38
lemmas of Pappus, gave Chasles his clue. The Porisms of the
First Book, in his view, deal with propositions suggested by a
hypothesis in which we suppose two straight lines to turn about
two fixed points, to cut one another on a straight line given in
position, and to make on two other fixed straight lines (or on
one only) two segments which have to one another a certain
constant relation. In the Second Book, the segments are, as a
rule, formed on one line only. In the Third Book, the two fixed
points are on the circumference of a circle and the two revolving
straight lines cut one another on this circumference. "Almost, if
not quite, all the relations of segments in the first two Books are

1 E.g. according to Heiberg, a porism 2 See Hultsch's edition. Heiberg
proper has nothing whatever to do accepts the whole of the text,
with a corollary. A T6TOS was, as 3 Heiberg himself has very few criti-
Simson defined it, a proposition ' to cisms to make, even on the enuncia-
find a locus,' and therefore rSiroi were tions, which, he admits, are generally
a kind of porisms. The propositions, of the true porismatic form. The one
which Chasles calls 'local problems' obvious error in Chasles' book is that
and distinguishes from 'loci' and 'local his restored Porism xvn. (p. 119)is iden-
theorems,' are really identical with tical with the 8th Lemma of Pappus,
'loci' and are porisms, etc. which is only ancillary to a porism.
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such as express that two variable points on two straight lines, or
on one only, form two homographic divisions." It should be added
that Chasles has had the good fortune to produce 201 porisms, or
30 more than Euclid himself composed1. The original porisms
were used, as their place in the TO'TTO? avaXv6fievo<i indicates,
in the analysis, or in the synthesis, of a problem which was
solved analytically. No doubt, a porism of the form ' it is
possible to find' would be used in analysis, like the Data; a
porism of the form ' to find' would be used in the synthesis.

125. The immediate successors of Euclid, as heads of the
Alexandrian mathematical school, seem to have been Conon of
Samos, who added " Berenice's hair " to the constellations2, and
Dositheus of Colonus. Perhaps also a certain Zeuxippus and
Nicoteles of Cyrene were at Alexandria during this period. But
nothing is known of these persons, save that Conon, Dositheus
and Zeuxippus corresponded with Archimedes, who had a high
opinion of their abilities (especially of Conon's3) and that
ApoUonius acknowledges some obligation to discoveries in conic
sections by Conon and Nicoteles4.

But Archimedes, the greatest mathematician of antiquity,
lived not at Alexandria but at Syracuse. He is said by Tzetzes6

1 A summary of the more interest- 4 Conica, Pref. to Bk. iv. Halley's
ing portion of Chasles' book is given ed. pp. 217, 218. A very important
in Taylor's Ancient and Modern Conies, astronomer, Aristarohus of Samos,
pp. LII—LIV. Chasles himself says, belongs to this interval. His extant
p. 14, "Si oe livre de Porismes nous work on the Sizes and Distances of the
fM parvenu, il eut donne lieu depnis Sun and Moon is printed in the 3rd
longtemps a la conception et au de- Vol. of Wallis's works. His proofs of
veloppement des theories elementaires course are geometrical (e.g. Prop. 2 is
du rapport anharmonique, des divisions "If a greater sphere illuminate a less,
homographiques et de Vinvolution." more than half the latter is illumina-

2 Catullus LXVI. 7, 8, translating ted") but add nothing to geometry.
Callimachus. Delambre (1. p. 215) 6 Chiliad, n. 35, 105. Proclus, p. 68,
suggests that Callimachus invented the cites Eratosthenes as witnessing that
name of the constellation himself and he was a contemporary of Archimedes,
attributed it to Conon. The Berenice The chief authority on the life of
in question was wife of Ptolemy IH. Archimedes is Plutarch, Vita MarceUi,
(Euergetes). Ptolemy, the astronomer, co. 14—19. A biography, which was
cites some observations of Conon. used by Eutocius, was written by one

3 See the prefaces to Sph. et Cyl. Heracleides who perhaps was the friend
and Arenarius, ed. Torelli, pp. 63, 64, whom Archimedes mentions pp. 217,
319. 318 (Torelli).
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(an authority as late as the 12th century) to have died at the
age of 75, and, as it is well attested that he was killed in the
sack of Syracuse B. c. 212, he was probably born about 287 B. c.
Diodorus1 says that he visited Egypt and it is certain that he
was a friend of Conon and Eratosthenes, who lived in Alexan-
dria. His writings also show a most thorough acquaintance
with all the work previously done in mathematics, and it may
therefore be inferred that he was a disciple of the Alexandrian
school. He returned, however, to Syracuse and lived there on
intimate terms with King Hieron and his son Gelon, to whom
possibly he was related by blood2. He made himself useful to
his patrons by his extraordinary ingenuity of mechanical
invention,—a gift by which he himself set little store8. He is
said, by various contrivances, to have inflicted much loss on the
Romans during the siege by Marcellus, but the city was
ultimately taken and Archimedes perished in the indiscriminate
slaughter. Marcellus wished to preserve his life but he was
slain by accident4. The story is that he was contemplating a
geometrical figure drawn on the ground when a Roman soldier
entered. Archimedes bade him stand off and not spoil the
diagram, but the soldier, insulted at this behaviour, fell upon
him and killed him6. Marcellus raised in his honour a tomb
bearing the figure of a sphere inscribed in a cylinder. Cicero
had the honour of restoring this during his quaestorship in
Sicily B. C 756.

1 Diod. v. 37. authorities for Archimedes' life are col-
2 Plutarch, Marcell. 14. leoted and generally quoted in Torelli's
3 Ibid. 17, vaaav o\ws T^XVV Xpeias Preface, pp. 11 and 12, and Heiberg's

i(pairTOiUvi]v 6.yevv7j nal pdvavvov Ttyq- Quaestiones Archimedeae, Copenhagen,
aa/ievos, "thinking that every kind of 1879, pp. 1—9. This little monograph
art, which was connected with daily deals chiefly with the text, but con-
needs, was ignoble and vulgar." tains much very minute information

4 Cio. Verr. iv. 131, Livy xxv. 31, on the arithmetic of Archimedes.
Plut. Marc. 19, Pliny, Hist. Nat. vn. Heiberg has since edited the text
125. (Leipzig, 1880), but I have quoted

5 This tale is told in many slightly always from Torelli, whose edition I
different forms. Plutarch loe. cit. happen to have. The errors and mis-
Valerius Maximus VIII. 7, 7, Tzetzes n. prints which Heiberg points out in
35. 135, Zonaras ix. 5. Torelli, are not such as to seriously

6 Cic. Tusc. Disp. v. 64, 65. The affect his value for the present purpose.
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126. The extant works of Archimedes seem to comprise
almost all his more important contributions to mathematics.
Internal evidence, derived from references in some books to
proofs contained in others and from allusions in the prefatory-
letters which accompany many of the books, shows that the
works are to he arranged in the following approximately chrono-
logical order1: viz.

(1) Book I. of ' Equiponderance of Planes or Centres of
Plane Gravities' (Ylepl iirnreScov l&oppoTriwv fj K&vTpa fiapwv
eirnreBcov), in 15 props, preceded by 8 (or 9) postulates2.

(2) ' The Quadrature of the Parabola,' in 24 props, (sent to
Dositheus).

(3) Book II. of 'Equiponderance of Planes,' etc., in 10
props.

(4) ' On the Sphere and the Cylinder,' in two books, the
first of 50 props., preceded by 5 postulates, the second of 10
props, (both sent to Dositheus).

(5) ' The Measurement of the Circle' (KVKXOV /ierpifa-t?), in
3 props.

(6) ' On Spirals' (irepl ekUcov), in 28 props.
(7) 'On Conoids and Spheroids,' in 40 props, (sent to

Dositheus).
(8) 'The Sand-Counter' (yfra/j,fiiTij<i), an essay addressed to

Gelon.
(9) 'On Floating Bodies' (irepl oxovfievmv or irepl TWV

iiBari e<f)i<rTafiiva>v), in two books, the first of 9, the second of
10 props, (extant only in Latin)3.

We have also, in a Latin translation from the Arabic, a
collection of 15 Lemmas, which have certainly been tampered

1 See Torelli's Pref. p . xiii. Heiberg, from a Greek codex which has not since
Q. A. pp. 10—13. been discovered. The title vepl TS>V

2 Archimedes himself (Quadr. Parab. &xovii.£vo>v is cited by Strabo i. p. 54:
props. 6 and 10) refers to this book as ret 6xoii^va in Math. Vett. p. 151,
T& nrrxaviKi. Proclus (p. 181) calls it Pappus vni. p. 1024. A fragment re-
al d«<ro/5/5o7r(<u. Simplicius (ad Arist. cently discovered has the other title,
De Caelo, iv. p. 508 a.) calls it Kevrpo- and Tzetzes evidently alludes to this
j3api(cd. book by the name iviaraclSia (Chil. xn.

3 The Latin translation was made 974). Torelli, Pref. xviii. Heiberg,
by. Tartaglia (Venice, 1543 and 1565) Quaest. Arch. pp. 13, 22.
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with (e.g. Archimedes is mentioned in the 4th and 14th) and
may not be authentic at all1. Those works, also, which are
extant in Greek, are evidently not now in precisely the same
form as when first written. Some of the titles for instance,
especially ' Quadrature of the Parabola,' are added by later
hands, and again, most of the books are written in inferior
Greek of the Attic dialect, whereas Archimedes wrote in Doric",
the dialect proper to Syracuse. Eutocius of Ascalon, a scholiast
of the 6th century, wrote commentaries still extant on the
books of the Sphere and Cylinder, Measurement of the Circle
and Equiponderants. These are valuable for the great number
of "historical notices which they contain and of which very
frequent use has been made in these pages.

Beside the extant works, Archimedes is known to have
written several others and yet more are attributed to him. He
wrote a treatise on the half-regular polyhedra, i.e. the solids,
thirteen in number, which are bounded by regular but dissimilar
polygons of two or three kinds3. He himself refers (in the
Arenarius) to his arithmetical treatise called 'Ap^at, 'First
Principles,' addressed to Zeuxippus. Pappus4 quotes his work
Tiepl guytSv, 'on Levers.' Theon quotes his Catoptrica6. Pappus8

quotes Carpus as an authority for the fact that Archimedes
wrote a mechanical treatise on the method of constructing a
globe or planetary {irepl a(f>aipoiroua<;). The Arabs ascribe to
him works on ' the heptagon in a circle,' on ' circles touching

1 The translation in Borelli's edition 69 sqq.
(Florence, 1661) is said to have been 3 Pappus v. 19. Heron (Deff. 101)
made by Abraham Ecchellensis from says wrongly that Archimedes added
the Arabic of Tabit ibn Eorra, with 13 to the 5 Platonic regular solids,
notes by Almochtas Abulhasan. Torelli Kepler resumed the study of such poly-
reprints this (see his Pref. p. xix), but hedra in his Harmonice Mundi. Cantor,
there was another version by J. Gravius p. 264.
(Foster's Miscellan. London, 1659). 4 vm. 24, p. 1068.
Heiberg (p. 24) and Cantor (pp. 256, 6 Comm. in Ptol. i. 3, p. 10 (Basle
257) are inclined to think that the book ed.). Cf. Olympiodorus in Arist.Meteor.
contains some authentic propositions, n. p. 94 (ed. Ideler). Apuleius, Apol.
esp. the 4th and 14th, perhaps also 16. Tzetzes, Chil. xn. 973. Heiberg,
the 8th and 11th. Quaest. Arch. p. 33.

a Torelli's Pref. p. xv, Heiberg, Q. 6 vm. 3, p. 1026. Cf.Proclus, p. 41,
Archim. ch. v., De Dialecto Arch. pp. 16.
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one another,' on 'parallel lines,' on 'triangles,' on 'the properties
of right-angled triangles,' on 'data1.' Suidas says that Theodo-
sius wrote a commentary on the 'Guide-book' or e'<£o8toi> of
Archimedes, perhaps a little treatise on geometrical methods.
Beside these, it is possible that Archimedes wrote yet other
books, for he on several occasions refers to propositions as
already proved, which are not so in any extant work, or reduces
a proposition to a problem which he does not solve (e.g. 8ph.
et Gyl. II. 5. p. 158), or uses a theorem which is not proved at
all".

127. It is usual to divide the works of Archimedes into
three groups, geometrical, arithmetical and mechanical, but
these distinctions are not strictly maintained by Archimedes
himself. Thus in Quadrature of the Parabola, propositions vi.
—XIV. are founded on propositions proved in the preceding first
book of Equiponderance (e.g. in props, vi. and vn. a triangle is
suspended from one arm of a lever kept in equilibrium by
another area suspended at the other end). So, also, the 3rd
proposition of Measurement of the Circle is an attempt to find
an arithmetical value for the ratio between the circumference

1 Wenrich De A-uct. Graec. Version- portion only, not the equation) adds
ibus, pp. 194, 196, Heiberg Q. A. pp. a diorismus, or determination of a
29, 30. Heiberg is inclined to reject condition under which this can be sol-
these Arabic notices, save that on ved (for a positive root). If c = 2(a-c),
'circles touching one another,'of which then a - c must be greater than 6. In
he thinks, some extracts may be pre- other words, x3-cu? + $a?b=0, is solu-
served in the 15 Lemmas. ^ . f ft< a ^ ^ i a e s

2 E.g. in De us quce in humido n. 2, 3
he uses, without a word of reference, a solution but does not give it. See
a theorem that, in a segment of a Cantor, pp. 265, 270, 271. Archime-
parabolic conoid, the centre of gravity des is often said to have written a
divides the axis into two parts such Conies (Kunxi.), but it is now generally
that the part on the side of the vertex supposed that the Conies and the
is twice the other. The proposition Elements, to both of which he often
Sph. et Cyl. n. 5 is to divide a sphere refers, are the works of Euclid; Cantor
into two segments whose volumes are pp. 260, 261. Heiberg, Q. A. p. 31.
to one another in a given ratio. This is Heracleides, however, the biographer
soluble only (to use algebraical symbols) -of Archimedes, accused Apollonius of
if a line a can be so divided that stealing from an unpublished work by
a-x:b"(?:xii.e. if the cubic equation his predecessor. (See Eutocius in
x3 - ax2 + 6c2=0, can be solved. Archi- Halley's Apollonius, p. 8.)
medes (who of course gives the pro-

G. G. M. 15
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and its diameter, and the inquiry involves the extraction of \/3.
Nevertheless, the division first suggested is exact enough for
most purposes, and may be adopted in the following brief
summary of the contents of the various books. The geometrical
are taken first.

The Quadrature of the Parabola begins with a letter to
Dositheus announcing the chief contents of the book. It
contains two solutions of the problem, the one mechanical, the
other geometrical. Both involve the use of the method of
exhaustion. Props. I.—III. are simple propositions in Conies
without proofs: IV. v. are of the same kind, but are proved.
Then props. VII.—XVII. contain the mechanical proof that " any
segment which is contained by a straight line and the section
of a right-angled cone is $ (eViVpiT<w) of a triangle which has
the same base and the same altitude as the segment." Archi-
medes starts, as above mentioned, by suspending a triangle or
trapezium and another area on opposite sides of a lever in
equilibrium, the triangle or trapezium being suspended from
two points, the area from one. The triangle or trapezium is
then shewn to bear a certain ratio to the area1. Then if B@F
be a segment of a parabola, of which BF is the base and © the
point on the curve most distant from the base8, the segment
B©F is shewn by exhaustion to be one-third of the space of
which the triangle B@F is one-fourth. Props, xvin.—xxiv.

1 E.g. Prop. vi. ABr is a lever, of arms of the lever, or as AB to BE, and
which B is the middle point. Aright- AB=3BE. A summary of the follow-
angled triangle BAP is suspended from ing propositions is given by Cantor,
B, T, the right angle being at B, the pp. 278—279.
side Br being half the length of the 2 In Prop. XVII. 0 is called the vertex,
lever. This is exactly balanced by an Kopv<t>-fi, of the carve. In Prop. xvm.
area Z, suspended from A. Then Z is the first of the geometrical proof, it is
one-third of the triangle. For in BP shewn that if the base BP be bisected
take E, so that EP = 2EB. Then the and B6 be drawn parallel to the axis
centre of gravity of the triangle (as pre- (called the 'diameter'), meeting the
viously proved in the 1st Book of Equi- curve in 6, then 9 is the point from
ponderance) lies in the vertical line whioh the greatest perpendicular can
drawn from E, and the triangle may be be drawn from the curve to BP, and is
suspended from E without disturbing the Kopv<j>i) of the segment. The tan-
the equilibrium. Suspend it from E gent at 6 is parallel to BP.
and the triangle is to Z inversely as the
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contain the geometrical proof. The triangle B©T is half the
parallelogram of the same altitude on BP, and is therefore more
than half the segment. Inscribe triangles in the segments cut
off by the lines B@, @P. Each of these is more than half the
segment in which it is inscribed and is also one-eighth of the
triangle BOP: the two together are one-fourth of it. Take a

T* i* uc or

series of magnitudes, x, -r, j ^ , ^r ~, of which x is equal
to the triangle B©P. The sum of these is less than the
segment. Their sum, again, plus ^d of the least magnitude,

is -s-. Hence if the segment be exhausted by triangles in theo
manner above indicated, it is found by reductio ad absurdum,
that the segment is f rds of the first triangle B©P.

The treatise on the Sphere and the Cylinder is in two books.
Book I. begins with another letter to Dositheus, announcing its
principal contents1. Then follow some definitions (curiously called
dgioofiaTa) and assumptions (Ka/ij3av6fieva). Of the assumptions,
the 1st is " a straight line is the shortest of all lines which have
the same extremities." The book begins with 7 propositions,
bearing on the theory of exhaustion, e.g. VI. is " a circle being
given and also two unequal magnitudes, it is possible to describe
about and within the circle two polygons, such that the cir-
cumscribed polygon shall have to the inscribed a less ratio than
the greater given magnitude to the less." Props, vill.—xvn.
are on the surfaces of pyramids (described within and about
cones), of cylinders and of cones (e. g. Prop. xvi. " The sur-
face of an isosceles cone is to its base as the side of the cone
to the radius of the base"). Props, XVIII.—xxi. are on the

1 In this book Torelli numbers fifty are merely " Take A equal to Br, by
propositions. Other editors, who do the Second of the First Book of
not count the first, number forty- Euclid's" {TUP EVK\(ZL8OV). It is in the
nine. In Prop. in. Torelli omits a preface to this book that Archimedes
reference to Euclid by name which is states that the cubatures of the pyra-
given in all the MSS. Proclus (p. 68) mid and cone (Euclid xn. 7, 10) were
says that Archimedes mentionedEuclid, discovered byEudoxus. The cubatures
and this is the only place in which of the sphere and the cylinder are
such mention occurs. Heiberg (p. 157) referred to that of the cone,
thinks the words are genuine. They

15—2
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volumes of cones and of portions of cones. These propositions,
are then used (xxn.—xxxiv.) in an exposition of the relations
of the surfaces and volumes of those solids, described within and
about a sphere, which are produced by the revolution of polygons
described in or about a great circle. Prop. xxxv. is selected
for mention in the prefatory letter. It is that " the surface of a
sphere is four times that of one of its great circles." Prop, xxxvi.
is " any sphere is four times a cone whose base is a great circle,
and whose altitude is a radius, of the sphere." This leads to
xxxvil. The volume and the surface of a sphere are frds of
the volume and surface, respectively, of a cylinder whose base is
a great circle, and whose altitude is the diameter, of the sphere
(the bases of the cylinder being included in its surface). This
discovery was the chief pride of its author. The figure of this
proposition is that which Marcellus, following an expressed wish
of Archimedes1, inscribed on his tomb. Props, xxxvni.—XLVII.
deal with segments of a sphere and the inscribed and circum-
scribed solids produced, as before, by the revolution of polygons
described within and about a great circle. Props, XLVIII.—XLIX.
prove that the surface of a segment of a sphere, whether less or
greater than a hemisphere, is equal to a circle whose radius
is the straight line drawn from the vertex of the segment
to the periphery of its basal circle. Prop. L. is on the volume
of a sector of a sphere, which is shewn to be equal to a cone
whose base is a circle equal to the surface of the segment, and
whose altitude is the radius of the sphere.

Book II. of the Sphere and Cylinder begins with another
prefatory letter to Dositheus, in which the chief glories of
Book I. are again recounted, and which says that the Second
Book contains some problems and theorems suggested by the
First. Prop. II. is a problem " To find a sphere equal to a given
cone or given cylinder." The analysis of this problem leads to
the discovery of two mean proportionals between two straight
lines. The synthesis, which is the analysis taken backwards,
of course, requires that two mean proportionals should be found.
Archimedes does not here shew how this is to be done, but it is

1 Plutarch Marcellas, 17.
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<} propos of this passage that Eutocius introduces that historical
account of the duplication problem which has been already so
often cited \ Prop. in. is that " a segment of a sphere is equal
to a cone whose base is that of the segment and whose altitude
is to that of the segment as the radius of the sphere + the
altitude of the remaining segment is to the altitude of the
remaining segment." Some problems are founded on this, solved,
as usual, first by analysis, then by synthesis. Prop. IX. is that
" if a sphere be cut by a plane which does not pass through the
centre, the greater segment is to the less in a ratio which is less
than the duplicate but more than the sesquialter of the ratio
which the surface of the greater bears to the surface of the
less2". Lastly, Prop. X. is " of spherical segments with equal
surfaces a hemisphere is the greatest8."

The book De Spiralibus begins with another letter to
Dositheus, which, after deploring the death of Oonon, who
was studying the propositions*, recounts the contents of the
2nd book of the Sphere and Cylinder, then points out the chief
results of the treatise on Spirals and concludes with a note
that Archimedes has used the ordinary lemma (Euclid X. or xn. i.)
on which the method of exhaustion is founded. The definition
of the spiral and the chief results of the book may be stated
practically in the words of Archimedes himself. " If in a plane
a straight line, fixed at one extremity, revolve evenly till it
return to the position from which it started, and if along
the revolving line a point moves evenly from the fixed
extremity, this point will describe a spiral. I say that the

1 The solutions which Eutocius re- found everything, but never produce a
cords (Torelli, pp. 135—149) are those proof, and sometimes claim to have
of Plato, Heron, Philon of Byzantium, discovered the impossible."
Apollonius, Diodes, Pappus, Sporus, s The treatise "Measurement of the
Menaechmus, Archytas, Eratosthenes, Circle" is given in full in the next
Nicomedes, in this order. section. The quadratures of the spiral

8 It appears from the preface to De and ellipse depend upon a previous
Spiralibus (p. 218) that Archimedes quadrature of the circle,
had wrongly stated this and the next * Pappus says that Conon invented
proposition, in an earlier copy which the spiral. Arohimedes, however, only
he sent to Dositheus, for the express says that he had sent the-enunciations
purpose of deceiving the boastful ama* of his propositions to Conon, who had
teurs of geometry, "who say they have been trying to prove them.
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space which is included between the spiral and the straight
line after one complete revolution is one-third of a circle
described from the fixed extremity as centre, with radius
that part of the straight line over which the moving point
advances during one revolution (Prop. xxiv.). Again, if a
straight line touch the spiral at the last extremity of the
latter1, and from the fixed point there be drawn a perpendicular
to the revolving line (after a complete revolution) produced to
meet the tangent, this perpendicular straight line is equal
to the circumference of a circle described from the fixed
point as centre with the revolving line at the end of a com-
plete revolution as radius (Prop, xvill.). Again, if the revolv-
ing line and the moving point thereon make several com-
plete revolutions, the space which is included by the second
revolution of the spiral is half that included by the third, a
third of that included by the fourth, a fourth of that in
the fifth and so on. But the space included by the first
revolution is one-sixth of that which is included by the second
(Prop, XXVII.). Again, if in the spiral of one revolution two
points be taken and straight lines be drawn from them to
the fixed point and two circles be drawn from the fixed point
as centre with these straight lines as radii, and the lesser of
these straight lines be produced (to meet the larger circle), the
half-crescents included between the circles, the spiral, and the
straight lines are to one another in a given ratio. (Prop, xxvili.2).
The book begins with some lemmas on constructions (Props. I.—
IX.) and with two propositions, which are in effect the geometri-
cal summation of the series 1.4.9 — n.2, (Prop, x.) and of the
series a, 2a, 3a...na (Prop. XI.). Then follow the definitions
and some propositions on tangents to the spiral and lines passing

1 If A6 be the revolving line, A H. The space S is to the space II as
he fixed point, the last extremity (T6 0A+£HA is to 9A +JHA.

(axo-Tov Tripai) of the spiral is 9.
2 The enunciation is extremely diffi-

cult to follow -without a figure. 6 is
the fixed point, A, Y are points on the
spiral. From centre 9, describe circles
with radii 0A, er , and produce 0A to
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through the fixed point and cutting the curve (Props. XII.—XVII.).
The course of the remainder of the book is pretty well indicated
by the summary above given from the preface. But a word
should be added on the way in which Archimedes arrives at the
area of the spiral. The revolving line may be stopped any-
where. The space included between the curve and the line
is divided into sectors having equal angles at the fixed point.
Each of these is shewn to be less than one, and greater than the
other, of two similar sectors of circles. It follows, therefore,
that two plane figures (composed of similar sectors of circles)
can be described, one within, the other about, the spiral, such
that the difference between the two figures can be made as
small as we please, and exhaustion is thus effected1.

The treatise on Conoids and Spheroids is also sent, as was
promised in the letter which accompanied the De Spiralibus, to
Dositheus. A conoid is the solid produced by the revolution of a
parabola or a hyperbola about its axis. Spheroids are produced
by the revolution of an ellipse, and are long (Trapafidicea) or
flat (eiwrXaria) according as the ellipse revolves about its
major or its minor axis. The first 3 propositions are certain
very complex arithmetical theorems". Props. IV.—vu. deal
with conies, e.g. V. and VI. are on quadrature of the ellipse
by exhaustion; vu. shews that ellipses are to one another as the
products of their axes. Props, vm.—X. shew that an infinite
number of right cones and cylinders can be constructed so as
to contain a given ellipse. Prop. XI. merely recapitulates some
well-known theorems on the ratios of cones and segments of
cones and cylinders to one another. Props, xn.—xv. shew that
the plane sections of conoids and spheroids are conies; xvi.—xix.
are on planes touching these solids, XX. is on the division of

1 Compare the accompanying figure 2 They are of no intrinsic value. The
to Prop. xxi. which deals with a spiral first is in effect that if
of one revolution only. s=a + 2a + 3a + na,

then 2s>?i2a>2 (s-na).
The other two cannot be stated shortly,
even with symbols. On these and the
other arithmetical propositions of Ar-
chimedes, see Heiberg, Q.A. Chap. IV.
pp. £4 sqq. esp. pp. 50, 51, 56, 51.
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a spheroid into two equal parts, xxi.—xxn. are preparatory
to the cubature of the solids: if a conoid or a spheroid
be cut by two parallel planes, the segment so obtained
contains one cylinder and is contained in another, and the
difference between these two cylinders may be made as small
as we please by bringing the two planes of section closer aud
closer together. Then follow the propositions selected for
mention in the preface : Props, xxm.—xxiv. prove that every
parabolic "right-angled" conoid is to a cone on the same base
and of the same altitude as 3 : 2 ; XXV.—xxvi. shew that seg-
ments of a parabolic conoid (cut by planes in any direction) are to
one another as the squares of their axes. Props, xxvil.—XXVIII.
deal with the volume of hyperbolic (" obtuse-angled ") conoids;
and XXIX.—xxxiv. with the volume of sections of spheroids cut
by planes, whether passing through the centre or not.

Lastly, of the Lemmas which may be authentic, Nos. IV. and
xiv. are to find the area of two curvilinear figures, which
Archimedes calls respectively apftrjXos and a-aXivov. The ap-
firjXos, which literally is the name of
a shoemaker's knife, is bounded by
three semicircles whose centres are in
a straight line. Its area is the circle
described about the perpendicular DB,
The a-aXivov, which perhaps means a 'sieve', (cf. trdXafj, KOO-KIVOV)

is bounded by four semicircles, whose centres are in a straight
line, two having the same centre A. Its area is equal to a
circle described about B C as diameter \
No. XI. is that if in a circle two chords
cut one another at right angles, the
squares of the four segments of these
chords are together equal to the square
of the diameter. No. VIII. is as follows.
In a circle of which the centre is A draw any chord AB and
produce it to F, so that BF is equal to the radius. Join FA,

1 Heiberg Q. A. p. 25, suggests that iv. 14 (pp. 208—232, ed. Hultsoh) treats
these Lemmas iv. and xiv. are extracts of the ap^Xos. See also Cantor pp.
from the work of Archimedes on "cir- 256, 257.
cles touching one another." Pappus
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cutting the circle in Z, and produce FA to meet the circle again
in E. Then the arc AE will be three times the arc BZ. The
figure which leads to the proof is appended.

128. The reader will see, from this brief summary, how
wide a range of subjects Archimedes studied and with what
astonishing ingenuity he treated them. Nevertheless, quadrature
and cubature of curvilinear areas and solids bounded by curved
surfaces were his chief hobbies, and the process which he most
affects is exhaustion. This he handles with consummate mastery,
and with it he obtains results for which we now look to the
infinitesimal calculus. It is desirable, however, that an authentic
specimen of Archimedes' geometrical work should be given in full.
For this purpose, the little work on "'Measurement of the Circle"
is especially well adapted, both because it is short in itself, and
does not appeal to any recondite propositions the proof of which
is too long to be admitted, and because it gives all the main
characteristics of Archimedes' style. It will be seen, at once,
that Archimedes writes not with any educational purpose, like
Euclid, but for the elite of the mathematicians of his time. He
does not confine himself to a stereotyped form of exposition, and
does not shrink from introducing, into a geometrical argument,
propositions of dpi0/jLr)Tt,ici) and operations of XOJMTTIKTJ.

The Measurement of the Circle is in three propositions only.
Prop. I. is "Every circle is equal to a right-angled triangle, such
that the sides containing the right angle one is equal to the
radius, the other to the circumference of the circle." The
proof, literally translated, save for the introduction of symbols,
is as follows.

"Let the circle ABCD be related to the triangle E ac-
cording to the hypothesis. I say it is equal to the triangle E,
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For, if possible, let the circle be greater and let the square AC
be described in it, and let the circumferences be bisected, and

let the segments be finally less than the excess of the circle
over the triangle. Then the rectilineal figure is > the triangle.
Take the centre N and the perpendicular NX. Then NX
is < the side of the triangle. And the periphery of the recti-
lineal figure is < the other side, for it is < the circumference
of the circle. The rectilineal figure is therefore < the triangle,
which is absurd.

But let the circle, if possible, be less than the triangle E.
And let the square be circumscribed and let the circumferences
be bisected, and let tangents be drawn through the points of
bisection. Then the angle OAR is a right angle: therefore
OR is >MR, for MR=RA. And the triangle ROP is >\OZAM.
Let the segments similar to PZA be left less than the excess of
the triangle E over the circle. Then the circumscribed recti-
lineal figure is < E, which is absurd, for it is > E, since NA is
equal to one side of the triangle and the perimeter is greater
than the other. The circle therefore is equal to the triangle E.

Prop. II. is "A circle has to the square on its diameter the
ratio 11:14 very nearly."

The proof is as follows: "Take a circle, with diameter AB,
and let the square CHD be circumscribed about it. And let
DE be double of the side CD, and EZ one seventh part of CD.
Since then the triangle ACE has to ACD the ratio 21:7, and
ACD has to A EZ the ratio 7 : 1 , therefore the triangle A CZ is to
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the triangle ACD as 22 : 1 . But the square CH is four times
the triangle ACD: therefore the triangle ACZ is to the square

CH as 22 : 28 or 11:14. And the triangle AGZis equal to the
circle, since AG is equal to the radius and GZ to the circum-
ference (which will be shewn to be very nearly 3f of the
diameter). The circle therefore has to the square CH the
ratio 11:14 very nearly1.

Prop. in. is "The circumference of a circle exceeds 3 times
its diameter by a part which is less than f but more than f£ of
the diameter." The proof is:

"Let there be a circle with diameter AC and centre E
and tangent CLZ, and let the angle ZEG be a third of a right
angle. Then EZ: ZC:: 306 :153 and
EG:GZ> 265 :153 s. Draw EH, bi-
secting ZEG. Then ZE: EG:: ZH: HG,
and permutando and componendo,
ZE+EC : ZC :: EC : GH. Where-
fore CE : CH> 571 :153. Therefore
EH2 : HG*> 349450 : 23409 and
EH : HG < 591£: 153s. Again, bisect

H

B

\
1 The word tyyurra "very nearly"

seems to have been added throughout by
Wallis. The proposition should possi-
bly be placed third, but it must be
remembered that ir = 3f was a very
common approximation in Archimedes'
time. Heron in his Geometria (ed.
Hultsch, pp. 115, 136) refers it first to
Euclid, then to Archimedes. The E-
gyptian value was 3-1604.. Ptolemy
(ed. Halma vi. 7) uses 3TyT = 3-141666.

It is

2 The omitted steps are EZ=2ZG
EC .-

••Ic= x / 3 >

not known how Archimedes obtained this
approximation. See supra, pp. 53—55.
But in fact (ff$)2=|Sf£f = 3 - ^ W

3 N. B. 349450 = (5712 + 1532)
= (326041 + 23409). This is greater
than (59H)2=349,428||. (591|)a is
nearer.
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the angle HEG by the line EP. On the same principle,
EG : CP> 1162^ : 153 \ Therefore PE:PC> 1172£ : 153s.

Bisect the angle PEG by the line EK. Then
EG: CK> 2334-i : 153. Therefore EK:GK> 2339J : 153.

Bisect the angle Z S C by the line LE. Then
j£O:ZC>4673£ : 153.

The angle LEG is ^sth of a right angle. At E, make the
angle GEM = LEG &nd produce zC to if. The angle Z.Eif is
^?th of a right angle. Therefore the line LM is the side of a
polygon of 96 sides (f/^) circumscribed about the circle.

Since it has been proved that EG: CL > 4673£ : 153 and
AC=2EG and LM=2CL, therefore AC: LM> 4673J : 153.
Therefore AG : peripheiy of UM> 4&73% : 14688. Of these
numbers, the latter is three times the first + 667^, which is

< —f~. Wherefore the periphery of Um is three times the

diameter + a part less than | . Much more then is the cir-
cumference of the circle < 3f of the diameter.

Secondly, Take a circle with diameter A C, and make the
angle BA C £rd of a right angle. Then AB:BG< 1351 : 780,
but AG-.GB:: 1560:780.

Bisect BA G by HA. Then since / BAH= /. HCB and also
= iHAC, :. <• HCB=* HAG. And the right angle AHG is
common. Therefore the third angle HZC = the third/ ACH.
Wherefore the triangles AHG, GHZ are equiangular and

1 EH :EO :: HP : PC ana EH : CH> 591J : 153. Therefore
.-. (EH+EC) : EG :: (HP+PC) : PC EG: PC >(571 + 591£) : 153.

a.ndi{EH+EC):(HP+PC)::EC:PC. 3 PE" = PC" + CEa > 1373943J T»T

But it was shewn above that > (1172J)J. (1172f)3 is nearer.
CE : GH> 571 : 153
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AH: HC:: CH: HZ:: AC: GZ. But AC: CZ:: CA+AB: BG.

Therefore CA + AB : BG :: AH : HC. Therefore
AH :HG< 2911: 780 : but AG:CH< 3013^ : 780.

Bisect the angle CAH by AP. Then on the same principle
AP: PC < 5924^ : 780 or < 1823 : 240, which numbers are ̂  of
the preceding, respectively. Wherefore AC:CP< 1838^-: 240.

Bisect the angle PAG by KA. Then
KA :ifC<3661T

9
T:240,or(dividingby^)<1007:66. Therefore

Lastly, bisect the angle KA G by LA. Then
AL : LC< 2016| : 66: but AC : CL < 2017J : 66.

Conversely CL : AC > 66 : 2017J, and the -periphery of the
inscribed polygon: diameter > 6336 :2017J. Of these numbers,
the first is > 3ff of the second. Much more then is the cir-
cumference of the circle > 3|^ of the diameter.

129. The arithmetical treatise of Archimedes (Arenarius,
TJrafifiiTTis;) and also the cattle-problem have been summarised
above (pp. 57—61 and 99). It remains only to notice his works
on mechanics. For these he had fewer predecessors. Of the
simple machines two at least, the lever and wedge, were known
from a remote antiquity. Archytas is said to have invented the
screw (*o ;̂\('a?) and the pulley (rpo-^iXala)1. Some kind of a
compound pulley seems to be described in Aristotle's Mechanica
Problematic (c. 18). The same work shews that, in the century
before Archimedes, the mathematical theory of the lever was
under consideration, and that it was known that the power and
the weight if applied perpendicularly to a straight lever, so as to
produce equilibrium, are to one another inversely as the arms of

1 He invented also a child's rattle, children " from breaking things about
which Aristotle" recommends (Pol. vra. the house."
5, 2) as a useful instrument to prevent
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the lever1. Some notion of the parallelogram of forces2 and of
the principle of virtual velocity also appears. Many intelli-
gent questions in mechanics, moreover, are here asked, and
Aristotle illustrates such explanations as he can give by geo-
metrical figures3. The author of the fragment Be levi et
ponderoso (attributed to Euclid), if he lived before Archimedes,
had some idea of specific gravity. Also somebody before
Archimedes had invented the term "centre of gravity" (icevTpov
fidpovs) which Archimedes uses but does not define4. But
there was not as yet any mathematical proof of any proposition
in mechanics. This step is taken by Archimedes, who deals
however only with statics. Book I. of the Equiponderance of
Planes begins abruptly with some postulates6, of which the
second is "that equal weights suspended from unequal arms
(longitudes, fidxea) are not in equilibrium (/*?) laoppotrelv) but
incline (sic) towards the weight which is suspended from the longer
arm." A little further on, he assumes "that if equal and
similar planes fit exactly upon one another, their centres of
gravity also fit exactly upon one another" (i<j>apfi6^eiv ev

1 Aristotle says that cheating trades- tions, then the resulting motion is along
men would shift the centre of their the diagonal AD of the parallelogram
balances towards the scale in which ABDG. He shews this by supposing A to
the weight lay (Mech. Probl. i. Jin.). move along AB, while the whole line AB
This practice, no doubt, led to the moves towards CD. There is a good note
discovery of the law. Aristotle dis- inVanCappelle'sEd. (1812) pp. 150 sqq.
tinguishes the balance (flow) from 8 Cantor, p. 219 and supra, pp. 105n.
the lever (nox^os)' an (^ the <™&prov 189.
(rope) by which the former is suspended * Eutocius defines it at the beginning
from the UTTO/M'XXIOC (fulcrum) on which of his commentary (Torelli, p. 2). The
the latter is supported. He gives, xivrpov p<nrrjs or fidpovs of a plane figure
however, the same explanation of both, is " the point from which it must be

8 See Mech. Probl. i. and xxm., and suspended, in order to remain parallel
Heller, Gesckichte der Physik, pp. 63— with the horizon.". "The centre of
66. Heller admits that "it would be gravity of two or more plane figures is
foolish to attribute to Aristotle a clear the point from which the balance (6
knowledge" of the principle in question. iyyos) must be suspended, in order to
All that Aristotle says is as follows. If remain parallel with the horizon."
a point A have two "motions" (0opo£) Possibly Archimedes had given this
at the same time, the one along the definition in his lost treatise ircpl £vy&v.
straight line AB and the other along 5 According to Eutocius, Geminus,
the straight line A C, and AB, AC re- who was a great purist in nomenclature,
present in length the ratio of the mo- proposed to call these "axioms."
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dWaXa). "Of unequal but similar figures, the centres of
gravity are similarly placed." "In similar figures points are
similarly placed if the straight lines, making equal angles at
such points, make also equal angles on the homologous sides."
Lastly, "In any figure, of which the periphery is concave
towards the same parts1, the centre of gravity must fall within
the figure." Props. I.—ill. are of exactly the same kind as the
initial postulates. Props IV.—V. shew how to find the centre
of gravity of two or three equal magnitudes whose centres of
gravity are in the same straight line. Props. VI. and vn. are
"commensurable and incommensurable magnitudes hang in
equilibrium from arms which are inversely as the magnitudes."
Prop. viil. is to find the centre of gravity of the remaining
part of a magnitude, from which a portion not having the
same centre of gravity as the whole, has been removed. Props.
ix.—xv. shew how to find first the line in which the centre
of gravity lies, and then the centre of gravity itself of a
parallelogram, a triangle and a trapezium. Between Books I.
and II. the Quadrature of the Parabola is interposed. Book
II. begins (Prop. I.) by applying to parabolic segments the
Props, vi.—vn. of the first book. Props n.—vn. deal with the
centres of gravity of rectilineal figures inscribed in a parabolic
segment, e.g. Prop. v. is "If a rectilineal figure be inscribed in a
parabolic segment, the centre of gravity of the whole segment is
nearer to the vertex than that of the inscribed figure." Prop,
viil. is "The centre of gravity of a parabolic segment divides
the diameter so that the part towards the vertex is f of the part
towards the base." Prop. ix. is a very complicated proposition8

1 This expression is cot here ex- If four straight lines (a, b, c, d, of
plained, De Sph. et Cyl. Ax. 2 is "A which a is the greatest) be in continued
line is concave (xolXi;) towards the proportion, and d : a-d :; e : f (a-c)
same parts in which, if any two points , 2a + 46 + 6c 4- 3d _ /
be taken, the straight lines joining 5a +106 + 10c + 5d ~ a-c '
such points either all fall on the same «+/-£«. This is worked out in a
side (M TA airb. wlirTovat) of the line series of proportions obtained permu-
or some on the same side and some on tando, componendo, dividendo. The
the line itself (KOT avrijs) but none on proof in modern symbols is given in
the other side" (tvl rk irepa). Heiberg, Q.A. pp. 49, 50.

2 The enunciation is to this effect:
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in arithmetic which is required for Prop. X. to find the centre
of gravity of a truncated parabolic segment.

It is evident that, in the composition of this work, Archi-
medes' interest was not with mechanics but with mathematics.
He does not care about weights or balances but about proofs.
Some more practical propositions, perhaps, were contained in
the lost book irepl ^vymv, from which Pappus1 seems to quote
the problem "To move a given weight with a given power."

The two books on Hydrostatics, Be Us quae in humido
vehuntur, are similar in character to the Equiponderance, but in
this department of mechanics Archimedes seems to have had no
predecessors whatever. His attention seems to have been first
called to the subject of specific gravity by the following circum-
stance. King Hiero, being anxious to discover whether a crown,
which was ostensibly made of gold, might not perhaps be
alloyed with silver, asked Archimedes to test it. The story
relates that the philosopher was in the bath when the proper
method of inquiry occurred to him, and that he immediately ran
home naked, shouting Wvpy/ca, e'vpriica, " I have found it." Our
authorities, however, which agree thus far, now begin to diverge.
One2 says that Archimedes, having observed, on stepping into
the bath, that bodies immersed in water displaced a quantity of
water proportionate to their bulk and not to their weight,
measured the quantity displaced by gold and silver masses of
equal weight and thus obtained a ratio of bulk between the two
metals. A later writer3 on the other hand, states that Archi-
medes, by weighing two equal weights of gold and silver immersed
in water, discovered not the quantity but the weight of the water
displaced, and thus arrived at the specific gravity of the metals.
Both methods may be authentic, but the latter leads more natu-
rally to the treatise on Floating Bodies. Book i.* begins with

1 vm. 19. p. 1060. are printed in Torelli, p. 364.
2 Vitruvius, ix. 3. * The definition of a fluid is given in
3 The author of a poem Be pon- Positio i. "Let it be assumed that

deribus et mensuris, formerly attributed the nature of a fluid is such that, all
to Priscian but now supposed to be its parts lying evenly and continuous
of about A.D. 500 (Hultsch, Scriptt. with one another, the part subject to
Metrologici p. 88 sqq.). The passage less pressure is expelled by the part
of Yitruvius and the lines of the poem subject to greater pressure. But each
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two propositions to the effect that the surface of every still fluid
is spherical, the centre of the sphere being the centre of the earth.
Prop. in. is that bodies of equal weight with an equal bulk of
any fluid do not, if immersed in the fluid, rise above or sink below
its surface. Props. IV.—VI. are on bodies lighter than a fluid.
Prop. v. in particular contains the hydrostatic principle that
" a body lighter than a fluid, when immersed therein, sinks so
deep that the quantity of fluid displaced weighs as much as the
whole body." Prop. vil. is on bodies heavier than a fluid and
immersed therein. Props, vm.—ix. are on segments of a sphere
lighter than a fluid and immersed therein. These will float
so that their axes are always vertical. Book n. begins with
a proposition (i.), which gives a scientific definition of the
specific gravity of bodies lighter than the fluid in which the
unit of gravity is chosen. It is that " if a body, lighter than a
fluid, floats therein, its weight is to that of an equal bulk of the
fluid as the immersed part is to the whole." The remaining
propositions II.—x. are on segments of parabolic conoids im-
mersed in a fluid and the positions which they will assume
under various conditions1.

Although, in these works, it is evident that mathematical
interest far exceeds the mechanical, and though Archimedes, as
above mentioned, was of the opinion of Plato and Pythagoras
that the employment of the intellect in the useful arts was
degrading, yet it is certain that many of the most useful
mechanical contrivances of antiquity were due to his ingenuity.
Of these the most famous is the water-screw («o%Xt'a?), which

part is pressed perpendicularly by the there made of them. i. is "If in any
fluid above it, if the fluid be falling line a point moves evenly and there be
(deseendens in aliquo) or under any taken in the line two parts, these shall
pressure." Positio n . occurs after have to one another the ratio of the
Prop. VII. and is "Let it be assumed times in which the point traverses them
that a body which is borne upwards by respectively." n. is "If two points
a fluid, is so borne in the direction of move evenly each in its own line and
the perpendicular line which passes in each line there be taken two parts,
through its centre of gravity." of which the two first are traversed by

1 Two propositions of the De Spiral. the points in the same time and also
(i. and II.) are of mechanical import- the two second, the parts will be pro-
ance, though no mechanical use is portional."

G. G. M. 16
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is still used. This apparently was invented by Archimedes
when in Egypt for the purpose of irrigating fields, but it was
used also for pumping water out of mines or from the hold of a
ship1. Further the problem " how to move a given weight with
a given power," above mentioned, was practically solved by
Archimedes2 by the construction of a machine which is variously
described. It is said by Athenseus (and Plutarch has a similar
tale), that Hiero was in a difficulty about the launching of a
certain very large ^hip. Archimedes effected this very easily
by means of an apparatus of cogwheels, worked by an endless
screw (eXtfj)". Plutarch, however, states that he used, for the
purpose, a compound pulley (iroXvairaarro';). It is possible
that Athenaeus has by some confusion attributed to Archimedes
the fiapov\ieo<; which was invented by Heron4, but many autho-
rities concur in attributing to him a compound pulley of three
(TynWacrTo?) or more (7roXi;o-7racrT09) wheels5. Perhaps this
machine was called by Archimedes himself a yapiaTlmv, for
Tzetzes who, in one place (Chil. Ii. 130), records the proud boast
of the philosopher " Give me a place to stand on (Sos TTOV crrtS)
and I will move the whole earth with a ^apiarlcov," elsewhere
(ill. 61) repeats the same saying as referring to a T/atWao-ro?
(or TrokvcriracrTosy. It is well attested, again, that Archimedes
protracted the siege of Syracuse for a long time by his ingenuity
in constructing catapults which were equally serviceable for
long or short ranges, and others which could be applied to a
small loophole in a wall7, but the tale that he set fire to the

1 See the article'Archimedean Screw' the teacher of Heron.
with an illustration in Encycl. Brit. 6 Beside Plutarch, Galen in Hippocr.
The ancient authorities are Diodorus, De Artie, iv. 27 (xvm. p. 747, ed. Kuhn),
I. 34, v. 37, Vitruvius x. 6 (11), Philo Oribasius, Coll. Med. XLIX. 22 (iv. p.
in. p. 330 (ed. Pfeiffer), Strabo xvn. p. 407,ed. Bussemaker). The latter writer
807, Athenseus v. 208 f. loc. cit. and Vitruvius x. 2, describe

2 Plutarch, Marcellus 14, Athenasus the TplewacrTos. Proclus (p. 63) only
v. 207 a, b. gives the fact that Archimedes moved

3 Eustathius ad Iliad in. p. 114, a large ship.
ed. Stallbaum. « AH the authorities are collected in

4 Pappus m. prop. 5. (Hultsch, p. Heiberg Q.A., pp. 36—38.
63) and vm. props. 31 sqq. So also 7 Polybius VIII. 7, Livy xxiv. 34,
Tertullian (De Anima, 14) ascribes to Plutarch, Marcellus 15. More reff, in
Archimedes the hydraulic organ which Heiberg, op. cit. pp. 38, 39.
everybody else attributes to Ctesibius,
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Roman ships, by means of burning-glasses or concave mirrors1,
though repeated by many late writers, is not found in any
authority older than Lucian {Hipp. 2).

It is evident, again, both from the Atenarius itself and from
many references in later authors, that Archimedes was much
engaged in astronomical observations2. Hipparchus (loc. cit.)
says " from these observations it is clear that the differences of
the years are very small, but, as to the solstices, I almost think
(OVK dir€wltyo) that both myself and Archimedes have erred,
by a quarter of a day, both in the observation and in the
calculation." It would seem from this, and Ammianus expressly
states, that Archimedes was interested in the great question of
the length of the year. Macrobius says that he discovered the
distances of the planets. However this may be, it is certain
that Archimedes not only wrote a treatise (mentioned above)
on the constitution of a celestial globe (wept cr<f>aipoTroua<s) but
himself actually made one and also a planetary, exhibiting the
movements of the sun, moon and five planets. Both these were
brought to Rome by Marcellus and were inspected by Cicero
himself3.

It is not difficult to understand how, in ancient times,
Archimedes came to be considered as the prince of mathe-
maticians, and that " an Archimedean problem " became a name
for a difficulty insoluble to the ordinary intellect and an " Archi-

1 The same story is told of Proclus i. 63, Nat. D. n. 88, Ovid, Fasti, vi.
by Zonaras (Montuola i. p. 33-t). 277, etc. Most of the passages con-
Montucla, who has some rather a- taining references to the mechanical
musing pages (i. 232—235) on this contrivances of Archimedes are printed
subject, shews the improbability of the in Torelli's Appendix, pp. 363—370.
tale about Archimedes. It appears Some further references are added by
that le phre Kircher and also Buffon Heiberg, Q.A. cap. 3, pp. 35—44. The
made some successful experiments with loculus Archimedius, mentioned by late
a great number of mirrors. Buffon, Roman writers (Marius Victorin. Art.
with 400 small mirrors, melted lead at gr. 3, Atilius Fortun. De Metr. vi. p.
a distance of 140 feet. 271), was a square of ivory cut into 14

2 Hipparchus in Ptol. Almagest. I. pieces of various shapes. It was a
p. 153. Ammianus Marcell. xxvi. 1, 8, common game to put these together
Maerobius, Somn.Scip. n. 3. Livy, loc. again into the original square. There
cit. calls Archimedes 'unicus spectator is no reason to suppose that Archimedes
caeli siderumque.' invented this toy.

3 Cicero, De Rep. i. 21—22, Tusc.
16—2
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medean proof" was the type of incontrovertible certainty1.
The older men of the modern school, from Tartaglia to Leibnitz,
while geometry and mechanics were still largely dependent for
support on the discoveries and demonstrations of the Greeks,
were as enthusiastic as the ancients about Archimedes. Even
later writers, such as Gauss and De Morgan and Chasles2, who
were familiar with the highest modern methods, do not hesitate
to rank him with Newton in the very forefront of the champions
of science. But knowledge has lately advanced too fast for the
fame of Archimedes to keep up with it, and, though his name is
no doubt immortal, few readers now know upon, what services
his immortality depends. Possibly these few paragraphs will
justify it at least to mathematicians who understand what diffi-
culties the work of Archimedes involved.

130. The chief contemporary of Archimedes was the famous
Eratosthenes. As he was eleven years younger than the mathe-
matician of Syracuse, he was probably born B.C. 276 or 275.
He was a son of Eglaus, a native of Cyrene, but lived almost all
his life in Alexandria. He was a pupil of Callimachus, the
poet, and after a visit to Athens, was invited to succeed his
master as custodian of the Alexandrian library. He is said to
have almost lost his sight by ophthalmia and on that account
to have committed suicide, by voluntary starvation, about
B.C. 194.

The multifarious activity of Eratosthenes may be guessed
from the fact that, among other contributions to literature and
science, he wrote works on Good and Evil, Comedy, Geography,
Chronology, the Measurement of the Earth and the Constella-
tions3. He was also a considerable poet. The students of the

1 Cio. ad Att. in . 4, XII. 28, Pro for their object the measurement of the
Cluentio 32, Ac. Priora 36. dimensions of lines and curved surfaces

2 Chasles, Apergu, p. 15, says of the and which require the consideration of
discoveries of Archimedes that they the infinite."
are "for ever memorable for their 8 See the article Eratosthenes in
novelty and the difficulty which they Smith's Die. of Gr. and Rom. Biogr.
presented atthattime, and because they for the authorities who mention these
are the germ of a great part of those and other works, none of which are
which have since been made, chiefly in extant,
all branches of geometry which have
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University used to call him Pentathlus, the champion in five
sports1. It was Eratosthenes who first made a fairly accurate
measurement of the obliquity of the ecliptic and an approxi-
mate measurement of a geographical degree2. It was certainly
in his time also that the calendar3, which we now call Julian,
with an intercalary day every four years, was introduced. His
arithmetical device for finding prime numbers has been described
above (p. 87), but of the geometrical work of Eratosthenes only
one fragment now remains, the letter which he addressed to
Ptolemy Euergetes on the duplication-problem and which is
preserved in the commentary of Eutocius on Archimedes, Sph.
et Cyl. II. 5. This is mainly occupied with the description of a
mechanical contrivance for effecting duplication, which Eratos-
thenes hence called a mesolabium or "mean-finder," and of
which he was so proud that he dedicated a specimen of it in a
temple to be a possession for ever to posterity. It consists of
three oblong frames, with their diagonals, sliding in three
grooves so that the second frame can slide under the first, the
third under the second.

A

\ \ \ \

B X> J

B a-
* Hi

If AB, OH be the two lines between which it is required
to find two mean proportionals, then slide the second frame
under the first and the third under the second so that A Q shall
pass through the points G, E, at which the diameters of the

1 They also called him Beta, as a
little later they called a certain as-
tronomer Apollonius Epsilon. I should
think these were simply the numbers
of certain lecture-rooms, hut Ptolemy
Hephaestio (in Photius, Cod. cxc.) says
that Apollonius was called Epsilon be-
cause he studied the moon, of which
the letter e was a symbol. This
Apollonius maybe Apollonius of Perga,

who certainly studied the stations and
retrogradations of the planets (Ptol.
Almag. xn. 1).

2 On the astronomical and geode-
tical work of Eratosthenes see Delam-
bre i. ch. vn. pp. 86—97.

3 See the edict of Canopus, de-
scribed by Lepsius in his Zeitschrift
1877. Heft I. Cantor, p. 283.
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second and third frames, respectively, cease to be visible. Then
CD, EF are the required two mean proportionals1.

131. Contemporary with Eratosthenes and Archimedes,
though younger than either, was ApoUonius of Perga (in Pam-
phylia). He was born in the reign of Ptolemy III. (Euergetes
247—222 B.C.), and flourished under Ptolemy IV. (Philopator
222—205 B.C.). He came when quite young to Alexandria and
studied under the successors of Euclid, though no special
preceptor is named. He stayed for some time at Pergamum,
where there was an university and library similar to the
Alexandrian, and where he made the acquaintance of that
Eudemus to whom the first three books of his magnum opus,
the Conic Sections, are dedicated. The brilliance of this work
gained for him the title of ' the great geometer,' but no more
than these meagre facts'2 is known of his history.

Of the eight books which the treatise on Conic Sections
originally contained, we possess only seven, and these again have
come to us in two parts from two distinct sources. Sir Henry
Savile had a Greek MS. of the first four books, but though the
whole work seems to have remained for many centuries a
text-book of the Greek schools8, the last four books seem to
have been ultimately abandoned as hopeless and the Greek
text of them has wholly disappeared. The 8th was lost as
early as the time of Tabit ibn Korra who (in the 9 th century)
translated the first seven books into Arabic. This translation
remained the standard Arabic text of ApoUonius4. The Persians,

1 Pappus VII. Proem, pp. 636, 662 Arabic translations of ApoUonius. Han-
(Hultsch) mentions a work of Era- kel (p. 234), quoting Casiri, says that a
tosthenes irepi ixeaoT^Tav or TO'TTOI irpbs version was made, in the time of Al
/teffoTTjras, which perhaps dealt with Mamun,of the first four Books: that this
the duplication-problem or with conies. was edited by Muhammed, one of the
Montucla i. p. 280. Beni Moses (i.e. the three sons of Musa

2 These are obtained from the pre- ibn Schakir), and that Tabit added a
fatory letter to Book i. of the Conies, translation of the 5th, 6th, and 7th
and from Eutocius'Commentary there- Books. But the writer of the Golian
on, Halley's ed. pp. 8 and 9. MS. (see Halley, p. 255) says that he

3 Geminus, Serenus, Pappus, Hy- has followed the version of Tabit, as
patia and Eutocius all wrote commen- emended by the Beni Moses. The Per-
taries on ApoUonius. sians Abulphath and Abdulmelik, next

4 There is some difficulty about the mentioned, are not otherwise known.
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Abulphath and Abdulmelik made an epitome of it, and the
famous Nasir-Eddin edited the whole with a commentary about
A. D. 1240. But, in Europe, only the first four books were
known as late as the middle of the 17th century, when one
Golius, a professor at Leyden, introduced an Arabic MS. written
in 1248, containing the first four books in Nasir-Eddin's edition,
bnt the last three from the translation of Tabit with emendations
by the Beni Moses1. This MS. was bought by Dr Marsh, arch-
bishop of Armagh, who lent it to Halley, the astronomer, who
was then Savilian professor of geometry at Oxford. In 1710
Halley published the Greek text of four books and a Latin
translation of the remaining three, together with the lemmas of
Pappus to each book, the commentary of Eutocius and a
conjectural restoration (by Halley himself) of the lost 8th book.

The contents of the eight books of Conies are stated in
a very brief summary by Apollonius himself in the prefatory
letter to Book I. The more interesting and material parts of
this are as follows: "Apollonius to Eudemus, greeting. When I
was in Pergamum with you, I noticed that you were eager
to become acquainted with my Conies: so I send you now the
first book with corrections and will forward the rest when I have
leisure. I suppose you have not forgotten that I told you that
I undertook these investigations at the request of Naucrates the
geometer, when he came to Alexandria and stayed with me: and
that, having arranged them in eight books, I let him have
them at once, not correcting them very carefully (for he was on
the point of sailing) but setting down everything that occurred
to me, with the intention of returning to them later. Wherefore
I now take the opportunity of publishing the needful emen-
dations. But since it has happened that other people have
obtained the first and second books of my collections before

1 In 1656, almost simultaneously much that was in Apollonius but had
with the arrival of Golius' MS., an- improved on the real text in many re-
other was found in the Medioean library speots. The restoration of lost works
at Florence. Galileo's pupil, Viviani, of Apollonius founded on the lemmas
had then nearly completed his restora- of Pappus and other authorities, was
tion of the four last books, all of which a favourite exercise of mathematicians
were supposed to he lost. It was found, from the 16th century onwards. See
on comparison, that he had omitted infra, pp. 261—263,
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correction, do not wonder if you meet with copies which are
different from this. Of the eight books, the first four are
devoted to an elementary introduction. The 1st contains the
mode of producing the three sections and the conjugate hyper-
bolas (avTi/cel/jievcu, 'opposite') and their principal character-
istics, more fully and generally worked out than in the writings
of other authors. The 2nd Book treats of diameters and axes
and asymptotes and other things of general and necessary use in
diorismi. What I mean by diameters and axes you will learn
from this book. The 3rd Book contains many curious theorems,
most of which are pretty and new (KOXCL /cal %kvd), useful,
for the synthesis of solid loci and for diorismi. In the in-
vention of these, I observed that Euclid had not treated syn-
thetically the locus ivl Tpek KOX T ĉrcrapa? ypa/i/ids ('the locus
which is related to three or four lines')1 but only a certain
small portion of it, and that not happily, nor indeed was a
complete treatise possible at all without my discoveries. The
4th Book shews in how many points the sections of a cone can
coincide with one another or with the circumference of a circle2

and some extra propositions (aXXa e« irepicrcrov), none of which
had been published by my predecessors. The rest (the last

1 The TO7ros ivl rpeis KOX Titxoapas The conic as a locus ad quattuor lineas
ypafi/ias would have been treated ana- is used by Newton in the Principia.
lytically in Euclid's lost Conies. Pap- Chasles Aper$u p. 38 points out the
pus vn. 36, p. 678 (Hultsch), defines importance of this aspect of conies,
this locus as follows: "If three straight 2 This sentence is only a paraphrase,
lines be given in position and from The Greek has wotrax&s (" in how many
a point straight lines be drawn to ways") and Kari, iroca, a-ri^ela ("in
meet the given three at given angles, how many points") in two distinct
and the ratio of the rectangle under sentences, as if these were two different
two of the lines so drawn to the square things. But the introduction to the
of the third be given, the point will lie 4th book has only nark iroah <rqii.ua.>
on a solid locus given in position, i.e. and it is probable that these words
on one of the three conies. If four were added as a gloss on iroaax&s by
straight lines be given in position and some commentator. The.same intro-
four straight lines be drawn as before, duction to the 4th Book says also that
and the ratio of the rectangles under the subject here assigned to it had
two pairs be given, similarly the point been treated already, but very badly, by
will lie on a conic." If five or six Conon, whose work was severely criti-
straight lines were drawn, whose pro- cised by Nicoteles of Cyrene, and that
ducts were in a given ratio, the locus some props, of the 4th Book had been
of the point could not be described, cursorily treated by this Nicoteles.
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four books) is more advanced (TrepiovcnaariKmTepa). One is, for
the most part, on maxima and minima: the next about equal
and similar conies: the next about 'determinative' (dioristic)
theorems; the last on some problems so 'determined' (Stwpio--
fikva)." The first three books were sent to Eudemus at intervals,
the remainder (after Eudemus' death) to one Attalus. All
(except the 3rd) are accompanied by little prefatory notes,
which repeat in effect the remarks of the first letter. The
preface to Book n. is interesting, as shewing the mode in
which Greek books were "published" at this time. It runs
"I have sent my son Apollonius to bring you the second
book of my Conies. Read it carefully and communicate
it to such others as are worthy of it. If Philonides the
geometer, whom I introduced to you at Ephesus, comes into
the neighbourhood of Pergamum, give it to him also."

It will be seen that Apollonius does not pretend that his
first three books were entirely new, but only that they were im-
provements on his predecessors. The statement of Pappus,
therefore, that Apollonius' first four books are founded on the
Conies of Euclid is probably substantially true, and there may be
some foundation for the accusation of Heracleides that Apollonius
had stolen from the unpublished MSS. of Archimedes. But
how far the study of conies had been carried before Apollonius
cannot now be ascertained. Menaechmus, we know, first wrote
on the subject and advanced far enough to apprehend the
existence of asymptotes to the hyperbola. He was followed by
Aristaeus the elder, whose work was used by Euclid at least in
his treatment of the locus ad tres et quattuor lineas1, which
seem to have been partly discussed in his Conies*. But the
Conies of Menaechmus, Aristaeus and Euclid were almost
immediately driven out of the field by the superior book
of Apollonius, and the only clue to their contents is to be found
in those passages of Archimedes (especially in the Quadrat.
Paraboles and Be Conoidibus) in which propositions in conies

1 Pappus VII. 34 (Hultschp. 676). occurred. But it could hardly have been
2 Eutocius (Halley p. 12) did not in the T6ITOI irpbs tirupavdq., because

know where the passage of Euclid to the locus in question was a conic. See
which Apollonius refers in his preface, note on preceding page.
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are referred to as well known or assumed. A careful exami-
nation of these shews, in the first place positively, that almost
all the propositions which Archimedes uses are to be found
in the first three books of ApoUonius1, and, in the second place
negatively, that no predecessor of ApoUonius was acquainted
with the names parabola, ellipse and hyperbola, and with the
new treatment of conies which these names imply. It is
evident, therefore, that almost the whole of Apollonius' work
was original.

132. The completed work adheres closely to the lines
indicated in the prefatory letter, but it is obviously difficult to
give an intelligible or readable analysis of a huge treatise
in which the propositions do not, as they generally do with
Archimedes, lead gradually up to one crowning achievement.
The theorems, of course, are in great measure identical with
those of the modern text-books, but a summary of them, if
stated in modern language, would lose historical suggestiveness,
and, if stated in the language of Apollonius, would generally be
tedious or incomprehensible. This paragraph, therefore, and
the next are to be regarded only as containing some hints upon
the matter and manner of Apollonius.

Book I. begins with a series of definitions. If a line be
drawn from a fixed point to the circumference of a circle, which
is not in the plane of the point, and the line revolve round the
circumference of the circle, it describes a cone, of which the
circle is the base, the fixed point the vertex. The axis is the
line joining the vertex and the centre of the base. If the axis
is at right angles to the base, the cone is right: if otherwise,
scalene. "Of every curve in one plane, that straight line is
a diameter which, being drawn from the curve, bisects all the
straight lines drawn in the curve parallel to a certain straight
line." The extremity of the diameter on the curve is the
vertex of the curve: each of the parallels is drawn ordinatim

1 See Heiberg in Zeitsehr. fur Math. 21, 26, 33, 35, 36, 46, 49: n. 3, 12, 13,
u. Phys. Hist. Lit. Abth. xxv. pp. 41 27, 49": in. 17: vi. def. 7, props. 2
sqq. and a summary of this in Litter- and 11, of Apollonius were known to
argesch. uber Euclid, pp. 86—88. He his predecessors,
concludes that the props, i. 11, 17, 20,
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(Terar//iive>s KarrJKTai "is an ordinate") to the diameter. Of
two curves in one plane, that straight line is a transverse
(irXcvyia) diameter which, cutting both curves, is a diameter of
each; and that straight line is an erect (ppdia) diameter,
which, lying between the curves, bisects all the lines inter-
cepted between them which are parallel to a certain straight
line. Conjugate (crv^vyeif) diameters are straight lines of
which each is a diameter and each bisects the straight lines
parallel to the other. The axis of the curve (or of two
curves) is the diameter which bisects the parallels at right
angles, and conjugate axes are the conjugate diameters, each of
which bisects the parallels to the other at right angles. The
definitions of the centre of the ellipse and the conjugate hyper-
bolas and one or two more are added after Prop. xvi. Book vi.
begins with the definitions of similar and dissimilar conies and
segments of conies. But many of the most important definitions
(e.g. of parabola, ellipse and hyperbola, latus rectum and trans-
versum, conjugate hyperbolas and asymptotes) are contained in
the propositions in which the things defined first appear. The
seven extant books contain on an average about 50 propositions
apiece.

The first and most striking of the novelties which are due
to Apollonius himself is his mode of producing the three conic
sections and the names and descriptions which he gives of
them. It will be remembered that his predecessors had always
cut the cone by a plane at right angles to one of its sides, and
had therefore produced the parabola as the section of a " right-
angled cone," the ellipse in an " acute-angled cone," the hyper-
bola in an " obtuse-angled cone." Apollonius produces all
these sections in one and the same cone, whether right or
scalene, cut by a plane which is parallel or not parallel to one of
its sides. The old names, therefore, ceased to be appropriate,
and new ones were required. It will be remembered, again,
that a rectangle, applied to a straight line, was said irapa-
fidWea-Ocu, if its base exactly coincided with the line, virep-
fiaXkeiv, if it exceeded the line, iXKelireiv, if it fell short of it.
Fiom these technical terms, Apollonius derived his new names.
Let 0 be any point on a conic of which AB is the axis, and from
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C draw CD perpendicular to AB, cutting off (the abscissa) AD.
From A draw AE at right angles to AB and equal in length to
what we now call the latus rectum of the conic. Draw a rectangle
equal to the square on CD and having AD for one of its sides.
If this rectangle, applied to AE, has its other side exactly coin-
ciding (TrapafiaXXofievov) with AE, the conic is a parabola. If
the side applied to AE is too short (iWefcei), the conic is an
ellipse: if it is too long (inrepfidWei), the conic is a hyper-
bola. (In the language of modern analytical conies, if p be the
parameter, the Parabola is so-called because y* = px: the Hyper-
bola because y*>px: the Ellipse because y*<px.) It is in this
way that Apollonius gets rid of the cone and exhibits the conic
as a plane locus. But he does not define the conic with any
reference whatever to a focus and directrix. The focus of an
ellipse and hyperbola he discovers only incidentally (in. props.
45—52): he does not discover the focus of a parabola at all and
has no notion of a directrix for any conic1.

These remarks being premised, the critique of M. Chasles,
which repeats some of them in , another form, may be here
substantially reproduced2. Almost the whole of the learned
treatise of Apollonius, he says, "depends upon a single property
of the conic sections, which is derived directly from the nature
of the cone in which these curves are formed....Conceive an
oblique cone on a circular base. A plane, passing through the
axis, perpendicularly to the base, produces a triangular section,
which is called the triangle through the axis. Apollonius sup-
poses, in the formation of his conic sections, the cutting plane

1 Pappus vn. 238 (p. 1013) first Apollonius, with some indications of
suggested the focus of a parabola and the profounder part of his researches.
the directrix. The theory of foci was A much fuller summary is given by
first worked out by Kepler; Newton Mr Taylor, Ancient and Modern Conies,
first made any use of the directrix, pp. XLII.—L. Montucla (i. p. 247) is
which was adopted from him by Bos- extremely brief. Cantor (pp. 290—296)
covich. Taylor, Ancient and Mod. is tolerably full, but gives no precise
Conies, LIV., LXV., LXXI, references. The fact is that Apollonius

2 Apercu, pp. 18—20. I select this is tedious, as Prof, de Morgan found
passage because it rather happily com- him (Art. "Apoll." in Penny Cy-
bines some information on the nomen- clop.).
clature and elementary propositions of
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to be perpendicular to the triangle through the axis. The
points in which this plane meets the sides of the triangle are
the vertices of the curve, and the straight line joining these
points is a diameter of it. Apollonius calls this diameter lotus
transversum (irKaryia)1.

" At one of the two vertices of the curve erect a perpendi-
cular to the plane of the triangle through the axis, of a certain
length, to be determined as herein-after mentioned: and from
the extremity of this perpendicular draw a straight line to the
other vertex of the curve. Now, from any point in the diameter
of the curve draw at right angles an ordinate: the square of
this ordinate, lying between the diameter and the curve, will be
equal to the rectangle contained by the part of the ordinate
comprised between the diameter and the straight line and the
part of the diameter comprised between the first vertex and the
foot of the ordinate. Such is the generic (originaire) and
characteristic property which Apollonius recognises in his conic
sections and which he uses for the purpose of inferring from it,
by very adroit transformations and deductions, almost all the
rest. It plays, as will be seen, in his hands, almost the same
part as the equation of the second degree with two variables in
the system of Analytical Geometry of Descartes.

" It will be observed that the diameter of the curve and the
perpendicular raised at one of its extremities, suffice to construct
the curve. These are the two elements which the ancients
used to establish their theory of conies. The perpendicular in
question was called by them latus erectum (opOla): the moderns
first changed this name to that of latus rectum, which was long
employed, and afterwards replaced it by parameter, which has
remained. Apollonius and the geometers who wrote after him
gave different geometrical expressions, found in the cone, for the
length of this latus rectum for each section, but none has
appeared to us so simple and elegant as that of Jacques
Bernoulli. It is as follows: Take a plane parallel to the base of
the cone and situate at the same distance from its vertex as the
plane of the proposed conic: this plane will cut the cone in a

1 A parabola, having only one vertex, has no latus transversum,.
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circle, the diameter of which will be the lotus rectum of the
conic1. From this it is easy to infer the mode of placing a
given conic in a given cone.

"The most interesting properties of the conies are to be
found in the treatise of Apollonius. We may cite those of the
asymptotes, which form the chief part of Book n.: the constant
ratio of the products of the segments made by a conic on two
transversals parallel to two fixed axes and drawn through any
point (props. 16—23 of Book III.): the principal properties of
the foci of the ellipse and hyperbola (in. 45—52)2: the two
pretty theorems on conjugate diameters (vn. 12 and 22:
30 and 31).

"We ought also to cite the following theorem, which has
obtained so great importance in recent geometry as the basis of
the theory of reciprocal polars, and which LaHire had, earlier,
made the foundation of his theory of conies. ' If, through the
point of concourse of two tangents to a conic section, a trans-
versal be drawn which meets the curve in two points, and the
chord which joins the points of contact of the two tangents in a
third point, as the whole transversal to the part of it outside
the curve, so are the segments of the chord to one another'
(in. 37)8.

" The first 23 propositions of Book iv. relate to the harmonic
division of straight lines drawn in the plane of a conic. These
are, for the most part, different cases of the theorem just enun-
ciated. In the following propositions Apollonius considers
the system of two conies and shews that these curves can cut
one another only in four points. He examines what happens
when they touch one another in one or in two points and treats

1 Novum theorema pro doctr. Sect. et le point de concours des deux tan-
Conic, in the Leipzig Ada Eruditorum, gentes seront conjuguis harmoniques^ax
anno 1689, p. 586. rapport aux deux premiers." So Mr

2 The foci are called "points of Taylor, p. XLV. "Any chord through
application." the intersection of two tangents to a

3 Save for the use of the word conic is cut harmonically by their
"transversal" I give the enunciation point of concourse and their chord of
practically as it stands in Apollonius. contact" (in. 37—40). Apollonius does
Chasles converts it into modern phra- not use the word "harmonic," but
seology, concluding "ce troisiemepoint gives his proportions in full.
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various other cases of the respective positions which they can
present1.

"Book V. is the most precious monument of the genius of
Apollonius. Here, for the first time, appear questions of maxi-
ma and minima*. The book contains all that the analytical
methods of to-day teach us on this subject, and we may recog-
nise in it the germ of the beautiful theory of evolutes (dfoe-
loppe'es)3. In fact, Apollonius proves that there is, on each side
of the axis of a conic, a succession of points from which only one
normal can be drawn to the opposite part of the curve: he gives
the construction of these points and observes that their con-
tinuity separates two spaces which present this remarkable
difference, viz.: from any point of the one two normals can be
drawn to the curve and none can be drawn from any point of
the other. Here then we have centres of osculation (curvature)
and the evolute of a conic perfectly determined*. Apollonius
makes use of an auxiliary hyperbola, of which he determines
the elements, for the purpose of constructing the feet of the
normals let fall, from a given point, on the proposed conic. All
these investigations are conducted with admirable sagacity."

It should be added that Book VI. treats mainly of similar
conies: Book vil. of conjugate diameters, Book VIII., as restored
by Halley, consists of 33 problems (or porisms, as he might have
called them) to find conjugate diameters which satisfy certain
given conditions.

133. It will be obvious that, for the mere purpose of
illustrating the style of Apollonius, one proposition will do
almost as well as another. The proofs, which I shall give in
this section, are those of two propositions of exceptional histori-
cal interest.

Prop. II. of Book I. exhibits the characteristic of the parabola
above described. The enunciation (slightly abbreviated) is as

1 Every proposition in Bk. iv. is n. 5, given above, p. 225, n.
proved by reductio ad absurdum. 3 Suggested first by Huyghena in

2 This iB not quite true. Euclid vi. 1673. Taylor, Conies, pp. 221, 222.
27 (supra p. 84, n.), is the first known 4 The remarks of Chasles on Bk. v.
proposition in which a maximum is are practically identical with Mon-
found. Compare also the determination tucla's.
given by Archimedes De Sph. et Cyl.
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follows: " If a cone be cut by a plane through the axis and by
another plane cutting its base along a straight line which is
perpendicular to the triangle through the axis, and the diameter1

of the section be parallel to one of the sides of the triangle
through the axis: the square of the straight line which is drawn
to the diameter from the section of the cone parallel to the
common section of the cutting plane and the base of the cone
will be equal to the area contained by the abscissa (JJ airokaix^a-
vofiivrf) of the diameter and a certain other line which has, to
the straight line lying between the angle of the cone and the
vertex of the segment, the same ratio which the square on the
base of the axial triangle has to the rectangle under its sides.
Let a section of this sort be called a Parabola."

The proof (somewhat abridged) is as follows:

ABF is the axial triangle. Let the cone be cut also
by a plane which cuts its base along AE, at right angles
to BF. AZE is the conic, ZH its diameter, parallel to AF,
one side of the axial triangle. From Z draw Z© at right
angles to ZH, making Z© : ZA :: BF2 : AB . AF. Erom any
point K on the carve draw KA parallel to AE, meeting the
diameter in A. Then KA3 = ©Z. ZA.

Through A draw MN, parallel to BF. Now KA is parallel
to AE, therefore the plane through KA, MN is parallel to the
plane through BF, AE, i.e. to the base of the cone. Therefore

1 This diameter, which is in fact the diameter IK yevvtiaeus, "arising from
axis, is called in the corollary to i. 46 the generation of the curve."
the principal (dpx<Ki)) diameter or the
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the plane through KA, MN is a circle, of which MN is a
diameter. And KA is perpendicular to MN {as AE to BF).
Therefore KA2 = MA . AN1.

And since BF2 : BA. AF :: ©Z : ZA, but B P : BA . AF
is the ratio compounded of BF : TA and BF : FA, there-
fore ©Z : ZA is. the same compounded ratio. But

BF : FA :: MN : NA :: MA : AZj
and BF : BA :: MN : MA :: MA : MZ :: the remainder NA: the
remainder ZA. Therefore @Z : ZA (being compounded of the
ratios MA : AZ and NA : ZA) is MA . NA : AZ. ZA.

But ©Z : ZA :: ©Z. ZA : ZA . ZA. Therefore
MA. NA = ©Z. ZA. But MA . NA = KA2, as already proved.
Therefore KA2 = ©Z . ZA. Q. E. D.

The proof concludes with a direction that ©Z may be called
either the line related to the squares of the ordinates {irap' fjv
hvvavrai) or latus rectum (6p8ia),

The enunciation of I. 12 establishes a similar law for the
hyperbola. " If a cone be cut by a plane through the axis and
by another plane cutting its base along a straight line perpen-
dicular to the base of the axial triangle, and the diameter of the
section produced meet one side of the axial triangle produced on
the other side of the vertex8, the square of any ordinate (described
as before) will be equal to an area {applied to a certain straight
line, to which the portion of the diameter of the conic produced,
which subtends the exterior angle of the triangle, has the same
ratio as the square of the straight line which is drawn, parallel
to the diameter, from the vertex of the cone to the base of the
triangle has to the rectangle contained by the segments of that
base made by it} having for its side the abscissa and excessive
(inrep/3aX\ov) by a figure similar and similar in position to that
which is contained by the straight line subtending the external
angle of the triangle and the straight line to which the area,
equal to the square of the ordinates, is to be applied (77 evdela
Trap fjv hvvavTai al KarayS/jLevai). Let a section of this kind,
be called a Hyperbola." This rigmarole (abridged from the

1 The nomenclature is remarkable. &x6.
T6 &pa irb TSV MAN t<rov iixrl T$ &T6 S TWO cones, having a common
TOO KA. Nqtice the use of iiri and vertex, may here be supposed.

G. G. M. 17
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original) will be easier to follow by reference to the figure1,

in which ABF is the axial triangle: AZE the section: ZH the
diameter produced to meet FA in @. MN is the ordinate.
Then MN' is equal to an area applied to ZA, which line is
perpendicular to ZH, and is such that ©Z : ZA :: AK2 • BK. KT,
the line AK being drawn parallel to the diameter ZH. The
area in question, ZH, has the abscissa ZN for one side, and
is such that it "overlaps" (inrepfidWei) the line ZA by the
figure AS which is similar and similar in position to the
rectangle ©Z. ZA. The line ZA is drawn at right angles to
ZH. From N, NOS is drawn parallel to ZA, and the point 3 is
that in which ©A produced meets NOS. The only addition
made to the figure for the purpose of the proof is that, through
N, PS is drawn parallel to BF. The proof is of the same kind
as that for the parabola, but concludes with the additional
statement that ©Z is to be called irXayia, latus transversum.

The next proposition (i. 13) contains a similar theorem with
regard to the ellipse. The latus rectum is determined precisely
as before. The square of the ordinate is equal to an area
applied to the latus rectum, but deficient by a figure similar and
similar in position to the rectangle under the latus transversum
and the latus rectum. The proposition contains also directions
for producing an elliptical section,

1 In the figure AO and IIS ought to be parallel to ZX.
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Book III. prop. 45, first exhibits the foci of the ellipse and
hyperbola. The enunciation is as follows: " If in a hyperbola
or ellipse or circle or conjugate hyperbolas, from the extremities
of the axis there be drawn straight lines at right angles, and a
rectangle equal to a fourth part of the figure1 be applied to the
axis at either end, in the hyperbola or conjugate hyperbolas
excessive by a square but in the ellipse deficient, and there be
drawn a tangent to the curve meeting the straight lines drawn
at right angles as aforesaid, the straight lines drawn from the
points of concourse to the points determined by the application
aforesaid (ra 4K rrjf "irapafiokfj1; yeveOevra a-rj/aeia) make right
angles at those points."

The proof is as follows:

Let AB be the axis of any of the proposed sections, and
draw AF, BA at right angles to this. TEA is a tangent. And
let a rectangle equal to a fourth part of the figure be applied
at either end of AB, as above mentioned, viz. the rectangles

1 The figure (T6 eVSot) is the rectangle
oontained by the latut transversum and
the latw rectum. A rectangle, equal to
one-fourth of this, is to be applied to
the axis, so that in a hyperbola it

overlapt by a square, and in an ellipse
is deficient by a square. See Taylor,
Anc. and Mod. Conies, pp. XLIV. 81 n.
I l l Sohol. E.

17—2
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AZ . ZB, AH . HB : and join FZ, FH, AZ, AH. The angles
FZA and FHA are right angles.

It has been shewn (ill. 42) that the rectangle AF . BA is
equal to the fourth part of " the figure " on AB. Therefore the
rectangle AZ . ZB = the rectangle AF . BA. Therefore

FA : AZ :: ZB : BA.
And the angles at A and B are right angles. Therefore the
angle AFZ = the angle BZA and angle AZF = angle ZAB.
And the angles AFZ, AZF are together equal to a right angle,
therefore the angles AZF, BZA are equal to a right angle:
therefore the remainder AZF is a right angle. Similarly, FHA
may be proved to be a right angle.

The following propositions, XLVI.—Lll., deal with some other
theorems suggested by the same construction.

The two proofs, here given, which are both comparatively
easy, will perhaps suffice to indicate to the reader the lack of
technical terms and symbols, and consequently the cumbrous
modes of proof, which characterise the higher Greek geometry.
It seems superfluous to add more specimens, which probably no
one would read.

134. The century which produced Euclid, Archimedes and
Apollonius was, beyond question, the time at which Greek
mathematical genius attained its highest development. For
many centuries afterwards geometry remained a favourite study,
but no substantive work fit to be compared with the Sphere and
Cylinder or the Conies was ever produced. One great invention,
trigonometry, remains to be completed, but trigonometry with
the Greeks remained always the instrument of astronomy and
was not used1 in any other branch of mathematics, pure or
applied. The geometers who succeed to Apollonius are pro-
fessors who signalised themselves by this or that pretty little
discovery or by some commentary on the classical treatises.

"The works of Archimedes and Apollonius," says M. Chasles2,
" marked the most brilliant epoch of ancient geometry. They
may be regarded, moreover, as the origin and foundation of two
questions which have occupied geometers at all periods. The
greater part of their works are connected with these and are
1 Except, perhaps, by Heron. See below, pp. 283, 284. 2 Apergu, pp. 22, 23.
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divided by them into two classes, so that they seem to share
between them the domain of geometry.

" The first of these two great questions is the quadrature of
curvilinear figures, which gave birth to the calculus of the
infinite, conceived and brought to perfection successively by
Kepler, Cavalieri, Fermat, Leibnitz and Newton.

" The second is the theory of conic sections, for which were
invented first the geometrical analysis of the ancients, afterwards
the methods of perspective and of transversals. This was the
prelude to the theory of geometrical curves of all degrees, and
to that considerable portion of geometry which considers, in the
general properties of extension, only the forms and situations of
figures, and uses only the intersection of lines or surfaces and the
ratios of rectilineal distances.

" These two great divisions of geometry, which have each its
peculiar character, may be designated by the names of Oeometry
of Measurements and Oeometry of Forms and Situations, or
Geometry of Archimedes and Geometry of Apollonius1."

135. It remains only to add a few words on a great number
of other geometrical works which are attributed to Apollonius.
Pappus* ascribes to him the following works (1) On Contacts
(ire.pl iirafy&v), (2) On Plane Loci (eTrlireboc TOTTOI), (3) On
Inclinations (rrrepl vevcrecov), (4) On Section of an Area {trepl
Xaplov dTTOTOfir}?), (5) On the Determinate Section (vepl Stapur-
fiip7)<; Tofirjs), and gives a few lemmas, from which attempts
have been made to reconstruct the lost originals3. Vieta
restored the 1st in his Apollonius Oallus: Fermat in 1637 and
Simson in 1746 attempted the 2nd: Ghetaldi the 3rd : Halley
(in his edition of Be Sectione Rationis) restored the 4th:
Snellius, Ghetaldi, and Simson, again, worked at the 5th. All

i "These two divisions," he adds, and proportion?" The quotations are
"are those of all the mathematical from Descartes, Regies pour la direction
sciences which have for their aim, to de VEsprit, 14" and 4" Regie, Aristotle,
use Descartes' expression, the investi- Metaph. xi. 3.
gation of order and measure." Aristotle a vn. Nos. 298—311, pp. 990—1004
had already uttered the same thought (Hultsch).
in these terms: "With what are mathe- 3 See Montucla, i. pp. 251, 252 and
maticians concerned save with order notes F and G, pp. 285—288.
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of these were certainly exercises in geometrical analysis, and an
account of their supposed contents is given by Montucla, but
does not seem worth citing. The passage, however, in which
the same writer mentions Vieta's restoration of the work On
Contacts is interesting as illustrating the manners and customs
of mathematicians at a time when they were more dependent
on Greek learning than they are now. Vieta (1540—1603)
having a contention with one Adrianus Romanus, a clever
geometer of the Low Countries, took occasion "to propose to
him the principal problem, and the only difficult one in the book
(Oi Contacts). It is this: Three circles being given, to find a
fourth, which shall touch the three. Romanus solved this badly
by adopting the expedient which presents itself at first sight
and determining the centre of the desired circle by the inter-
section of two hyperbolas. The objection is that the problem
is plane, and can consequently be solved by the aid of ordinary
geometry. Vieta solved it in this way and very elegantly: his
solution is the same as that in the Arithmetica Universalis1 of
Newton. Another is given in the 1st Book of the Principia2,
where this question is necessary for some determinations of
physical astronomy. Here Newton, with remarkable skill,
reduces the two solid loci of Romanus to the intersection of two
straight lines. This problem, one of those to which algebraical
analysis does not lend itself with facility, occupied Descartes
also: and of two solutions which he found, he admits that one
gave an expression so complicated that he would not undertake
to construct it in a month. The other, though less crabbed,
was sufficiently so to prevent Descartes from touching it. We
may mention finally, on the subject of this problem, an anecdote
which in a way illustrates it. The princess Elizabeth of Bo-
hemia8, who, as is well-known, honoured our philosopher (Des-
cartes) with her correspondence, deigned to occupy herself with
it and sent him a solution, but as this is derived from algebraic
calculation, it is open to the same objection as that of Descartes."

But a work of Apollonius called Be Sectione Rationis was
translated from the Arabic and published by Halley in 1706.
This deals with the cases of one problem, which is as follows.

1 Prob. XLVII. a Lemma xvi. 3 Daughter of our James L
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Two straight lines of infinite length, MN, PQ, are in one plane,
parallel to one another or intersecting in a point. On each any
one point is taken {A and B respectively), and a point 0 is given
outside them. It is required to draw from 0 a straight line
meeting MN, PQ in the points 0 and D, so that the sequents
A 0, BD shall be in a given ratio. In the first book, 14 cases are
treated, where the lines are parallel and where they intersect,
but the points A, B upon them are the point of their intersection.
The second book contains 63 cases. All are solved analytically
with the aid of conies1.

A work of Apollonius on Unclassed Incommensurables (ako-
r/oi draKToi) is mentioned in an Arabic commentary on Euclid's
10th Book, which is translated from a Greek commentary,
written perhaps by Vettius Valens, a Byzantine astronomer of
the 2nd century. It is, however, impossible to discern from
the commentary what these "unclassed incommensurables"
were2. Hypsicles (see below) knew another work of Apollonius,
and Proclus (p. 105) mentions a treatise on the screw.

136. Lastly, Eutocius, in his often-cited commentary to the
Bphere and Cylinder, attributes to Apollonius, Heron and Philon
of Byzantium, methods of duplication which are practically
identical, and which Apollonius, as the oldest of these three
mathematicians, must be taken to have invented8. This solution
is in effect as follows. If AB, AC be the two straight lines
between which it is required to find two mean proportionals,
place them at right angles to one another, the right angle being
at the common extremity A, and complete the parallelogram
ABDC.

Join BC and bisect it in E. From the centre E describe a
circle FCf, cutting AB, A C produced in F and G, so that the

1 On all these minor works of Apol- Paris, 1856, and Chasles in Comptes
lonius.the femmasupon themin Pappus' Rendus, xxxvu. 553—568(Oet. 17,1853).
vuth Book and the important antioi- 3 Philon may be the oldest, for Vi-
pations of modern geometry which truviusassignshimtoAlexander'sreign,
these contain, see Chasles, Aperpi, pp. but other authorities give him a much
28—47. laterdate, aboutB.C. 150. Heron's solu-

2 Cantor, pp. 299—301, quoting an tion is given first by Eutocius (Torelli,
emayoi'WoepoT&e'BuiMgmoirespre'sente'i pp. 136—138). Philon constructs the
a I'Acad. del Sciences, xrv. 658—720, figure a little more conveniently.
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points F, D, G are on the same straight line. " This may be
effected if a ruler (jcavoviov) cutting AF,AG be turned about
D until EF, EG are equal." From E draw EH perpendicular
to AG and bisecting it in H.

Then (by Euc. n. 6) AG . 00+ EG2 = HQ\ Add EH2 to
each equal. Then AG . GG+EG2 = EG2. In the same manner
it may be shewn that AF . FB + EB* = EF2 = EG2. And
EG1 = EB>. Therefore AG.GG = AF.FBand

AG : AF :: FB : GG.
But, by similar triangles, AG : AF :: GG : CD r. BD : BF.

Therefore BD : BF :: BF : CG :: GG : CD.



CHAPTER VIII,

THE SECOND CENTUBY B.C.

137. THE materials for a history of Greek geometry after
Apollonius are both scanty in quantity and most unsatisfactory
in quality. We know the names of many geometers who lived
during the next three centuries, but very few indeed of their
works have come down to us, and we are compelled to rely for
the most part on such scraps of information as the later
scholiasts, Pappus, Proclus, Eutocius and the like, have inci-
dentally preserved. But this information, again, generally affords
little clue to the date of the geometer in question. Thus,
though we have abundant evidence that mathematics remained
a chief constituent of the Greek liberal curriculum, we cannot
tell with any accuracy what subjects were most in vogue or
what mathematicians were most generally regarded at any
particular time. It is certain, however, that during the whole
period between Apollonius and Ptolemy only two mathemati-
cians of real genius, Hipparchus and Heron, appeared, that both
of these lived about the same time (120 B.C.), and that neither
was interested in mathematics per se, for Hipparchus was
above all things an astronomer, Heron above all things a sur-
veyor and engineer. The result might have been different if
some new methods had been introduced. The force of nature
could go no further in the same direction than the ingenious
applications of exhaustion by Archimedes and the portentous
sentences in which Apollonius enunciates a proposition in
conies. A briefer symbolism, an analytical geometry, an infini-
tesimal calculus were wanted, but against these there stood the
tremendous authority of the.Platonic and Euclidean tradition,
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and no discoveries were made in physics or astronomy which
rendered them imperatively necessary. It remained only for
mathematicians, as Cantor says, to descend from the height
which they had reached and " in the descent to pause here and
there and look around at details which had been passed by in
the hasty ascent1." The elements of planimetry were exhausted,
and the theory of conic sections. In stereometry something
still remained to be done, and new curves, suggested by the
spiral of Archimedes, could still be investigated. Finally, the
arithmetical determination of geometrical ratios, in the style of
the Measurement of the Circle, offered a considerable field of
research, and to these subjects mathematicians now devoted
themselves.

138. One of the first of the successors of Apollonius was
perhaps Nicomedes, who invented the curve called conchoid or
"mussel-like." At any rate the conchoid was known to Geminus
about B.C. 702, and Eutocius8 says that Nicomedes made sport
of Eratosthenes1 mesolabium, and boasted the superiority of his
own invention. It is not likely that Eratosthenes had been
long dead at this time.

The treatise on the conchoid which Nicomedes wrote is
known to us only from Eutocius' commentary on duplication,
from Pappus4, and two or three casual remarks of Proclus. It

is a curve such that the straight line joining any point on the

1 Cantor, p. 301, of. p. 233. * Proelus, p. 177. s Torelli, p. 146.
4 Book iv. (Hultsch) pp. 244—246.
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curve with a given point is cut by a given straight line so that
the segment between the curve and the given straight line is of
a given length. Nicomedes invented a little machine for
describing it, of the form here depicted. It will be seen that
the arm AB can move only horizontally along BE, to which it
is confined by a button G sliding in a groove. The length AG
therefore is constant. The- point E was called the pole (71-0X09).

The method of duplication, with the aid of the conchoid,
may be thus described.

Let aX and a/3 be the given straight lines between which it
is required to find two mean proportionals. Place these at right
angles to one another (as in the solution of Apollonius), and
complete the rectangle a/9yX.

Produce 7$ to rj, making /S17 = /Sy, and join r)\, bisecting ay3
in 8. Bisect /8y in e, and from e draw ef at right angle's to /9y,
so that yf = #8. Join t\% and through y draw yd parallel to i?£.
From f, as pole, with yd as fixed straight line and 08 as the
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length of the constant segment describe a conchoid, cutting
i?/3 produced in K. Join KX and produce it to meet /3a pro-
duced in fi. Then S/A and y/c are the two mean proportionals

required. By similar triangles *-— = — . \ ua. = :—~ . Now
^ J ° aX yK ^ yK

aX .Xy = 7jy . p"S, (since y x2ao — 2yx %), .'. ua = ^—— . But
7«

By the use of Euc. 11. 6 (precisely as in the solution of
Apollonius) it may be shewn that f/e2 = pV . icy + 7£2 and
/uS2 = Pp.pa + aS2. .-. P* . icy + yt? = ftp . fia + aS2. But
7 ^ = aS2 .". y9/e . «7 = /8/i . /^a. .". jS/it : /3« = K7 : ^ a . B u t
/3/i : )8K = yX : JK = afi : aX. .'. yX : JK = JK : a/A = a/i : aX.

The conchoid was also used to solve the trisection of an angle
in a way which closely resembles the 8th of the lemmas attri-
buted to Archimedes (supra, p. 233). Proclus says that Nicomedes
himself solved this problem, but Pappus claims the solution
which he gives as his own1.

Let ap*7 be the angle which it is required to trisect. From
a draw 0C7 perpendicular to p/y. Complete the parallelogram.

Now from /S as pole, with ay as fixed straight line and 2a/3 as
constant distance describe a conchoid which shall meet fa pro-
duced in e. The line /3e cuts 07 in 8. Bisect Se in 97 and join ar\.
I t is then easy to see that ,a.t] = rje = a/3 and the triangles a/3^, anqe
are isosceles. Therefore the exterior angle aij/S = 2ae77 = 2rj^y,
and the angle a.r)(H = afir) = 2^/87.

139. Probably at the same time as Nicomedes, say 180 B.C.,
lived Diodes, the inventor of the cissoid or " ivy-like " curve.
His date can be approximately determined only by the two

1 Proclus, p. 272; Pappus iv. 38, p . 274 (Hultsoh).
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facts that Geminus knew the cissoid by this name, and that Diodes
lived after Archimedes, for he wrote a commentary on the un-
finished problem (n. 5, supra, p. 225n) of the Sphere and Cylin-
der. The work in which this occurs was called irepi irvpiwv or
irvpeicop1, whatever that may mean, and contained also a
solution of the duplication problem which Eutocius cites with
the rest2. This solution, which involves also the definition of
the cissoid, may be described as follows. Let a/3 and jB be

diameters of a circle at right angles to one another. On y8, at
equal distances on either side of the centre \, take the points
K and 7], and draw the ordinates /ee, T?£ Join eS, cutting TJ£
in 0. The point 0 (as also all other points similarly determined)
lies on the cissoid. Also 77?: rj£ = t)£ : TJ8 = 7)8 : rjd.

As rfc is perpendicular to the diameter 78, it is plain that
777: i?f = rj%: 7)8. For a similar reason3, 7/e: «e = «e : KS. And
by similar triangles K€ : K8 = TJ0 : 7)8. Therefore <yx : ice = T\Q : rj8

1 Eutooius in Torelli, p. 171. Tlvpeiov
(which may be the right reading),
Lat. igniaria, was an instrument for
making fire, by turning a pointed per-
pendicular stick (Tpfaravov) in a hole
made in a flat board (icrx^po-)- If this
was worked by strings, like a drill
(see the chapter on fire-drills in Tylor's
Early Hist, of Mankind), then Diodes'
book may have been a treatise on
some geometrical theorems suggested

by the machine.
2 Torelli, p. 138. Cantor, pp. 306, 307.

The solutions of Pappus and Sporus(an
otherwise unknown geometer), which
Eutocius gives next, are practically
identical with this, though the con-
structions are not obtained with a
cissoid.

3 A shorter proof would run: 'And
yv : vt = 8K : ice = 5ij: ifi. Therefore
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and ice : icy=T)8 : 7)6. But «e = ijf, and KJ = TJS. Therefore
r)%: 7)8 = 7jS : 7)0. Thus T}£, T/8 are two mean proportionals
to yrj, t)0.

Now, in any circle, with diameters aft, y8, at right angles to
one another, draw the corresponding cissoid. On the diameter
a/8, take a point ir such that yK : \ir = a : 6, where a and 6 are
the two straight lines to which two mean proportionals are
required. Join yir and produce it to meet the cissoid in $.
Then 777 : 7)6 = a : b. It is now necessary only to alter the lines
T)£, 7)8 (which are known to be mean proportionals to 717, 7)6) in
the ratio of 7?/ : a, and the solution is obtained.

140. In the same century, again, perhaps about the year
150 B.C. Perseus, a geometer -who treated of the sections of the
aireipa1, seems td have lived. His date can be guessed only
from the facts that he is not included in the Eudemian summary,
that no notice is taken of him by the classical geometers, that
Heron describes the o-irelpa (110 B.C.), and that the work of
Perseus was well known to Geminus2. The aireipa is somewhat
imperfectly described by Heron8 as the solid " produced by the
revolution of a circle which has its centre on the circumference
of another circle and which is perpendicular to the plane of that
other circle. This is also called a tcpi/co? (ring)." This solid
varies in form according to the ratios between the radii of the
two circles. It may resemble an anchor-ring or a modern tea-
cake, with a dimple at the centre. Proclus describes three
kinds of sections, which were obtained from it and which were
the same as those described above (p. 185), d propos of the
Iinro7r£&r) of Eudoxus. Elsewhere (p. 356, 12) he seems to
suggest that Perseus had treated the spiral sections as Apollonius
had treated the conies. From this, perhaps, it may be inferred
that whereas one or two sections of the airelpa were known
before and were obtained from different forms of the solid,
Perseus investigated all the sections and shewed that they

1 Gteminus in Proclus, pp. I l l , 112. in this connexion, on the errors of
2 The dates of Perseus, Nicomedea, Montucla. Bretschneider is obviously

Diocles, Serenua end Hypsicles are all right on all the dates except that of
discussed by Bretschneider (Ankang, Serenns.
p. 175—end who is especially severe, 8 Deff. 96, p. 27 of Hultsch's ed.
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could be obtained from one airetpa1. But the work of Perseus
is wholly lost, and no extracts whatever from it are preserved by
any later writer2.

141. There is not so much reason for assigning Zenodorun
to the 2nd century B. c. as there is for the other writers above
mentioned. He is later than Archimedes, whom he names, and
is older than Quintilian (A.D. 35—95) who names him. He is
supposed to be an early successor of the former merely because
his style recalls the classical period. He was the author of a
geometrical treatise on Figures of Equal Periphery, fourteen
propositions of which are preserved both by Pappus and Theon8.
Both citations are almost verbally identical, but Theon does,
and Pappus does not, name Zenodorus as the author. Theon's
ascription is confirmed by Proclus, who says that Zenodorus
called a quadrilateral with re-entrant angle a tcotXoycopiov, which
word occurs in Theon's extract. Of these fourteen propositions
five, Nos. 1, 2, 6, 7 and 14, are worth quoting. Prop. 1 is " of
regular polygons with equal periphery, that is the greatest
which has most angles." Prop. 2 is " The circle has a greater
area than any polygon of equal periphery." Prop. 6 is " Two
similar isosceles triangles on unequal bases are together greater
than two dissimilar isosceles triangles which are upon the same
bases and have together the same periphery as the two similar

1 Bretschneider (pp. 179,180) makes "il serait interessant de voir leur
a great difficulty about this, owing to theorie ge"ometrique de ces spiriques,
the fact that he mistranslated ij TOW qui sont dea courbes du quatri&me
trmv iriSii as "horse's hoof" (p. 177) degre, dont l'etude semble exiger au-
instead of "horse-fetter." He con- jourd'hui des equations de surfaces et
oeived this apparently to be a curve of un oalcul analytique assez profond."
,. . /"^*\ . , , , _ _ 3 Pappusv.pt.i.p.301sqq.(Hultsch).
the form I n 1 instead of O O m. n ,, \ -n ,

\SU ' w ^ ' Theon. Comm. Almag. ed. Halma,
and could not understand how it was p. 33 sqq. reprinted by Hultsch in
obtained from a trreipa at all. His Pappus, pp. 1190—1211, with a pre-
mistake is the more remarkable be- fatory note on the date of Zeno-
cause Proclus afterwards twice (pp. dorus. The fact that both Theon and
127, 128) refers to the curve as bnro- Pappus cite the same props, seems to
ridy, which no decent scholar ought Hultsch (Pappus, Vol. in. p. xv.) to
to render "horse-hoof." give colour to his theory that a large

2 Chasles (pp. 8, 9) speaking of the part of Theon's commentary was really
spirals of Perseus and Geminus, gays taken from Pappus.
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triangles." Prop. 7 is " Of polygons with equal periphery the
regular is the greatest." Prop. 14 is "Of segments of circles,
having equal arcs, the semicircle is the greatest." It is obvious
that investigations of this kind were closely connected with and
suggested by the work of Archimedes and Apollonius.

142. To the same century, again, Hypsicles is assigned.
To him the 14th and 15th Books added to Euclid's Elements
are attributed by many MSS., but recent critics are of opinion
that these are by different authors1, and that only the 14th is
by Hypsicles. This is certainly not Euclid's, for it has a preface
which cannot have been written by Euclid, and the Elements are
expressly stated by Marinus, in his prolegomena to the Data, to
consist of 13 books. The preface in question, which is addressed
to one Protarchus, is as follows: " Basilides of Tyre, coming to
Alexandria and making the acquaintance of my father through
their common love of mathematics, stayed with him during the
greater part of his visit. They were discussing at one time the
writings of Apollonius on the comparison of the dodecahedron
and the icosahedron inscribed in the same sphere8, shewing
what ratio these have to one another, and they came to the
conclusion that Apollonius was wrong. They therefore emended
the proof, as my father used to tell. But I afterwards came
across another book of Apollonius8 containing a sound proof on
the subject, and was greatly incited to the investigation of the
problem. The publication of Apollonius may be seen anywhere,
for it has a large circulation, but I send you my lucubrations,"
etc. From this it is inferred, not very cogently, that Hypsicles'
father died in the lifetime of Apollonius, or that, at any rate,
Hypsicles cannot have lived long after the latter. But a more
satisfactory determination of Hypsicles' date is obtained from
the fact that his astronomical work, 'Avafopiicos, does not use
the trigonometry which was certainly introduced by Hipparchus,
and would have been absurdly antiquated if written after
Hipparchus' time (B.C. 130)4.

1 See esp. Friedlein in Bulletino 3 This in xiv. prop. 2 is referred to
Boncornpagni 1873, pp. 493—529. as "a second edition."

2 This is the only mention of such 4 Bretschneider, p. 182, quoting Vos-
a treatise by Apollonius, sius and Delambre.
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The 14th Book of the Elements, or the book of Hypsicles on
'the Regular Solids1, consists of seven propositions, viz. 1. The
perpendicular from the centre of a circle to a side of the inscribed
regular pentagon is half the sum of the radius and the side of
an inscribed decagon. 2. The same circle comprises the
pentagon of a dodecahedron and the triangle of an icosahedron
inscribed in the same sphere1. 3. If from the centre of a
circle there be drawn a perpendicular to the side of the in-
scribed regular pentagon, thirty times the rectangle under the
perpendicular and the side is equal to the superficies of the cor-
responding dodecahedron. 4. The surface of the dodecahedron
is to that of the icosahedron as the side of the cube to the side
of the icosahedron. 5. The side of the cube is to that of the
icosahedron as (w + yf + a? • (oo + yf + y*, where x is the greater,
and y the less, of the segments of a line cut in extreme and
mean ratio. 6. The volume of the dodecahedron is to that of
the icosahedron as the side of the cube to that of the icosahedron.
Prop. 7 is really a lemma to 6 and is that two straight lines cut
in extreme and mean ratio are to one another as their greater
segments.

The dva^opiKo'i, or treatise on 'Risings' (dvafopal), contains
only six propositions, of which the first three, dealing with
arithmetical progressions, have been already cited. The only
interesting proposition is the 4th, which is to the following
effect2. Divide the zodiac into 360 local degrees and the time
of its revolution into 360 chronic degrees. Then, given the
ratio, for any place on the earth, of the longest day to the
shortest, we can deduce the number of chronic degrees for each
number of local degrees3. Here, for the first time in any Greek
work, we find a circle divided in the Babylonian manner into
360 degrees. This division, perhaps, was used by Eratosthenes
who is said to have calculated the length of a degree, but it is

1 The proof of this is said to be of Aristaeus.
given by Aristaeus in his work on 2 See Delambre Astr. Anc. I. pp.
"The Comparison of the Five figures" 246 sqq. The text was printed Paris,
[vlvre axn^Tb>v (riyKpuns). This is 1657, ed. J. Mentel.
not mentioned by Pappus, who (vn. s Delambre loc. cit. pp. 248, 9 shews
pref.) alludes only to the arepeol T6TOI that the proof is faulty.

G. G. M. 18
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not necessary to suppose that Eratosthenes actually performed
this feat, though he undoubtedly shewed how it was to be
done1, and it is observable that Hypsicles introduces the division
as if it were a novelty. He does not, however, take the next
step, to trigonometry.

143. This was undoubtedly taken by Hipparchus, one of
the greatest geniuses of antiquity, the observer and thinker
upon whose work the whole system of Greek astronomy was
founded. He was a native of Nicaea in Bithynia and made
astronomical observations, certainly at Rhodes, possibly also
at Alexandria, between 161 and 127 B.C.S But though the
Almagest of Ptolemy is clearly derived almost entirely from
writings of Hipparchus, none of the works of the earlier
astronomer have survived, save a commentary in three books
on the Phenomena of Aratus, a poor poet who copied Eudoxus.
The criticisms of Hipparchus on his predecessors are founded
chiefly on his own more accurate observations and have no
mathematical interest. In the Second Book, however3, he
claims to have invented a method of solving spherical triangles
for the purpose of finding the exact eastern point of the
ecliptic. The treatise in which this was contained was called
r) TWV <rvvavaToXwv irpayparela, but is lost. Theon, in his
commentary on the Almagest, also states that Hipparchus
calculated a "table of chords" (i.e. practically of sines) in

1 Eratosthenes (Delambre, pp. 86— of Book in. of his commentary on
97) found that the distance between Aratus, Hipparchus gives, in time, the
the tropics was £J of the circumference, distances between stars, obtained by
This looks as if he had not, at that observing their meridian passages,
time, any division of the circle into He begins with 17 Canis, in his time on
degrees. Similarly, he found that the the solstitial colure, longitude 90°. In
distance between Alexandria and Syene 1750, this star was long. 116° 4' 10".
(which he believed to be on the same The precession here is 93850". This, at
meridian) was ̂ t h of the circumference 50" per annum, would make the date
of the earth, from which it was easy of the book about 130 B.C. Delambre
to infer the length of a degree, though doubts whether Hipparchus was ever
perhaps Eratosthenes did not do this. at Alexandria, because Ptolemy doeB

a Delambre (1. p. 167, ef. p. 170) not distinguish observations made at
gives a very neat instance of the way Bhodes and Alexandria, which, he sup-
in which Hipparchus' date can be posed, were on the same meridian,
ascertained. In the concluding chapter 3 Delambre 1. pp. 142, 3.
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twelve books. It is evident therefore that Hipparchus was the
founder of trigonotaetry, though we are obliged to look elsewhere
for information as to the progress of the Greeks in this depart-
ment of mathematics.

It is not intended, in these pages, to give a history of
Greek astronomy or to describe any astronomical theories,
which depend for their verification on observation and not
on deduction. But est modus in rebus and I do not like to
pass over Hipparchus with merely the customary eulogy. The
following little summary, taken from Delambre, will shew
what manner of man he was. It was he who determined
(very nearly but not with absolute accuracy) the precession of
the equinoxes, the inequality of the sun, and the place of its
apogee, as well as its mean motion: the mean motion of the
moon, its nodes and its apogee: the equation of the centre of
the moon and the inclination of its orbit. He had discovered
a second inequality of the moon (the evection), of which he
could not, for want of proper observations, find the period arid
the law. He had commenced a more regular course of observa-
tions for the purpose of supplying his successors with the
means of finding the theory of the planets. He had both a
spherical and a plane trigonometry. He had traced a plani-
sphere by stereographic projection : he knew how to calculate
eclipses of the moon and to use them for the improvement of
the tables: he had an approximate knowledge of parallaxes,
more correct than Ptolemy's. He invented the method of
describing the positions of places by reference to latitude and
longitude. What he wanted was only better instruments.
Yet in his determination of the equations of the centres of
the sun and moon and of the inclination of the moon, he
erred only by a few minutes. For 300 years after his time
astronomy was stationary. Ptolemy followed him with little
originality. Some 800 years later the Arabs added a few
more discoveries and more accurate determinations and then
the science is stationary again till Copernicus, Tycho and
Kepler1.

1 Delambre i. pp. 184—186. See —xxv, and De Morgan's article Ptolemy
also his preliminary discourse pp. xxi in Smith's Die. of Gr. and Rom. Biogr.

18—2
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144. The same century which gave birth to all these
writers produced also the famous Heron of Alexandria1. He
was the pupil of Ctesibius of Alexandria, who, though originally
a barber, obtained great fame by his mechanical inventions,
especially a water-clock, a hydraulic organ and a catapult,
worked by compressed air. Ctesibius lived in the reign of
Ptolemy Euergetes II. (or Physcon, 'pot-belly'), that is, between
170 and 117 B.C. His pupil Heron, therefore, may be taken
to have flourished about 120—100 B.C.

A very considerable number of writings, now extant, and
others not extant, but mentioned by ancient writers, are
attributed to a Heron, but it happens that the extant writings
are in an extraordinary state of corruption and confusion and
also that a great many Herons are known to history. It is
only within recent years that any attempt has been made to
bring order into this chaos. First Theodore Henri Martin, in
a monograph2 which is a model of its kind, investigated all
the facts concerning the life of the great Heron of Alexandria
and ascertained what works were rightly attributed to him and
which of them are extant and where. His biographical results
have been stated, in effect, in the above few lines. But his
essay deserves a closer analysis. He finds (pp. 10—18) eighteen
undoubted Herons named in later Greek literature, mathemati-
cians, doctors and monks. Of these, three only belong to the
first class, viz. Heron of Alexandria our author, Heron the
teacher of Proclus (who was possibly the same as one Heronas,
who wrote a commentary on the Arithmetic of Nicomachus)
and Heron of Constantinople, who lived in the 10th century3.
Then, after commenting on the date of the first Heron (pp.
22—28), he passes (pp. 28—51) to the works which are rightly

1 This writer is usually called by the prSsentes etc. a Vacademie d'inscrip-
Latinized name Hero. Perhaps I tions etc., Paris, 1854.
ought to use this (like Plato), but 3 Later writers, as Vincent, cited
there is a special advantage in retain- below and Cantor, p. 315, deny that
ing the form Heron, because the more there was such a person as Heron of
familiar Hero was a woman. Constantinople and doubt whether

3 Becherchessurlavieetlesouvrages Heron, the teacher of Proclus, was a
d'Heron d'Alexandrie, disciple de Cte- mathematician at all.
sibius, etc. in Vol. iv. of Memoires
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assigned to him. These are (1) Mijxaviica or
elaaywyal, from which extracts are given by Pappus (ill. 5,
p. 63 and VIII. 31—end). The book obviously treated of
centres of gravity and of the theory of the five simple machines,
the lever (/AO^XO?), wedge (<r<j>rjv), screw (/eo^Xia?), pulley
(irdkvenracrTov), and wheel and axle or windlass (dl-av ip
ireptrpoxiq))- The work perhaps exists in MS. at the Escurial
or at Venice. (2) the Bapov\ico<;, in three books, which dealt
with the problem of Archimedes to move a given weight with a
given power, perhaps exhibited the practical uses of these
machines. The first chapter of this is appended, perhaps by
accident, to the treatise irepl SiowTpas and some extracts from
it are given by Pappus at the end of his Book VIII. It exists
at Leyden in a Latin MS. translation made by Golius from the
Arabic. It is perhaps in Greek at Rome. (3) The /caraireX-
ro/cd, fiekoiroLrfTiKa or jSekoTrotlica, is printed in the Mathematici
Veteres1. The solution of the duplication-problem here given
is quoted in Pappus HI. (4) ^eipo^aXlarpat K<naa-icevr} ical
avfifierpia, also in Math. Vett., but obviously an appendix to
(3). (5) Ka/xapiKa also in Math. Vett. but obviously an appen-
dix to (4). So is another fragment irepl /cap/3ecrrplcov. Both
exist in MS. at Vienna. (6) avro/iara and tyyia, on certain
toys. The former is in Math. Vett. The latter is lost. (7)
Hepl vBpieov wpoaicoireicov. This is mentioned in the Trvev/ia-
Ti/cd and also by Pappus and Proclus. It is lost now but
existed in the 10th century. (8) TrvevfiaTucd, in the Math. Vett.2

1 This is a collection of writers on some other matter. The date of
engines of war, edited by Thevenot Athenaeus seems to me to be wrongly
and De la Hire, Paris, 1693. It con- given (on the authority of Heron of
tains works of Heron and of Athenaeus, Constantinople). He himself speaks
Apollodorus (?both temp. Hadriani), of Ctesibius as a contemporary and
Philon (B.C. 330, ace. to Vitruvius VII. dedicates his book to one Marcellus,
pref.), Biton (probably soon after Alex- who may be the conqueror of Syra-
ander the Great), Sextus Julius Afri- cuse.
canus (Keffrol, about A.D. 220), and a 2 An English translation of the
treatise on siege-works, which Martin Hvcv/MaTuca, with woodcuts, was pub-
ascribes to Heron of Constantinople. lished by J. G. Greenwood, London,
Of the named authors (other than 1851. The book contains an account
Heron) all deal almost entirely with of 78 ingenious machines, some mere
catapults save Africanus, who has toys as whistling birds, drinking figures
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(9) on Hydraulics and the armillary Astrolabe, according
to an Arabic compilation, now in the Bodleian (Cod. Arab.
CMLIV.). The following also are probably Heron's, (10) KOTOTT-

rpiKa, cited by Damianus who was not much later than
Ptolemy. This is probably the same work as the KaroTTTpiKa
printed at Venice, 1518, and then ascribed to Ptolemy. (11)
Tlepl BioTrrpas, on a kind of theodolite. This is ascribed to
Heron by the MSS. and was certainly written at Alexandria.
It has been edited by M. A. H. Vincent1. (12) Scholia on

etc., but some more useful as a fire-
engine (27), a self-trimming lamp (38),
a new kind of cupping-glass (56), a
water-clock (63), two small organs (76
& 77). In most of these, the action
depends on a vacuum into which water
will flow. But no. 50 is a toy in which
a metal sphere, filled with steam, is
made to revolve by the action of the
steam as it issues from two bent spouts
fixed in the sphere. (Compare also no.
70). Heron does not claim all the
disooveries as his own, and it is curious
that Yitruvius (ix. 8 & x. 7) and Pliny
(VII. 38), describing similar inventions,
attribute them to Ctesibius and say
nothing of Heron. The preface shews
clearly that Heron did not understand
the pressure of the air as causing the
filling of the vacuum, but ascribed this
result to nature's abhorrence.

1 Text and translation in Notices et
Extmits de$ MSS. de la Biblioth.
Imper. Vol. xix. Pt. n. Paris, 1858,
p. 157 sqq. The book contains 33
props, of which the last is the first of
the /3o/)oC\«-os. The others are of the
following kind (1) to find the difference
of level between two points, (13) to
cut a straight tunnel through a hill
from one given point to another, (14)
and (15) to sink a vertical shaft to
meet a horizontal tunnel, (24) to
measure a field without entering it.
The dioptra was a straight plank, eight

or nine feet long, mounted on a stand
but capable of turning through a semi-
circle. It was adjusted by screws,
turning cogwheels. There was an
eyepiece at each end and a water-level
at the side. With the dioptra two
poles, bearing discs, were used, exactly
as by modern surveyors. Two append-
ed props. (34) and (35) describe a
hodometer, an arrangement of cog-
wheels attached to a carriage, so
that eight revolutions of the wheel
turn the first cogwheel once and the
motion is then slackened down through
a series of cogwheels of which the last
moves a pointer on a measured disc.
The proposition from the papovXicos
also describes a machine consisting of a
series of cogwheels, started by a screw.
The case supposed is that a power of
five talents is to move a weight of
1000. In Pappus vm. 10 (Hultsch
p. 1061) the power is four talents, the
weight 160, and the wheels are of a
less diameter. Vincent, who is later
than Martin, thinks that there was no
Heron of Constantinople at all, but
that some writer produced a geodesy,
founded on the Dioptra, which he
called "a Heron", as we might say
"an Ev£lid". He also remarks that
Heron (p. 163, n.) is not a Greek
name but in Egyptian "porte une
signification qui revient a celle d'in-
genieur ".
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Euclid, mentioned by Proclus. It exists probably in Arabic at
Leyden. (13) Merptiea mentioned by Eutocius, at the end of
his commentary on the Measurement of the Circle, as an
authority on the extraction of square roots. Parts of this work
were (a) Ta trpb Trjs dpt,6fir)Ti,Kt)<; o-Tot̂ etcotreoi? (lost), (b) rd
nrpb rrj<; yecofierpiiciji; crTot̂ ettoffew?, which is also lost, but
portions of which have been preserved in the opoi, (c) el<raya>-
yal rcov yew/xeTpov/Mevav, parts of which are preserved in the
yeco/ierpovfieva, yewSaiaia, or yew/Merpia, irepl iieTpav or arepeo-
fierpiKa, and yerjiroviicbv j3i{3\lov, (d) elcraywyal rwv arepeo-
fierpovfievcov of which fragments are contained in a work of
the same title and also in the last two books mentioned under
(c). All these fragments are extant in MS. at Paris and most
of them contain tabular statements, made at different dates but
all later than our era, of weights and measures. These abridge-
ments and compilations seem to have passed through more
than one hand and were made at different dates. The yerprovi-
KOV seems to be as late as the 10th century and to have been
made at Constantinople.

All the works here mentioned which are of mathematical
importance were collected and edited in 1864 by Dr F. Hultsch,
the well-known authority on ancient metrology and mathe-
matics. Hultsch's volume contains the opoi, or Definitions of
geometrical names, with a table of measures appended, the
yewfierpla, which begins with similar definitions and measures,
the yeooBaicria, the ela-aycoyal rwv a-repeofierpovfiivav, Stereo-
metricorum collectio alter a, the /ier/ajjo-et? or irep\ fierpcov, the
yevjitoviicov, which again has similar definitions and measures,
and an extract from the Dioptra on the measurement of
triangles1. But no two MSS. contain exactly the same collec-
tion, and the contents of these works shew fully the grounds of
Martin's opinion upon them. The Heronic formula for the
area of triangles is given in the Dioptra and the Geodesy: the
Geodesy is practically the same as a large part of the Geometry:
the two books on Stereometry contain much repetition of one

1 He adds also Didymi Alexandrini Variae collectiones ex Euclide, Herone
Mensurae marmorum et lignorum and etc.
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another, and the Measurements reproduces all the preceding in
;i very confused manner. On the other hand, in the Geometry
the area of a pentagon is said to be the square of the side x ^,
and "elsewhere1" to be the same square x $ and there are
other similar discrepancies which point, at the very least, to
two editions of the original, if not to gross interpolations and
unauthentic additions. The probability is, as Martin suggests,
that all these fragments formed part of one comprehensive
work on all the knowledge necessary for land-surveying, from
which subsequent compilers took, correctly and incorrectly, such
matter as they required for their immediate purpose. These
extracts in passing from hand to hand, were annotated by many
generations of surveyors and thus contradictory statements and
extracts from such a late writer as Patricius and references to
Roman measures2 became incorporated in the text.

145. The character of the contents of the Heronic collec-
tion may be indicated in a very few lines. The '6pot contains
128 definitions of all manner of geometrical terms, followed
by a short table of measures. The Geometry begins with a
few definitions, followed by an account of the empirical origin
of the science, then more definitions, then measures, and passes
finally to the solution of problems to find the areas or some
linear measurements of triangles, circles, parallelograms and
polygons, of which the necessary linear measures or areas are
given3. The Geodesy, a short extract, begins in the same way

1 "Elsewhere" is Iv aXKy /3ijS\i<̂  TOO (1) "Let there be a circle with circum-
"Upuvos, not named, Geom. c. 102, ferenoe 22, diameter 7 cxoivla. To
p. 134 (Hultsoh). A similar alternative find its area ((ii^aSov). Do as follows.
is given on the same page for the 7 x 22=154 and Af± = 38 J. That is the
hexagon. So on p. 115 the value T = -2/ area." (2) An alternative method,
is attributed to Euclid, on p. 136 to ( l x ^ ) is then added. Then (3) "If
Archimedes, and this value is generally you wish to find the area from the
used, but in the Measurements TT = 3 is circumference only, do as follows,
alone used. So, again, although Heron (22)2x 7 = 3388 and i | | ^ = 3 8 J." Then
is cited by Eutocius as an authority on (4) to find the area from the diameter
square-roots, in the extant works the only. (5) The same according to Euclid,
roughest approximations are contin- (6) To find the circumference from the
ually used. diameter etc. All these examples are

2 E.g. oiyyla-=uncia: so <povpvot= applied to circles of various given cir-
furnus is mentioned. cumferences, diameters, or areas.

3 E.g. chap. xv. §87 is He/>i KtxXuy. Heron then treats similarly of semi-
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but deals only with the areas of given triangles. The Stereo-
metry I. has no definitions but plunges at once into problems to
find the volume of given spheres, cubes, obelisks, pyramids and
similar figures and next the contents of cups, theatres, dining-
rooms, baths, etc. The Stereometry n. is chiefly concerned with
the same matter as the last part of the preceding book, but in
c. 31 (p. 180) suddenly the method of finding heights by
measuring shadows is inserted. The Measurements and Gee-
ponicus are a miscellaneous collection of problems similar to or
identical with those in the preceding books.

The reader will see at once that Heron is chiefly engaged in
arithmetical calculations which depend on geometrical formulae,
which for the most part he does not, and has no occasion to,
prove. Sometimes, however, he actually works out a geometri-
cal theorem. Thus, in the fiekoTrouicd1, he happens to suggest
a method of increasing threefold the power of a catapult. This
requires that a certain cylinder should be trebled and, as
cylinders are to one another as the cubes of their diameters, we
are face to face with a problem of triplication of the cube.
Upon this, Heron inserts a solution of the duplication-Tprohlem,
which is identical with that attributed above to Apollonius.
In the last chapter of the Geodesy (p. 151), he gives a general
formula for finding the area of a triangle. The sides being
a, b, c, he says the area is

a+b+c a+b—c a—b+c b+c—a
~2 * 2 " 2 " 2

But he works out the proof in the Dioptra*. It is as follows.

circles, and segments greater or less eltrayuryat as well as /3eXo7roii'/c<£.
than a semicircle. On p. 133 occurs 2 Eeprinted by Hultsch (pp. 235—
the problem, "Given in one number 237) who thinks it is interpolated in
the diameter and the circumference the Dioptra. The formula, together
and the area of a circle, to find each." with Heron's example of its application
This of course leads to a quadratic to a triangle whose sides are 13, 14, 15
equation, of which the solution was (and therefore its area 84), was stolen
given above p. 106. bodily by Brahmegupta. See Cole-

1 Vett. Math. p. 142. The same brooke pp. 295 sqq. and comments by
proof is given by Pappus (in. p. 63) Vincent op. cit. pp. 200—293, Chasles
and Eutocius (in Torelli, p. 136). The Aperqn, Note xn. pp. 429 sqq. Cantor
latter says it occurs in the nyxannai pp. 550 sqq.
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' Let a0y be the given triangle. Inscribe in it the circle Sef,
having its centre 17. Join 17a, ijft, rjy, rjS, rje, i)£. (Comp. Eucl

IV. 4). The rectangle 0y. »?e is double of the triangle 0Tjy, and
a@.t)8 of ar)0, and ay.i?£" of ayrj. Therefore the rectangle
under ye and the perimeter of a/Sy is double the area of a0y.
Produce y/3 to 0. Make 00 = aS. Then 0y is half the peri-
meter. Therefore the rectangle 0y. erj is equal to the area of
the triangle a0y.

Draw r)X at right angles to try, and yS\ to /?y and join y \ .
Then, the angles 717X, 7/SX being two right angles, the quadri-
lateral 7?7/3\ is in a circle. Therefore the angles yrjfi, yX/S are
equal to two right angles and also equal to the angles 7??/3, arjS,
which also =» two right angles (since the angles at TJ were
bisected by atj, firf, 717). Therefore the angle OLTJS = angle
yXyS, and the triangles arjS, y/3\ are similar. Therefore
/3y : j8\ :: &S : 817 :: 6/3 : ije, and perrnutando (ivaWdtj)
ySy : 00 :: /3\ : rje :: 0K : ice, and componendo (<rvv6ivTi)
yd : 00 :: 0e : e«, and y6*:y0.00 :: 0e.ey : ey.etc (or jje2).
Therefore y#* x ije2 = y6. 00 x 0e. ey. But y#. 17c, which is
equal to the area of the triangle, is the square-root (ir'Kevpd) of
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yd1 x j/eY Therefore the area of the triangle is the square-root
of yd. Ofi. x /3e. ey. Each of these factors is given, for y0 = half
the periphery : 0/3 is half the periphery minus /8y, 7c the same
half minus afl, e/3 the same half minus ay. Therefore the area
of the triangle is given." A triangle with sides 13, 14,15 is
selected as an illustration. Its area VV x 6 x 7 x 8 = 84.

But, though Heron's ability is sufficiently indicated by these
proofs, as a general rule he confines himself merely to giving
directions and formulae. From these also it is easy to perceive
how readily he availed himself of the highest mathematics of
his time2. Thus in the Dioptra, two chapters treat of the mode
of drawing a plan of an irregular field and of restoring, from a
plan, the boundaries of a field in which only a few landmarks
remain. The method, in the former case is to draw a rectangle,
three corners of which lie on three sides of the field. In the
remaining spaces perpendicular co-ordinates are drawn to the
sides of the rectangle and are measured off. The method is
closely similar to the use of latitude and longitude introduced
by Hipparchus. So, again, in three different places3 Heron.
gives, for finding the ajrea of a regular polygon from the square
of its side, formulae which imply a knowledge of trigono-
metry. Suppose Fn to be the area of a regular polygon of
which aK is a side, and let ctt be the coefficient by which are

2 is
to be multiplied in, order to produce the equation Fn = cna^,

then it is easy to see that e_ = 7 cot . If we reckon the
" 4 n

consecutive values of c to six decimal places, and give the
1 This sentence ia introduced earlier time.

in the original. It will be seen that, 2 The following remarks are taken
though the expressions are geometrical, from Chaps. 18 and 19, pp. 313—343,
they are intended to indicate the alge- of Cantor, who has made the ancient
braical rule that xy ia ijatpy2. No surveyors and Heron in particular a
classical Greek geometer would have favourite study. Much more will be
dared to multiply a square by a square. found in his pages than can be here
In his view this would have produced given. See also his RSmische Agri-
a figure of four dimensions, which mensoren, Leipzig, 1875.
would have been absurd. Pappus 8 Geom. 102, Mens. 51—53, GeSpon.
(p. 680 of Hultsoh's ed.) expressly 75—77. Hultsch pp. 134, 206, 218,
protests against the practice, which, 229. This repetition shews the au-
he says, had come into use before his thenticity of the formulae.
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Heronic formula first in its original form and then in decimals,
we find according to Heron,

cs = £§ = o 433,333 for the correct 0-433,012.
c4 = 1 =1000,000 1-000,000.
c5 = y = 1-714,285 (or | = 1-666,666) 1720,477.
ca = 1/ =2600,000 2-598,176.
c9 = {i = 6-375,000 (or %8 = 6-333,333) 6-181,824.
C]2=45 =11-250,000 11-196,152.

This table shews that his approximations are generally near
enough. We need not be surprised that Heron could perform
such calculations. We know that Hipparchus made a table of
chords, that is to say, that the coefficients ka were known,
with the aid of which an = knr, where r is the radius. Then

C " = 4 V Fl!~^' an<^ Heron was competent to extract such

square roots. But Heron does not use the sexagesimal fractions,
and it is clear, from this as from all other evidence, that sexa-
gesimal fractions were always, as they were afterwards called,
astronomical fractions; indeed, save by Heron, trigonometry
was generally conceived to be a chapter of astronomy and was
not used for the calculation of terrestrial triangles1.

Some passages of Heron contain noticeable errors. Thus
in Geeponicus (146—164, pp. 225—228) he gives a rule that
the side of a polygon inscribed in a circle is equal to three
diameters divided by the number of sides, which is true only of
the hexagon, and in Stereometrica I. (35, p. 163) where he
proposes to find the volume of a truncated pyramid on a tri-
angular base, he gives dimensions for the upper and lower
triangles which could not be found in similar triangles at all2.

146. Enough perhaps has been said to shew that Heron
was by no means a geometer of the Euclidean School. He is a
practical man who will use any means to attain his end and is
altogether untrammelled by the classical restrictions. He is
also a mechanician who, unlike Archimedes, is clearly proud of

1 Cantor pp. 335, 336 abridged. 2 Cantor pp. 337, 338 shews that
There is, in truth, no evidence to shew the first error is probably not Heron's,
how Heron came by his formulae. The second is a mere slip.
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his own ingenuity. He adds nothing, or almost nothing, to the
geometry of his time but he is learned in the ordinary book-
work. On the other hand, as was mentioned above (p. 106) he
is the first Greek writer who uses a geometrical nomenclature
and symbolism, without the geometrical limitations, for algebrai-
cal purposes, who adds lines to areas and multiplies squares by
squares and finds numerical roots for quadratic equations.
Hence, for a similar reason to that which led Prof, de Morgan
to suspect that Diophantus was not a Greek, it is now commonly
believed that Heron was an Egyptian. His name, if it is Greek
at all, is found only at a late era and belongs to persons of
Egyptian or Oriental birth. Further, the whole style of his
work recalls the book of Ahmes which has been described
earlier in these pages. His directions are introduced by the
same form of words, iroUi OVTCOS, "DO as follows". Like Ahmes,
he gives few general rules, but a large collection of similar
examples. As Ahmes called the top-line of a figure Merit, so
Heron calls it Kopv<f>r], vertex1. The isosceles parallel-trapezium
was a favorite figure of Ahmes: so it is of Heron2. Heron's
method of drawing a plan seems to have had its forerunner in
the method of Ahmes3. Ahmes gives tables of measures, so
does Heron. Lastly Heron treats equations in precisely the
style of Ahmes. " It will be remembered that the Acra-problem
of Ahmes, no. 28, was literally ' f added, -J deducted, remainder
10', which was explained as meaning (x +§ x) — -J (x + § x) = 10.
Compare with this the problem of Heron. ' Given a segment
of a circle, with base 40 feet, height 10 feet: to find its circum-
ference. Do as follows. Add base and height together. The
total is 50 feet. Take away a quarter. It is 12J. Remainder
37J. Add a quarter. It is 9J £. The total is 46 £ \ \. This
is the measure of the circumference. We added \ and sub-
tracted \, because the height is \ of the base4.'" The style
here and the form of the fractions recall exactly the old

1 Geomeiria 3 (p. 44). Other similari- 3 The examples of Ahmes are muti-
ties of nomenclature in Cantor, p. 331. lated. See above p. 127.

5 Nine chapters of the Geometry are * Heron, pp. 199, 200, Cantor p.
devoted to it (pp. 103—108). 332.
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Egyptian. Such evidence as this goes a long way to confirm
the suspicion not only that Heron was an Egyptian, but also
that algebra was an Egyptian art and that the symbolism of
Diophantus was of Egyptian origin. But it is obvious also that,
if Heron was not a Greek, he relied almost entirely on Greek
learning and did not resort to the stores of priestly tradition of
which the contemporary Edfu inscriptions shew the miserable
character. He ia a man who writes in Greek upon Greek
subjects, but who thinks in Egyptian1.

1 Let it be remembered that the probably are Egyptian. Both Heron
segt-calculation of Ahmes leads to tri- and Diophantus were Alexandrians.
gonometry:hisJwm-calculationtoalge- This is all the evidence that trigono-
bra. Almost the first sign of both ap- metry and algebra were of Egyptian
pears in Heron, whom there are other origin, but does it not raise a shrewd
reasons for thinking to have been an suspicion? Proolus (p. 429) speaks of
Egyptian. An algebraic symbolism ol irepl "Hpwva, as if Heron founded a
first appears in Diophantus, but the school,
symbols are probably not Greek and



CHAPTER IX.

FEOM GEMINUS TO PTOLEMY (B.C. 70—A.D. 150).

147. IF the materials for a history of Greek geometry in
the second century B. C. are scanty, they become still more so
for the next 250 years. Only a few works, and those not of a
very valuable character, survive from this period.

About 70 B.c. lived Geminus of Rhodes* who seems to have
been the freedman of a wealthy Roman and who wrote, beside
the astronomical work elcraycoyr) els-TO <f>aiv6fieva, still extant2,
a book on the Arrangement of Mathematics, irepl T»?? rmv fiadr/-

T<Z^6(B?, which, without being expressly historical, con-

of Geminus. Cantor (pp. 344—6) gives
excellent reasons for preferring the
former, the chief of which is that
Geminus edited an extract from i£r/-
yr)<Tis /icreoipoXoyiKwv of Posidonius, who
can hardly be other than Cicero's
teacher and Pompey's friend.

2 It is printed in Halma's edition
of Ptolemy's Canon, Paris, 1819. A
very full abstract in Delambre Astr.
Anc. i. c. xi. pp. 190—213. It is not
like Euclid's Phaenomena, a geometrical
treatise, illustrative of astronomical
theory, but is an account of astronomi-
cal observations and of the theories by
which they are explained.

1 Proclus always writes Ve/uvos. Sui-
das has Ye/dmos, ovogua Kiipiov. In the 6th
chapter of hia Phaenomena Geminus
says "The Greeks suppose the feast of
Ms to fall on the shortest day. So it
did once, 120 years ago, but every four
years the incidence is shifted a day
and is now a month behind." If the
feast of Isis here mentioned could be
exactly identified, there would be no
difficulty in finding the date of Ge-
minus. But there are two dates in
the Egyptian calendar (the 1st and
17th of Athyr) on both of which some
sort of feast to Isis seems to have been
held and calculations founded on both
these give77B.c.andl37 B.O. as the dates
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tained abundant notices of the early history of Greek mathe-
matics and from which Proclus and Eutocius1 derived much
of their most correct and valuable information on that subject.
A book of this kind, written not long after the classical age by
a competent geometer, would, if preserved, have cleared up a
hundred difficulties which do not now admit of solution.

148. Probably near to the time of Geminus lived Theo-
dosius (? of Tripolis), who is mentioned by Strabo and Vitruvius
and must therefore be a pre-Christian writer, though Suidas
attributes to him a commentary on one Theudas of Trajan's
time2. He is the author of Sphaerica, a very complete treatise
on the geometry of the sphere, in three books3. It was remarked
above, however, on the subject of Euclid's Phaenomena, that
both that and the treatise of Theodosius are evidently founded
on some earlier work on Spherics, perhaps by Eudoxus. The
work of Theodosius contains no trigonometry (a spherical triangle
is not mentioned) and there is nothing particularly interesting
either in his style or in his discoveries, if indeed he made any.
The character of his propositions will be sufficiently indicated
by the following enunciations. I. 13, " If in a sphere a great
circle cut another circle at right angles, it bisects it and passes
through its poles." (i. 14, 15 are the converse of this.) u. 22,
" If in a sphere a great circle touch another (second) circle and
cut a third which is parallel to the second and lies between it
and the centre, and if the pole of the great circle lies between
the two parallel circles, then any great circles which touch the
third will be inclined to the (first) great circle, and that will be

1 Eutocius in Apoll. Conica, p. 9, Sphaerica was a native of Tripolis but
calls the book (mBrnjATwv 6eapla. The gives also another Theodosius of the
title rdl-is is quoted by Pappus vm. same place, a poet. Probably Vitruvius
3 (p. 1026 Hultsoh). Proclus quotes refers to our Theodosius. Vitruvius
the book sixteen times, especially on and Strabo both lived under Augustus
curves. and earlier.

2 Vitruvius (ix. 9) mentions a Theo- 3 This has been often printed. First
dosius who invented an universal sun- in 1558 by Pena at Paris: in 1675 by
dial. Strabo (xn. 4, 9) mentions a Isaac Barrow, London: in 1852 at
mathematician Theodosius, but calls Berlin by Nizze with Latin trans, and
him a Bithynian, whereas Tripolis was an appendix of Arabic variant proofs.
on the Phoenician coast. Suidas (s.v.) The figures are not given with the
expressly says that the author of the text.
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at the greatest inclination (6p96raro<i) which touches the third
at the point of bisection of its greater segment, and that will be
at least inclination (Ta7rewoTaTos) which touches it at the
bisection of its lesser segment, etc. \

Strabo, also, (xii. 3) mentions Dionysodorus, a native of
Amisus in Pontus, who seems to be the mathematician who, like
Diocles, attempted to finish the problem (Sph. et Gyl. u. 5),' to
cut a sphere so that its segments shall be in a given ratio', which
Archimedes had left incomplete. But Eutocius (Torelli p. 163,
169) complains of both that they did not fill up the gap in Archi-
medes' solution but produced entirely different proofs of their own.

149. Serenus of Antissa, in Lesbos, lived after Christ.
Bretschneider, indeed, who pointed out (pp. 183—184) that
Antissa was destroyed by the Romans B.C. 1672, was inclined to
place Serenus about 200 B.C., but the name Serenus is Roman
and the town Antissa was restored in Strabo's time3, so it is
probable that Serenus lived under the Roman regime*. He is
not mentioned, however, by any writer earlier than Marinus,
the pupil of Proclus (A.D. 500), and author of the preface to
Euclid's Data. His work, however, does not seem to be very
late and he may be placed here in default of better authority.
He is the author of two treatises, one on the Section of the
Cylinder in 35 propositions, the other on the Section of the
Gone in 63, both of which are printed as an appendix to Halley's
edition of Apollonius. The treatise on the Cone, which is
addressed to one Cyrus, deals entirely with the triangular
section. E.g. Props. 5 and 6 are " If a right cone be cut by
planes through the vertex and the axis be not less than the
radius of the base, then the triangle through the axis is the
greatest of the triangles so produced". Prop. 21, "To cut a

1 Theodosius was also the author and Theodosius seem to have been
of an extant astronomical treatise ire pi ignorant even of the observations of
Tllitpdv ml VVKT&V and another irepl Hipparchus. There are a few lines on
oU-fyreuv, in the style of Euclid's both these mathematicians in Chasles
Phaenomena. The enunciations of Apergu, p. 25.
these were published by Dasypodius 2 Livy, XLV. 31.
(1572 Strasburg) along with the work 3 Strabo, xm. 2.
of Autolycus (Delambre i. pp. 234— 4 Cantor.p. 347,BlassinFleckeisen's
241). It is curious that both Geminus Neue Jahrb. 1872, p. 34.

G. G. M. 19
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scalene cone through the vertex so that the section shall be an
isosceles triangle". Prop. 22, "Such isosceles triangle is the
greatest of the triangular sections of the scalene cone: the least
is that which is produced by a plane perpendicular to the base".
From this point onwards the book deals almost entirely with
maxima and minima. The treatise on the Cylinder, which is
addressed to the same friend Cyrus, deals with all the sections,
but chiefly the elliptical. Prop. 19 shews that the same ellipse
can be. produced by sections of a cone and a cylinder. Props.
21 and 22 are "Given a cone (cylinder) and an ellipse in it, to
find the cylinder (cone) of which the same ellipse is a section".
Props. 22 and .23 are "Given a cone (cylinder), to find a
cylinder (cone), such that the section of both by the same plane
produces the same ellipse". Prop. 31 is "The straight lines
which are drawn from the same point to touch a cylinder have
their points of contact on the sides of a parallelogram". Prop.
33 is important as being the foundation of the modern theory
of harmonics. It is as follows:

If from the point 8, outside the triangle a/3y, the straight
line Serf be drawn cutting the triangle in e, f, and the point 17
be taken so that Be : 8f = «?: ?;£ and X17 be joined and produced
to meet the base, any other transversal S/cXfi, shall be so divided
by av produced that 8K:8H = K\: X/X.. With the aid of this it
is proved (Prop. 34) that all straight lines drawn from the same
point to touch a cone, have their points of contact on the sides
of a triangle. Then comes the last proposition (35 which is
similar in kind to Prop. 32). It is as follows. ABO is a triangle,
BE, FO are parallel to its base. From a point H, not in the
plane of the triangle draw HD, HE, HF, HG and produce them
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/T
B

to meet a plane KLXMN, which is at all points equidistant
from ABC. The plane HDKE will cut
this second plane in KN, and the plane
HFLG will cut it in LM, and KN, LM
are parallel to DE, FG. Also KL, DF
are parallel and MN, GE. Therefore KL,
NM produced will meet. Let them meet
in X. Then the triangles XKN, ABC are
similar. " Now if the point H be supposed
to be an illuminating point and the tri-
angle ABC (whether per se or in a cone)
be opposite its rays, then the rays will
make the shadow KNX triangular and similar to ABC. Although
this consideration belongs to optics and on that account is
alien to our subject, yet it is clear that without the proofs here
given concerning the cone and the cylinder, I mean about the
ellipse and its tangents, it is impossible to solve a problem of
this kind: wherefore not carelessly but on purpose the subject
has here been introduced1."

A lemma of Serenus, on angles which stand on equal arcs
of a circle, is preserved in the Astronomy of Theon Smyrnseus2,
but there is no evidence to shew how it came there. Theon
lived about 130 A.D. and may have himself used Serenus.

150. One date in the life of Menelaus is absolutely certain.
Ptolemy3 records two astronomical observations made by him
in the first year of Trajan, A.D. 98. He was the author of a lost
work on the calculation of chords, but his Sphaerica in 3 books,
though not extant in Greek, is extant in Arabic and Hebrew
and has been often translated into Latin4. This is a treatise
on spherical triangles, describing their properties in much the
same way as Euclid, in Book I. of the Elements, treats plane

1 On the question raised by this
proposition, whether the ancients were
acquainted with the method of per-
spective, see Taylor Anc. & Mod.
Conies, p. lv. See also Chasles Apergu
pp. 47, 48, 74.

2 Margin's Ed. p. 340.
3 Almagest ed. Halma vn. 3. Vol. n.

pp. 25, 27.
4 Halley made a translation which

was published by G. Costard, Oxford,
1758. Costard promises a preface,
but this is wanting from both copies
in the Brit. Mus. There is a full
summary, as usual, in Delambre i.
pp. 244—246.

19—2
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triangles. But there is no attempt at solution of the triangles,
and though in Book in. the first proposition is the foundation
of the ancient method of solution, Menelaus makes no such
use of it. His propositions are of the following kind. In every
spherical triangle any two sides are greater than the third (i. 5):
the sum of the three angles is greater than two right angles (i. 11):
equal sides subtend equal angles and the greatest side the greatest
angle (i. 8, 9): the arcs which bisect the angles meet in a point
(in. 9): the arc which bisects any angle cuts the opposite side
into two segments, such that the chords of twice the segments1

are to one another as the chords of twice the other sides (in. 6).
The chief proposition (ill. 1) describes two properties of plane and
spherical triangles, cut by a transversal. The property of plane
triangles (stated in a lemma) is that if the three sides be cut
by a straight line, the product of three segments which have no
common extremity is equal to the product of the other three2.
For spherical triangles, the rule is similar, but for "three
segments" read "the chords of three segments doubled". "The
proposition in plane geometry " says Chasles " of which we shall
speak below in the article on Ptolemy (because it is in the
Almagest that it has generally been noticed) has acquired a
new and great importance in recent geometry, where the illus-
trious Carnot has introduced it, making it the base of his theory
of transversals9." The theorem on spherical triangles was greatly
admired by the Arabs, who called it " the rule of intersection ":
early mediaeval writers called it by its Arabic name catha, and
it was known later by another name, regula sex quantitatumi.
Pappus (IV. p. 270) says that Menelaus, and also two otherwise
unknown geometers, Demetrius of Alexandria and Philon of
Tyana, investigated curves on curved surfaces. One of these was
called irapaSofo? 7/aa/i/M?, but Pappus does not describe it.

151. Practically all that we know of the trigonometry of
1 Halley always translates "chord 4 This name is in. Stifel's Arithm,

of twice the arc" by sinus, which of Integra. Nuremberg, 1544. The names
course properly is half the same chord. of the proposition are given in Costard's

2 Menelaus does not say "product": edition p. 82. A complete account of
he says that a^ has to 6j the ratio its history is in Chasles Apergu, Note
compounded of 62 : a2 and 63 : % vi. pp. 291—293. Chasles thinks it

3 Apergu, pp. 25—27. was originally one of Euclid's porisms.
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the Greeks, is derived from two chapters of the famous MeyaXr/
"XvvTatjis;1 of Claudius Ptolemseus. This work contains many as-
tronomical observations by Ptolemy himself, of which the earliest
was made in A.D. 125, the latest in A.D. 151. Beyond these facts
and also that Ptolemy certainly observed in Alexandria in
A.D. 139, we know nothing of his history. The Arabs indeed
have many details upon his personal appearance, etc., but these
statements betray the romancer by their minuteness.2. The
common name fieyaXrj 2iWa.£t? was altered by still more
fervent admirers into /xeyiarr] and this word was adopted by
the Arabs who got translations of the book earlier probably
than of any other Greek mathematical work. The Arabic article
was then added and the name corrupted into Almidschisti,
whence is derived its common mediaeval title Almagest3.

Book I. chap. IX. of the Almagest, shews how to calculate a
table of chords4. The circle is divided into 360 degrees (rfirj-
fiara) each of which is halved: its diameter into 120 degrees
each of which is divided into 60 minutes, 3600 seconds {irpwra
e^TjKocrrd, Bevrepa e^rjKoaTa). Ptolemy does not pretend that
these divisions were new. The division of the circle was, among
Greeks, as old as Hypsicles and was of Babylonian origin: the
sexagesimal scale of the division of the diameter shews it also
to have been Babylonian, and, as such, it was no doubt known
at least to Hipparchus, though it is not now to be found before
Ptolemy5. But Ptolemy's method of calculating chords seems to

1 Ptolemy's title is ytta%iemic?j X6i>- edition is the Abb6 Halma's, Paris,
rafis. 1813—16.

2 Boncompagni's Gherardo Cremo- 4 The chapter is introduced thus
nese, pp. 16, 17 (cited by Cantor, p. early for the purpose of measuring the
351) Weidler Hist. Astr. p. 177. The arc of the solstitial colure which lies
Arabs Bay that Ptolemy was a fair between the poles of the equator and
man, with a red mole on the right the ecliptic. Our names "minutes"
side of his chin, etc. and "seconds" are taken from the

3 The whole of Delambre's second Latin " partes minutae (primae)",
volume is devoted to Ptolemy. There "partes minutae secundae".
is a splendid article on him by Prof. 6 Ptolemy says merely " I shall use
de Morgan in Smith's Die. of Or. and the method of arithmetic with the
Bom. Biogr., and a neat summary of sexagesimal scale, because of the in-
the Almagest in Wolf's Gesch. der convenience of fractions" (Halma, p.
Astronomie, Munich, 1S77. The great 26).
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be his own. The measures of the sides of regular polygons,
as chords of certain arcs, were known in terms of the diameter.
Some of these Ptolemy first sets out. He next proves the
proposition, now appended to Euclid VI. (D), that " the rect-
angle contained by the diagonals of a quadrilateral inscribed in
a circle is equal to both the rectangles contained by its opposite
sides1", and then proceeds to shew how from the chords of two
arcs that of their sum and difference and how from the chord of
any arc that of its half may be found. His proofs which are
very pretty are as follows2:

(1) Given the chords a/3, ay, it is required to find /3<y.
Draw the diameter a8 and join yS, @8. Then 7S =
/38 = JVM^tfF, and ay. 08 = /3y. aS + a/3. 7S. Therefore
ayJl202-afi2 = 120Py + a/3jl2Q*-ay\ whence /3y can be
found.

(2) Given the chord f3y, it is re-
quired to find the chord 78 of half
the same arc. Draw the diameter
cry and join aft, a8, f38. In 07 take
ae = a/3. Join Be and draw 8f per-
pendicular to 07. The triangles a/38,
a8e are equal, and their sides /38, 8e are equal. But
therefore the triangles 8e£ 8fy are equal. Therefore

1 Chasles Ap. p. 27 note 1. says that 2 Halma, pp. 30—35. The proofs
Carnot in his Giomitrie de Position in the text are abridged after Cantor
shewed that all rectilineal trigonometry (pp. 352—354) with some corrections,
could be deduced from this theorem.
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But the triangles <y%8, 7x8 are similar, therefore £7: 78:: 78 : ay,
whence 7S2 = ay . £7 = 120 (60 - ^JlW^fiy1). From this 78
can be found.

(3) Given the chords a/3, fty, it is
required to find the chord 07. Draw
the diameters a8, /3e and join /38, 87,
76, Se. The triangles a£/8, 8£e are
equal and a/3 = e8. Then the diagonals
/38.ye = Py.Se + y8./3e, or
Vl20 a -a /3 2 x Vl202-/372

= ^ 7 . a/3 +120 Vl20 2 -a 7
2 ,

whence a7 can be found.
Eeturning then to the known chords (or sides of polygons),

Ptolemy finds from the chords of 72° and 60° the chord of 12°.
From this the chord of 6°, 3°, 1J0, | ° . His intention, however,
is to give a table of the chords of arcs, increasing successively
by £°. He requires therefore to find the chord of 1°. This he
effects in the following manner.

(4) a/8, /37 are given arcs, of which
#7 is the greater. Draw their chords
and also the chord 07. Bisect the angle
at yS by /38 cutting 07 in e. Join a8, 87
and draw S£ perpendicular to ory. From
centre 8, with radius 8e, describe a
circle, cutting 8a, 8f in 77, 6 respec-
tively. Then (angle a/87 being bisected)
a/8 : f3y :: ae : ey, therefore ae < ey, i.e.

<xe<-~ and e falls between a and f. Therefore &x>Se>SJ,

whence it is plain that rj lies on Sx, 0 on 8f produced. Then
sector Berj < triangle Sea, and sector 8e0 > triangle Sef There-
„ tri. 8ef sec. Se0 , tri. 8ef tri. Se£ ™ ,
fore «- < 5— and »— > —•—s-2 • Therefore

sec. her) sec. bet) sec. her) tri. oea
tri. Sef e£ , sec. 8e0 arc. ed

r = — and

tri. 8ef sec. Bed
tri. oea sec. oer)

C0

Therefore — <

But

<
ea arc. erj

7-T—sr = — and »— = .
tri. oea ea sec. oerj arc. erj
Add unity to each side and then
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double them. It follows that — < —. Deduct unity
e% arc ev J

e i - i J -J. r n i , £7 arc 6e + arc On T, .
from each side and it follows that — < — . Jsut

ex arc erj
ey /3y , arc 8e + arc drj angle BBy arc fty m , , . ,
— = -' and = o , Q. ' = ^ . That is to
ea a/3 arc e?? angle /3oa arc /Si
say, the quotient of the greater chord by the less is smaller than
the quotient of the greater arc by the less. Now take the
chords of 14°, 1° and i", and we find that -; T-^, < ^. and

* chord f° arc |°
chord I f arc I f _ . arc 1° , , arc 1£° , _,,— u — n r < &• B u t 5o = t a n d ?»• = I- There-chord 1° arc 1" arc f° * arc 1* ¥

fore | chord 1̂ ° < chord 1° < f chord f°. From this is obtained
the approximation chord 1° = 1. 2 ' . 50". The chord 1̂ ° is
known and hence also the chord |°, and the table of all chords,
rising by half a degree at a time, can be compiled. Ptolemy
goes only as far as 180°, on the ground only that he never
requires arcs of greater magnitude. For arcs which lie between
tiny two given in the table, Ptolemy applies merely a proportion.
For instance, the arc 20° has a chord 20 . 50'. 16", the arc 20£°,
has a chord 21 . 21 ' . 12". The addition of half a degree to the
arc corresponds to an addition, of 30' 56" to the chord. This
increase, divided by 30, is 1' 1" 52'" and this is taken to be the
increase in the chord for every increase of a minute in the arc
between 20° and 20° 30' *.

Chapter X., which follows, is on the obliquity of the ecliptic
as determined by observation. The next, XL, xu. contain
spherical geometry and trigonometry " enough for the determin-
ation of the connexion between the sun's right ascension,
declination and longitude and for the formation of a table of
declinations to each degree of longitude2." Chap. XI. contains

"preliminaries to the spherical demonstra-
1 These proportional increases are 2 De Morgan. Ptolemy introduces the

stated in a third column by Ptolemy. subject by saying " It follows next to
Ideler in Zachs' Cwrespondenz, Vol. shew the magnitudes of the arcs, com-
xxvi. July, 1812, pp. 3—38, finds that prised between the equator and the
Ptolemy's numbers are correct to 5 ecliptic, of the great circles drawn
places of decimals. through the poles of the equator".
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tions". These begin with the lemma of Menelaus, the regula
sex quantitatum, borrowed without any acknowledgement. After
proving this, he gives four proposi-
tions. If AB, BG be two arcs,
each less than a semicircle ("a
supposition which can be made of
all arcs to be hereafter taken") and
AG be joined and BD be drawn to A -=
the centre D, cutting AG in E,
then the chord of 2AB : chord of 2BG :: AE: EG. From this
it follows that, given the arc A G and the ratios of the chords of
2AB, 2BG, the arcs AB, BG can be found. Produce GB to
meet DA in F. Then chord 2GA : chord 2AB :: GF: BF.
From this it follows that, given arc GB only and the ratio
between the chords of 2GA, 2AB, the arc AB can be found.
These propositions being proved, Ptolemy then proves the regula
sex quantitatum for a spherical triangle, and proceeds (Chap, XII.)
to find the magnitudes of the arcs above-mentioned, and
(Chap, xili.) " the magnitudes of arcs of the equator which lie
between circles which pass through its poles and through given
points of the ecliptic". The method, in both cases, is founded on
the rule of Menelaus.

ABGD represents a great circle, passing through the poles
of the equator A G. BED is the eclip-
tic : E is the vernal equinox; B the
winter, and D the summer, solstice.
Z is the pole of the equator. On the
ecliptic take an arc HE, and through
H describe the great circle ZHT. It
is required to find the magnitudes of
HT (Chap. XII.) and TE (Chap. xni.).
Ptolemy gives the solutions only for
cases in which EH is 30° or 60°, and then adds tables. The lemma
of Menelaus is, later on, applied in a great many ways to this
same figure, for there are four triangles, EHT, ZHB, ZTA, EBA,
which are cut by the following transversals respectively, ZBA,
ETA, BHE, ZHT. One example (ch. xii.) will serve for an illus-
tration. ETA is a transversal to the triangle ZHB. Therefore
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chord ZAZ : chord 2AB :: chord 27^xchord 2HE: chord
2TH x chord 2EB, HE is ex hypothesi 30°. Arc ZA is 90°,
i.e. chord 2ZA = 120 .2 arc AB is 47° 42' 40", its chord 48.31'. 55".
2 arc HE is 60°, its chord 60. 2 arc # B is 180°, its chord 120.
" If from the ratio 120 : 48 . 31' . 55" we subtract (d<f>ek£fiev)
that of 60 : 120, the remainder will be the ratio chord
2TZ : chord 2TH, i.e. 120 : 24.15' 57". But 2TZ = 180°, its
chord 120. Therefore chord 2TH =24.15' 57", its arc is
23° 9' 59" therefore the arc TH is half this, viz. 11' 40" very
nearly1."

This paragraph contains in fact the whole of Greek trigono-
metry. The further progress of this department of geometry
is due mainly to the Indians and after them to the Arabians.
With the former, trigonometry seems, after its suggestion in
Ptolemy, to have had quite a native development. The Indians
never used "the chord of twice of the arc", as the Greeks always
did, but half that chord. This they called jydrdha or ardhajyd,
but the name of the whole chord jyd or jivd was also used for
shortness. The Arabs, taking the latter term, transliterated it
to dschiba, which later was altered for the Arabic word dschaib,
which is of nearly the same form. Dschaib means ' bosom' and
was therefore translated ' sinus' by Plato of Tivoli in his Latin
version ('De Motu Stellarum') of the astronomy of Albategnius2.

i Delambre (in Halma) has some BA (a), TE (b), HE (h), and their
notes on the proof, complements. The application of
chord 2ZA _ ch. 2TZ ch. 2HB Menelaus' rule produces the following
chord 2AB = DK~2TH ' cE 2EB equations. The transversal ZBA gives

ch. 180° ch. 180° ch.21ong. cos A=coso . cos 6 : the transv. ETA
ch. 2 obliq. ~~ ch. 2 decl." ch. 180° ' gives sin a = sin a sin ft: the transv.

ch.2decl. _ch.2obliq. ch,21ong. BHE gives cos a . sin 6 . sina=coso
ch. 180° ~ ch. 180° "~chTT8(f . sin a (or tan a=sin 6 . tan o) : the

ch. 2 decl. 48.31' 55" 60 transv. ZHT gives sin 6 . cos h = cos 6
or —

120 120 120 . cos a . sin h (or tan 6 = cos a . tan h).
"On voit par la que, dans le langage 2 Plato of Tivoli was certainly
des anciens, retrancher une raison, writing between A.D. 1116—1136. At
c'fitoit diviser par cetteraison." Han- the latter date he was at Barcelona,
kel (p. 285, 286 n.) has a very neat Albategnius (878—918) was Mohammed
noteonPtolemy'sprocedure. He points of Battan in Syria. On these persons
out the four triangles and their trans- see Cantor, pp. 560, 632, 778, where
versals. All the arcs in the figure can also the derivation of sinus is given,
be expressed in terms of HT (a), Also Hankel, pp. 217 sqq., 287 sqq.

i.e.
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In this way, sine came to be a technical term of modern trigono-
metry. Further evidence of the distinct character of Indian
trigonometry is to be seen in their division of the diameter.
Ptolemy divided this into 120 parts with sexagesimal fractions
and so did the Arabs. The Indians divided it in various ways.
Dividing it into 120,000 parts they calculated the sides of
regular polygons of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 sides to be 103923, 84853,
70534, 60000, 52055 (for 52066), 45922, 41031 (for 41042)
respectively. Ptolemy (Almag. vi. 7) has TT = 3 . 8'. 30"
(= 3 + fo + sflfo = 3141, 666....) The oldest Indian tradition
makes ir = 3 or, more exactly, V10. Aryabhatta has f J§^§. This
value was obtained in the following way. If, in a circle with
radius unity, SH be the side of an inscribed regular polygon
of n sides, Sia that of a like polygon of 2n sides, then

Sin = j2, — j4<- 8a
2. From the side of the hexagon they calcu-

lated the sides of polygons of 12, 24, 48, 96, 192, 384 sides.
The periphery of the last (the diameter being taken = 100) is
V 98694. This square root or rather that of 986,940,000 is
exactly Aryabhatta's value1.

152. The applications of trigonometry in Book II. of the
Almagest and the geometry of eccentric circles and epicycles in
Book III. belong too distinctly, by language and purpose, to the
history of astronomy to be described here. Besides the Alma-
gest, Ptolemy wrote also many other works, most of which are
extant. The Geography (edited by the Abbe* Halma, Paris 1828)
contains a description of the earth, defining the position of many
thousand places by latitude and longitude. Book I., chap. 24 con-
tains directions for drawing a map and various modes of projec-
tion are here discussed. Ptolemy prefers the method by which

I have somewhere seen a statement radius into 600,000 parts. The latter
that sinus, which in Latin means afterwards substituted the value r
primarily'a fold,'was applied to the =1,000,000 (Montuela I. pp. 539—
'folded' chord, i.e. half the chord. 544). In Brigg and Gellibrand's Tri-

1 Hankel, pp. 215, 216. Pur- gonometria Britannica (Goudae, 1633)
bach (1423—1461) and Begiomontanus cap. 2. sines are calculated to 15 places
(Muller of Konigsberg, 1436—1476), of decimals. Here also Ptolemy's
both of whom made abstracts of the propositions are given exactly.
Almagest, but use sines, divided the
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the eye is supposed to be at the pole and points on the earth's
surface are projected on the plane of the equator1. He wrote
also a Canon or chronological list of kings of various countries
(also ed. Halma), a treatise on Sound (Ap/iovi/cd, ed. Wallis,
Oxford, 1682) and another on Optics, extant only in a Latin trans-
lation from the Arabic. The 5th book of the Optics deals with
refraction, in which, as an astronomer, Ptolemy was especially
interested". Cleomedes an earlier astronomer (A.D. 60) had
already suggested that the reason why stars are still seen, though
below the horizon, was due to the same cause as that which
renders a ring, previously unseen, visible when the vessel, which
contains it, is filled with water. But Ptolemy works up the
subject carefully. He compares rays passing through air and
water, air and glass, and water and glass. He finds as a general
law that a ray, passing from a rarer to a denser medium, is
refracted towards the perpendicular: if passing from a denser to
a rarer medium, away from the perpendicular: and he invented
a simple contrivance (a graduated circle with moveable spokes,
the lower half of which is placed in water) for the purpose of
ascertaining the amount of the refraction in water for various
angles of incidence3. Some works in astrology and metaphysics
probably not genuine, are also attributed to Ptolemy4, but,
Proclus (pp. 362—368) has preserved some extracts from a
work of his in pure geometry, from which it appears that he
also discussed the propriety of Euclid's famous 12th Axiom,
(sometimes printed as 11th), on parallel lines. He endeavoured
to prove it as a theorem in the following way. If the straight

1 Cantor p. 358 says that Aiguillon this by supposing that the Optics was
in 1613 gave to this method the name written later.
of " stereographio" projection. Modes 3 See Heller, Geseh. der Physik. pp.
of projection are also discussed by 136, 137, Delambre n. pp. 411—431.
Ptolemy in his Planisphere and Ana- De Morgan doubts the authenticity of
lemma (trans. Commandinus 1558 and the Optics, chiefly on the ground that
1562). An analemma is a delineation the geometry is bad.
on a plane of the circles of the heaven- 4 Simplicius (in. Arist de Calo, Book
ly sphere. See Hultsch's Pappus, in. i.) mentions a book on dimensions (irepl
pref. p. xi. SiaardKreav) and Pappus vm, p. 1030

2 Eefraction is not mentioned in seems to mention a book on Mechanics.
the Almagest. Delambre accounts for Both are lost.
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line ety)0 meet the straight lines
a/3, 78 and make the two interior /€

angles equal to two right angles, / .
then a/3, 78 are parallel. For if / ~j N.
not, let the interior angles /3f>7, \ ? -fa -£
£778 be two right-angles and let /
the two straight lines, /3f, 877, meet ^
in K. Then, the angles aty)* %VJ>
will also be equal to two right-angles and the straight lines a£,
717 will meet in X and thus two straight lines will enclose a
space. Conversely, if the straight lines are parallel, the interior
angles are necessarily equal to two right-angles. For «£" and yrj
are not less parallel than-f/3, TJB and therefore whatever the sum
of the angles /3£)7, £178, whether greater or less than two right-
angles, such also must be the sum of the angle oify, £??8. But
the sum of the four cannot be more than four right-angles,
because they are two pairs of adjacent angles.



CHAPTER X.

LAST YEARS.

153. THE revival of Platonism and Pythagorean mysticism
in Alexandria and the East, perhaps also the dispersion of the
Jews and their introduction to Greek learning, led about
Ptolemy's time to the revival of the theory of number and this
in the hands of Nicomachus, Theon, Smyrnaeus and others
became a favourite study \ No doubt geometry continued to
be one of the most important parts of the Alexandrian course,
but no important geometer appears for 150 years or so after
Ptolemy. The sole occupant of this long gap is Sextus Julius
Afticanus, a Libyan by birth, who lived, however, most of his
life in Palestine. He flourished about A.D. 200. Africanus has
left a collection of papers similar to those of Heron, and en-
titled Kecrro/, i.e. 'Patchwork','miscellanies.' A portion of this
dealing chiefly with catapults is printed in the Mathematici
Veteres, but Chap. 31 contains some problems of strategy2, to
find the breadth of a river the opposite bank of which is oc-
cupied by the enemy, etc. Two solutions of this problem are
given, both depending on similar triangles. The first is as
follows. The point a. being on the opposite bank, take a distance
0/3, evidently greater than 0.6, 0 being on your own bank and let
6ft be at right angles to the bank. With the dioptra determine

1 Vide supra, p. 88 sq.<i. cent along with Heron's Dioptra above
2 This is separately printed by Vin- mentioned.
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fiy at right angles to 6(3. From 7 with the dioptra determine
the angle fiya. Bisect /3y in 8 and from 8 draw Be parallel

to 0fi, meeting ay in e and from e draw ef to Oft, parallel to /3y.
Then £/9 is half a/9 and £# can be determined by measurement.
The other method is as follows. The point a being on the opposite

bank, determine a/3 crossing the river at right angles and measure
/Siy parallel with the banks. At the point 8 on /S7 lay a T-square
786, so that its extremity e lies on the line 7a, as determined by
the dioptra. Then 78 : Be :: 7$ : /3a. The first three of these
distances are known and thus f3a. is obtained. This procedure,
the Roman varatio, was one of those which made the reputation
of Heron and all the grornatici of antiquity. It could be
applied of course, as Euclid applies it in the Phcenomena, to
finding heights and depths as well as horizontal distances1.

1 Chap. 76 of the Keoroi describes a
curious system of telegraphy. Three
posts were set up, each bearing 9
moveable arms. One represented units,
the next tens, the third hundreds.
The numbers thus exhibited were read

in Greek alphabetic signs and in this
manner a word was spelt out, e.g. 7 on
the second post (o = 70) and 4 on the
third (u=400) would spell ov, 'No.'
Cantor, pp. 372—374.
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154. But the end of the third century produced one of the
greatest of Greek mathematicians, Pappus of Alexandria. His
date, indeed, though he certainly lived before Proclus and
Eutocius who often mention him, is a matter of some doubt,
because the two authorities for it contradict one another. A
scholiast of the 10th century has written, in the margin of a
MS. of Theon's manual tables (now at Leyden), opposite the
name Diocletian, eVt TOVTOV 6 IIa7ro9 eypafav, which can
hardly refer to anybody but our Pappus. Suidas, however,
says that Pappus was a contemporary of Theon and as it is
evident from the same tables that Theon lived about 372, in
the time of Theodosius, the two accounts vary by nearly a
hundred years. Now Suidas says that Pappus wrote a com-
mentary on the four (instead of 13) books of the Almagest
and it is in the highest degree unlikely that both Theon
and Pappus, living in Alexandria at the same time, should
both have written a commentary on the same work1. And
Suidas, besides making a mistake about the Almagest it-
self, does not mention Pappus's great work, the a-vvaymyij, at
all. From this it is inferred that Suidas knew hardly any-
thing about Pappus and the other writer, who assigns him to
Diocletian's time (A.D. 284-305) is deemed better worthy of
credence2.

Many writings are attributed to Pappus. Proclus (p. '429)
speaks of Pappus' pupils (ol rrepl Hdinrov), so he evidently
was the head of a school. Eutocius (in Torelli, p. 208), and
Suidas mention his commentary on the Almagest. The former
also (Torelli, p. 90), mentions some notes on Euclid's Elements3.
Suidas ascribes to him a description of the earth, a book on the
rivers of Libya and another on the interpretation of dreams.
Pappus himself (iv. 27, p. 246), speaks of his commentary on the
analemma of Diodorus, a writer of whom nothing is known.
Proclus (pp. 189, 190), perhaps quoting the notes on Euclid,

1 Nevertheless Theon does not men- Vol. of his Pappus and Cantor, pp.
tion Pappus's commentary. Hultsch, 374—376.
as above stated, thinks he stole from 3 From these, no doubt, Axx. 4 and
it. 5 were taken (Proclus, p. 197, 6).

2 See Hultsch's preface to the 3rd
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says that Pappus pointed out that an angle may
be equal to a right angle without being a right
angle. In the annexed figure of two equal semi-
circles, for instance, the angle comprised between
the two curves aS, ay, is obviously equal to the
right angle 82/S.

But the one work by which Pappus is known is his
a oollection of mathematical papers, originally in 8 books, of
which the first and part of the second are missing. This is the
work to which so frequent references have been made in these
pages and which, of all extant Greek books, is the richest in
information on the lost treatises of the foremost Greek geometers.
The design of the collection is to give a brief account of the
contents of most of the mathematical works which, in Pappus's
day, enjoyed the highest repute and then to set out lemmas or
auxiliary propositions to them. These lemmas, however, as is
evident by a comparison of them with extant works, such as
Euclid's Phaenomena or Apollonius' Conies, are selected in the
freest possible manner, and have often no apparent bearing on
the book which they are supposed to illustrate. On the other
hand the same comparison shews that Pappus gives a very
careful and correct summary of the works of which he
treats, and for this reason it seemed possible to the mathema-
ticians of the last century to reconstruct lost wprks on the
authority of Pappus alone.

155. The contents of the avvaywyrj may be here briefly
indicated1.

The fragment of Book 11. deals entirely with the tetrads of
Apollonius and has been described above (pp. 62—63).

Book in. contains four tracts, the first on the methods of
duplication of Eratosthenes, Nicomedes, Heron and Pappus
himself: the second on the theory of proportion, introduced by
a problem to exhibit an arithmetical, a geometrical and a
harmonic mean in the same figure2: the third is on Euclid 1. 21,
and shews that if the straight lines meeting within the triangle

1 This summary is partly from a n arithmetical, geometrical or har-
Cantor, pp. 378 382. monical mean, according as

2 pp. 70, 73. Between a and c, b is a-b:b-c~a :a, or a: b, or a : c.
G. G. M. 20
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be drawn from two points not the extremities of the base, then
"the sides of the included triangle may be greater than the
sides of the triangle which includes it in any ratio which is less
than that of two to one *": the fourth is on the five regular
polyhedra inscribed in the sphere and uses the Sphaerica of
Theodosius. Here Pappus proceeds by a method contrary to
that of Euclid xin. Euclid, who finds a ratio between a side of
the polyhedron and the diameter of the sphere, constructs the
polyhedron first and describes • the sphere about it: Pappus
constructs the sphere first and inscribes the polyhedron.

Book iv. begins with the theory of transversals to the circle,
followed by the problem to describe a circle about three circles
which touch one another. Then follow more problems on
figures touching one another. Pappus next passes to the spiral
of Archimedes, the conchoid of Nicomedes and the quadratrix,
which last is very fully discussed. Various subjects are here
incidentally treated, such as the rectification of the circle, the
relations between the quadratrix and the spiral, the trisection
of an angle, the division of a circle, into arcs which have to one
another a given ratio, by means of the quadratrix and the
spiral, the use of the quadratic for the solution of the three
problems (1) to describe in a circle a regular polygon of any
number of sides, (2) to find for any given chord a circular
arc which has a given ratio to the chord, and (3) to draw
angles which shall be incommensurable with one another.

Book V. begins with an extract from the work of Zenodorus
on plane figures of equal periphery, passes then to the trea-
tise of Archimedes on the half-regular solids, then returns to
Zenodorus on solids of equal surface and shews that, of the
regular solids with equal surface, that is the greatest which
has most angles.

Book VI. gives lemmas to the fj,i/epb<; daTpovofiov/ievo1}
(TOTTOIJ) or Minor collection of Astronomy*. This contained,
according to the preface, the following works, viz., the Sphaerica

1 Simson's note to Eucl. 1. xxi. study intermediate between the Ele-
J This collection, with some Arabic ments of Euclid and the Almagest.

additions, constituted the " middle See Steinschneider in Zeittchr. Math.
books" of the Arabs, i.e. the oourse of Phys. for 1865, x. pp. 456—498.
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of Theodosius, the Data, Optica, Catoptrica and Pkaendmetia of
Euclid, the trepl SiocKij&ecav (De Habitationibus) and De Noctibus
et Diebus of Theodosius, the Moving Sphere of Autolycus, the De
Magnitudinibus etc. of Aristarchus, the dvafyopiieos of Hypsicles*
the Sphaerica of Menelaus. The books, perhaps, were not
studied in this order, for it is difficult to see why Autolycus
should be taken after Euclid, but on the other hand the TOTTO?

dvaXvo/ievo'} was studied in the order of its books1 and there
seems no reason otherwise for dividing the works of Theodosius.
Pappus omits the Catoptrica, the dva(f)opiKo<i and the Spherics of
Menelaus, but as he promises (p. 602 lin. 1) some lemmas to a
commentary by Menelaus on Euclid's Phaenomena, which are
not now included in the book, it may be that some mutilation
has taken place.

Book vn. deals, in like manner, with the TO'TTO? dvaXvofievos
or Collection of Analysis. This contained Euclid's Data,
Apollonius' Sectio Eationis, Sectio Spatii, Sectio Determinata,
De Tactiorvtbus, Euclid's Porisms, Apollonius' De Inclinationibus,
Plane Loci, and Conies, the Solid Loci of Aristaeus, the roiroi
irpo? e-infyaveiq of Euclid and lastly Eratosthenes' irepl (ie<ro-
TIJTOOV. The contents of these, down to the Conies, are described
in a long preface and then follow lemmas to all the books except
the Data and those of Aristaeus and Eratosthenes. The
Porisms of Euclid are taken between the Plane Loci and the
Conies of Apollonius, but otherwise the above order is preserved.

Book VIII. begins by announcing that it will deal with some
mechanical questions "more tersely and clearly and in a better
manner" than they had been handled by the ancients. To
these belong the theory of the centre of gravity and of the
inclined plane, and the problem, by means of cogwheels whose
diameters are in a given ratio, to move a given weight with a
given power. Here, again, arises the duplication-problem,
or rather the problem to construct a cube which has a given
ratio to another cube. This is solved by a mechanical device.
Pappus then discusses the method of finding the diameter of a
cylinder which is broken so that an exact measurement can-

1 Cf. p. 636. 18. "Qf the above mentioned books of analysis the order
(rd&s) is as follows."

20—2
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not be taken on either base. Suddenly he passes thence to
problems (or porisms) to find given points on a sphere, e.g. the
point which is nearest to a given plane or the points in which a
given straight line will cut the sphere. Then he shews how to
inscribe seven similar regular hexagons in a circle, one having
the same centre as the circle, the other six standing each on
one side of the first. This problem serves for the construction of
cogwheels and extracts from the ftapovXicos and the Mechanics
of Heron, added perhaps by a later hand, conclude the collection.

156. To the development of Greek geometry the Collection
of Pappus can hardly be deemed really important. It is
evidence, indeed, that the geometrical school of Alexandria was
still flourishing after 600 years and it shews what subjects were
studied there. But among his contemporaries Pappus is like
the peak of Teneriffe in the Atlantic. He looks back, from a
distance of 500 years, to find his peer in Apollonius. In the
long interval, only two or three writers, Zenodorus and Serenus
and Menelaus, had produced in pure geometiy a little work of
the best order, and there are none such to follow. The
Collection of Pappus is not cited by any of his successors1, and
none of them attempted to make the slightest use of the proofs
and apergns in which the book abounds. It becomes interesting
only in the history of mathematics during the 17th and 18th
centuries, when there were again geometers capable of using it
and others who independently struck out and pursued lines
of investigation which were more or less clearly anticipated by
Pappus. To give here an elaborate account of Pappus
would be to create a false impression. His work is only
the last convulsive effort of Greek geometry which was now
nearly dead and was never effectually revived. It is not so
with Ptolemy or Diophantus. The trigonometry of the former
is the foundation of a new study which was handed on to other
nations indeed but which has thenceforth a continuous history
of progress. Diophantus also represents the outbreak of a
movement which probably was not Greek in its origin, and

1 Hultsch's Preface to Vol. in. p. 3. Pappus, cites the proposition VIII. 11
Eutocius however, (in Torelli p. 139) of,the Collectio. (This is also in Bk.
referring to the prixa-viml daayayal of m. pp. 64—69 of Hultsch).
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which the Greek genius long resisted, but which was especially
adapted to the tastes of the people who, after the extinction of
Greek schools, received their heritage and kept their memory
green. But no Indian or Arab ever studied Pappus or cared in
the least for his style or his matter. When geometry came
once more up to his level, the invention of analytical methods
gave it a sudden push which sent it far beyond him and he was
out of date at the very moment when he seemed to be taking a
new lease of life.

A few lines only will be sufficient to call attention to some
passages of Pappus in which modern geometers still take an
antiquarian interest1. These occur mostly in Book vu. Here
(p. 682) occurs the theorem, afterwards re-discovered or stolen by
Guldin (1577-1643), that the volume of a solid of revolution is
equal to the product of the area of the revolving figure and the
length of the path of its centre of gravity. Here also (p. 1013)
Pappus first found the focus of a parabola and suggested the
use of the directrix. Here in the lemmas to the 8ectio Determi-
nate/, the theory of points in involution is propounded: and
among those to the De Tactionibus the problem is solved, to
draw through three points lying in the same straight line, three
straight lines which shall form a triangle inscribed in a given
circle*. Here also (p. 678) occurs the problem "given several
straight lines, to find the locus of a point such that the perpen-
diculars, or more generally straight lines at given angles, drawn
from the point to the given lines shall satisfy the condition that
the product of certain of them shall be in a given ratio to the

1 Some of these have been mentioned 2 On this problem (no. 117) Chasles
before a propos of the books to which has the following remarks. "Theprops.
the lemmas of Pappus refer. A sum- 105, 107, 108 are particular cases of
mary of a kind more satisfying to the it. One of the points is there supposed
modern geometer will be found in to be at infinity. The problem, gen-
Chasles Apergu pp. 28—44. Cantor eralised by placing the points anywhere,
pp. 382—386 cites generally the same has become celebrated by its difficulty,
propositions as Chasles, but adds some by the fame of the geometers who
remarks on hints of algebraical sym- solved it and especially by the solution,
bolism in Pappus. Taylor (Anc. and as general and simple as possible,
Mod. Conies, pp. Hi—liv) gives little given by a boy of 16, Ottaiano of
more than the lemmas to Euclid's Naples." Apergu, pp. 44, 328.
porisms from Book vu.
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product of the rest "1. Descartes and Newton brought this into
celebrity as the "problem of Pappus." But though the seventh
Book, which contains the lemmas to the TO7TO? dvakvoiievos is
by far the most important, there is matter in the other books of
a very surprising character. The 4th Book, which deals with
curves, contains a great number of brilliant propositions,
especially on the quadratrix and the Archimedean spiral. Pap-
pus supplements the latter by producing (p. 261 sqq.), a spiral
on a sphere, in which a great circle revolves uniformly about a
diameter, while a point on the circle moves uniformly along its
circumference. He then finds the area of the surface so deter-
mined, "a complanation which claims the more lively admiration,
if we remember that, though the whole spherical superficies was
known since Archimedes' time, to measure portions of it, such as
spherical triangles, was then and for long afterwards an \msolved
problem8". The 8th Book (p. 1034 sqq.) contains a proposition to
the effect that the centre of gravity of a triangle is that of another
triangle of which the vertices lie on the sides of the first and
divide them all in the same ratio3. All these, and many more of
equal difficulty, seem to be new and of Pappus' own invention. It
ought not, however, to be forgotten that in at least three cases,
which have been noticed above in their proper places, Pappus
seems to have assumed credit to which he is not entitled. In
Book III. he gives as his own a solution of the trisection-problem.
with a conchoid, which can hardly be other than the solution
which Proclus ascribes to Nicomedes: in Book iv. he gives 14
propositions of Zenodorus without so much as naming that
author: and in Book Vlll. he solves the problem ' to move a
given weight with a given power' in a manner which differs
only accidentally from Heron's4. It is probable that many

1 It is in this problem that Pappus proportionate to the length of the sides.
objects to having more than 4 straight 4 In Heron the weight is 1000 talents,
lines, on the ground that a geometry the power 5, and he solves the problem
of more than three dimensions was by a series of cogwheels, the diameters
absurd. of each pair being in the ratio 5 : 1 .

2 Cantor p. 384. Pappus takes the weight 160, power 4
3 Pappus supposes points, starting and the diameters 2 : 1 . See Pappus

simultaneously from the three vertices, vm. prop. 10 (p. 1061 sqq.) and Yin-
to move along the sides with velocities cent's Heron cited supra, p. 278 n.
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works of ancient geometers were, in Pappus' time, becoming
rare. Pappus himself, for instance, does not seem to have seen
Euclid's Conies and Eutocius and Proclus (much later) had
certainly not seen many books which they knew by name1. It
was therefore possible to appropriate many proofs without
much chance of detection and it may be that Pappus used this
opportunity.

157. It was suggested at the beginning of this chapter, that
possibly the Jews had something to do with the revival of the
arithmetical investigations which culminate about this time in
the Algebra of Diophantus. It is possible also that the decay
of Greek geometry was due to the gradual advance of peoples
who have never, at any time, cared much for this branch of
mathematics, though they have a surprising natural talent for
the other. At any rate, nearly all the leading writers of the
Neo-Platonic and Neo-Pythagorean schools were not Greeks.
Philo was a Jew: Nicomachus was an Arabian: Ammonius
the founder of Neo-Platonism was an Egyptian: so was Ploti-
nus: Porphyrius came from Tyre: the name of Anatolius,
wherever he was bom, means literally 'Oriental': Iamblichus
was a native of Chalcis, in Ccelesyria. These are the philoso-
phers who, in the first four centuries of our era, commanded the
largest influence and not one of them was a geometer. Never-
theless, the world is wide and the geometrical school at
Alexandria was still largely attended, though it produced no
brilliant professors after Pappus. Perhaps Patricius, the
author of two rules now inserted in Heron's works (Geom. 104*
and 8tereom. I. 22) belonged to this time, but there are two
persons of this name, one a Lydian of about A.D. 374, the other
somewhat later, a Lycian and the father of Proclus. Theon of
Alexandria was certainly making astronomical observations in
A.D. 365 and 372, and he as certainly held classes (avvovaiai)
for which he prepared his edition of Euclid. We have seen also
that the preface to Euclid's Optics consists of notes from Theon's
lectures. He also wrote a commentary on the Almagest, (ed.
Halma. 1821) most of which is extant and which is perhaps in

1 Heiberg, Litterargesch. Euklid. p. 89.
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great part founded on the similar work of Pappus1. This also
contains many little historical notices which have been extracted
above in their proper places, and the commentary to Book I. of
Ptolemy is especially valuable for its specimens of Greek
arithmetic. Theon's daughter Hypatia (06. A.D. 415), seems to
have been a better mathematician than her father. The story
of her life and her tragical death are familiar to English readers
through Kingsley's novel. None of her works are extant, but
Suidas (sub voce) says she wrote "virofivrjfia et? Aio<f>dvTt]P TOP
dcrrpovofiiKov tcavova eh TO, KWVIKCL 'KiroWcoviov vTrofiprj/ia".
This may mean three works, viz.: notes to Diophantus, the
astronomical canon and notes to Apollonius1 conies, or (altering
Aw<f>dvTr)p to Aio<})dpTov) may refer to two only, notes to the
astronomical canon of Diophantus and notes to the conies.
Hypatia was the last of the Alexandrian professors who attained
any fame. The Neo-Platonic school in Athens, under Syrianus,
now began to attract more attention, and in the interests of
Platonism the historical study of geometry was for a time
revived. Proclus the successor (Std&oxo?) of Syrianus at the
Athenian school (A.D. 410—485), studied in Alexandria and
there acquired that general acquaintance with Greek geometry
which enabled him to write his commentary on Euclid's
Elements. His notes on the first Book are still extant2, and
contain a very large proportion of all the most valuable informa-
tion we possess on the history of Greek geometry. But Proclus
himself is a wordy and obscure writer and his best things are
taken from Geminus and Eudemus. Proclus' pupil Marinus of
Neapolis (i.e. Flavia Neapolis, the ancient Sychem in Palestine)
wrote the life of his master and is the author of the preface to
Euclid's Data. He also was at the head of the Athenian
school. Isidorus succeeded him and was the teacher of
Pamascius of Damascus, who appended the 15th Book to

1 The MSS. have a fragment of Pappus or Diophantus.
Pappus's commentary at the beginning s Some of the extant scholia to the
of Theon's to Book v. and in Theon's other books are thought to be by
to Book 1. occurs a tractate on cal- Proclus. See Kiwche's essay, cited
culation with sexagesimal fractions above p. 74 n.
which is, in some MSS, attributed to
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Euclid's elements1, and also of Eutocius of Ascalon, the commen-
tator on Archimedes and Apollonius. Along with Damascius,
Simplicius, the author of the commentary to Aristotle's De
Coelo, taught in the Athenian school, but the Emperor
Justinian, who was by way of being a Christian, did not approve
of the heathen learning and, after many annoying decrees,
finally in 529 closed the school altogether. Meanwhile in
Alexandria the study of mathematics was still in some sort
maintained, but it may be conjectured that there was no great
zeal for geometry since the only mathematical works of which
we hear anything are three commentaries on the Arithmetic of
Nicomachus, by Hermas, Asclepius of Tralles and Johannes
Philoponus. The end was rapidly approaching. Mahomet fled
from Mecca in September 622 and died in 632, and his successors
prepared to enlarge the realm of Islam with the sword.
In 640 Alexandria fell and then "with one stride comes
the dark ".

158. A summary of the history of Greek mathematics,
which has been given in these pages, can be rendered effective
only by being so condensed that conjecture is indistinguishable
from fact:

At first the higher mathematics were cultivated only in the
service of philosophy and it was part of every philosophical creed
to despise the aims and arts of the vulgar. The same prejudice
remained after mathematics had come to be studied for their
own sake, and thus the attention of competent mathematicians
was always diverted from the ordinary methods of calculation
and Greek arithmetic remained to the last hampered by a vile
symbolism and consequently cumbrous procedure.

Geometry was introduced to the Greeks by Thales from
Egypt, but the same knowledge was, somewhat later, imported

1 This supposition is founded on the les built the San Sofia church at Con-
fact that the author of Bk. xv. mentions stantinople. Book xv. appended to the
(prop. 7) his great teacher Isidorus. Elements contains only 7 props, chiefly
Cantor(p.426)pointsoutthattherewas problems to inscribe one regular solid
another Isidorus of Miletus, in this cen- in another,
tury, who along with Anthemius of Tral-
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elsewhere by Pythagoras and led in his hands to far more im-
portant results. He also, by insisting that every proposition on
the relations of lines, or continuous magnitudes, has its analogue
in the relations of numbers, or discrete magnitudes, and vice versd
started the investigation of1 the theory of numbers and gave to
this inquiry its deductive style and the geometrical nomenclature
which it always retained. From his time both these studies
advance almost pari passu, but the history of the theory of
numbers is far more obscure than that of geometry.

In the fifth century B.C. the head-quarters of mathematics
shift from. Italy to Athens. Here Hippocrates opened the
geometry of the circle, which Pythagoras had neglected for that of
rectilineal figures, and he also recast the problem of duplication
of the cube into one of plane geometry. Plato revived
stereometry and raised analysis to the position of a recognized
geometrical method. The Athenian successors of Plato began
the study of conies and other curves.

Then, about B.C. 300, the head-quarters are removed to
Alexandria and in the following century Greek mathematics
reach their highest development. Stereometry, the geometry
of conies and theory of loci were now practically complete, so
far as the Greeks were able to finish them. Succeeding cen-
turies do no more than treat of isolated cases which the great
geometers had overlooked.

But during this time practical astronomy had been making
rapid strides in the hands of Eudoxus, Aristarchus, Eratosthenes
and others down to Hipparchus. Now the needs of the
practical astronomer are in many respects similar to those of
the surveyor, the engineer and the architect. Each of these is
chiefly concerned, not to find the general rules which govern all
similar cases, but to find under what general rules a particular
case, presented to them, falls. But the question whether an
angle is acute, or a triangle isosceles, can be determined only by
measurement, and hence about 130 B.C., in the time of Heron
and Hipparchus, we find the results of geometry applied to
measured figures, for the purpose of finding some other measure-
ment as yet unknown. Trigonometry and an elementary
algebraical method are thus introduced. For such calculations
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the Egyptians and Semites, who had now secured the grand
results of Greek deductive science, had an especial aptitude, and
the study of the theory of numbers, which was revived by Neo-
Platonists and Neo-Pythagoreans, mostly of Semitic and
Egyptian origin, changes its character accordingly. With Nico-
raachus, in effect, propositions no longer run "All numbers,
having the same characteristic, have such or such another
characteristic", but, "The following numbers have the same
characteristics". The equations of Diophantus, in which for
the first time algebraical symbols appear, and which are intend-
ed to find numbers which satisfy given conditions, are the
inevitable consequence.

The learning of the Greeks passed over in the 9th century to
the Arabs and with them came round into the West of Europe.
But no material advance was made by the Arabs in geometry
and it was their arithmetic, trigonometry and algebra which
chiefly interested the mediaeval Universities. In the 16th cen-
tury Greek geometry again became known in the original and
was studied with intense zeal for about 100 years, until Descartes
and Leibnitz and Newton, the best of its scholars, superseded it.
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Degrees, 132, 273, 293
Demetrius, 292
Democritus, 129, 159
Descartes, 180, 262
Diameter, divisions of, 298, 299
Diametrical numbers, 96
Dinostratus, 163
Diodes, 268—270
Dionysodorus, 289
Diophantus, name and date, 100—103:

on polygonal numbers, 103—104:
his Arithmetica, 108—122 : his alge-
braio symbols, 108, 111, 286 n., and
Addenda: name of his book, 111
113: his methods of solution, 113—
115: his cleverness, 115—120: on
porisms, 120—121

Dioptra, 278 n,
Diorismus, 179
Directrix of a conic, 232, 309
Division, 51 : compound, 52—53
Divisions of the circle, 190 n., 273, 293:

of the diameter, 298—299
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Dodecatemoriae, 190 n.
Dositheus, 221
Duplication of the cube, 161: origin

of problem, 162: recast by Hippo-
crates, 169: solutions by Plato, 180:
Archytas, 182: Menaeehmus, 186 :
Eratosthenes, 245: Heron and Apol-
lonius, 263—264: Nicomedes, 267 :
Diocles, Pappus and Sporus, 269.
Eutocius' report of above solutions,
229

diva/us, 78 n.

Edfu-inscriptions, 130, 131
Education, arithmetical, 64, 65
Egyptian arithmetic, 15—21, con-

nexion with Greek, 20—21: geo-
metry, 128—131, connexion with
Greek, 131—132: probable Egyp-
tian origin of algebra and trigono-
metry, 109 n., 285, 286

Eisenlohr, editor of Ahmes, 16 n.
Eleatics, 158—159
Elements of geometry, by Hippoorateg,

165: Theudius, 188, Euclid, 196
Ellipse, 84 n., 252, 258
Epanthem, 96, 97, 100
Epigrams, arithmetical, 98—100
'Eirl<ri]fi.a, 45
Equations, Egyptian, 18,19: in Euclid,

73, 84, 113 n. : in Heron, 116: in
Diophantus, 113 sqq.

Equiponderants, Archimedes on, 238—
240

Eratosthenes, 58 n.: his 'sieve', 87:
mesolabium, 245—6 : measurement
of a degree, 274 n.: life and works,
244 : letter on duplication, 162

Euclid, life, 195—196 : the Elements,
196—208: matter omitted, 198:
name and style of, 199: text of,
199, 200: ancient discussions on,
201—202 : modern history of, 203—
209: Arithmetical Books of, n . 73
—74: VII. 74—76: vm. 76: ix. 76
—78 : x. 78—86: vi. props. 27—29,
84 n.: Geometrical Books, I. 47 dis-

cussed, 153—153: vi. D. 294: xii. 2
172: xin. 184,197 «.: xrv. 278: xv.
312. Book v. 184. Ptolemy on Ax.
12, 300—301: Pappus on axioms
and postulates, 201, 202, 804 n.,
305. Other extant works, 209—215:
lost works, 215—221. Citation in
Archimedes, 227 n.

Eudemus, 134 : his summary of his-
tory, 134—137

Eudoxus, 58 n. : method of exhaustion,
172—173: life arid work, 183—185

Eutocius, 49, 121, 312 and passim
Exhaustion, method of, 170—173, 226,

227, 231

Fallacies, Euclid on, 215
Falsa positio, 19 n., 100 n.
Fermat, 78 re.
Finger-counting, 6, 7, 12—13, 39—40
Finger-names, 7, 10—12
Finger-symbolism of later Greeks, 24

—27, 36—37
Fractions, primitive modes of treating,

13, 14: Egyptian, 16—18: Boman
symbols for, 32: Greek, 48: names
of, in Nicomachus, 90—91: in He-
ron, 285

Friedlein, Zahlzeichen, 30 n. and pas-
sim in chap. 3

Focus of a conic, 252, 259, 309

Gematria, 44 and Addenda
Geminus, on antique geometry, 137—

138: on Euclid's axioms, 201—202:
his date and works, 287—288

Geometry, legendary origin of, 123—
126: Egyptian, 126—132: Baby-
lonian, 132: pre-Euclidean, 134 sqq.

Gerbert, 205—206
Gnomon, 69 n., 132, 145 «., 147
Gnomonio numbers, 69, 92
Guldin's theorem, 309

Halley, 247
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Hankel, 31, 124 TO. and passim
Harmonic proportion, 68 n.
Harmonic division, 254 TO., 290
Harpedonaptae, 129—130 and Addenda
Heath on Diophantus, Addenda
Heiberg, Quaestiones Arch. 54 TO. 222 :

Litterarg. Ejiclid, 195 n. and passim
Hennas, 313
Hermotimus, 188
Herodianio signs, 40, 41, 46
Heron of Alexandria, date and life,

276: catalogue of his works, 276—
279: his Metrica, 65: contributions
to algebra, 106, 107, 283 m.: goo-
detical works, 279—281: formula
for area of triangles, 282—283: ma-
thematical knowledge, 283—284 :
probable Egyptian origin of, 284—
286

Hexads, 81
Hipparchus, on combinations, 86 : on

quadratics, 88: his date and work,
274—275

Hippias of Elis, 163—164
Hippocrates of Chios, 164—173
Hippopede, 184, 185, 271 n.
Honein and his son, 204
Horizon, 211
Hostus, 64 n.
Hydrostatics of Archimedes, 240—241
Hypatia, 312
Hyperbola, 84 TO., 252, 258
Hypsicles, 52 TO.: his dva<popiKos, 87,

273: o/jos, 87—88: his date, 272:
geometrical works, 273—274

Iamblichus, on digits, 98
Incommensurables and Irrationals, 78,

79 sqq.: meaning of these terms in
Euclid, 79 n.: growth of the theory,
85—86

Indian numerals, 37—39; geometry,
156, 281 TO. ; trigonometry, 298—299

Introductio Arithmetica of Nicomaclius,
89—95

Introductio Harmonica of Euclid, 214
Isidorus, 312

Latus rectum, 253
Lemmas of Archimedes, 232
Leodamas, 183
Leon, 183
Leonardo of Pisa, 206
Lepsius, 3
Lesser line, 83 n.
Loci, attrib. to Thales, 144: Greek

names for, 187: propositions so
called, 219

Loci ad superficiem, 215—216
Loci ad tres et quattuor lineas, 248 n.
Logarithms, 59 n.
Logistica, described Chap. 3 : dist.

from arithmetica, 22—23, 56
Lunes, quadrature of, 165—168

Machines, the five simple and their
names, 277

Magnus, 61, 65, 107 n.
Mamercus, 145
Mandryatus, 145
Marinus, 209, 312
Martianus Capella, 26, 72 n., 202
Mathematici Veteres, 277 ra., 302—303
Maxima and minima, 84 TO., 255
Measurement of the Circle by Archi-

medes, 233—237
Mechanics of Archytas, 158: of Aris-

totle, 189, 238 : before Archimedes,
237—238 : of Archimedes, 238—243

Medial lines, 80 sqq.
Menaechmus, 185—187
Menelaus, 291, 292
Meno, mathematical passages in, 174—

175, 179
Meridian, 211
Mesolabium, 245—24G
^c<roTi)S, 9 3

Meton, 161
Metrodorus, 98, 99
Middle BooKs of the Arabs, 306 n.
/iiKpbs aarpovoiwiixevos, 306, 307
Multiplication, 50, 51

Kasr-Eddin, 196 n., 246
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Neo Platonists and Neo> Pythagoreans,
311

Nesselmann, p. 14 anHpassim in Chaps.
3 and 4

Nicolaus Smyrnaeus, 24—26 and Add.
Nicomachus of Gerasa, date and works,

88—89: Introductio, 89—95
Nioomedes, 163, 266—268
Niooteles, 221
Noviomagus, 64
Numbers, Pythagorean classification

of, 69—71, 92, 96
Numerals, names, 1—12: Eoman sym-

bols, 32 : Greek, 34, 29—49
Nuptial number in Plato, 69 n.

Ootads, 57—61
Oenopides, 146—147
Optica, Euclid's, 212—214: Ptolemy's,

300

ir, approximate values of, 127, 235 «.,
299

Parabola, 84 n., 252, 256
Parallel lines, 201, 202, 300—301
Parallelogram of forces, 238 and n.
Parameter, 253
Patricius, 811
Pentagram, 151
Perfect numbers, 70, 77
Perseus, 163, 270
Perspective, 291 n.
Peyrard, 200
Phaerunnena of Eudoxus, 183: Euolid's,

211—212
Philippus of Mende, 188
Philolaus, 69, 157
Fhilon of Byzantium, 263 and Add.
Philon of Gadara, 65
Philon of Tyana, 292
Philon's line, Addenda
Philoponus, 122, 313
Phoenician numerals, 43 n.
Piremus, 128
Plato, on logistioa, 22—23, 6 5 : his

arithmetioa, 69—71: Rep. vin. 246,
69 n.: Legg. 737—738, 72 n. : Meno,

O. G. M.

82 B. and 86 D, 174—175. His life,
173: use of mathem. illustrations,
174—175: geom. definitions, 176 :
invention of analysis, 177—180:
solution of duplication-probl. 180

Plato of Tivoli, 298.
Plus minus etc., signs for, 109 n.
Pneumatica, Heron's, 277 n.
Polos, 132, 145 n.
Polygonal numbers, 87 n., 88, 91—92,

103—104
Porisms, of Diophantus, 120—121:

of Euclid, 217—221
Postulates, Euolid's, 201—202
Pott, 3n.,4n.
Prime numbers, 75, 77 «., 89
Proclus, 312: his commentary on

Euclid, 134 n. and passim: other
scholia, 74 n.

Progressions, arithmetical, 97, 103:
geometrical, in Ahmes, 19, 20, in
Euclid, 77

Projection, 299, 300
Proportion, 68 re., 70, 76, 92—94,184
Ptolemy, his date, 293 : trigonometry

of, 293—298: minor works, 299—301
Pyramids, 128 n.
Pyramidal numbers, 192
Pythagoras, the abax, 22, 30, 37: his

philosophy, 66—68, 71—72: arith-
metica, 68—71: visit to Egypt,
66—68: his life, 147—148: de-
fective evidence concerning, 68, 148,
149: his geometry, 150—153 : con-
struction of regular solids, 153—154:
Pythagorean theorem, 155—157:
figwra, 151: his followers, 157—158

Quadratrix, 163—164, 306
Quadrature of the circle, 153,161—162,

163: of lunes, 165—168: of the
parabola, 226—227

Quadrivium, 72 n.

^Rectification of the circle, 306
Beduction, geometrical, 169—170,

177 K.

21
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Refraction, 300
Eegula sex quantitatum, 292, 297
Restorations of lost Greek works,

217—221, 247 n., 261, 262, 305
Roediger, 24 n. and sqq.
Roman fractions, 14 n.\ abacus, 30—33
Russian abacus, 31, 33 n.

Salaminian table, 33—36
SdXicox, 232
Savages, their numerals, 4—7
Savile, Sir H., 208
Sectio Canonis Euclid's, 214
Sectio Spatii etc. of Apollonius, 261,307
Semitic numerals, 2: abacus, 29—30:

numeral signs, 43—44
Semites, probable influence of, on

Gk. mathematics, 107, 311
Seqem-calculations, 18
Seqt, 128, 129, 141, 142
Serenus, 270 n., 289—291
Series, 19, 20, 77, 97, 103
Sexagesimal fractions, 52, 293
Simplicius, 313
Simson, 200: on Porisms, 218
Sine, 292 n., 298, 299
Sophists, 160—161
Spain, Arabic learning in, 205—206
Sirelpo, 185, 270
Sphaerica pre-Euclidean, 212: of Theo-

dosius, 212, 288: of Menelaus,
291—292

Sphere and Cylinder of Archimedes,
227—229

Spheroids, treated by Archimedes,
231—232

Spiralibm, De of Archimedes, 229—231,
310

Sporus, 269 n.
Square-roots, in Archimedes, 53—55 :

Theon's rule for finding, 55—57
Stereometry, 181
Suan-pan, 31, 33 n.
Subtraction, 49: of a ratio, 298 n.
Surds, 69 n., 73—74
Symbols, algebraic, 105—111
Syrianus, 312

Tabit ibn Corra, 89, 204, 246
Technical terms of Greek mathematics,

in arithmetic, 69, 70, 74, 75, 78, 79,
89—93, 108—109: in geometry,
176 n., 199, 298 n.

Telegraphy, 303 n.
Tetrads, 62—63
Thales, 138—145
Theaetetus, on incommensurable lines,

85—86 : his geometry, 183
Theodoras of Cyrene, 164
Theodosius, 288, 289
Theon of Alexandria, on compound

division, 52—53 : on square-roots,
58—57 : his edn. of Euclid's Ele-
ments, 199—203 : notes on Euclid's
Optics, 213: date etc., 311

Theon Smyrnaeus, date and works,
95—96

Theudius, 188
Three, limit of counting, 8
Thymaridas, 96, 97,100.
Twos dvaXvojj.evos, 210, 211 n., 307
TOTTOI, see Loci
Translations of Euclid's Elements,

203—206, Addenda: see also Arabic
Triangles, numerical formulae for

right-angled, 70, 71, 81 n.: Heron's
rule for areas, 282—283: centre of
gravity of, 239, 310

Triangular numbers, 70
Trigonometry, of Hipparchus, 275:

Heron, 283—284: Ptolemy ,292—298:
among Arabs and Indians, 298—299

Trisection of an angle, 161: effected
with quadratrix, 163: by Archi-
medes, 233: by Nicomedes or Pap-
pus, 268

Trivium, 72 n.
Tunnu-calculation, 19
Tylor, 4 n.

Varatio, 303
Uchatebt, 128
Veteres Mathematici, 277 n., 302, 303
Vieta, 262
Virtual velocity, 105 n.
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Viviani, 247 n. X in algebra, Addenda
Universities, mediaeval, 206, 207 : Xenocrates, 71 ft., 86

mathematical work in Oxford and
Cambridge, 206—208

Zeno, 158: Aristotle's answer to, 188
Zenodorus, 271, 306

Woepcke, 37 »., 214 Zeuxippus, 221
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